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Preface
This volume is a collection of papers given at the conference “SuB7 – Sinn und Bedeutung”,
the seventh annual conference of Gesellschaft für Semantik, held at the Universität Konstanz
(Germany), October 3-5, 2002.
During this conference, experts presented – and discussed – various aspects of semantics. The
very different topics presented at the conference provided us with a deeper and broader insight
into fields of ongoing semantics research.
We would like to thank the referees for their judgements and all contributors and guests for
making that conference an inspiring event. In special, we would like to thank for all written
contributions in this volume.
SuB7-Team:

Regine Eckardt
Willi Geuder
Klaus von Heusinger
Matthias Weisgerber

All papers contained in this volume are also available online on the Konstanz University Library’s pages. Address: http://www.ub.uni-konstanz.de/serials/fb-sprach.htm

German Preface
Mit diesem Buch, den Proceedings zu ‘sub7’, der siebten Jahrestagung der Deutschen Gesellschaft für Semantik, Universität Konstanz, 3.-5. Oktober 2002, halten Sie eine Sammlung in
Händen, die auf der einen Seite heterogener nicht sein könnte und auf der anderen Seite zusammenführen möchte, was zusammen gehört: verschiedenste Sicht-, Denk- und Argumentationsweisen zum großen Rahmenthema ‘Semantik’.
Gerade in der Vielfalt der Themengebiete und in der altersmäßigen Durchmischung der Konferenzteilnehmerinnen und -teilnehmer liegt die Chance, noch vielfältiger Einblick zu gewinnen
in die Facetten laufender Fragestellungen und Forschungen rund um ‘Semantik’.
Wir möchten allen Referees für ihre Beurteilungen und allen Konferenzteilnehmern für ihre
Beiträge und Diskussionen danken, die diese Konferenz ein anregendes Ereignis werden ließen.
Insbesondere danken wir jenen, die ihre Beiträge zum Abdruck in diesem Band zur Verfügung
gestellt haben.
SuB7-Team

Regine Eckardt
Willi Geuder
Klaus von Heusinger
Matthias Weisgerber

Alle Beiträge dieses Bandes sind bei der Bibliothek der Universität Konstanz auch online verfügbar unter http://www.ub.uni-konstanz.de/serials/fb-sprach.htm
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FUTURE WH-CLAUSES IN DP-POSITIONS1
Yoryia Agouraki
University of Cyprus
gpyoryia@ucy.ac.cy

Abstract
The paper presents Future wh-clauses (FWHCs), a previously unnoticed type of whclauses, and discusses its key properties. Namely, selection by a small class of
accomplishment predicates, restriction for Future Tense in the wh-clause, NP-type nonpresuppositional semantics, where the FWHC denotes an individual defined by a
unique property, strong feeling of current relevance associated with the selecting
predicates, and compatibility of the selecting predicates with ‘since’-adverbials. It is
argued (a) that FWHCs are interpreted as intensional definite DPs; (b) that in
‘selecting’ FWHCs the matrix predicates are used intensionally; and (c) that the
selecting predicates have a ‘perfect’ component in their decomposed lexical structure.
FWHCs are distinguished from Irrealis Free Relatives.
1. The Data
The paper addresses a construction of Greek (cf. (1)), which has the morphological appearance of a wh-interrogative complement but an NP-type reading.
(1)

eho
idhi
aghorasi ti
tha foreso
sto parti
have-I already bought
what
will wear-I at the party
“I have already bought what I am going to wear at the party.”

It is argued that the wh-construction in (1) constitutes a construction of its own. First, there is
a requirement for Future Tense in the wh-complement (cf. ungrammatical (2), where the verb
is in the Past Tense). I will hence refer to the wh-construction in (1) as Future wh-clauses
(FWHCs).
(2)

1

*aghorasa ti
foresa
sto parti
apo ti vostoni
bought-I what
wore-I
at the party from the Boston
“I had bought what I wore at the party in Boston.” 2

I have benefited a lot from the comments of Irene Heim, Sabine Iatridou and Ioannis Veloudis, whose
questions and observations on the first drafts of this paper helped me make better sense of the construction, and
focus on particular aspects of it. Thanks also go to Kai von Fintel, Danny Fox, Shigeru Miyagawa, Phoevos
Panagiotides, David Pesetsky and Norvin Richards for useful suggestions. Last, I would like to thank the
organizers of SuB2002 and the editors of the present volume.
2
The ungrammaticality of (2) in Greek appears puzzling given the grammaticality of its English translation. The
English translation is OK because the wh-clause is interpreted as a presuppositional RFR. The intended reading,
i.e. that of a non-presuppositional DP, is excluded for the English sentence, as well.
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Second, FWHCs are selected by a small class of verbs, which include: aghorazo ‘buy’, ferno
‘bring’, perno / piyeno ‘take to sb’, perno ‘take with one’, vghazo ‘keep’, krato ‘keep’,
filao ‘save’, vazo ‘put’, etimazo ‘prepare’, mayirevo ‘cook’, ftiahno ‘make’, ravo ‘sew’,
pleko ‘knit, crochet’, eklegho ‘elect’, dhialegho ‘choose’ vrisko ‘find’, vlepo ‘see’, eho
‘have made arrangements, find’, ghrafo ‘write up’, arhizo ‘start’, teliono ‘finish’, shedhiazo
‘design’, sidherono ‘iron’, pleno ‘wash’, tiligho ‘wrap up’.
Third, FWHCs have an NP-type non-presuppositional interpretation. The wh-clause in (1)
cannot denote a familiar individual; example (1) is infelicitous in a context where the speaker
has already shown the hearer a particular dress in some shop window, and is now telling the
hearer that she (i.e. the speaker) has bought that dress. The wh-clause in (1) can only denote
an individual which is defined by the unique property of being ear-marked for wearing at the
party. While being non-presuppositional, the interpretation of FWHCs differs from that of
nonspecific indefinites.
Last, there is a strong feeling of current relevance associated with the predicates that select
FWHCs. Thus, in (1) the activity of having bought x is somehow relevant for current
purposes. This strong feeling of current relevance is not due to the Present Perfect of the
matrix verb in (1), and obtains with all tenses.
FWHCs are of interest for two main reasons. (a) They have a number of characteristics, none
of which has an obvious explanation. The paper addresses the following issues: (i) the syntax
and semantics of FWHCs; (ii) their limited distribution; (iii) the restriction for Future Tense;
(iv) the source of the intensional reading of FWHCs; and (v) the source of the strong feeling
of current relevance associated with the selecting predicates. The second reason why FWHCs
are of particular interest is because the study of FWHCs intersects with a number of
theoretical questions. These include (i) the relation between FWHCs, Realis Free Relatives
(RFRs) and Irrealis Free Relatives (IFRs); (ii) the question whether wh-clauses can have NPtype semantics, and if so of what kind(s); (iii) DP-denotations; (iv) intensionality; and (v) the
semantic decomposition of the selecting predicates.
Sections 2-3 show that FWHCs are a distinct creature from both RFRs and IFRs, all three of
which fill DP-positions. FWHCs and IFRs share a number of similarities. A semantic
analysis for FWHCs is provided in Section 4 (see claim (3) below).
(3)

a. FWHCs are interpreted as intensional definite DPs (semantic type <s,e>).
b. In selecting FWHCs the matrix predicates are used intensionally.

In Section 5 FWHCs are assigned a syntactic structure where a null D selects a CP which
functions as a predicate. The D head is responsible for the semantic interpretation of FWHCs.
In Section 6 it is shown that the selecting predicates, besides being used intensionally, have a
‘perfect’ component in their decomposed lexical structure.
2. Future Wh-Clauses vs. Realis Free Relatives
RFRs and FWHCs share a small number of properties. In particular (a) neither RFRs nor
FWHCs can have in their Spec of CP a phrase that includes a DP which dominates, but is not
a projection of, the wh-word; (b) neither RFRs nor FWHCs allow for multiple wh-phrases;
(c) neither RFRs nor IFRs can stack; and (d) extraction out of either RFRs or FWHCs is bad.
Yet, as shown in detail next, FWHCs and RFRs have a considerable number of
morphological, syntactic and semantic differences, on the basis of which it is claimed that
10
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FWHCs and RFRs are distinct constructions. An alternative hypothesis, according to which
FWHCs are RFRs with some special interpretation, due to the fact that they have embedded
Future, does not seem to be tenable. One would need to show how the Future Tense could
account for the morphological, syntactic and semantic differences between FWHCs and
RFRs. I could see no way this could be done. Take, for instance, the non-presuppositional
reading of FWHCs. Embedded Future in RFRs does not give rise to a non-presuppositional
reading of the RFR. These objections do not carry over to a working hypothesis according to
which FWHCs and RFRs are distinct types of a superordinate category, where the distinct
properties of the two types of wh-clauses reduce to their distribution.
2.1 Morphological differences
(i) Formal marking
RFRs, but not FWHCs, are formally marked with the prefix o –, a definiteness marker,
attached to the corresponding wh-words (e.g. oti ‘what-RFR’ vs. ti ‘what-FWHC’).
(ii) Unavailability of the –dhipote ‘ever’ marker of RFR wh-words on the FWHC wh-words.
(iii) Internal checking of the head features of the wh-phrase in FWHCs.
2.2 Syntactic differences
(i) Restriction for Future Tense
FWHCs, but not RFRs, obey a restriction for Future Tense. The tense in the wh-clause is
Simple Future or Future Continuous when the event time of the wh-clause follows not only
the event time of the matrix clause but also the utterance time. The tense in the wh-clause is
Conditional Present when the event time in the wh-clause precedes the utterance time.
This restriction for Future Tense in the wh-clause most probably constitutes an
epiphenomenon of a more basic property of FWHCs, or a consequence of a semantic
property of the predicates that select FWHCs. Namely, for some reason the eventuality
described in the wh-complement of a specific set of verbs is, in the particular reading we are
exploring, obligatorily posterior to the event described by the matrix verb.
(ii) Only wh-words, not wh-phrases, can introduce FWHCs.
(iii) Syntactic movement
FWHCs, contrary to RFRs, cannot be passivized or topicalized. However, they can be
syntactically focused, similarly to RFRs.
(iv) Anaphoric properties
As shown next, FWHCs allow for definite DP-anaphora, as RFRs, and null anaphora, unlike
RFRs. In addition, FWHCs, but not RFRs, allow impersonal proforms.
(a) Null anaphora
Consider the exchange in (4), where the same predicate is used in A’s and B’s utterances. As
shown by 4(B), null anaphora, i.e. the equivalent of one –anaphora in English, is possible.
Null anaphora does not refer back to the entity introduced by the FWHC, but introduces a
new entity with the property that it will be worn at the party by B.

11
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eho
idhi
aghorasi ti
tha foreso
sto parti
have-I already bought
what
will wear-I at the party
“I have already bought what I am going to wear at the party.”
egho
tha
_
aghoraso avrio
I
will
_
buy-I
tomorrow
“I will buy what I am going to wear at the party tomorrow.”

If we juxtapose (4) with ungrammatical (5) next, we see that null anaphora is only possible in
the scope of a logical operator, the Future marker tha in 4(B).
(5)
A.
B.

eho aghorasi
edho ke poli kero ti
tha foreso
sto parti
have-I bought it’s a long time
what
will wear-I
at the party
“It’s a long time since I bought what I am going to wear at the party.”
egho
*to /*_
eho aghorasi
apo tin perasmeni vdhomadha
I
*it
have-I bought since last week

(b) Definite DP anaphora
FWHCs also support definite DP anaphora when we want to refer back to the entity that was
introduced by the FWHC (cf. (6)).
(6)

eho
aghorasi ti
tha foreso sto parti
; to eho
sti dulapa
have-I bought
what will wear-I at the party ; it have-I in the wardrobe
“I have bought what I am going to wear at the party. It’s in the wardrobe.”

However, if the FWHC is in the scope of a logical operator, as in 7(A) where the FWHC is in
the scope of the Future operator, definite DP anaphora will only be possible in modal
contexts (cf. 7(B)); in 7(B) the pro subject, interpreted as a definite pronoun, is in the scope
of the Necessity operator.
(7)
A.
B.

avrio
tha aghoraso
ti
tha foreso sto parti
tomorrow will buy-I
what will wear-I at the party
*(prepi) pro
na ine
makri forema
must-it
it
to be-it
long dress
“Tomorrow I’ll buy what I’m going to wear at the party. It must be/*is a long dress.”

(c) Use of impersonal proforms
Moltmann (1997) has shown that verbs selecting intensional indefinite DPs allow only
impersonal proforms (something , what , -thing ) to stand for their complement, and disallow
personal ones (someone , whom , person ), regardless of the descriptive content of the
complement NP. The use of impersonal proforms is taken by Moltmann to be an
intensionality test. Crucially, FWHCs allow only an impersonal interrogative proform, i.e. ti
‘what’ (cf. (8) as an appropriate question for (1)).
(8)

ti
/ *pio praghma / *pio adikimeno aghorases
what / which thing / which item
bought-you
“What have you bought?”

12
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2.3 Semantic differences
(i) FWHCs, contrary to RFRs, have a limited distribution (cf. Section 1).
(ii) FWHCs, contrary to RFRs, are interpreted as non-presuppositional DPs.
(iii) Strong feeling of current relevance associated with FWHCs, but not with RFRs
Consider example (9), where aghorazo ‘buy’, selects a FWHC in 9(a) and a RFR in 9(b).
There is a strong feeling of current relevance associated with the activity of buying in 9(a)
but not in 9(b). In particular, while 9(a) entails that the speaker is still, at the moment of
utterance, in possession of what was bought, there is no such entailment in 9(b). The fact that
in both 9(a) and (b) we have the same matrix predicate suggests that the semantic structure of
the matrix predicate is different depending on whether its complement is a FWHC or not.
(9)
a.
b.

aghorasa ti
tha foreso
sto parti
bought-I what-FWHC will wear-I at the party
“I bought what I am going to wear at the party.”
aghorasa afto pu
idha
sti vitrina
bought-I what-RFR saw-I at the shop window
“I bought what I saw at the shop window.”

(iv) Narrow scope with respect to logical operators and quantifiers
In the absence of a logical operator, the interpretation of FWHCs seems to involve an
existential quantifier. Interestingly, when there is a logical operator in the matrix sentence,
the FWHC (or, more precisely, the existential quantifier) can only take narrow scope with
respect to the logical operator (RFRs are known to have wide scope with respect to logical
operators). Consider examples (10)-(16), which involve Negation, Question, the Future
operator, an intensional operator, Necessity, Possibility and the Habitual operator.
(10)
a.
dhen eho aghorasi akoma ti
tha foreso sto parti
not
have-I bought yet
what will wear-I at the party
“I haven’t bought yet what I am going to wear at the party.”
b.
*∃x ¬ FUT[I wear x at the party] & [I have bought x]
c.
¬ ∃x
FUT[I wear x at the party] & [I have bought x]
(11)
a.
ehis aghorasi
ti
tha foresis
sto parti
?
have-you bought
what will wear-you at the party ?
“Have you bought what you are going to wear at the party?”
b.
*∃x Q FUT[you wear x at the party] & [you have bought x]
c.
Q ∃x
FUT[you wear x at the party] & [you have bought x]
(12)
a.
tha aghoraso apo tora ti
tha foreso
sto parti
will buy-I
soon
what
will wear-I at the party
“I will buy soon what I am going to wear at the party.”
b.
*∃x FUT FUT[I wear x at the party]& [I buy x]
c.
FUT ∃x
FUT[I wear x at the party]& [I buy x]

13
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(13)
a.
thelo na aghoraso apo tora ti
tha foreso sto parti
want-I to buy-I
soon
what
will wear-I at the party
“I want to buy soon what I am going to wear at the party.”
b.
*∃x WANT FUT[I wear x at the party] & [I buy x]
c.
WANT ∃x
FUT[I wear x at the party] & [I buy x]
(14)
a.
prepi na aghoraso apo tora ti
tha foreso sto parti
must-it to buy-I
soon
what
will wear-I at the party
“I must buy soon what I am going to wear at the party.”
b.
*∃x FUT[I wear x at the party] & [I buy x]
c.
 ∃x
FUT[I wear x at the party] & [I buy x]
(15)
a.
bori
na aghoraso apo tora ti
tha foreso sto parti
may-it to buy-I
soon
what
will wear-I at the party
“I may buy soon what I am going to wear at the party.”
b.
*∃x _ FUT[I wear x at the party] & [I buy x]
c.
_ ∃x
FUT[I wear x at the party] & [I buy x]

Intensional

Necessity

Possibility

(16)
sinithos etimazo
ti
tha kano sto mathima mia mera prin Habitual
usually
prepare-I what will do-I in class
the day before
“I usually prepare what I am going to do in class the day before.”
In addition, FWHCs obligatorily scope below quantifiers (cf. (17)).
(17)
a.
piran
oli mazi tus
ti
tha dhiavasun sto taksidhi
took-they
all with them
what
will read-they
on the trip
“They have all taken with them what they are going to read on the trip.”
b.
∀x [person′(x) → ∃y[thing′(y) ∧ FUT[read′(x,y)] ∧ PAST[take′(x,y)]]]
c.
*∃x[thing′(x) ∧ ∀y[person′(y) → FUT[read′(y,x)] ∧ PAST[take′(y,x)]]]
3. Future Wh-Clauses vs. Irrealis Free Relatives
On the basis of significant differences between FWHCs and IFRs, it is argued next that
FWHCs are a distinct construction from IFRs (cf. example (18)), as well. The predicates that
select IFRs include eho ‘existential have’, ehi ‘there is’, dhino ‘give’, psahno ‘look for’,
vrisko ‘find’, perno / piyeno ‘take to sb’ and ferno ‘bring’.
(18) dhen eho ti na foreso sto parti
not have-I what
to wear-I at the party
“I have nothing to wear at the party.”
3.1 Similarities between FWHCs and IFRs
FWHCs and IFRs share a fair number of morphological (cf. 19(a)-(c)), syntactic (cf. 20(a)(c)) and semantic (cf. 21(a)-(b)) properties.

14
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(19) Morphological properties
a. Both FWHCs and IFRs are not marked as RFRs.
b. Both FWHCs and IFRs do not allow for the –ever marker on wh-words
c. The head features of the wh-word in both FWHCs and IFRs are checked inside the
wh-clause.
(20) Syntactic properties
a. Both FWHCs and IFRs cannot be passivized or topicalized.
b. Both FWHCs and IFRs support null anaphora.
c. Both FWHCs and IFRs allow impersonal proforms.
d. Both FWHCs and IFRs do not stack (for IFRs see Grosu and Landman 1998).
e. Neither FWHCs nor IFRs allow multiple wh-phrases.
f. Neither FWHCs nor IFRs allow for an explicit sortal in the wh-phrase.
g. Extraction out of both FWHCs and IFRs is bad.
h. Neither FWHCs nor IFRs can have in their Spec of CP a phrase that includes a DP
which dominates, but is not a projection of, the wh-word.
(21) Semantic properties
a. Both FWHCs and IFRs have an NP-type, nonpresuppositional interpretation.
b. Both FWHCs and IFRs have narrow scope with respect to logical operators and
quantifiers.
3.2 Differences between FWHCs and IFRs
The properties FWHCs share with IFRs raise the question whether FWHCs are in fact a
subcategory of IFRs. However, besides the similarities, there is a considerable number of
differences between FWHCs and IFRs (cf. (22)).
(22) Differences between FWHCs and IFRs:
a. FWHCs and IFRs have distinct tense requirements (Future Tense vs. na -clauses).
b. With FWHCs, but not with IFRs, the moment of utterance plays a role in the form of
the verb.
c. With FWHCs, but not with IFRs, the eventuality described in the wh-clause is
necessarily posterior to the one described in the matrix clause.
d. Strong feeling of current relevance with FWHCs, but not with IFRs
e. FWHCs and IFRs do not share the same distribution.
f. All the selecting predicates for FWHCs are accomplishment predicates; this is not the
case with the selecting predicates for IFRs (cf. psahno ‘look for’, eho ‘have’).
g. IFRs, but not FWHCs, can serve as pivots of existential sentences.
h. FWHCs and IFRs have distinct NP-type interpretations.
i. FWHCs are in free distribution with definite DPs, while IFRs are in free distribution
with indefinite DPs.
j. FWHCs, contrary to IFRs, lack an ‘availability reading’ (cf. Izvorski 1998).
Due to 22(a), it is impossible to substitute IFRs for FWHCs, and vice versa (cf. (23)-(24)).
(23)
a.
eho
idhi
aghorasi ti
tha foreso
sto parti
have-I already bought
what
will wear-I at the party
“I have already bought what I am going to wear at the party.”
b.
*eho
idhi
aghorasi ti
na foreso
sto parti
have-I already bought
what
to wear-I
at the party
15
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(24)
a.
dhen
eho
ti
na foreso sto parti
not
have-I what
to wear-I at the party
“I have nothing to wear at the party.”
b.
*dhen eho
ti
tha foreso
sto parti
not
have-I what
will wear-I at the party
As pointed out in Section 2.2 (cf. also 22(b)), the tense in FWHCs is Simple Future or Future
Continuous when the event time of the wh-clause follows not only the event time of the
matrix clause but also the utterance time, while it is Conditional Present when the event time
in the wh-clause precedes the utterance time (cf. (25)). With IFRs, on the other hand, the
moment of utterance plays no role in the form of the verb. More specifically, irrespective of
whether the event time of the wh-clause follows or precedes the moment of utterance, the
verb form in the IFR is the same (cf. 26(a) and (c), and the ungrammaticality of 26(b)).
(25)
a.
eho
idhi
aghorasi ti
tha foreso
sto parti
have-I already bought
what
will wear-I at the party
“I have already bought what I am going to wear at the party.”
b.
iha
idhi
aghorasi ti
tha forusa
sto parti
had-I already bought
what
would wear-I at the party
“I had already bought what I would wear at the party.”
c.
*iha
idhi
aghorasi ti
tha foreso
sto parti
had-I already bought
what
will wear-I at the party
(26)
a.
dhen
tha eho
me pion
na miliso apopse sto parti
not
will have-I to whom to talk-I
tonight at the party
“Tonight at the party there will be noone to talk to.”
b.
*dhen iha
me pion
na milusa
htes
sto parti
not
had-I to whom na would talk-I yesterday at the party
c.
dhen
iha
me pion
na miliso htes
sto parti
not
had-I to whom na talk-I yesterday at the party
“Yesterday at the party there was noone to talk to.”
The observation made in Grosu (1989:52) that IFRs “are semantically characterized … by
‘future orientation’” does not hold, as shown by example (27), where the eventuality
described in the IFR is simultaneous with the one described in the matrix (cf. 22(c)).
(27) apo ton perasmeno mina dhen eho me pion na miliso
since the last month
not
have-I with whom to talk-I
“It’s a month now I have noone to talk to.”
It is important to observe that FWHCs are not allowed as complements of existential or
possessive predicates, which is the standard environment for IFRs crosslinguistically (cf.
22(g) and earlier example 24(b)). If we juxtapose the lists of selecting predicates for FWHCs
and IFRs, we notice, however, that a couple of predicates, i.e. vrisko ‘find’, ferno ‘bring’
and perno / piyeno ‘take to sb’, can select both FWHCs and IRFs. This fact is shown not to
be problematic for the claim that FWHCs and IFRs are distinct constructions. Where the
‘same’ predicate selects both FWHCs and IFRs, the predicate is claimed to appear in two
distinct semantic structures. Crucially, as shown below for vrisko ‘find’ (cf. (28)), which
selects both FWHCs and IFRs, there is a difference in interpretation depending on whether it
selects a FWHC or an IFR. Namely, the FWHC in 28(a) denotes an individual that is defined
by a unique property, while the IFR in 28(b) is interpreted as a weak DP.
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(28)
a.
vrika pu
tha mino sti Lefkosia
found-I where will stay-I in Nicosia
“I have found my future flat in Nicosia.”
b.
vrika pu
na mino sti Lefkosia
found-I where to stay-I in Nicosia
“I have found a place to stay in Nicosia.”
With respect to point 22(h), it will be argued in Section 4 that FWHCs are interpreted as
intensional definite DPs; as far as IFRs are concerned, Section 7 advances the working
hypothesis that they are interpreted as intensional indefinite DPs. Points 22(g), 22(i) and 22(j)
are adduced as pieces of evidence for the claim that FWHCs and IFRs have distinct
interpretations. Examples (29) and (30) illustrate point 22(i), namely that FWHCs are in free
distribution with definite DPs, while IFRs are in free distribution with indefinite DPs.
(29)
a.
eho
idhi
shedhiasi me ti
tha stoliso
to dhendro
have-I already designed with what will decorate-I the tree
“I have already designed what I am going to decorate the tree with.”
b.
eho
idhi
shedhiasi ta stolidhia ya to dhendro
have-I already designed the ornaments for the tree
“I have already designed the tree ornaments.”
(30)
a.
dhen
eho
ti
na valo
not
have-I what
to wear-I
“I have nothing to wear.”
b.
dhen
eho
ruha
not
have-I clothes
“I have nothing to wear.”
For those predicates that select both FWHCs and IFRs (e.g. ferno ‘bring’), modulo the
differences in interpretation, it is important to note two more factors that seem to play a role
in determining whether they will select a FWHC or an IFR in a particular case. The two
factors are (a) control of the wh-clause subject by an argument of the matrix clause and (b)
the semantics of the wh-clause predicate. In general, FWHCs seem to favour subject control
(cf. 31(a)); they are not good with object control (cf. 31(b)), unless the wh-clause predicate is
a non-activity predicate (cf. 31(c)). IFRs, on the other hand, only allow subject control with
two-place matrix predicates, and object-control with three-place matrix predicates (cf. 31(a)(b) and (32)); unless the wh-clause predicate is a non-activity predicate (cf. 31(c)).
(31)
a.
efera
ti
*na /tha
etimaso
ya tin ekthesi modhas
brought-I what
to
/will
prepare-I for the fashion show
“I have brought with me what I am going to prepare for the exhibition.”
b.
mu
efere
ti
na /*tha etimaso
ya tin ekthesi modhas
to me brought-he
what
to
/will
prepare-I for the fashion show
“He has given me what to prepare for the exhibition.”
c.
su
efera
ti
*na /tha
hriastis ya to ghliko
to you brought-I what
to
/will
need-you for the cake
“I have brought you what you are going to need for the cake.”
(32) mu
efere
ti
na etimaso
/*na etimasi /tha etimasiya tin ekthesi
me brought-he what to prepare-I /to prepare-he /will prepare-he for the show
“He has given me stuff to prepare for the exhibition.”
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I will not attempt here to account for the distinct ‘control’ properties of FWHCs and IFRs. A
possible line of investigation would be to examine whether this difference is somehow linked
to the distinct semantic structures of the selecting predicates in the two constructions.
Another line to pursue, not necessarily incompatible with the previous one, is to examine
whether the ‘control’ properties of FWHCs and IFRs somehow follow from the ‘definite’
reading of FWHCs and the ‘indefinite’ reading of IFRs, respectively.
4. The Semantics of FWHCs
The construction-specific goal of the paper is twofold. On the one hand, to probe into the
interpretation and the properties of FWHCs. On the other hand, to understand in what sense
the predicates that select FWHCs form a natural class; which could in turn lead to an
understanding of why they select FWHCs. It is argued that the key to both questions is
intensionality (cf. claim 3(a)-(b)).
(3)

a. FWHCs are interpreted as intensional definite DPs (semantic type <s,e>).
b. In selecting FWHCs the matrix predicates are used intensionally.

4.1

FWHCs are intensional definite DPs

So far we have seen (a) that FWHCs cannot denote a familiar individual; they denote an
individual that does not necessarily yet exist, but is defined by a unique property (e.g. being
ear-marked for wearing at the party in the case of (1)). And (b) that FWHCs are in free
distribution with definite DPs. It is claimed that FWHCs are interpreted as intensional
definite DPs3 (semantic type <s,e>) (cf. 3(a)). The arguments in support of the intensionality
claim for FWHCs appear in (33). The claim in 3(a) is that FWHCs are interpreted as
intensional definite DPs, and not just intensional DPs. This is necessary in order to set apart
intensional definite DPs from intensional indefinite DPs (see Moltmann 1997).
(33) FWHCs:
a.
denote an individual that is defined by a unique property; that individual cannot be a
familiar one; also, the individual need not necessarily yet exist.
b.
show a ban on substitution
c.
do not allow for explicit sortals
d.
allow for impersonal proforms
e.
allow for one -/ null- anaphora
According to 33(b), it is not possible to substitute a DP for the FWHC, where the DP and the
FWHC have the same reference (cf. (34)). Failure of substitution is known to be the standard
test for intensionality.
(34)
a.
eho
idhi
aghorasi ti
tha foreso
sto parti
have-I already bought
what
will wear-I at the party
“I have already bought what I am going to wear at the party.”
b.
sto parti
tha foreso
to kokino forema
at the party will wear-I the red dress
“At the party I am going to wear the red dress.”
c.
#eho
idhi
aghorasi to kokino forema
have-I already
bought
the red dress
3

If, as argued, FWHCs are interpreted as intensional definite DPs, the alleged definiteness marker, i.e. o -, of
RFRs, should be reanalysed as a specificity marker or an extensionality marker.
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“I have already bought the red dress.”
Three more intensionality tests, which were introduced by Moltmann (1997), i.e. ban on
explicit sortals, one -/ null-anaphora (cf. earlier (4)), and availability of impersonal proforms
(cf. (8)), have been shown to apply successfully to FWHCs. Presumably, some other
semantic characteristics of FWHCs, e.g. scoping below logical operators and quantifiers,
could also be proposed as intensionality tests. Moreover, irrespective of whether the
eventuality described by the FWHC is posterior or anterior to the utterance time, there is no
entailment that the object will be or was actually put to the use described in the FWHC. The
absence of such an entailment is again compatible with the proposed intensionality of
FWHCs.
The question arises whether the restriction for Future Tense relates to the intensionality of
FWHCs. It could be argued that the Future Tense of FWHCs marks the intensionality of
FWHCs. Still, IFRs, which are also intensional, obey the restriction that they be nontensed.
The fact that FWHCs and IFRs, both of which are intensional according to the intensionality
tests, obey different tense requirements does not necessarily indicate that the requirement for
Future Tense in FWHCs has a different source than intensionality. The Future operator in the
FWHC could signal this particular type of intensionality that FWHCs have (more on this in
Section 4.2), and which is distinct from the intensionality of IFRs.
How the semantics of FWHCs is derived from the basic semantics of a wh-clause is of
particular interest. It is generally assumed that relative clauses denote functions
characterising sets of individuals. Cooper (1983) has extended this assumption to all whclauses, claiming that wh-clauses in general are born with this type of meaning. Under
Cooper’s analysis this meaning can then type-shift in one of two ways – it can be mapped
either into a question-type meaning or into an NP-type meaning to give a free relative.
Following Cooper’s claim that the root meaning of all wh-clauses is that of a property, I am
proposing that in FWHCs the meaning of wh-clauses type-shifts into an NP-type meaning,
which is, however, not the same as the meaning of a RFR.
4.2

The selecting predicates are used intensionally

It is not at all obvious how to characterize the predicates that select FWHCs. In terms of their
semantics, they belong to the class of accomplishment verbs. This is not an adequate
characterization as there are accomplishment predicates that do not select FWHCs. Neither is
creation predicates an adequate description for two reasons: (a) not all selecting predicates
are creation predicates (e.g. aghorazo ‘buy’); and (b) these are creation predicates also when
they take presuppositional DPs as their complements. The paper advances the claim in 3(b).
The general assumption is that we may have intensional definite DPs in the complement
position of a few DP-predicates, essentially verbs expressing intentions, such as look for (as
in I am looking for the President ), wish for and the like. What will be argued for here is that
it is not just these verbs that can be used intensionally. In particular, I have identified another
class of DP-predicates (: the class of predicates which may select FWHCs) the complement
DPs of which can, though not necessarily, be interpreted as intensional definite DPs. The
intensional definite complements of these predicates are syntactically realized as either
definite DPs or FWHCs (cf. the free distribution between FWHCs and definite DPs). The
claim defended in this section is 3(b), repeated below. It is important to note that 3(b) is
distinct from a stronger claim like 3′(b) below. It would be neither plausible nor possible to
argue that predicates like buy , get , keep and put , among others, are only intensional in
Greek.
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b. In selecting FWHCs the matrix predicates are used intensionally.

(3′) b. The predicates that select FWHCs are intensional.
It was argued in the previous section that FWHCs are intensional definite DPs. I am claiming
in 3(b) that their intensionality is attributed to the selecting predicates, which have an
intensional use, except for their highly frequent extensional use. The possible frames for the
selecting predicates appear in (35). These predicates are used extensionally (a) when they
select (in)definite DPs (cf. 35(a)), as well as when they take RFR complements; and (b) when
they select an (in)definite DP and an ‘as’-phrase modifying that DP (cf. 35(d)). In addition, I
am putting forward the hypothesis that selection of FWHCs is not the only case where these
predicates are used intensionally; in particular, that most of the predicates in question can
also select intensional indefinite DPs, which are realized in Greek as null determiner DPs.
(35)
a.
b.
c.
d.

The set of predicates under examination select:
(in)definite DPs
FWHCs or definite DPs in free distribution with FWHCs
null determiner DPs
(in)definite DPs and DP-modifying phrases

It is one thing to claim that the entire Future wh-construction involves intensionality and
another thing to attribute the intensionality of the construction to the selecting predicates, as
defended here. On the other hand, it is not at all obvious what an alternative account for the
intensionality of FWHCs would be like. If examples of FWHCs systematically involved
some operator in the matrix clause, e.g. Negation, modals or generic adverbials, the
intensionality of FWHCs could, in principle, be attributed to them4. This is not the case,
however.
Attributing the intensionality of FWHCs to the selecting predicates cannot be the end of the
story; we ultimately need an account for why these particular predicates can be used
intensionally. It seems to me that the answer to this question lies in the construction in 35(d),
where the predicates in question c-select an (in)definite DP and a DP-modifying ‘as’-phrase
(cf. (36)). Semantically, they s-select an individual and a property modifying that individual.
The object-modifying phrase obligatorily has future orientation5.
(36) aghorasa ena forema ya kalo
bought-I a dress
as good
“I have bought a dress to have it as my Sunday dress.”
I am proposing to explore the following working hypothesis concerning the origin of the
Future wh-construction; namely, that only those predicates that can select an extensional
object and an object-modifying phrase with future orientation can alternatively select
4

Izvorski (1998), for example, derives the modality/intensionality of IFRs from the irrealis nature of the
embedded clause.
5
Consider in (1) an example where a predicate selects an object and an object-modifying phrase, which,
however, does not have future orientation.
(1)
ton
ihan
ya pethameno
him had-they
as dead
“They considered him dead.”
The clause for the future orientation of the object-modifying phrase also correctly excludes predicates where the
property modifying the individual is a result of the activity of the predicate/ impact of the predicate on a
particular individual (as in strike the iron flat , for instance) from selecting FWHCs. For a predicate selecting an
object and an object-modifying phrase to be able to also select FWHCs, the property modifying the individual
selected by the verb should do no more than indicate the use in which the individual selected by the verb will be
put.
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intensional definite DPs with future orientation; these DPs are realized as either FWHCs or
definite DPs. According to this hypothesis, the capacity of a predicate to appear in the
construction 35(d) signals that this predicate can also select FWHCs. It can be shown, though
I will not do it here for reasons of space, that all the predicates that select FWHCs have a cselection frame which includes an object DP and an object-modifying phrase. Presumably, it
is not a coincidence that precisely those predicates which can select an object and an objectmodifying phrase can alternatively select FWHCs.We have seen that the class of predicates
that take object-modifying phrases with future orientation coincides with the class of
predicates which select FWHCs. Moreover, the interpretation of the sentences with objectmodifying phrases bears similarities to the interpretation of the sentences with FWHCs. We
can now explain the ungrammaticality of examples (37) and (38).
(37) *aghorasa afto to forema ti tha foreso sto parti
bought-I
this the dress
what
will wear-I at the party
“I have bought this dress as what [i.e. the dress] I am going to wear at the party.”
(38) *aghorasa
ti
tha foreso
sto parti
ya kalo
bought-I
what
will wear-I at the party as good
“I have bought what I am going to wear at the party as my good dress”
In (37) we see that it is not possible to substitute a FWHC for an object-modifying phrase.
The ungrammaticality of (37) can be accounted for as a clash of selection requirements;
namely, a predicate (e.g. aghorazo) cannot simultaneously select an extensional (i.e. afto to
forema) and an intensional (i.e. ti tha foreso sto parti) complement. In (38) we see that a
sentence cannot contain both a FWHC and an object-modifying phrase; presumably, because
one of them will be redundant as they both target the same kind of argument. If FWHCs
could be used extensionally, as (in)definite DPs can , example (38) would be grammatical
(contrast the ungrammaticality of (38) with the grammaticality of (36)). The anticipated
effect of the object-modifying as -phrase ya kalo in (38) would be to block the intensional
reading of aghorazo ‘buy’ and force the extensional reading of the verb. This cannot happen
in Greek because the form of the FWHC mark the wh-clause as intensional. The extensional
use of aghorazo ‘buy’ would require an extensional wh-clause, i.e. a RFR. As shown in
Section 2, free relatives are morphologically marked in Greek, which is why the FWHC in
(38) cannot be interpreted as a RFR. The grammaticality of the English translation does not
pose a problem. The English translation of (38) is grammatical, because the wh-clause in the
English translation is read as an extensional complement, i.e. a RFR; this is possible because
free relatives in English are not morphologically marked, as they are in Greek. If I am right in
that the ability of a particular set of verbs to select FWHCs has its origin in their capacity to
select a DP and a DP-modifying phrase with future orientation, it could be argued that the
requirement for Future Tense in the wh-clause is precisely a consequence of the fact that the
FWHC ‘corresponds’ semantically to the object-modifying phrase with future orientation in
the construction where the same set of predicates select an object and an object-modifying
phrase.
5. The Syntax of FWHCs
I have proposed that FWHCs are interpreted as intensional definite DPs. The syntax of
FWHCs is examined next; it is proposed that they have a DP layer on top of CP (cf. (39)).
(39)
a. Future wh-clauses are DPs.
b. [DP [D ∅] [CP [wh-phrase] [C′ … ]]
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The D head, which is occupied by a null determiner, is responsible for the semantic
interpretation of FWHCs; it checks the semantic complement feature of the selecting
predicate, namely the requirement for an intensional definite DP. The D head selects a
nominal predicate. The nominal predicate is realized as a wh-clause.
The distribution of FWHCs can be accounted for in terms of two different analyses (cf. (40)).
(40) Two possible analyses:
a.
FWHCs as such are selected by the specific set of predicates.
b.
The specific set of predicates, in this particular reading, select a particular semantic
complement, i.e. intensional definite DPs, which can be realized as FWHCs.
The limited distribution of FWHCs strongly suggests selection. The claim that FWHCs are
selected is not trivial. It is one thing to claim that FWHCs are placed in positions where a
particular NP type is selected and another thing to claim that it is FWHCs as such that are
selected. If it could be shown that intensional definite DPs in the complement position of this
particular set of verbs, can be manifested as some other syntactic object besides FWHCs, we
would have a strong argument for opting for analysis 40(b) over analysis 40(a). In fact, it has
been shown (cf. earlier (29)), that intensional definite DPs can be realized as definite DPs or
as FWHCs; which implies that claim 40(b), and not 40(a), is on the right track. But if
FWHCs as such are not selected, we could in principle analyse FWHCs as (a subtype of) free
relatives, provided what we understand by free relatives is wh-clauses in DP-positions. This
analysis is compatible with the view that FWHCs, RFRs and IFRs are in ‘complementary
distribution’. RFRs are one of the possible canonical structural realizations of extensional
DPs. While mainly extensional, RFRs can also be interpreted as intensional definite DPs, i.e.
in the complement position of intensional verbs like look for (cf. He is looking for whoever
broke into his house ). IFRs, on the other hand, together with null determiner DPs are
canonical structural realizations of a semantic type to be identified.
6. The selecting predicates have a ‘perfect’ component
Dowty (1972) has argued that the meaning of an accomplishment verb phrase invariably
involves the coming about of a particular state of affairs. Given that the set of
accomplishment predicates is larger than the set of predicates that select FWHCs, it will be
investigated whether it is possible to describe the set of accomplishment predicates that select
FWHCs by identifying more specifically the state they induce. On the basis of the pieces of
evidence in (41) the paper advances the claim in (42).
(41)
a.
b.
c.

The selecting predicates, in selecting FWHCs:
have a strong feeling of current relevance;
are compatible with apo ‘since’-phrases;
allow Parakeimenos B (i.e. eho ‘have’ + past participle) as a Present Perfect form.

(42) The selecting predicates have a ‘perfect’ component as part of their aspectual structure.
I have called the state component of the predicates that select FWHCs ‘the perfect
component’ to draw attention to the fact that it shares a couple of characteristics (cf. 41(a)(b)) with the universal perfect. Properties 42(a)-(c) are presented next.
Sentences with FWHCs present a time reference puzzle. According to 41(b), the selecting
predicates, which are notably eventive predicates, are compatible with apo ‘since’-phrases
(cf. (43)). This is not expected. On the contrary, we would expect the selecting predicates to
be solely compatible with time adverbials that mark a point in time (cf. (44)).
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(43) aghorasa idhi
apo ton perasmeno mina ti tha foreso sto parti
bought-I already since last month
what
will wear-I
at the party
“It’s already a month since I bought what I am going to wear at the party.”
(44) htes
aghorasa ti
tha foreso
sto parti
yesterday bought-I what
will wear-I at the party
“Yesterday I bought what I am going to wear at the party.”
The preposition apo ‘since, from’ standardly marks the left boundary of a period of time, and
is also compatible with the universal and the experiential readings of the semantic category
“perfect”. The right boundary may or may not be expressed, and it may contain the moment
of utterance. It has been noted that the universal perfect can be formed only if the “underlying
eventuality” (the eventuality referred to by the syntactic material occurring just below the
perfect) is a stative verb or adjective or a progressive. Iatridou et al (2001) have argued that
what is required is unboundedness , a notion related but not identical with stativity. An
eventuality is described as unbounded when it is ongoing at an interval and is therefore not
asserted to have reached an endpoint. The syntacticosemantic feature [unbounded] is realized
by progressive or imperfective morphology. If so, as expected, apo ‘since’-phrases are not
compatible with eventive verbs / eventive Past Tense (cf. (45)).
(45) (*apo) tin paraskevi aghorasa to ble mu forema
since the Friday
bought-I the blue my dress
“(*Since) last Friday I bought my blue dress.”
Given the ungrammaticality of (45), the availability of apo –phrases with predicates selecting
FWHCs is puzzling (cf. (43)). In order to deal with this puzzle we must first specify whether
it is the universal or the experiential reading that supports the apo ‘since’–phrase in
sentences with FWHCs. One piece of evidence for the ‘universal reading’ hypothesis is
supplied by the fact that the adverbial modifier idhi ‘already’ is compatible with the meaning
of these sentences (cf. (43)). We have seen that the universal reading is possible only if the
underlying eventuality is unbounded, i.e. is ongoing at an interval and is therefore not
asserted to have reached an endpoint; the syntacticosemantic feature [unbounded] is realized
by progressive or imperfective morphology. However, the verb in (43), i.e. aghorasa
‘bought’, is in the perfective form and the eventuality described by the verb is bounded. It
will be proposed that the answer to this puzzle is provided by the hypothesis in (42).
Concerning property 41(c), it holds for the selecting predicates irrespective of whether or not
they are in the selection frame under investigation. Greek has two ways of forming Present
Perfect: (a) with the Present Tense of the auxiliary verb eho ‘have’ and the Past Participle of
the lexical verb (Present Perfect A), or (b) with the Present Tense of the auxiliary verb eho
‘have’ and the Past Participle of the lexical verb, where the Past Participle agrees in gender,
person and number with the complement of the verb (Present Perfect B). While all verbs can
form Present Perfect A, the set of verbs that can form Present Perfect B is limited. As argued
in Veloudis 1991, the use of Present Perfect B forms is only allowed if the event is easily
related to some result, that is if the event leaves recognizable traces on some individual. As
shown by the grammaticality of 46(b) below, for those predicates that select FWHCs, among
other complements, it is possible to substitute Present Perfect A for Present Perfect B.
(46)
a.
eho
idhi
aghorasi ti
tha foreso
sto parti
have-I already bought
what
will wear-I at the party
“I have already bought what I am going to wear at the party.”
b.
eho
idhi
aghorasmeno
ti
tha foreso
sto parti
have-I already
bought
what
will wear-I
at the party
“I have already bought what I am going to wear at the party.”
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On the basis of 41(a)-(c) I advance the hypothesis that the predicates that select FWHCs
include a ‘perfect’ component in their decomposed lexical structure. The ‘perfect’ component
has as its left boundary the action described by the selecting verb; the event described by the
FWHC may, but need not mark the right boundary of the ‘perfect’ component.
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Abstract
This article proposes a new analysis of modal expressions which (i) explains the difference between necessity and possibility modals with respect to the licensing of Free Choice
any and (ii) accounts for the related phenomena of Free Choice disjunction in permissions
and other possibility statements. Any and or are analyzed as operators introducing sets of
alternative propositions. Modals are treated as quantifiers over these sets of alternatives. In
this way they can be sensitive to the alternatives any and or introduce in their scope.

1

Introduction

This article discusses the distribution and interpretation of Free Choice (henceforth FC) any and
or in modal statements (cf. Horn 1972, Kamp 1973). Consider the following examples.
(1) a. Anyone may come.
b. *Anyone must come.

(2) a. John or Mary may come.

⇒

b. John may come and Mary may come.

c John or Mary must come.

6⇒

d. John must come and Mary must come.

In (1a) we have an example of FC any. In this context, any yields a universal-like interpretation.
The sentence can be paraphrased as ‘whoever you choose, (s)he may come’.
In (2a), we can interpret or as FC disjunction, that is disjunction with a conjunction meaning.
The sentence has a reading where it entails (2b). On this reading the sentence has the same free
choice flavor (‘whichever you choose’) that we find in example (1a).
Possibility and necessity statements differ, however, with respect to licensing FC constructions.
Example (1b) is out, and sentence (2c) never entails (2d).
The phenomena in (1) and (2) constitute a problem for prominent theories of free choice items
and modals. Kadmon and Landman’s (1993) elegant analysis of any as an indefinite, if combined with the standard account of may and must, fails to predict the felicity of (1a). Furthermore, the standard analysis of modals and or leaves the facts in (2) unaccounted for. Recent
approaches have attempted to solve these problems by analyzing any and or as inherently
modal operators, while maintaining a standard account of may and must. In this article I will
follow a different strategy. I propose to maintain K&L’s simple analysis of any as an existential quantifier (∃), and the standard treatment of or as logical disjunction (∨). However, I will
∗I
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assume an independently motivated ‘Hamblin analysis’ for ∃ and ∨ as introducing sets of alternative propositions. Modals are then taken to be operators over these sets of alternatives. The
resulting analysis will give us a unified account of the phenomena in (1) and (2).
The article is structured as follows. The next section discusses existing theories of FC items and
modal expressions and their problems. Section 3 presents a semantics, inspired by the analysis
of questions, which accounts for the alternative propositions introduced by ∃ and ∨. Section
4 proposes an analysis of modals as quantifiers over these alternative propositions. Section 5
discusses a number of applications, and section 6 concludes the article mentioning a number of
further lines of research.
2

Some background

2.1

Any as indefinite: Kadmon and Landman (1993)

English employs any in two different ways. Any can function as a negative polarity item and it
can obtain a free choice interpretation. In a convincing article, Nirit Kadmon and Fred Landman have proposed a unified analysis of Polarity Sensitive (henceforth PS) and FC any, where
a phrase any CN is uniformly treated as an indefinite expression with two additional semantic/pragmatic characteristics.
The first characteristic of any is that it contributes to the indefinite a reduced tolerance of exceptions as illustrated in (3).
(3) A: Do you have dry socks?
B: I don’t have ANY socks.
As Kadmon and Landman observe, what B is saying in this dialogue is that she doesn’t have
socks and that wet socks are no exception to this claim. This reduced tolerance is expressed by
the widening condition.
Widening Any widens the interpretation of the common noun along a contextual parameter.
On this account, any is an existential quantifier which widens the domain which otherwise
would be associated with it by the context of utterance. This widening must come for a reason
though and this explains why any is so picky in its distribution. The reason that K&L propose
for the domain widening of any is strengthening of the statement made. In conversation, if given
a choice, we normally go for the most informative candidates. It is only in structures in which
domain widening leads to a stronger statement that any is allowed. This leads us to the second
characteristic of any.
Strengthening Any is licensed only if the widening that it induces creates a stronger statement.
The strength of a sentence is defined in terms of entailment. Strengthening means that any is
licensed only if the statement on the wide interpretation entails the statement on the narrow
interpretation.
Let us see now how K&L’s analysis successfully captures the basic generalizations about any.
The first example concerns an episodic sentence. Let A and B be contextually selected quantificational domains such that A ⊇ B.
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(4) a. *John talked to any student.
b. wide: ∃A x(S(x) ∧ T (x, j))

6⇒

narrow: ∃B x(S(x) ∧ T (x, j))

K&L correctly predict that any is not licensed in example (4), because enlarging the domain of
the existential in this construction leads to a loss of information.
In negative contexts, we get the opposite. Since negation reverses entailment, domain widening
leads to stronger negative sentences and, therefore, we correctly predict that (5) is grammatical.
(5) a. John did not talk to any student.
b. wide: ¬∃A x(S(x) ∧ T (x, j))

⇒

narrow: ¬∃B x(S(x) ∧ T (x, j))

Under negation, any is licensed and we talk in these contexts of a ‘negative’ polarity interpretation.
The last example concerns FC any in a generic sentence. Let GENx stand for a generic operator,
the interpretation of which is assumed to change the quantificational force of ∃x in its scope from
existential to universal in much the same way as in standard dynamic analyses of (un)selective
binding (e.g. Dekker’s (1993) analysis of adverbial quantification).
(6) a. Any dog hunts cats.
b. wide: GENx (∃A xD(x); HC(x))

⇒

narrow: GENx (∃B xD(x); HC(x))

In this example domain widening leads to a stronger statement because of the effect of the
generic operator which gives any universal force. Therefore K&L correctly predict the felicity
of (6).
To conclude, in the K&L analysis, PS and FC any are uniformly treated as existential quantifiers.
The universal effect of FC any is the result of binding by an operator with universal force,
for example a generic operator. On this analysis, FC any is basically an indefinite interpreted
generically.
Let us see now what are the predictions of this theory for any in modal contexts. Before doing
this let us review what may and must are normally taken to mean.
2.2

May and must: the standard account

On a standard account of modal expressions, may (or can) (3) and must (2) are analyzed in
terms of compatibility and entailment with respect to a set of possible worlds which varies
relative to the sort of modality under discussion (epistemic, deontic, ...) and other pragmatic
factors (see Kratzer 1977).
(i) 3φ is true in w iff φ is compatible with the relevant set of worlds Aw ;
(ii) 2φ is true in w iff φ is entailed by Aw .
Two problems arise if we assume this analysis. First of all, in combination with the K&L theory
of any, it fails to predict the felicity of example (7a). Domain widening never strengthens an
existential possibility statement disregarding whether ∃ takes narrow or wide scope over 2.
(7) a. Anyone may come.
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b. 3∃xC(x)

widening 6⇒ strengthening

c. ∃x3C(x)

widening 6⇒ strengthening

Furthermore, this analysis of modals leaves FC disjunction in possibility statements unaccounted for. Sentence (8c) which analyzes (8a) does not entail (8d) which analyzes (8b).
(8) a. John or Mary may come.
c. 3(C( j) ∨C(m))

⇒

b. John may come and Mary may come.

6⇒

d. 3C( j) ∧ 3C(m)

A number of authors have tried to account for these data by proposing original analyses for any
and or as inherently modal operators, while maintaining the standard account of may and must.
For example, Dayal (1998) and Giannakidou (2001) propose to analyze FC any as an intensional
quantifier, that is, a quantifier ranging over intensional objects rather than individuals, which,
therefore, requires an intensional context in order to be felicitous (the quantifier requires a modal
operator which binds its world variable). In an inspiring article, Zimmermann (2000) proposes
to analyze disjunctions, A or B, as conjunctions of epistemic possibilities, 3A ∧ 3B. If may is
interpreted epistemically, the equivalence between (8a) and (8c) follows then by general laws
of epistemic logic.
Although these theories are interesting and might be on the right track, the analysis I would
like to defend here follows a different strategy. I propose to maintain K&L’s uniform analysis
of any as an existential quantifier (∃) and a standard analysis of or as logical disjunction (∨).
I will however assume an independently motivated analysis of ∃ and ∨ as operators possibly
introducing sets of propositional alternatives, and a new analysis of modals as quantifiers over
these sets of propositions. In this way a unified solution for the problems in (7) and (8) is
obtained.
There are a number of methodological advantages to my strategy that are easy to see and I would
like to list them here.1 On my account,
(i) We have a uniform treatment for FC any and or in modal contexts.
(ii) We maintain K&L’s unified analysis of PS and FC any, while Dayal and Giannakidou
have to postulate the existence of two different anys. In modal contexts, our any will
automatically behave as a modal quantifier, without the need of a postulate.
(iii) We have a uniform account of FC disjunction in possibility statements. Zimmermann’s
analysis instead, which brilliantly explains the epistemic case, extends to permissions
only at the cost of a number of extra assumptions.
We can now have a closer look at my proposal.
3

Alternatives

The starting point of the present analysis is the observation of a common character of any and
or reflected by their formal counterparts ∃ and ∨. As it is clear from the following specification
of the truth conditions of these constructions, existentially quantified sentences and disjunctions
tell you that at least one element of a larger set of propositions is true, but do not tell you which.
(By [[φ]]M,w,g and [[φ]]M,g I denote the extension (truth value) and intension (proposition, i.e. set
of possible worlds) of φ in model M with respect to (world w and) assignment g respectively.)
1A

proper comparison of the predictions of my analysis and those of Dayal, Giannakidou and Zimmermann is
needed, but must be left to another occasion.
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⇔ ∃p ∈ {[[A]]M,g[x/d] | d ∈ D} : w ∈ p;

[[A ∨ B]]M,w,g = 1 ⇔ ∃p ∈ {[[A]]M,g , [[B]]M,g } : w ∈ p.
Both ∃xA and A ∨ B can be thought of as introducing a set of alternative propositions and,
indirectly, raising the question about which of these alternatives is true. In this section, I give
a formal account of the sets of propositional alternatives introduced by these constructions. I
will then show how this logic of alternatives is needed for a proper analysis of interrogative
sentences.
I recursively define a function [•]M,g which maps formulae φ to sets of pairs hw, si consisting of
a possible world w and a sequence of values s, where the length of s is equivalent to the number
n(φ) of surface existential quantifiers in φ, – for atoms and negations, n(φ) = 0; for φ = ∃xψ,
n(φ) = 1 + n(ψ), and for φ = ψ1 ∧ ψ2 , n(φ) = n(ψ1 ) + n(ψ2 ) (see Dekker 2002).
Definition 1
1. [P(t1 , ...,tn )]M,g = {hhi, wi | h[[t1 ]]M,w,g , ..., [[tn ]]M,w,g i ∈ [[P]]M,w,g };
2. [t1 = t2 ]M,g = {hhi, wi | [[t1 ]]M,w,g = [[t2 ]]M,w,g };
3. [¬φ]M,g = {hhi, wi | ¬∃s : hs, wi ∈ [φ]M,g };
4. [∃xφ]M,g = {hds, wi | hs, wi ∈ [φ]M,g[x/d] };2
5. [φ ∧ ψ]M,g = {hs1 s2 , wi | hs2 , wi ∈ [φ]M,g & hs1 , wi ∈ [ψ]M,g }.
Disjunction ∨, implication → and universal quantification ∀ are defined as standard in terms of
¬, ∧ and ∃.
In this semantics, a formula is associated with a set of world-sequence pairs, rather than, as
usual, with a set of worlds. This addition is essential to derive the proper set ALT(φ)M,g of
alternative propositions induced by formula φ, which is defined as follows.
Definition 2 ALT(φ)M,g = {{w | hs, wi ∈ [φ]M,g } | s ∈ Dn(φ) }.
As an illustration consider the two cases of an atom Px and of an existential sentence ∃xPx.
Formula

Content

Alternatives

P(x)

{hhi, wi | [[P(x)]]M,w,g = 1}

{[[P(x)]]M,g }

∃xP(x)

{hhdi, wi | [[P(x)]]M,w,g[x/d] = 1} {[[P(x)]]M,g[x/d] | d ∈ D}

The informational content of the two formulae in the first column, expressed by means of sets of
world-sequence pairs, is displayed on the second column. Note that the length of the sequence is
equivalent to the number of surface existential quantifiers of the sentence, 0 and 1 respectively.
These contents uniquely determine the sets of propositions displayed on the third column. Atom
Px induces a singleton set, containing the proposition ‘that the individual that g assigns to x is
such that P’. The existential sentence ∃xPx induces a set of genuine propositional alternatives,
2 Eventually,

in order to express domain widening, we will have to assume that quantifiers are indexed to a
contextually selected domain (see Westerståhl 1984).
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{that d1 is P, that d2 is P, . . . }, containing as many elements as there are possible values for the
quantified variable x (see Hamblin 1973).
In this semantics, the propositional alternatives introduced by a sentence are defined in terms
of the set of possible values for an existentially quantified variable. To properly account also
for the alternatives introduced by disjunctions, I propose to add to our language, variables p, q
ranging over propositions, so that, for example, we can write ∃p(∨p ∧ ∨p = A) for A, where the
operator ∨ receives the standard interpretation so that [[∨p]]M,g,w = 1 iff w ∈ g(p). In interaction
with ∃ or ∨, this addition, otherwise harmless, extends the expressive power of our language in
a non-trivial way. Although the (a) and (b) sentences below are truth conditionally equivalent,
the sets of alternatives they bring about, depicted on the right column, are not the same. While
the (a) representations introduce singleton sets, the (b) representations induce genuine sets of
alternatives.
(9) a. ∃p(∨p ∧∨p = ∃xA(x))
b. ∃p(∨p ∧ ∃x(∨p = A(x)))

7→

∃xA(x)

7→

A(d1 )
A(d2 )
...

7→

A∨B

7→

A
B

(10) a. ∃p(∨p ∧∨p = A ∨ B)
b. ∃p(∨p ∧ (∨p = A ∨∨p = B))

On this account, a sentence, beyond having truth conditions, also introduces a set of propositional alternatives. This extra structure seems to be needed for a proper account of interrogative
sentences. If we take interrogatives ?φ to denote the sets of alternatives induced by φ, the sets
induced by (9a) and (9b) above can serve as denotations for polar existential questions (example
(11)) and constituent questions (example (12)) respectively.
(11) a. Does anybody smoke?
b. ?∃p(∨p ∧∨p = ∃xA(x))

b’.

∃xA(x)

b’.

A(d1 )
A(d2 )
...

(12) a. Who smokes?
b. ?∃p(∨p ∧ ∃x(∨p = A(x)))

In order for this account to make sense, a question meaning (e.g. the sets of propositions depicted in (11b’) or (12b’)) should not be taken to represent the set of possible answers to the
question, as for example in Hamblin, but rather as the set of propositions for which the truth
value is under discussion. Otherwise, for example, we would predict that question (11a) does
not have a negative answer.
Interestingly, this analysis of questions allows for a perspicuous representation of the ambiguity
of ‘disjunctive’ questions like (13a), between a polar reading (expected answers: yes/no) and an
alternative reading (expected answers: coffee/tea) (see von Stechow 1990).
(13) a. Do you want coffee or tea?
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b. ?∃p(∨p ∧∨p = A ∨ B)

b’.

A∨B

c. ?∃p(∨p ∧ (∨p = A ∨∨p = B))

c’.

A
B

(polar reading)
(alternative reading)

In example (13a), intonation seems to play a disambiguating role. In alternative questions,
the alternatives are normally stressed. This suggests an interesting parallelism, which deserves
further investigation, between the representations in (13b) and (13c), and the possible focal
structures of sentence (13a) (see Aloni and van Rooy 2002).
To summarize, in this section we have presented a logic of the propositional alternatives introduced by a sentence that is inspired and motivated by the analysis of interrogative sentences.
Of all the constructions, only a relatively small number introduce sets of genuine alternatives,
namely constructions like (9b) and (10b) which crucially contain occurrences of ∃ or ∨, which
are precisely the formal representations of our FC items any and or.
4

Modals as operators over alternatives

I propose to treat modal expressions as operators over sets of propositional alternatives. In this
way they will be sensitive to the alternatives introduced by any (∃) and or (∨) in their scope. I
propose the following analysis of may (or can) (3) and must (2).
Definition 3 [Modals]
[3φ]M,g = {hhi, wi | ∀α ∈ ALT (φ)M,g : ∃w0 ∈ Aw : w0 ∈ α};
[2φ]M,g = {hhi, wi | ∃α ∈ ALT (φ)M,g : ∀w0 ∈ Aw : w0 ∈ α}.
Intuitively, n(3φ) = n(2φ) = 0 and
(i) 3φ is true in w iff every alternative induced by φ is compatible with the relevant sets of
worlds Aw ;
(ii) 2φ is true in w iff at least one alternative induced by φ is entailed by Aw .
With this account, may and must are still analyzed in terms of compatibility and entailment with
respect to a relevant set of worlds, but the former involve universal quantification over a set
of alternatives, whereas the latter an existential one. This is in accordance with the intuition
that possibility statements are generic statements, whereas necessity statements are individual
ones. As an illustration consider permissions versus obligations. According to Kamp (1973),
the function of a permission statement is to lift a prohibition, that is, to render permissible a
class of possible actions. Obligations instead can only concern individual actions. My proposal
can be seen as a formalization of Kamp’s insights about permissions and obligations and its
generalization to other sorts of modals, in particular, epistemic ones. It has often been observed
that there is a parallelism between epistemic possibility statements and questions. For example,
one of the effects of uttering a sentence like ‘It may be raining’ is the introduction of the question
‘whether it is raining’. Our analysis of modals as operators over sets of alternatives, standing
for propositions for which the truth value is under discussion, captures this parallelism in a
perspicuous way.
On this account of modal expressions, 3 and 2 cease to be one the dual of the other. Counterexamples to dualism are given by cases in which the embedded sentence introduces genuine
sets of alternatives. As we will see in the following section this failure is supported by our
intuitions.
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Applications

In this section we show how the analysis presented in the previous pages gives us a perspicuous
explanation of the examples we discussed in the introductory part of the article.
Let us start with an example of interaction between or and may.
(14) a. John or Mary may come.
b. 3∃p(∨p ∧ (∨p = A ∨∨p = B))

b’.

A
B

c. 3∃p(∨p ∧∨p = A ∨ B)

c’.

A∨B

Example (14a) is ambiguous between the two analyses in (14b) and (14c). These two sentences
express universal quantifications over the two sets of alternatives represented in (14b’) and
(14c’). Sentence (14b) is true iff each proposition in set (14b’) is compatible with the relevant
modal base. On this reading, the sentence then entails that ‘John may come and Mary may
come’.
(15) 3∃p(∨p ∧ (∨p = A ∨∨p = B)) ⇒ 3A ∧ 3B
The second reading of the sentence lacks this entailment because the relevant set of alternative
is now the singleton set in (14c’). Sentence (14c) still entails ‘John may come or Mary may
come’, as is expected.
(16) a. 3∃p(∨p ∧∨p = A ∨ B) 6⇒ 3A ∧ 3B
b. 3∃p(∨p ∧∨p = A ∨ B) ⇒ 3A ∨ 3B
This second reading can be paraphrased as ‘John or Mary may come, but I don’t know which’.
In the following example, or interacts with must.
(17) a. John or Mary must come.
b. 2∃p(∨p ∧ (∨p = A ∨∨p = B))

b’.

A
B

c. 2∃p(∨p ∧∨p = A ∨ B)

c’.

A∨B

Also this example is ambiguous between two readings. On the first reading, represented in
(17b), the sentence is true iff at least one of the two propositions in the set displayed in (17b’) is
entailed by the relevant modal base. Note that on this reading, the sentence does not entail the
conjunction ‘John must come and Mary must come’, but it has the weaker entailment that ‘John
must come or Mary must come’.
(18) a. 2∃p(∨p ∧ (∨p = A ∨∨p = B)) 6⇒ 2A ∧ 2B
b. 2∃p(∨p ∧ (∨p = A ∨∨p = B)) ⇒ 2A ∨ 2B
The second reading of the sentence, represented in (17c), also lacks this weaker entailment. On
this reading, the sentence remains unspecific as to the exact person who must come.3
3 As

recognized by Zimmermann himself, his modal analysis of disjunction fails to capture this second reading
of sentence (17).
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(19) 2∃p(∨p ∧∨p = A ∨ B) 6⇒ 2A ∨ 2B
Let us now turn to our predictions concerning the interactions of modals and any. Let us start
with any in a possibility statement.
(20) Anyone may come.
In (21) we have the three different ways in which an existential quantifier and a modal operator
can interact (other possible combinations being logically equivalent).
a’.

A(d1 )
A(d2 )
...

widening ⇒ strengthening

b. ∃x3∃p(∨p ∧∨p = A(x))

b’.

A(x)

widening 6⇒ strengthening

c. 3∃p(∨p ∧∨p = ∃xA(x))

c’.

∃xA(x)

widening 6⇒ strengthening

(21) a. 3∃p(∨p ∧ ∃x(∨p = A(x)))

Only (21a) can serve as a representation for sentence (20), because it is only in this construction that domain widening does not lead to a loss of information. (21a) is true iff each of the
propositions in (21a’) (that d1 comes, d2 comes, etc) is compatible with the relevant modal base.
Representation (21a), therefore, entails the universal sentence ‘For each individual, (s)he may
come’.
(22) 3∃p(∨p ∧ ∃x(∨p = A(x))) ⇒ ∀x3A
The other two possible representations (21b) and (21c), which involve quantification over singleton sets of propositions and cannot serve to represent (20) (strengthening is not satisfied),
can be used to express the specific and non-specific reading for sentences like (23) or (24).
(23) A philosopher may come.
(24) Some philosopher may come.
Example (23) can receive all three logical analyses in (21), the universal-like interpretation (21a)
expressing the generic reading of the sentence.
Representation (21a), however, should not be available for example (24) which never yields
a universal-like interpretation. Note that some (like any, but unlike a) is picky in its distribution. For example, it cannot occur within the immediate scope of negation or as a generic.
I expect that an explanation of why representation (21a) is ruled out for (24) should follow
from a proper theory of the distribution of this marked indefinite expression (e.g. Farkas 2002,
Szabolcsi 2002).
To conclude let us consider any in a necessity statement.
(25) *Anyone must come.
As it is easy to see, we correctly predict that example (25) is out because domain widening does
not lead to a stronger statement on any of its possible readings in (26).
(26) a. 2∃p(∨p ∧ ∃x(∨p = A(x)))

a’.

A(d1 )
A(d2 )
...
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b. ∃x2∃p(∨p ∧∨p = A(x))

b’.

A(x)

widening 6⇒ strengthening

c. 2∃p(∨p ∧∨p = ∃xA(x))

c’.

∃xA(x)

widening 6⇒ strengthening

In our analysis, must, in contrast with may, does not have the ability to change the quantificational force of an indefinite in its scope, therefore, we seem to predict that, in necessity statements, an indefinite with a cannot receive a generic interpretation and any is not allowed. There
are however examples of necessity statements in which a can be interpreted generically and any
is licensed. Consider the following sentences:
(27) a. A car must have security belts.

(generic reading available)

b. Any car must have security belts.
The (a) example can receive a generic interpretation and the (b) example is grammatical. Therefore, if their possible analyses are as in (26), they seem to constitute counterexamples to our theory. ‘Having security belts’ is an examples of a so-called ‘individual-level’ predicate. Individuallevel predicates have been argued to be inherently generic, that is, they are required to occur in
the scope of a generic operator in order to be felicitous (e.g. Chierchia 1995). A possible solution for (27) would then be that it is the generic operator, and not must, which allows a generic
interpretation of a and licenses any in these examples. The sentences in (27) would then be
analyzed as follows:
(28) 2GENx (∃xC(x); HSB(x))
This analysis is confirmed by the fact that if we leave out must from the sentences in (27) nothing
changes with respect to their licensing universal-like interpretations.
(29) a. A car has security belts.

(generic reading available)

b. Any car has security belts.
Example (29a) can have a generic interpretation and (29b) is grammatical. Their analysis in
(30) accounts for these facts:
(30) GENx (∃xC(x); HSB(x))
There is however a loose end that I should attend to before closing this section. Consider the
following pair. Example (31a) is from (Heim 1982).
(31) a. A car must be parked in the garage.

(generic reading available)

b. (?) Any car must be parked in the garage.
Example (31a) can be interpreted generically and (31b) is acceptable (at least to some speakers).
Note that the solution described for (27) is not available here. If we assumed the analysis in (28)
for the sentences in (31), then we would make the wrong predictions about the following facts:
(32) a. A car is parked in the garage.

(no generic reading available)

b. *Any car is parked in the garage.
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Interestingly, must in examples (31a) (on its generic reading) and (31b) can only be interpreted
deontically, whereas (27a) (on its generic reading) and (27b) allowed also an epistemic interpretation. I am not sure how we should account for these facts. The universal effect of a and
any in (31) is the result of binding by an operator with universal force. If we want to maintain
my analysis of must as an existential quantifier, we will have to assume the presence of another
operator here, e.g. a generic operator as above. We need however evidence for this. As we
know, the predicate ‘being parked in the garage’ is stage-level and stage-level predicates do not
require generic operators. We could maybe assume that deontic must, but crucially not epistemic must, has the ability, under specific circumstances, to transform a stage-level predicate
into an individual-level predicate. The examples in (31) could then receive roughly the following analysis, which would account for their possible universal-like interpretations (and would
not contrast with the facts in (32)):4
(33) GENx (∃xC(x); 2PG(x))
A possible explanation for why this analysis does not support an epistemic interpretation could
be that, as has been argued for example by von Fintel (2002), epistemic must cannot occur in
such an embedded position (according to their Epistemic Containment Principle, a quantifier
cannot have scope over an epistemic modal).
6

Conclusion and further research

I have proposed an analysis of may and must as operators over sets of propositional alternatives. This gave us an account of their sensitivity to the alternatives introduced by FC any
and or in their scope. The interpretation of may involved universal quantification over alternatives α taking wide scope over existential quantification over possible worlds w (∀α∃w). Must
combined existential quantification over alternatives with universal quantification over worlds
(∃α∀w). It is tempting to extend this analysis to other (modal) operators. If we follow this
line, all FC licensing operators could then be treated as universal quantifiers ranging over sets
of propositional alternatives. For example, the generic operator, GEN, would involve universal quantification over both alternatives and worlds (∀α∀w). Possibility adverbs like maybe or
perhaps would instead be examples of expressions involving existential quantification over alternatives and worlds (∃α∃w). This is supported by the fact that they do not license any in their
scope.
(34) *Maybe/Perhaps anyone comes.
An interesting question is whether an analysis along these lines of embedding verbs like want,
believe or know, beyond explaining their (in)ability of licensing FC items, could shed some light
on others of their linguistic properties, e.g. locality effects (see Butler 2003).
Other phenomena that deserve further attention include modals in subjunctive mood, e.g. the
contrast between possibility and necessity with respect to licensing FC items is less sharp in this
case; and the variety of indefinite expressions in English and other languages, e.g. indeterminate pronouns in Japanese, or irgendein in German, which have also be argued by Kratzer and
Shimoyama (2002) to require a Hamblin semantics.
At last I would like to mention one observation which originally motivated my interest in free
choice phenomena. The observation concerns the relation between an apparent breakdown of
4 ‘The

sentences in (31) seem to quantify over cars which must be parked rather than over all cars. These
‘topical’ domain restrictions are disregarded in representation (33).
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exhaustivity as we have in so called mention-some interpretations of questions and free choice
readings of any and or. Questions normally obtain exhaustive interpretations. Question (35a)
can only be completely answered by giving an exhaustive list of the invited persons.
(35) a. Who did John invite?
b. Bill.

(⇔

Bill and nobody else)

Sometimes, however, a wh-question can be completely answered by mentioning just one of
the positive cases. A famous example, due to Groenendijk and Stokhof, is the following, where
(36b) seems to completely resolve question (36a), but still does not imply the exhaustive answer.
(36) a. Where can I buy an Italian newspaper?
b. At the station.

(6⇔

At the station and nowhere else)

The hypothesis I propose, supported by the following facts, is that an interrogative φ? can have
a mention-some reading only if φ is a FC licensing context.
(37) a. Where can I buy an Italian newspaper?
b. You can buy an Italian newspaper at the station or at the market. ⇔
You can buy an Italian newspaper at the station and you can buy an Italian newspaper
at the market.
c. You can buy an Italian newspaper anywhere.
In contrast with:
(38) a. Who did John invite?
b. John invited Bill or Mary. 6⇔
John invited Bill and John invited Mary.
c. *John invited anybody.
If this hypothesis is confirmed, I expect my analysis of free choice to be able to shed some new
light on the mention-some/mention-all contrast and, eventually, contribute to an account of the
phenomena discussed in this final paragraph.
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Abstract
This paper argues that the apparent exceptional scope behaviour of indefinites can be
accounted for just by supposing a unitary analysis of indefinites as existential quantified
noun phrases. It is argued that it is consistent with the meaning and use of quantificational
indefinite noun phrases that, on occasion, their domain is implicitly contextually restricted
by an identifying condition which the speaker has in mind. In order to explicate what the
idea of having such things ‘in mind’ might amount to, some proposals in Perry (2001) are
drawn on. The account is extended to deal with intermediate scope effects.

1

Introduction

This paper argues that the apparent exceptional scope behaviour of indefinites can be accounted
for just by supposing a unitary analysis of indefinites as existential quantified noun phrases. It
is argued that it is consistent with the meaning and use of quantificational indefinite noun phrases
that, on occasion, their domain is implicitly contextually restricted by an identifying condition
which the speaker has in mind. In order to explicate what the idea of having such things ‘in mind’
might amount to, some proposals in Perry (2001) are drawn on. The account is extended to deal
with intermediate scope effects. Also it is argued that the problems raised by Chierchia (2000)
for similar accounts with negative contexts can readily be overcome as a matter of further
contextual restriction of the interpretation of these indefinites. In as far as the use of the more ad
hoc free -closure mechanism is motivated by ‘non-specific’, intermediate scope readings in
negative contexts, it is argued that our quantificational account is better motivated. We also
suggest that some apparent conceptual problems with our main idea can be overcome by some
standard (optimality-style) pragmatic considerations.
2

The Referential-Attributive Distinction with Indefinites

Following Donnellen’s work with definite descriptions, Fodor & Sag (1982) offer an account of
the scope properties of indefinites in terms of a referential/attributive ambiguity. Some
motivation comes from examples like (1):
(1)

a.
b.

*

Every teacher heard a rumour that a student of mine had been called before the
Dean.
When an uncle of John’s dies, John will become an earl.
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F&S observed that indefinites seem to take scope in defiance of usual syntactic constraints on
scope movement - such as the NP-island constraint and the subordinate clause constraint which
would apply in (1). They also claimed that indefinites could not take intermediate scope. They
proposed that indefinites are ambiguous between a referential (and hence ‘scopeless’) and an in
situ quantificational interpretation.
The problem was that indefinites do seem to take intermediate scope - even where scope should
be blocked by syntactic constraints. This is illustrated by (2)a which can be construed according
to the gloss in (2)b. (Note, henceforth, the activity of studying every proposed analysis for a
problem x, will be referred to as ‘giving x the once-over’.):
(2)

a.
b.

3

Every linguist has studied every analysis that has been proposed for some
problem.
x[linguist(x) 6 z[ problem(z) v y[analysis_of(z)(y) 6 studied(y)(x)]]]

Kratzer’s Modified Referential Account of Specific Indefinites.

In the spirit of Fodor & Sag, Kratzer (1998) proposes that the intermediate scope in examples like
(2) is an artefact of indefinites being interpreted as referential, and that indefinite noun phrases
are ambiguous between these ‘referential’ expressions and existential generalised quantifiers.
In particular, the proposal is that the relevant construal of (2) be analysed as in (3)
(3)

Every linguist has studied [every analysis that has been proposed for [somef,x problem]]

Here somef,x is a complex expression consisting of a variable, f, over skolemised choice functions
(functions from individuals to partial choice functions) and its argument - also a variable, x. The
function variable has its value fixed by context. The individual variable is bound in this case,
although it’s value can also be fixed by context - as with (1)b above.
The result is that (2) is understood as (4) where f is some contextually specified function:
(4)

xy[linguist(x) v analysis_of(f(x)(problem))(y) 6 studied(y)(x)]

The perspectival nature of ‘some’ is motivated by considering an alternative less complex
analysis according to which ‘some’ is just a variable over partial choice functions and just
supposing that the dependency on the subject quantifier arises through whatever means would
account for the dependencies in (5). Each example can be construed so that the indirect object
noun phrase is dependent on the subject quantifier - as suggested by the glosses below:
(5)

a.
b.
c.

Every hostess received a gift from every guest
xy[hostess(x) v guest_of(x)(y) 6 z[gift(z) received_from(y)(z)(x)]]
The hostesses received gifts from the guests.
(stronger than cumulative reading)
No hostess received a gift from a guest
(there is a construal which is weaker than unrestricted reading which would be
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true even if hostess a received a gift from a guest of hostess b and could be
glossed as, “No hostess received a gift from one of her guests”)
But, even though we can motivate an (optional) implicit variable as part of the contextual
restriction of descriptions (as in (5)b,c) and marry this to a simple choice function account of
specific indefinites, Kratzer argues that this won’t do the job required. To see this, note that the
logical form for (2) on this simpler analysis would be as in (6):
(6)

xy[linguist(x) v analysis_of(f(problem(x)))(y) 6 studied(y)(x)]
(where problem expresses some contextually specified relation - eg ‘problem considered
by’)

Unless problem in (6) necessarily pairs just one problem with each linguist in the domain, the
truth-conditions of (6) will differ from (2) - because it is always possible that two linguists are
paired with the same non-singleton set of problems (and hence the value of f(problem(x)) would
be the same) and these linguists give the once-over to different problems making (6) false while
(2) would still be true.
Of course, if problem in (6) necessarily paired linguists with a singleton set then this particular
problem may not arise. Kratzer doesn’t pursue an analysis along these lines, instead she adopts
the skolemised choice function analysis mentioned above. Her motivation for this choice seems
to come from some observations about ‘a certain’ inspired by Hintikka (1986).
4

‘A certain’

The English expression, ‘a certain’ has certain interesting properties. In order to discuss these
properties, it will be necessary to make use of the idea that a speaker has an individual (or
property or relation) in mind when using an indefinite. While this notion makes intuitive sense
and while discourse on specifics often coherently proceeds whilst employing this notion, there
are some who would question its respectability when it comes to semantic analysis. For those of
such a sceptical bent, the discussion which follows may not seem at all illuminating to begin
with. However, the analysis of ‘a certain’ in terms of ‘having in mind’ which will be proposed
later does give some semantic respectability to this folk notion and ground the following intuitive
discussion.
Let us first consider (7):
(7)

A certain man was walking in the park.

(7) normally implies either that the speaker has in mind an individual which she thinks the
audience wouldn’t have antecedently been able to identify or that she is not in a position to
divulge any more of the identity of the person she has in mind. However, sometimes a speaker
may use ‘a certain’ and mean to implicate that her audience knows who she has in mind. This
often happens in jokey situations:
(8)

{John and Mary are having an affair which they believe is secret. But, two of their officemates, Bill and Sue, have together found out about this ‘secret’ affair.}
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Bill (to Sue): I hear that John left the staff party with a certain female colleague last
night.

What is also interesting about ‘a certain’ is that the truth of (7) depends on how things are with
this speaker’s referent. In particular, (7) would be false if the speaker’s referent were not a man
or walking in the park even if other men were walking in the park at the time. This contrasts with
other so-called specific uses of indefinites as in (9).
(9)

A man was walking in the park. He was whistling.

Following Stalnaker (1998), we know that the truth-conditions of the first sentence in (9) do not
involve the speaker’s referent even though this individual has to be made salient by the utterance
in order that the pronoun in the second sentence can make reference to it. Given the difference
in truth conditions between (7) and the first sentence in (9), ‘a certain’-noun phrases could be
referential in the sense of Fodor & Sag or of Kratzer.
Kratzer proposes that ‘a certain’ be analysed in the manner of the specific interpretation of
‘some’ in (2). That is, as a complex of a variable over skolemised choice functions and a variable
argument of that function. So, the proposal for both is that the function variable is assigned a
value by context while the other variable can be similarly assigned a value or bound. There are
however some problems with this proposal.
The first problem has to do with presuppositions. Normally expressions which are contextdependent or perspectival and which have been given analyses in terms of variables requiring
contextual assignment (‘he’, ‘local’ etc) come with a pragmatic presupposition that the audience
can identify the contextually specified value of the variable. If this presupposition fails, infelicity
ensues. ‘A certain’, by contrast normally functions to make reference to an individual which it
is presupposed the audience could not antecedently identify.
Secondly, Kratzer’s proposal underspecifies the meaning of ‘a certain’. When we consider cases
like (7) on Kratzer’s analysis, we can legitimately wonder what value context assigns to the
individual variable as it is not intuitively obvious. Kratzer proposes that when this variable is not
bound, the context assigns the speaker as it’s value. The assumption seems to be that in such
cases the value assigned by context to the SCF variable, f, is such that it will yield the speaker’s
referent as its value when applied to the restrictor set. But there is no reason given, nor does there
seem to be any good one, why this any of this should be. According to Kratzer’s proposal,
context could assign the individual a value other than the speaker and, independently, it could
assign to f a function which does not choose the speaker’s referent in the non-bound case. But
context never makes such assignments. This seems to be part of the meaning of ‘a certain’.1

1

Hintikka (1986) proposal differs to Kratzer’s and is not so problematic regarding
some of the issues just discussed. Hintikka’s paper will not be discussed here other than to
observe that the main idea is also problematic. According to Hintikka, ‘a certain’-noun
phrases are existential but they always take scope (‘have priority’) over epistemic operators.
There seem to be cases where this will not work. Consider that (i) seems perfectly coherent
and sensible with an intermediate scope reading:
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The third problem derives from Kratzer’s (and Hintikka’s) suggestion that where ‘a certain’
could be dependent on a c-commanding quantifier, this reading won’t be obtained unless there
is a ‘natural function’ (such as the one in (10) which pairs men with their mothers) which the
audience can recover. Note that the proposed requirement would then contrast with the nonquantificationally dependent case where there is a presupposition that the audience cannot
recover a natural description.
(10)

According to Freud, every man secretly loves a certain woman - his mother.

This constraint is motivated by considering (11) which, it is argued, lacks the bound-into
construal:
(11)

Every one of these young men hopes to marry a certain woman.

This claim seems to be too strong. Although perhaps the non-bound-into construal is favoured
for (11), the bound into construal does seem to be available. Consider anyway (12)
(12)

a.
b.

In the Zambian army, every soldier keeps certain items in his footlocker.
{Said by an anti-theoretical psychiatrist like RD Laing} I don’t think much of
Freud and his type but I do admit that most problems my patients have stem from
a certain childhood experience.

In both of these examples, there can be a bound construal and in each case we can understand the
speaker to presuppose only that the individuals in the binding domain are paired with an
individual (or collection) which the speaker has in mind and no more.
Of course, there can be a richer quantificationally dependent construal of the noun phrase
containing ‘a certain’ according to which the speaker has some particular relation in mind. For
example, in the right kind of context we may understand a speaker of (12)a (perhaps in contrast
to (12)b) to have in mind a natural function which pairs Zambian soldiers with lockerable items.
(Perhaps the speaker has just read the Zambian army rule book which states what must be kept
in footlockers). As such, there may be an implication (a pragmatic presupposition) that the
speaker has some such natural relation in mind.
Note that presupposing that the speaker has some natural relation in mind is different to there
being a presupposition that the audience knows what that relation is. Even if the speaker has
some ‘natural’ relation in mind we often only recover what this is exactly if it were somehow
implicated in a jokey way (as with (8) above and some uses of (13)a below) or if the speaker adds
some more information as an afterthought:
(13)

a.
b.

According to Freud, every man secretly loves a certain woman.
Every one of these young men hopes to marry a certain woman - his childhood
sweetheart.

(i)

I doubt that John thinks his boss prefers a certain type of hors d’oeuvres.
Otherwise he wouldn’t have prepared twenty different varieties.
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One point about (13)a is that, if said to someone who only knows that Freud wrote about human
behaviour, it might imply that there is a particular ‘natural’ function which the speaker has in
mind and which pairs each man with a secret love.
By contrast, the atheoretical, RD Laing-style psychiatrist in (12)b would most likely be basing
his statement on the bare facts of his encounters and it would most likely be assumed that he has
in mind no particular ‘natural’ relation which pairs types of experience with types of patient. As
such, we are less inclined to make any such presuppositions in this case.
So, contrary to Kratzer, the generalisation about quantificationally dependent noun phrases
containing ‘a certain’ seems to be that, as with the non-dependent cases, the basic meaning
suggests that the interpretation is to be determined in relation to an individual the speaker has in
mind, but here it is relative to each individual in the binding quantifier’s domain. That is, without
any further presuppositions, (11), would be understood according to the gloss in (14):
(14)

x[young man(x) 6 y[R(x)(y) v woman(y) v hopes_to_mary(y)(x)]]
{R(x)(y) is approximately is_the_individual_the_speaker_has_in_mind_for(x)(y)}

The functional pairing of the individuals in the domain and those the speaker has in mind does
not have to be ‘natural’ in any sense.
Sometimes it is implied that speaker does have some natural function in mind according to which
the individuals they have in mind are paired with individuals in the domain of quantification:
(15)

According to this new psychological theory, every man secretly loves a certain woman but it is not his mother.

Other times it is implicated in addition what that function is - cf (8).
5

Proposal About ‘a certain’

I propose that noun phrases containing ‘a certain’ are just existential, quantificational noun
phrases and that ‘certain’ is just a predicate restricting the quantification. The semantic rule for
‘certain’ makes reference to a feature of the context - the utterance of the noun phrase it figures
in:
(16)

The semantic rule for certainu makes reference to the utterance, u, of the noun phrase in
which it is contained and says that certainu expresses the property represented by the
identifying idea, iu, involved in the representation of the speaker’s ground for this
utterance.

The idea of identifying ideas comes from Perry (2001) which posits mental particulars
representing individuals and their associated properties. The mental particulars representing
individuals are called notions. Ideas are mental particulars which represent properties these
individuals have. Identifying ideas are ideas which represent identifying properties (i.e. properties
which necessarily are uniquely instantiated if at all). Ideas are associated with notions in files.
Files result from what Perry calls the ‘detach and recognise game’ whereby buffers containing
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notions of, and associated ideas about, individuals are retained beyond perceptions of that
individual.
Notions are canonically born of perceptions - either of individuals or references (acts of
referring). Intersubjective notion networks build up through communication. Although Plato’s
notion of Socrates is borne of his perceptions of Socrates, Perry’s notion of Socrates is born of
perceptions of texts Plato wrote containing references to Socrates. There are a variety of ways
in which notion networks can end not with an individual but what Perry calls a ‘block’. This can
be through misperceptions (of individuals or utterances) and a variety of other means (including
the free creation of notions).
One condition on a functioning file is that it contain at least one identifying idea. Sometimes the
only identifying ideas for a file are obtained through a speaker saying something like, “I met an
interesting woman last night”. In that case one identifying idea will be that of whoever stands at
the end of the notion network in which the speaker’s notion of the individual introduced is
embedded. This latter point illustrates a feature of Perry’s proposal, as it is being adopted here.
The point is that something like notions, (identifying) ideas and notion networks figure in our
folk semantics. Here it is being assumed that folk ideas about notions and ideas are underpinned
by the fact that there really are such mental particulars which carry information (or, at least,
content) about objects and properties. However, independently of that issue, we can find
motivation for the proposal that notions, ideas and such do play a role in folk semantics (other
than in the semantics for ‘a certain’) by considering some problems with current accounts of
Hob-Nob examples.
It is well known that Hob-Nob examples (as in (17)) carry implications about how Hob and Nob
think about the witch in question without the speaker or audience believing in witches, without
Hob and Nob having ever met each other and without them thinking of the witch in the ways
described in the other attribution (as the killer of Mary’s pig or John’s cow ).
(17)

Hob thinks a witch killed John’s cow and Nob thinks she killed Mary’s pig.

That is, even with sceptical conversants, an utterance of (17) implies that there is an identifying
property such that in Hob’s epistemic alternatives the non-existent witch has it and in Nob’s
epistemic alternatives his non-existent witch has it. Neale (1990) assuming a kind of pragmatic
E-type account suggests that the identifying property in question could be something like, being
the local witch. Van Rooy’s (1997) analysis suggests just that there is such a property (known
to the speaker). But neither of these suggestions are quite right. To see this, consider the scenario
where Hob comes upon John’s cow mysteriously dead and he has certain beliefs about
mysterious bovine deaths which lead him to conclude that only a witch could have caused the
death. Hob also believes that at any one time, there can be at most one witch operating in an area.
Thus he forms the belief that there is a unique witch in the area and this witch killed John’s cow.
At the same time, Nob goes through the same kind of process upon his discovery of Mary’s pig
dead. That is, Nob comes to believe that there is a unique witch in the area which caused the
death of this pig. Hob knows nothing of Nob and Mary’s pig while Nob knows nothing of Hob
or John’s cow. Moreover, there has been no public discussion of any sort of mysterious deaths
or of witches. We could describe this scenario using (18):
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Hob believes that there is one and only one witch in region X who is such that she killed
John’s cow. Nob believes that there is one and only one witch in region X who is such
that she killed Mary’s pig.

However, we could not describe this scenario using the Hob-Nob sentence, (17). What is missing
from our scenario, it seems, is some kind of link between Hob’s imaginary witch and Nob’s
imaginary witch which is more than a shared identifying property. For instance, if we add to the
above scenario a tv news report seen and believed by both Hob and Nob about an active witch,
then we could acceptably report on the scenario using the Hob-Nob sentence. It seems that what
is being imputed by Hob-Nob sentences with sceptical conversants is that there is a notion
network through which Hob and Nob could identify their respective imaginary witches. That is,
there is a notion network, NN, which is such that, (under some mode of presentation) Hob
believes that the individual standing at the end of NN is the witch that killed John’s cow and
(under some mode of presentation) Nob believes the individual standing at the end of NN is the
witch that killed Mary’s pig.
We shall not be pursuing a full analysis of intentional identity statements in this paper. The above
example, if it’s analysis is on the right track, is just meant to independently motivate the idea that
notions, ideas and so on do play a role in our ordinary intuitions about meaning.
Returning now to the proposal in (16), we should note that it is only appropriate for uses of ‘a
certain’ in examples like (7) where there is no implicit bound dependency. Something more
needs to be said about cases like (15). In contrast to Kratzer’s proposal, I will not posit a covert
variable in the form of ‘a certain’ to be bound or assigned away by context. Rather, I would
advocate a general lexicalist treatment of this kind of binding dependency. This treatment is set
out in Breheny(1999, 2003) and is based on ideas of Jacobson’s (1995) variable-free semantics.
The details of that treatment are not all that relevant here, suffice to say that the possibility that
‘certain’ is interpreted as dependent on a C-commanding quantifier stems from lexical operations
(as in a something like a generative lexicon framework). As far as sentence-level logical
semantics is concerned, we can think of ‘certain’ as simply being ambiguous between the
meaning characterised in (16) above and that characterised for certain2 in (19) below. (19)
presumes that the two-place reading is only involved where the second argument is bound by a
C-commanding quantifier:
(19)

The semantic rule for certain2u makes reference to the utterance, u, of the noun phrase in
which it is contained and expresses the relation which holds between members of the
binding domain, y and individuals x such that x is the individual which instantiates the
identifying property represented by the identifying idea iu,y which the speaker associates
with y in her grounds for the utterance.

6

Implicitly Specific Indefinites

Like Kratzer, I propose that indefinites which do not contain ‘certain’ can be understood as if
they implicitly do. But here, it will be supposed not that ‘some’ is ambiguous, but that, as with
any quantified noun phrase, there is implicit contextual restriction of the appropriate type. So the
example in (1)b would be treated by supposing that the quantificational indefinite noun phrase
is implicitly restricted with certainu, as suggested by (20):
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x[certainu(x) v uncle_of_john(x) v die(x)] 6 become_earl(john)

It is worth noting again that such implicit restriction of noun phrases can include material
dependent on other quantifiers - as where, in (21), the object noun phrase is understood as ‘every
bottle he was given’:
(21)

Every bad boy broke every bottle

Although nothing in the analysis of (2) discussed below turns crucially on how this phenomenon
is treated, I would not advocate a approach whereby noun phrases contain covert variables2, but
a lexicalist, variable-free approach as discussed in the above references. What is important here
however is simply that we can motivate an analysis of the noun phrase [some problem] in general
such that it is understood as 8y8P.x[problem(x) v R(y)(x) v P(x)] where R is fixed through
some contextual process.
The example in (2) would then have certain2u implicitly restricting the indefinite with the second
argument dependent on the subject noun phrase. That is, where the intermediate scope construal
of (2) arises, [some problem] is understood as 8y8P.x[problem(x) v certain2u(y)(x) v P(x)].
This would result in (2) being understood as in (22):
(22)

x[linguist(x) 6 y[analysis(y) v z[certain2u(x)(z) v problem(z) v proposed_for(z)(y)]
6 studied(y)(x)]]

This says that every linguist has given the once-over to the problem which the speaker associates
with that linguist. This is the intermediate scope reading.
So if indefinites are simply always existential quantified noun phrases, we could still get the
required extra-ordinary scope understanding of (1) and the intermediate scope construal of (2)
without any movement.3
7

Problems with Negative Contexts

Although different in many ways from Kratzer’s referentialist proposal, there is agreement here
with Kratzer that these exceptional scope properties of indefinites are due to a construal
according to which speakers’ referents figure in the evaluation of what is expressed.
Chierchia (2001) argues that there is a problem with this type of account when it comes to
negative contexts. Consider (23):
(23)

Not every linguist has studied every analysis that has been proposed for some problem

2

See Stanley & Szabo (2000) for an example of this kind of treatment.

3

Of course, it is being assumed here that as QNPs, indefinites can undergo movement,
but only where movement licensed.
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This has an interesting ‘non-specific’ intermediate-scope reading which we might gloss as in
(24):
(24)

¬x[linguist(x) 6 z[problem(z) v y[analysis(y) v proposed_for(z)(y) 6
studied(y)(x)]]]

That is, (23) has a reading which would be false in a situation where every linguist has given
some problem or other the once-over.
Addressing Kratzer’s referentialist proposal, Chierchia argues that it could not account for the
facts in this case since the truth-conditions of the reading in question do not seem to depend in
any way on how things are with some particular problem which the contextual function would
pick out relative to a linguist. Let us first remind ourselves of Kratzer’s analysis of this:
(25)

¬xy[linguist(x) v analysis_of(f(x)(problem))(y) 6 studied(y)(x)]

To illustrate imagine circumstance 1 (the systematic linguist case):
Linguist A gives cross-over the once-over
Linguist B gives long distance anaphora the once-over
Linguist C gives donkey anaphora the once-over.
If these are our linguists then (23), on the construal in question, is false - regardless of any other
features of any context which would give rise to this construal.
Chierchia notes that there is no presupposition with (23) (on the construal in question) according
to which linguists give just one problem the once-over, if any. He then suggests that there is no
‘natural’ restriction on a function which context provides which would deliver this result. He
considers the following types of restrictions:
(26)

a.
b.
......

for any linguist x, f1(x)(problem) chooses a problem x has considered
for any linguist x, f2(x)(problem) chooses a problem that intrigued x

None of these are strong enough since f could choose a problem linguist A does not give the
once-over to, but he may have given other problems (from those that he has considered, or that
have intrigued him etc) the once-over. So (25) comes out true but (23) is false.
The proposal in this paper has to face this challenge as well since it is being suggested that these
intermediate readings are obtained by making the indefinite specific and hence the truthconditions depend on a particular problem:
(27)

¬x[linguist(x) 6 y[analysis(y) v z[certainu(x)(z) v problem(z) v proposed_for(z)(y)]
6 studied(y)(x)]]

Contrary to Chierchia’s claim, however, there are in fact many natural restrictions which would
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do the job required. Each of these restrictions which would do the job have something in
common. We can represent this by specifying a necessary condition on certain2u in these cases:
(28)

x,y ~certain2u(x)(y) 6 ((z[problem(z) v w[analysis(w) v proposed_for(z)(w) 6
studied(w)(x)]]) 6 (v[analysis(v) v proposed_for(y)(v) 6 studied(v)(x)]))

This says: If y is what is associated in the speaker’s mind with x, then if x has given any
problems the once-over, x will have given y the once-over.
I propose that where the construal of (23) in question (glossed in (24)) is obtained, this
information about the kind of problem the speaker has in mind for each linguist is pragmatically
presupposed. This makes the contextually enriched truth-conditions of (27) the same as (24). To
see this, consider again circumstance 1 which makes (24) false. Looking at (27) and assuming
(28), we see that if we are in a world where all linguists have been systematic, then certain2u will
pair all linguists with problems they have given the once-over to - so (27) must be false in this
kind of circumstance.
Let’s look at a circumstance where Linguist A has been unsystematic. Then we know from (28)
that certain2u will not pair Linguist A with a problem she has given the once-over to. So (29) is
false and this makes (27) true.
(29)

y[analysis(y) v z[certain2u(A)(z) v problem(z) v proposed_for(z)(y)] 6 studied(y)(A)]

Things go the same way in other downward entailing contexts:
(30)

a.
b.

(31)

a.
b.

Every linguist who has studied every analysis which has been proposed for some
problem has no social life.
No linguist has studied every analysis which has been proposed for some
problem.
x[linguist(x) v y[analysis(y) v z[certain2u(x)(z) v problem(z) v
proposed_for((z)(y)] 6 studied(y)(x)] 6 has_no_social_life(x)]
x[linguist(x) 6 ¬y[analysis(y) v z[certain2u(x)(z) v problem(z) v
proposed_for(z)(y)] 6 studied(y)(x)]]

In the ‘no linguist’ case, it is false if any linguist has given any problem the once-over, as
required. In the restrictor of ‘every’, ‘no’ etc, we are quantifying over linguists who have given
at least one problem the once-over because we are quantifying over linguists who have given
their ‘certain problem’ the once over.
There are other cases where there is apparent intermediate scope. Consider that both (32)a and
b can be construed as per the gloss in (32)c4:

4

That both (32)a and (32)b give rise to a construal glossed in (32)c is problematic for
Schwarz’s (2001) ambiguity proposal according to which the non-specific reading of (23)
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a.
b.
c.

It’s not the case that if an uncle of John dies, John will be rich
It’s not the case that if a certain uncle of John dies, John will be rich
¬(x uncle_of_john(x) v [die(x) 6 rich(j)])

In both cases, the relevant analysis would be:
(33)

¬(x[certainu(x) v uncle_of_john(x) v die(x)] 6 rich(j))

The relevant presupposition would be:
(34)

x ~certainu(x) 6 (y[uncle_of_john(y) v (die(y) 6 rich(j))] 6 (die(x) 6 rich(j)))

In general, if we have the specific indefinite inside some operator O...a certain F and this whole
construction is in some downward entailing environment neg O...a certain F then we can always
construct such an MP for 'certain' so that we can have the intermediate scope effect without
movement. Suppose N(x) is the result of extracting a certain F from inside the operator, O, then
the MP in general looks like (in the one place case):
(35)

x ~certainu(x) 6 (y[Fy v N(y)] 6 N(x))

To sum up, by presupposing what this kind of MP says about what the speaker has in mind, we
can always obtain the apparently non-specific or ‘general’ construal of specific indefinites in
negative contexts without movement - or any free -closure mechanisms. When these
presuppositions are not made, we expect a specific reading which is unlike that represented in
(24). Although I believe that (23) is open to such a construal, this is perhaps clearer with (36) adapted from Schwarz (2001). We imagine this sentence uttered where the teacher recommends
a number of text-book chapters to all the class-members but hands out personal assignments to
each student based on just one text-book chapter:
(36)

Not every student read every section of a text-book chapter I recommended. Those who
didn’t will not be able to answer all the questions on their assignment.

So in the absence of the extra presupposition about the speaker’s grounds, we get a specific
reading. In the presence of such a presupposition, we get the general reading in negative contexts.
Given that the specific reading is available in negative contexts - in addition to the general
reading - it seems that proposals such as those of Chierchia which would account for (23) by
employing fairly ad hoc -closure mechanisms still need to build in the ability to contextually
restrict this quantification down to the singleton set containing the speaker’s referent - relative
to a linguist - at least in cases like (36). But, in as far as that kind of implicit contextual restriction
glossed in (24) is obtained by free -closure mechanisms while specific readings such as are
available for (36) are obtained by a Kratzer-like referential treatment. But Schwarz’s account
assumes that indefinites containing ‘a certain’ never get the non-specific reading, contrary to
the quite robust intuition that (32)b does have such a reading. Thanks to Gerhard Jaeger for
drawing my attention to these examples.
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has to be allowed in some cases, then we can do the job just with a unitary treatment of
indefinites as quantificational and allowing for extra contextual presuppositions.
8

Pragmatic Issues

In this section, we will take up some issues which our treatment of specifics raises.
It is being proposed that the exceptional scope of (37)a is accounted for according to (37)b where
the contextually supplied restriction is an identifying property.
(37)

a.
b.

When an uncle of John’s dies, John will become an earl.
x[certainu(x) v uncle_of_john(x)] 6 become_earl(john)

In as far as such ‘token-reflexive’ contextually supplied restrictions are possible for noun phrases
in general, our first issue concerns the question: Why are definite descriptions not also allowed
to be restricted by the same kind of property?
For instance, in a situation where there are two tables covered with books and the speaker utters
(38)a (infelicitously), why can we not obtain a contextual restriction as in (38)b?
(38)

a.
b.

The table is covered with books
x[certainu(x) v table(x) v covered_with_books(x)]

We could suppose that the answer to this lies in the conventional presuppositional properties of
definites - say, definites conventionally presuppose that the audience could identify a suitable
restriction independently of the utterance of the definite. But this is not right as a consideration
of bridging illustrates:
(39)

When John checked the picnic supplies he found that the cake was squashed.

A better explanation might come from considering the practices of English speakers with regards
indefinites. Let us assume it is pragmatically presupposed that indefinites are normally used in
assertive contexts to introduce individuals where the audience could recover no identifying
property other than being the speaker’s referent. Then this presupposition is enough to give rise
to infelicity of (38) in as far as the use of a definite to do that job would not be optimal.
The second issue is a follows: If identifying properties are allowed to restrict indefinites, then
why are indefinites not used to talk about identifiable entities?
To answer this question, we need to look at the presuppositions for definites. Suppose there is
a conventional presupposition associated with definites which just says that the audience can
recover an identifying property. Then in languages which have the option available to mark
descriptions in this way, this option would always be used as it more optimally realises the
relevant intention. (viz to make reference to an individual under a recoverable description).
The third issue concerns the fact that sometimes indefinites are used to introduced a speaker’s
referent for future anaphoric reference, as in (9):
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A man was walking in the park. He was whistling.

However, it is widely agreed that the first sentence in (9) does not express a proposition which
depends in any way for its truth on the speaker’s referent. Rather, pragmatic accounts of such
discourses have to suppose that some assumption (as in (40)) about the speaker’s grounds is
introduced implicitly into the context (see Stalnaker 1998, Breheny 2001, 2002)
(40)

x[sgu(x) v believe(speaker, man(x) v walk_in_park(x))]
{sgu expresses the property of being the individual on whose file the speaker would
justify her utterance of the indefinite u}

Why is this so? Why do we not just have the relevant restriction as part of the proposition
expressed (as in (41))?
(41)

x[sgu(x) v man(x) v walk_in_park(x)]

This can be explained with reference to a generalisation about choosing stronger interpretations:
(42)

Where an expression " contains contextual parameters or whose interpretation is
otherwise underspecified by its meaning, and where it would be equally plausible and
coherent in the context for " to be interpreted as a1, a2, ... an, then the interpretation which
gives rise to the strongest justifiable proposition expressed should be chosen. (Where
justification is on the grounds of relevance).

This generalisation is importantly different to the often evoked ‘strongest meaning hypothesis’
which makes no reference to justification (see Winter 2001). To see that it is the strongest
justifiable meaning which is selected, consider (43)a,b below. In these examples, the predication
is understood as only partial (not maximal) even though there is no reason to do with plausibility,
coherence or typicality why the maximal reading should not be attributed to the speaker. There
is however, no reason in the context why the maximal should be attributed to the speaker either,
since in each case, it is sufficient to know that the predicate applies to only some to satisfy local
expectations of relevance:
(43)

a.
b.

Mary cannot come to work today. Her children are off school.
Johnny was naughty at the zoo today. He fed the monkeys chocolate.

In the case of (9), note that whether or not the first sentence is understood as in (41), we have to
presuppose that the speaker has specific grounds. That is, we have to presuppose (40). So, the
speaker’s referent would be made salient/available either way. Given that this is the case, there
is no justification in assuming that it is intended that the indefinite has the stronger interpretation
since the only purpose of presupposing the speaker has an individual in mind is to provide a
referent for the pronoun in the second sentence.
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Abstract
This paper challenges the current assumption that there are two different types of focus in Italian: a
‘contrastive’ focus and an ‘information’ focus. I claim that the distinction does not hold at any level of the
grammar. From an interpretive point of view, I show that there isn’t a focus expressing non-presupposed
information and one expressing exhaustive identification, but only one focus expressing non-presupposed
information. From a prosodic point of view, I argue that the rules of accent placement and the relation
between accent and the focus domain are always the same. From a syntactic point of view, I show that a
focus can always move to the left and that it always displays operator-like properties.

1 INTRODUCTION
Many studies (É. Kiss 1998, Zubizarreta 1998, Donati and Nespor 2001, Benincà and Poletto
1999, Belletti 2001b, etc.) assume that two different grammatical categories of focus exist in
Italian and in natural languages in general. The two foci, according to these works, differ from
a interpretive, prosodic, and syntactic point of view. They are usually called ‘contrastive’
focus and ‘information’ focus (from now on, CF and IF).
The main arguments that are given in favor of a distinction between two foci are the
following:
- A CF expresses contrast and exhaustive identification, an IF merely expresses new, nonpresupposed information.
- While the accent carried by the IF always falls in a specific position, the accent carried by
the CF can fall anywhere in the clause. This difference is related to the possibility for focus to
‘project’, that is to spread from the accented word to larger constituents containing that word.
While an IF can project, a CF cannot.
- Finally, a CF moves to a syntactic position (either overtly or covertly) to the left and has
operator-like properties; an IF stays in situ and does not have operator-like properties.
Examples of the two foci in Italian are given below:
(1) a. Che cosa ha vinto Gianni?
‘What did Gianni win?’
b. Gianni ha vinto [la medaglia]F.
Gianni has won the medal
‘Gianni won the medal’
c. ?? [La medaglia]F ha vinto Gianni.
the medal has won Gianni
‘It was the medal that Gianni won’
(2) a. La coppa, l’ha vinta Gianni.
‘As for the cup, Gianni won it’
1

I wish to thank Daniel Büring, Aniko Csirmaz, Rita Manzini, Luigi Rizzi, Kriszta Szendröi, Maria Luísa
Zubizarreta, and the audience of Sinn und Bedeutung 7 for helpful comments.
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b. No, Gianni ha vinto [la medaglia]F.
‘No, Gianni won the medal’
c. No, [la medaglia]F ha vinto Gianni.
‘No, it was the medal that Gianni won’
While an IF can only be low in the clause, a CF can either be low or move to the left
periphery. The CF in (2b) moves to the left covertly (Rizzi 1997, É. Kiss 1998).
In this paper I shall demonstrate that the differences between two foci either do not exist, or
do not pertain to focus itself, but are a reflex of the context in which focus occurs.
In § 2 I show that focus in Italian does not express exhaustive identification, but it always
entails non-presupposed information. In § 3 I argue that focus projection is always possible
and that there is only one rule of accent placement. In § 4 I claim that there aren’t two
different landing sites in the left periphery for focus movement and that focus always displays
operator-like properties. Finally, in § 5 I suggest a possible explanation for the differences
between Italian focus and Hungarian focus.
2 INTERPRETATION
É. Kiss (1998) makes probably the more systematic and exhaustive presentation of the
arguments in favor of a distinction between two kinds of focus. As for the interpretive
aspects, she says that a CF, which she calls ‘identificational focus’, expresses ‘exhaustive
identification’, while an IF simply expresses non-presupposed information. Her idea is based
on data from Hungarian and English, such as the following: 2
(3) a. Mari EGY KALAPOT nézett ki magának
Mary a hat-acc picked out herself-acc
‘It was a hat that Mary picked for herself’
b. Nem, egy kabátot is ki nézett
no a coat too out picked
‘No, she picked a coat, too’
(4) a. Mari ki nézett magának egy kalapot
Mary out picked herself a hat
‘Mary picked herself a hat’
b. # Nem, egy kabátot is ki nézett
# ‘No, she picked a coat, too’
In (3) the identificationally focused object represents the only thing that Mary picked for
herself; in (4), where the object is informationally focused, ‘a hat’ is just one of the possible
things that she could have picked for herself. Since the b sentence denies that Mary picked
only one thing, it is appropriate only if it follows a sentence that asserts that Mary picked only
one thing.
É. Kiss argues that in English the same results are obtained when the a sentence is a cleft (see
the translation of 3 and 4). In other words, a CF in English is expressed by a cleft.3
Consider now the Italian example corresponding to (3):
2

From now on I indicate the CF with capital letters, the IF with boldface. The two notations do not say anything
about accents, but simply highlight the focused constituent. Of course, the two notations are merely descriptive,
since I do not believe in the existence of two distinct foci.
3
As for Italian clefts, they behave differently. See § 2.3 below.
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(5) a. IL CAPPELLO ha comprato Maria.
the hat
has bought Maria
‘It is the hat that Maria bought’
b. # No, ha comprato anche il cappotto.
no has bought too the hat
‘No, she bought the coat too’
(5a) cannot be followed by a sentence like (5b). Therefore, il cappello in (5a) does not express
exhaustive identification.
The unacceptability of the exchange in (5) is even clearer if we compare it with an exchange
where the first sentence contains a focus associated with solo ‘only’. Only-phrases inherently
express exhaustive identification, so the exchange should be perfect in this case. This is in
fact born out by the example below:
(6) a. Maria si è comprata solo un cappello.
Maria for-herself is bought only a hat
‘Maria bought only a hat for herself’
b. No, si è comprata anche un cappotto.
no for-herself is bought also a coat
‘No, she bought herself a coat too’
The exchange in (6) is as good as the Hungarian one in (3). In fact, the sentence in (6a)
excludes that Mary bought something else apart from a hat.
Another example É. Kiss reports is the following:
(7) a. Hol jártál a nyáron?
‘Where did you go in the summer?’
b. Jártam Olaszországban.
went-I Italy-to
‘I went to Italy [among other places]’.
c. OLASZORSZÁGBAN jártam.
Italy-to went-I
‘It was Italy where I went’
É. Kiss says that the meaning of sentence (7b), with IF, is that Italy isn’t the only place where
the speaker went in the summer. Sentence (7c) with CF means that the speaker went to Italy
and didn’t go to any other place.4 In the corresponding Italian example, again, no difference in
meaning is found between (8b) and (8c):
4

Szendröi (2001) suggests that the differences between (7b) and (7c) are not differences between two types of
focus, but between a DP focus and a VP focus. When the VP is focused, stress in Hungarian falls both on the
verb and on the complement. The verb in (7), though, is semantically empty, therefore it never bears main stress.
If we look at a different verb, however, an answer like the one in (7b) becomes marginal, showing that a
sentence without focus movement does not have a DP focus, but a wider focus on the VP.
(i) a. Hol nyaraltál a nyáron?
‘Where did you have holidays in the summer?’
b. ?*Nyaraltam Olaszországban.
had-holidays-I Italy-in
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(8) a. Dove sei andata quest’estate?
‘Where did you go last summer?’
b. Sono andata in Francia.
(I) am gone in France
‘I went to France’
c. ?? IN FRANCIA sono andata.
in France (I) am gone
‘It was France where I went’
The two question marks in (8c) are due to the preverbal position of focus (cf. 1c). This fact
does not mean that there is a semantic difference between a preverbal focus and a postverbal
focus. In fact, no constraint exists for focus with exhaustive interpretation that prevents it
from being in an answer to a question. This is confirmed by the the Hungarian example in
(7c), which is fully grammatical.
Like we have seen in (5) and (6) above, if we add the adverb solo ‘only’ to the focus in (8),
the sentence expresses exclusion:
(9) a. Dove sei andata quest’estate?
‘Where did you go last summer?’
b. Sono andata solo in Francia.
(I) am gone only in France
‘I went only to France’
2.1 Lexical restrictions on the CF
According to É. Kiss (1998), further evidence that the CF expresses exhaustive identification
comes from certain lexical restrictions. A CF cannot be a universal quantifier, an also-phrase
or an even-phrase, and an existential quantifier. She says that a CF performs a semantic
operation characterized as ‘exclusion by identification’, while those expressions perform
identification without exclusion. Therefore, their meaning is incompatible with the meaning
of the CF.
Putting aside existential quantifiers for the moment, consider the other cases in É. Kiss’s
examples below:
(10) a. * Mari MINDEN KALAPOT nézett ki magának.
Mary every hat
picked out herself-dat
* ‘It was every hat that Mary picked for herself’
b. * Mari (MÉG) EGY KALAPOT IS nézett ki magának.
Mary even a hat
also picked out herself-dat
‘It was ?also / *even a hat that Mary picked for herself’
Both in Hungarian and English the sentences in (10) are ungrammatical. In Italian, the same
expressions can function as preverbal CFs. The b sentences in (11) and (12) are fully
grammatical:
If Szendröi’s observation is correct, then also the distinction proposed by É. Kiss for Hungarian looses its
strength.
In this paper, I take for granted that the distinction in Hungarian exists. In § 5 however, I suggest, following
Horvath (2000), that the differences between the two Hungarian foci have to be ascribed to factors that are
independent from focus.
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(11) a. Qualche proposta è stata già presa in considerazione.
‘Some proposal has already been taken into account’
b. OGNI PROPOSTA è stata già presa in considerazione.
every proposal is been already taken into account
‘Every proposal has already been taken into account’
(12) a. La sciarpa, l’ha comprata Maria.
‘As for the scarf, it is Maria who bought it’
b. Anche / Persino IL CAPPELLO ha comprato Maria.
also / even the hat
has bought Maria
‘It is also / even the hat that Maria bought’
As expected, the corresponding sentences with only-phrases are ungrammatical:
(13) a. * Maria ha preso in considerazione solo ogni proposta.
Maria has taken into account only every proposal
b. * Maria ha comprato solo anche / persino un cappello.
Maria has bought only also / even a hat
As for existential quantifiers, É. Kiss herself observes that in Hungarian an existential
quantifier is bad also when it functions as an IF. The same happens in Italian (cf. 14).
Therefore, the incompatibility of an existential quantifier with focus doesn’t say anything
about the difference between two types of focus.
(14) Chi stai aspettando?
‘Who are you waiting for?’
# Sto aspettando qualcuno.
‘I am waiting for someone’
I think that the problem with an existential quantifier is its poor informative content, which
doesn’t make it a good candidate to be the sentence focus. This is confirmed by the fact that
the quantifier is accepted as focus if it can be informative enough, like in the following
contexts:
(15) a. ‘Are you waiting for the bus?’
b. No, sto aspettando qualcuno.
‘No, I am waiting for someone’
c. No, QUALCUNO sto aspettando.
‘No, it is someone that I am waiting for’
(16) a. ‘What are you doing?’
b. Sto aspettando qualcuno.
‘I am waiting for someone’
In (15), the quantifier is informative because it indicates that I am waiting for a person, not for
a bus; in (16), the quantifier is included in a wider focus, so it is not the only informative part
of the sentence.
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2.2 Scope effects with a CF
A further piece of evidence given by É. Kiss that a CF expresses exhaustive identification is
its capability of taking scope. An IF, on the contrary, cannot take scope. In fact, it is the
property of exhaustive identification that interacts with the property of other scope-taking
elements. In the Hungarian examples in (17), a CF interacts with the scope of a universal
quantifier:
(17) a. Minden fiú MARIVAL akart táncolni.
∀ >> Exhaustive identification
every boy Mary-with wanted to-dance
‘For every boy, it was Mary [of the relevant persons] that he wanted to dance with’
b. MARIVAL akart táncolni minden fiú.
Exhaustive identification >> ∀
‘It was Mary [of the relevant persons] that every boy wanted to dance with’
According to what É. Kiss says, the meaning of (17a) is that every boy wanted to dance with
one of all the girls present in the ballroom, and did not want to dance with any other girl
(universal quantification takes scope over exhaustive identification). The meaning of (17b),
instead, is that Mary is the only girl in the ballroom that was asked to dance by all the boys;
the other girls may have been asked to dance by smaller subsets of boys (exhaustive
identification takes scope over universal quantification).
In (18), É. Kiss’s example with information focus is given. Here, the universal quantifier
takes scope over the whole sentence. In fact, the example may be true in any situation in
which some or all the boys wanted to dance with more than one person:
(18) a. Kikkel akartak táncolni a fiúk?
‘Who did the boys want to-dance with?’
b. Minden fiú táncolni akart a szépségkirálynővel.
‘Every boy wanted to dance with the beauty queen’
In Italian, a CF does not take scope, as the following example shows:
(19) a. Ogni ragazzo CON MARIA voleva ballare.
every boy with Maria wanted to-dance
b. CON MARIA voleva ballare ogni ragazzo.
with Maria wanted to-dance every boy
‘Every boy wanted to dance with Maria’
The truth value of each sentence is the same. Both (19a) and (19b) mean that all the boys
wanted to dance with one person, and that this person is Maria; neither sentence excludes that
some boy wanted to dance also with other girls. This is clearer if we look at the corresponding
sentences with ‘only’-phrases. In (20a) and (20b) differences in scope are evident.
(20) a. Ogni ragazzo voleva ballare solo con Maria.
∀ >> Exhaustive identification
every boy wanted to-dance only with Maria
‘For every boy it was Maria [and nobody else] that he wanted to dance with’
b. Solo con Maria voleva ballare ogni ragazzo.
Exhaustive. Identification >> ∀
only with Maria wanted to-dance every boy
‘It was Maria that every boy [not just a subset of boys] wanted to dance with’
The meaning of (20a) and (20b) is the same as that of the corresponding Hungarian sentences
in (17a) and (17b) respectively.
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2.3 Clefts in Italian
We have seen that for É. Kiss (1998) a CF in English is represented by a cleft. Since a CF in
Italian both in postverbal and in preverbal position never expresses exhaustive identification,
one might ask whether also in this language it is focus in clefts that expresses exhaustive
identification. The answer is no. Although in a few cases they behave differently, in most
cases clefts in Italian pattern like ‘normal’ sentences.
Consider the examples with clefts below, which correspond respectively to the examples with
normal sentences in (5), (8), (11), and (15).
(21) a. E’ il CAPPELLO che ha comprato Maria.
‘It is the hat that Maria bought’
b. # No, ha comprato anche il cappotto.
‘No, she bought the coat too’
(22) a. Dove sei andata quest’estate?
‘Where did you go last summer?’
b. ?? E’ in FRANCIA che sono andata.
‘It was France where I went’
(23) a. Qualche proposta è stata considerata.
‘Some proposal has been taken into account’
b. ? Veramente è OGNI PROPOSTA che è stata considerata.
‘To tell the truth, it is every proposal that has been taken into account’
(24) a. Stai aspettando l’autobus?
‘Are you waiting for the bus?’
b. ? No, è QUALCUNO che sto aspettando.
‘No, it is someone that I am waiting for’
In (21), b is not a good continuation of a; therefore, as we said in § 2, the focused constituent
in a does not express exhaustive identification (cf. 5).
In (22), the answer does not entail that I went only to France, but I could have been in other
places as well (cf. 8).
The sentence in (23), where the focused constituent is a universal quantifier, is acceptable,
although with a slight marginality flavour (cf. 11). The same slight marginality is present with
an existential quantifier in (24) (cf. 15).
Moreover, like focus in normal sentences, focus in clefts does not take scope (cf. § 2.2). This
is clear if we compare clefts containing a focused constituent and clefts containing an onlyphrase. Only in the latter case the interpretation of the sentence changes according to the
ordering of the focused constituent and the universal quantifier:
(25) a. Ogni ragazzo è con MARIA che voleva ballare.
every boy (it) is with Maria that (he) wanted to-dance
b. E’ con MARIA che voleva ballare ogni ragazzo.
(26) a. Ogni ragazzo è solo con MARIA che voleva ballare.
∀ >> Exhaustive identification
every boy (it) is only with Maria that (he) wanted to-dance
‘For every boy it was only Maria that he wanted to dance with’
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b. E’ solo con MARIA che voleva ballare ogni ragazzo. Exhaustive identification >> ∀
‘It was only Maria that every boy [not a subset of boys] wanted to dance with’
(25a) and (25b) have the same meaning as (19a) and (19b); (26a) and (26b), instead, have
different interpretations. (26a) means that all the boys didn’t want to dance with anybody else
apart from Maria; (26b) means that the entire group of boys wanted to dance with Maria, but
smaller groups of boys may have been interested in dancing with other girls.
Strangely, in just one case clefts behave differently from normal sentences. It is very hard to
accept a cleft where the focused element is accompanied by an adverb like anche ‘also’ or
persino ‘even’ (cf. 12):
(27) E’ *?anche / *?persino il CAPPELLO che ha comprato Maria.
(it) is also / even
the hat
that has bought Maria
‘It was also / even the hat that Maria bought’
The reason for such a difference remains unexplained to me. In any case, the behaviour of
clefts is mostly the same as that of normal sentences. Therefore, we cannot say that clefts
express exhaustive identification and represent the CF in Italian.
2.4 Contrastiveness
From what I have said up to now, I can conclude that the semantic property that according to
É. Kiss differentiates the CF from the IF, namely the property of exhaustivity, is never present
in Italian focus. One might wonder whether it is the effect of contrastiveness that has to be
considered as a property that distinguishes the semantics of a CF from that of an IF.
Following Rooth’s (1992) semantic theory of focus, I claim that the property of
contrastiveness doesn’t represent any inherent property of focus. Rooth analyzes several cases
in which a focus can occur: focusing adverbs, scales, question-answer pairs and contrasting
phrases. He proposes a unified account for focus occurring in all those cases.
First, he assumes that a focus phrase has a ‘focus semantic value’, defined as “a set of
propositions obtainable from the ordinary semantic value by making a substitution in the
position corresponding to the focused phrase”. For instance, the focus semantic value of a
sentence like (28a) is a set of propositions of the form ‘I gave x to John’ like those in (28b).
(28) a. I gave [a book]F to John.
b. I gave a book to John, I gave a cd to John, I gave a watch to John, I gave a kiss to
John, I gave an advice to John, etc., etc.
Second, Rooth states that:
(29) a. Focus interpretation at the level of α introduces a free variable γ, restricted by the
formula γ ε [α]f
b. The semantic value of any phrase β is a discourse object, available as an antecedent
for free variables
c. If [β]° ε [α]f, the semantic value of a phrase β can serve as the antecedent for the
variable introduced by focus interpretation at the level of the phrase α
In a sentence where a focus phrase α is construed as in contrast with a phrase β, the semantic
value of β constitutes the antecedent for the variable γ introduced by α. The crucial point is
that the characteristics of contrasting sentences (like that of other contexts considered by
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Rooth) do not pertain to theory of focus, which remains the same, but to the semantic object
available as antecedent for the variable introduced by the focus phrase.
In other words, the effect of contrastiveness depends on what surrounds the focus, not on
focus itself. Quoting from Lambrecht (1994), “the impression of contrastiveness which we
receive (…) arises from particular inferences which we draw on the basis of given
conversational contexts”. Trivially, if I say Ho mangiato i ravioli ‘I ate ravioli’, with an
accent on ravioli, the focus will be contrastive if the sentence is preceded by a sentence like
You ate spaghetti, didn’t you?, but it will express plain new information if it is preceded for
instance by the question What did you eat for Christmas?, where no alternative options to i
ravioli are made explicit.
Lambrecht also points out that the effect of contrastiveness is not related to any particular
prosodic characteristic of the focus. In the following paragraphs I will make the same claim,
namely I will show that there aren’t two different accents and accent rules for focus.

3 PROSODY
As concerns the prosodic characteristics of focus, two aspects have been mainly considered
by the literature: the extension of focus domain and accent placement.
As for the first aspect, I treat it in the following two paragraphs, and challenge Donati and
Nespor’s (2001) arguments about ‘focus projection’ and the restrictions on focus extension.
As for the second aspect, I discuss it in the last paragraph of this section, and challenge
Zubizarreta’s (1998) analysis of accent placement and its relation with focus.
3.1 Focus Projection
The phenomenon that Selkirk (1984, 1995) names ‘focus projection’ was probably noticed for
the first time by Chomsky (1971). Chomsky proposes a principle which says that the focused
constituent of a phrase must contain the intonational nucleus of that phrase, and observes that
the focus of a sentence can extend to larger constituents than the one immediately containing
the accented word. The focus of a sentence like that in (30) can be taken as any of the
bracketed phrases:
(30) He was warned to look out for [an ex-convict [with [a red [shirt]]]]. 5
Cinque (1993) assumes Chomsky’s (1971) principle that relates the focus of a phrase to the
nuclear stress of that phrase, and proposes that the nuclear stress falls on the most embedded
element in the constituent structure of the focus phrase. Therefore, according to Cinque, focus
projects bottom up from the smallest (and lowest) constituent containing the accented word to
the largest one.
Donati and Nespor (2001) argue that a CF cannot ‘project’. More precisely, they say that a CF
cannot be larger than a word:
(31) a. I always thought John was [ANTI]F-communist.
b. I always thought John was [WELSH]F.
c. I always thought John was *[A YOUNG JOURNALIST]F.
5

Underscoring indicates the stressed word.
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Assuming Cinque’s definition of focus projection, Donati and Nespor’s claim about CF result
incorrect, as the example below clearly shows:
(32) a. Tua sorella ha incontrato il Prof. Rossi.
‘Your sister met Prof. Rossi’
b. No, ha incontrato [DP IL MAESTRO [PP DELLA FIGLIA [PP DI PIETRO]]].
no (she) has met the teacher of the daughter of Pietro
‘No, she met Peter’s daughter’s teacher’
The accent in (32b) is on the word Pietro, which is in the most embedded constituent of the
clause. Therefore, the focused constituent can be the whole DP object, exactly like it would be
if the same sentence answered a wh-question (that is, if focus were informational):
(33) a. Chi ha incontrato tua sorella?
‘Who did your sister meet?’
b. Ha incontrato [DP il maestro [PP della figlia [PP di Pietro]]].
‘She met Peter’s daughter’s teacher’
Note that focus projection also occurs if the accented word is contained within a moved
phrase:
(34) a. Tua sorella ha incontrato il Prof. Rossi?
‘Did your sister meet Prof. Rossi?’
b. No, [DP IL MAESTRO [PP DELLA FIGLIA [PP DI PIETRO]]] ha incontrato.
no the teacher of the daughter of Peter (she) has met
‘No, it was Peter’s daughter’s teacher that she met’
In this case, the accented word is contained in the most embedded constituent of the moved
DP. It is not surprising, then, that a sentence like (34b) cannot answer an out-of-the-blue
question of the type ‘What happened?’, namely that focus cannot project to the whole clause.
In fact, the accent on Pietro indicates that the largest constituent that can be focused is the DP
object. Therefore, the impossibility for (34b) to be fully focused does not say anything about
the distinction between two types of focus, but simply reflexes the rule governing the relation
between accent placement and the extension of the focus domain.
Notice that, if the accented word stays in the most embedded constituent of an entire clause, a
contrastive interpretation of focus does not prevent focus from extending its domain to the
whole clause, as shown by the following examples:
(35) a. Hanno bussato alla porta?
‘Did someone knock the door?’
b. No, [STANNO PIANTANDO [UN CHIODO]].
‘No, they are driving a nail’
(36) a. Gianni è ingrassato perché ha mangiato molti muffins?
‘Did Gianni get fat because he ate many muffins?’
b. No, perché [HA BEVUTO [MOLTE [BIRRE]]].
‘No, because he drank many beers’
Summarizing, focus projection is not restricted to the IF: any focused constituent can be
larger than a word, and even as large as the whole clause, if the context requires it.
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3.2 The IF domain
Donati and Nespor (2001) argue also that an IF cannot be smaller than a word. They say that a
part of a compound, like black in the example below, can never be the IF of a sentence:
(37) [John [just bought [a *[black]Fbird]F]F]F.
I claim that this restriction does not depend on the type of focus, but on purely pragmatic
factors. An informationally focused constituent is usually represented as the answer to a whquestion. A Q-A pair is the more natural environment in which an IF can occur. Now, an
answer to a question strictly depends on how the question is formulated. I think that it is this
dependence of an answer on its question that makes the IF domain more restricted, and not an
inherent property of the focus itself. In other words, I claim that an IF has the same domain as
a CF, but certain focus domains that are frequent in contrastive contexts result less frequent in
Q-A contexts.
Going back to (37), it is difficult to find a question whose answer is a part of a word.
However, it is not impossible. We can imagine an example where the new information is
given by a part of a word. Consider for instance the exchange in (38).
(38) a. Sono state coniate nuove parole per indicare chi è contro la globalizzazione, e tutte
terminano in ‘global’.
‘New words have been coined for those who are against globalization, and all of them
end in ‘global’’
b. E come definiresti Enrico?
‘And how would you define Enrico?’
c. Enrico lo definirei un new-global.
Enrico him-(I)-would-define a new-global
‘As for Enrico, I would define him a new-global’
The only informative part of (38c) is the prefix new, which is therefore accented.
Cases like (38) are rare. Moreover, in those cases the accent could also fall on the noun the
prefix is attached to:
(38)’ c. Enrico lo definirei un new-global.
Enrico him-(I)-would-define a new-global
‘As for Enrico, I would define him a new-global’
This optionality is probably due to the fact that new-global can be interpreted either as a
compound or not. Only in the former case the accent goes on new. In the latter case, the
accent will fall on the main accent of the noun new-global, and the focus of the sentence will
be then considered as the whole noun.
Notice however that the optionality is also admitted when focus expresses contrast, as in (39)
below.
(39) Io definirei Enrico un no-global, non un new-global.
I would define Enrico a no-global not a new-global
This means that the optionality depends on the characteristics of compounds, not of focus.
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3.3 Accent placement
Zubizarreta (1998), like Cinque (1993), assumes that the focused constituent of a phrase must
contain the intonational nucleus of that phrase and that the accent placement in a sentence is
governed by the Nuclear Stress Rule.
She also argues that in certain languages defocalized and anaphoric phrases can be metrically
invisible. The NSR does not apply to them. In this way she can account for the difference
between Romance languages and Germanic languages. In English and German defocalized
and anaphoric phrases can follow an accented word, in Spanish and Italian only dislocated
items can.6 Therefore, if in these languages an accent is not placed on the lower node of the
clause, then it is clear that that accent does not follow the NSR but a different rule, that
Zubizarreta calls Emphatic/Contrastive Stress Rule, and the corresponding focus is therefore a
CF, not an IF. The Emphatic/Contrastive Stress Rule says that
(40) A word with contrastive stress must be dominated by every focused constituent in the
phrase.
In other words, according to this rule, what is important is not that the accent falls on the
lower node of the clause, but rather that, wherever the accent is located, all focused material
dominates it. To show this, Zubizarreta reports the following examples in Spanish:
(41) a. El gato del sombrero [ROJO]F escribió un libro sobre ratones (no el de sombrero azul).
the cat of hat red wrote a book about rats not the-one of hat blue
‘The cat with a red hat wrote a book about rats (not the one with a blue hat)’
b. [EL GATO DEL SOMBRERO ROJO]F escribió un libro sobre ratones (no el perro de
chaqueta verde).
the cat of hat red wrote a book about rats not the dog of jacket green
‘The cat with a red hat wrote a book about rats (not the dog with a green jacket)’
In (41) the contrastive stress falls on the lower node of the phrase el gato del sombrero rojo.
It seems to me then that the difference between a CF accent and an IF accent in Zubizarreta’s
proposal is that, while the former can fall anywhere in the clause, regardless of the possibility
for the language to have post-focal (non-dislocated) material, the latter is constrained by that
possibility. An IF accent could not fall on rojo in (41) because defocalized material would
follow the accented word.
Zubizarreta’s proposal, however, is not supported by Italian data. In Brunetti (2003) I
extensively show that an IF can stay in a position that is not the lower one in the clause. An IF
accent can be followed by non-focused material that is not dislocated. I report below a couple
of examples where an IF stays in preverbal position and is followed by non-dislocated
material (42a and 42b respectively).
(42) a. Ora ricordo: i guanti mi ha regalato Luigi per Natale.
now (I) remember the gloves to-me has given Luigi for Christmas
‘Now I remember: it was the gloves that Luigi gave me as a present for Christmas’
b. Allora è deciso: contatterà Gianni il sindaco.
then is decided will-contact Gianni the major
‘Then we are decided: it is Gianni that will get in touch with the major’

6

In fact, dislocated items are part of a distinct intonational grouping.
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Neither in (42a) nor in (42b) there is a contrastive interpretation of focus. In (42a), the speaker
implies that the hearer knows that Luigi gave him/her a present for Christmas, and that he/she
had forgotten what it was. The interlocutors do not imply any alternative option to the gloves.
In (42b), the speaker implies that the hearer knows that it is necessary to get in touch with the
major and that somebody had to be chosen to do that. In this case the alternative options to
Gianni are presumably known by the interlocutors, but no contrast is entailed between Gianni
and the others who could get in touch with the major.
In conclusion, these examples show that the only restriction an accent has in Italian is that it
must fall on the most embedded constituent of the focused phrase. This restriction holds for
both a CF and an IF, as we have seen in § 3.1 and in (41). Therefore, there aren’t two different
rules for accent placement, as Zubizarreta claims.

4 SYNTAX
Examples (43) and (44) seem to indicated that while a CF can move to the left, an IF cannot:
(43) a. La coppa, l’ha vinta Gianni.
‘As for the cup, Gianni won it’
b. No, LA MEDAGLIA ha vinto Gianni.
‘No, it was the medal that Gianni won’
(44) a. Che cosa ha vinto Gianni?
‘What did Gianni win?’
b. ?? La medaglia ha vinto Gianni.
‘It was the medal that Gianni won’
In Brunetti (2003) I discuss these data, and show that it is not true that an IF cannot move. I
claim that the apparent unacceptability of a preverbal focus in (44b) depends on the questionanswer context in which a focus occurs when it expresses ‘plain’ new information, and does
not depend on focus itself.
In the following paragraphs I will take for granted that a focus can always move to the left
periphery in Italian and I will challenge Benincà and Poletto’s (1999) claim that the landing
site of IF movement is different than that of CF movement. If Benincà and Poletto were right,
in fact, the existence of two different foci would be confirmed by the twofold landing site of
focus movement.
4.1 Two landing sites for focus movement?
Benincà and Poletto (1999) propose that both a CF and an IF move to the left periphery, but
the latter moves to a different (lower) position than that where a CF moves. They argue that in
the example below the post-focal PP a Gianni ‘to Gianni’, which is a topic in Rizzi’s (1997)
framework, is in fact an IF:
(45) QUESTO a Gianni gli dovremmo dire!
this to Gianni to-him (we) should say
‘We should say this to Gianni’
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The arguments that Benincà and Poletto consider in order to support their claim are not
convincing.
First, contra Rizzi (1997), they say that the presence of the object clitic in (45) does not prove
that the PP is a topic. They point out that in colloquial Italian a dative clitic can occur with a
focused indirect object, as in (46).
(46) Gliel’ho detto a Gianni.
to-him-it (I) have told to Gianni
‘I told this to Gianni’
Second, they claim that the presence of an accent is not crucial to determine the information
status of an element. According to them, il divano ‘the sofa’ in (47b) is not focused, but leftdislocated, as the resumptive clitic would demonstrate.
(47) a. Mi ha detto che il tappeto, lo compra l'anno prossimo.
‘He has told me that the carpet he will buy it next year’
b. No, ti sbagli, IL DIVANO lo compra l'anno prossimo.
no (you) are wrong the sofa it buy the year next
‘No, you are wrong, it is the sofa that he will buy next year’
Finally, they argue that a post-focal element is sensitive to weak crossover, which is a
property of focused items (cf. Rizzi 1997). They report the following data:
(48) *A MARIA, Giorgioi, suai madre presenterà
to Maria Giorgio his mother will introduce
‘His mother will introduce Giorgio to Maria’
They conclude that the post-focal element that in Rizzi (1997) is a topic is instead an IF
moved to a position lower than the position where the CF moves.
We must note that the first argument presented by Benincà and Poletto - the presence of a
resumptive clitic for a focused constituent - invalidates the second - the fact that intonation is
not related to focus. Why should (47) represent a topic with a focus intonation? (47) can be
seen as another case of focus with resumptive clitic. Both examples in (46) and (47) then
show that a focused constituent can have a resumptive clitic, but do not prove that the PP in
(45) is focused.
As for (48), Benincà and Poletto observe in a footnote that when the post-focal element is not
coindexed with the possessive pronoun of the subject, but the subject is preverbal, the
sentence is still not very good:
(49) ? A MARIA, Giorgio, mia madre presenterà
to Maria Giorgio my mother will-introduce
According to my judgments and those of my informants, the unacceptability of (49) is as
strong as that of (48). Moreover, while according to Benincà and Poletto’s judgments (48) is
still bad with a resumptive object clitic, according to my judgments the clitic rescues the
sentence and makes it more acceptable:
(50) ? A MARIA, Giorgioi, suai madre lo presenterà.
to Maria Giorgio his mother him will-introduce
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In conclusion, Benincà and Poletto do not bring convincing arguments that a post-focal
element is in fact an IF.
Furthermore, if we look again at (45), we notice that the post-focal PP a Gianni could have
been previously mentioned in the discourse, so it is clearly part of the background:
(51) a. Pensi che a Gianni dobbiamo raccontare tutto?
‘As for Gianni, do you think we should tell him everything?’
b. Niente affatto. Secondo me solo QUESTO a Gianni (gli) dovremmo dire: che stiamo
bene e che ci divertiamo.
not at all
according to me only this to Gianni to-him (we) should say that (we) are
good and that (we) have a good time
‘Not at all. I think that we should tell Gianni only the following: that we are fine and
we are having a good time’
Concluding, the post-focal element in (45) is not another focus, but it is part of the
background. Therefore, there is no evidence that a focus expressing new information moves
to a different position than a focus expressing contrast.
4.2 Operator-like properties of focus
It is quite a common assumption in the literature that a preverbal contrastive focus in Italian
has operator-like properties (cf. Rizzi 1997, Belletti 2001a, etc.). In fact, a CF is sensitive to
weak crossover and licenses parasitic gaps, as shown by the examples in (52) and (53).
(52) a. * I suoii genitori hanno visto Maria?
‘Did her parents see Maria?’
b. * No, LUIGIi i suoii genitori hanno visto ti .
no Luigi his parents have seen
(53) UN LIBRO DI STATISTICAi ho buttato via senza leggere ti
a book of statistics (I) have thrown away without to-read
If an IF is the same grammatical object as a CF, as I claim in this paper, we should expect that
it displays operator-like properties as well. This is born out by the following data from
Frascarelli (2000), showing respectively that an IF is sensitive to wco and licenses parasitic
gaps:
(54) a. * Chii hanno visto i suoii genitori?
‘Who did his parents see?’
b. * I suoii genitori hanno visto Luigii.
the his parents have seen Luigi
(55) a. Che cosai hai buttato via senza leggere ti ?
‘What did you throw away without reading?’
b. Ho buttato via senza leggere ti un libro di statisticai.
(I) have thrown away without to-read a book of statistics
‘I threw away without reading a book about statistics’
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Presumably, in (54) and (55) the focused constituent occupies the left peripheral position at
LF.
In conclusion, a focused item in Italian displays operator-like properties both when it moves
to the left and when it stays in situ, and both when it triggers contrast and when it expresses
new information.

5 TOWARDS A UNIFIED ACCOUNT FOR FOCUS
In this paper I have brought several pieces of evidence that there is only one type of focus in
Italian. It would be theoretically desirable to show that this result is not constrained to Italian
but that focalization is a unique phenomenon in natural languages in general. In other words,
it would be desirable to show that there is a unique category of the grammar that is called
‘focus’.
We have seen that from an interpretive point of view Italian differs from Hungarian in that it
does not have a focus expressing exhaustive identification. Do we have to conclude that the
difference between Italian and Hungarian is just that Italian lacks one kind of focus?
Horvath (2000) suggests a different analysis. She proposes that focus is a unique phenomenon
also in Hungarian, and that the properties of a preverbal focus noted by É. Kiss (1998) are the
result of association by movement of the focused phrase with a null operator of ‘exhaustive
identification’. Focus per se is a unique phenomenon: it is the operator that makes the
difference between the two focus constructions. Horvath points out that the operator is
independent from focus: the only relation between the two is that the operator needs to
associate with a focused element, in the same way as operators like ‘only’ and ‘also’ need to.
Horvath suggests that the same association with focus probably occurs in other languages
with focus movement, like Italian, and points out the fact that also in those languages the
moved focus has some systematic extra semantic function beyond just being ‘new
information’ in the discourse. Having shown in this paper that focus in Italian never displays
an extra semantic function apart from new information, I suggest that Italian focus associates
with an operator that does not add any special meaning to the focused item (presumably an
existential operator, see Manzini and Savoia 1999).7 This idea however needs further
investigations and therefore is left for future research.
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Abstract
This paper presents a system of interpretation for a language of first order predicate
logic with barriers (PLB), which builds on Dekker’s (2002) Predicate Logic with Anaphora
(PLA). The novel ingredient of the system is a barrier operator. This moves value information from the assignment function to the discourse context, with the result of producing
locality effects. These are shown to match up with a range of locality effects found in natural language, including binding (condition A, B and C) effects, constraints on different
types of movement (A-bar and A), and strong crossover violations.

1

Introduction

This paper presents a system of interpretation for a language of first order predicate logic with
barriers (PLB), which builds on Dekker’s (2002) Predicate Logic with Anaphora (PLA). The
novel ingredient of the system is a barrier operator. This moves value information from the
assignment function to the discourse context, with the result of producing locality effects. These
are shown to match up with a range of locality effects found in natural language.
The paper is structured as follows. First we introduce PLB. Then we take a look at some of its
properties. Then we show how PLB can be used in accounts of a range of natural language data
involving locality effects, including binding relations (condition A, B and C effects), constraints
on different types of movement (A-bar and A), and strong crossover violations.
2

Predicate Logic with Barriers

This section presents Predicate Logic with Barriers (PLB). This is a system of interpretation for
a language of first order predicate logic with barriers that builds on Dekker’s (2002) Predicate
Logic with Anaphora (PLA). As a consequence, in addition to its own [BAR] operator, it inherits
the syntax of predicate logic, and an additional category of terms that we will refer to as pointers
P = {p1 , p2 , ...}.
The semantics of the system is stated as a Tarskian satisfaction relation between finite sequences
of individuals and sentences, with the sequences providing intended referents for terms in the
sentences. More specifically, term interpretation is relative to a model (M), a partial variable
assignment (g) and a sequence (~e) of individuals from M’s domain (ei is the i-th individual of
~e):
(1)

[[c]]M,g,~e = M(c)

[[x]]M,g,~e = g(x)

[[pi ]]M,g,~e = ei

That is, constants take there denotation from the model, as is usual. Variables get their value
from the current variable assignment. But since this is partial, it is possible for there to be
no value. If such is the case, the evaluation is said to crash. A pointer pi selects the i-th
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individual from the current ~e sequence, which is taken to provide the discourse context. As a
consequence, it is made coreferential with the i-th potential antecedent in preceding discourse.
If pi is evaluated with respect to a sequence with length less than i, evaluation is once more said
to crash. Hence, pointers can only be used in environments where the context supplies a suitable
range of antecedents.
The rest of the semantics is spelled out in (2) by means of a satisfaction relation |=, which may
hold between an ordinary first order model M with domain D, a partial variable assignment
function (g) and two independent sequences of witnesses on the one hand and a formula φ on
the other. Witnesses are elements from D. The two independent sequences are, respectively:
• the novel sequence—referred to as NS henceforth, and
• the familiar sequence or discourse context—referred to as FS henceforth.

(2)

M, g, hi,~e |= Pt1 , ...,tn
M, g, hi,~e |= ¬φ
M, g, d~c,~e |= ∃xφ
M, g, c~a,~e |= φ ∧ ψ
M, g,~c,~e |= [BAR\X]φ

iff h[[t1 ]]M,g,~e , ..., [[tn ]]M,g,~e i ∈ M(P)
iff ¬∃~c ∈ D∗ : M, g,~c,~e |= φ
iff M, g[x/d],~c,~e |= φ
iff M, g,~a,~e |= φ and M, g,~c, a~e |= ψ
iff M, ⇓ (g, X),~c, ⇑ (g, X)+~e |= φ

Notation used:
• ~c+~e is the concatenation of sequences ~c and ~e (also abbreviated: c~e);
• d~e is a sequence with witness d as its first element;
• hi denotes the empty sequence;
• D∗ is the set of all sequences made up of elements from D (the domain of the model);
• ⇓ (g, X) is the assignment g without assignments to variables not in X, e.g.
⇓ ([x 7→ a, y 7→ b, z 7→ c], {y}) = [y 7→ b], which is the assignment that maps y to b, but no
other variable to any other value; and
• ⇑ (g, X) is a sequence made up of the values
g assigns to all its variables minus those in
(
ac
X, e.g. ⇑ ([x 7→ a, y 7→ b, z 7→ c], {y}) =
.
ca
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A closer look

In this section we focus on properties of the PLB system in (2).
3.1

Atomic formulae

Atomic formulae in (2) are evaluated in a Tarskian way relative to a model, an assignment
function and an FS. One thing to note is that an atomic formula can only be evaluated if the NS
is empty. If this condition is not met, evaluation is once more said to crash. This has the effect
of helping to ensure that there are not too many witnesses present for the evaluation.
3.2

Negation

The negation of a formula φ tells us that there is no way of supporting φ. In so doing, it binds
the existential quantifiers of the formula in its scope, so that, e.g. ¬∃xF(x), as usual, means that
no x is F. In addition, negation requires that the NS is empty. If this is not the case, evaluation
is once more said to crash. Again, this helps to ensure there are not too many witnesses present
for the evaluation.
3.3

Existentials

An existential quantifier forms an instruction to remove the frontmost item of the NS and have it
assigned to variable occurrences that the quantifier binds. This is standard quantifier behaviour,
in the sense that variables are bound. But the whole action can also be seen as exhibiting the
behaviour of a free variable, in the sense that the value imparted comes from a predetermined
source, namely, the NS. We should also note that if ∃xφ is evaluated with respect to an empty
NS, the satisfaction procedure crashes. This ensures that enough witnesses are present for the
evaluation.
3.4

Formula length

Before going on to look at how conjunction works, it will be useful to have a function l for
calculating the number of indefinites (existential quantifiers) in a formula that will take their
value from the NS, or equivalently, the number of indefinites not in the scope of a negation in
that formula. We we call l(φ) the length of a formula φ. It is defined as follows:
(3)

l(Pt1 , ...,tm ) =
l(∃xφ)
=
l(¬φ)
=
l(φ ∧ ψ)
=
l([BAR\X]φ)=

0
l(φ) + 1
0
l(φ) + l(ψ)
l(φ)
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Dekker’s conjunction

The system inherits its conjunction from Dekker’s (2002) Predicate Logic with Anaphora. This
realises the so-called ‘dynamics of interpretation’ familiar from Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp and Reyle, 1993): the first conjunct is evaluated before the second conjunct has
come up with its possible witnesses and the second after the first has done so. More formally,
if NS ~a satisfies φ given FS ~e, and NS ~c satisfies a subsequent ψ given extended FS a~e, then the
combined NS c~a also satisfies the conjunction of φ and ψ given FS ~e. This can be pictured as in
(4), given that i is the length l(ψ) of ψ to make hc1 ...ci i the equivalent of ~c, and j is the length
l(φ) of φ to make hci+1 ...ci+ j i the equivalent of ~a.
(4)

M, g, hc1 ...ci ci+1 ...ci+ j i, hei ...i |= φ ∧ ψ iff
M, g,
hci+1 ...ci+ j i, hei ...i |= φ
and
M, g, hc1 ...ci i, hci+1 ...ci+ j ei ...i |=
ψ

As (4) suggests, we might think of the NS and FS as forming a single sequence that gets judiciously broken up by the interpretation procedure (as indeed Dekker (2002) does), since the
ordering of items both inside and between the two sequences is always maintained.
The picture of (4) also clearly shows how the first conjunct is able to contribute its sequence of
(possible) witnesses as accessible values for the pronouns of the second conjunct, since for the
second conjunct these witnesses are at the front of the FS. This “dynamics” is further illustrated
by (5), where he and someone must take their values from different witnesses, as illustrated by
the semantic calculation in (6):
(5)

He smiles and someone laughs. [Sp1 ∧ ∃xLx]

(6)

M, [], a, b~e |= (5) iff
M, [], hi, b~e |= Sp1 and M, [], a, b~e |= ∃xLx iff
M, [], hi, b~e |= Sp1 and M, [x 7→ a], hi, b~e |= Lx iff
b ∈ M(S) and a ∈ M(L).

and by (7), where their values may come from the same witness, as illustrated in (8):
(7)

Someone smiles and he laughs. [∃xSx ∧ Lp1 ]

(8)

M, [], a,~e |= (7) iff
M, [], a,~e |= ∃xSx and M, [], hi, a~e |= Lp1 iff
M, [x 7→ a], hi,~e |= Sx and M, [], hi, a~e |= Lp1 iff
a ∈ M(S) and a ∈ M(L).

Thus, pi in taking as its denotation the i-th witness from the FS, receives an interpretation that
is coreferential with the i-th existential quantifier occurrence found when going back in the
discourse from the place where the pointer occurs.
3.6

The BAR

The novel ingredient of the system is the [BAR\X] operator. This resets the assignment function
by removing all assignments of values to variables not in X, and adds to the front of the FS all
values so removed, see e.g. (9). In addition, (9) shows that, as a consequence of being added to
the FS, values removed from the assignment remain out of the reach of subsequent quantifier
actions, but enter into the reach of pointers. Thus, while the first occurrence of ∃x no longer
73
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binds x of Pxyp1 , it does bind (or rather is ‘colinked’ with) p1 .
(9)

M, [y 7→ c], ab,~e |= ∃x[BAR\y]∃xPxyp1 iff
M, [x 7→ a, y 7→ c], b,~e |= [BAR\y]∃xPxyp1 iff
M, ⇓ ([x 7→ a, y 7→ c], {y}), b, ⇑ ([x 7→ a, y 7→ c], {y})+~e |= ∃xPxyp1 iff
M, [y 7→ c], b, a~e |= ∃xPxyp1 iff
M, [x 7→ b, y 7→ c], hi, a~e |= Pxyp1 iff
hb, c, ai ∈ M(P).

Also note that [BAR\y] can only scope over formulas that, apart from leaving y free, are seman/ which will be abbreviated to plain [BAR]
tically saturated. All other formulas crash. [BAR\0],
in what follows, needs a semantically saturated formula.
It is worth noting that [BAR]’s behaviour is somewhat akin to a conjunct’s, in the sense that
all freshly introduced values shift to the FS. For example, the calculations of (10) and (11) are
closely related: the one notable difference is the whereabouts in the starting NS of the value that
the existential quantifier takes. (Note that, in the remaining examples of this section, n is the
length l(φ) of φ.)
(10)

M, [], hdc1 ...cn i, he1 ...i |= ∃x[BAR]φ iff
M, [x 7→ d], hc1 ...cn i, he1 ...i |= [BAR]φ iff
M, [], hc1 ...cn i, hde1 ...i |= φ

(11)

M, [], hc1 ...cn di, he1 ...i |= ∃x(x = x) ∧ φ iff
M, [], hdi, he1 ...i |= ∃x(x = x) and
M, [], hc1 ...cn i, hde1 ...i |= φ

However, the similarity breaks down when quantified contexts are involved. As (12) shows,
such a context has the effect of making values introduced in the first conjunct unavailable to
pronouns in the second conjunct. That is, values never make it to the FS.
(12)

M, [], hc1 ...cn i, he1 ...i |= ¬∃xPx ∧ φ iff
M, [], hc1 ...cn i, he1 ...i |= ¬∃xPx and
M, [], hc1 ...cn i, he1 ...i |= φ

In contrast, as (13) shows, values introduced in quantified contexts are still passed onto the FS
by a [BAR] occurrence. As a consequence, whenever a pronoun links up to a value that is sent
to the FS by a [BAR], the effect is exactly one of being bound by the operator that introduced
the value.
(13)

M, [], hi, he1 ...i |= ¬∃x[BAR]φ iff
¬∃hdc1 ...cn i ∈ Dn+1 (M, [], hdc1 ...cn i, he1 ...i |= ∃x[BAR]φ iff
M, [x 7→ d], hc1 ...cn i, he1 ...i |= [BAR]φ iff
M, [], hc1 ...cn i, hde1 ...i |= φ )
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Summary

To sum up, we note that the interpretation procedure of PLB returns undefinedness:
• if a variable is not assigned a value at its point of evaluation (possible because the assignment function is partial);
• if a formula with either form Pt, ...,tn or ¬φ is evaluated with respect to a non-empty NS
(ensures there are not too many witnesses);
• if an existential quantifier ∃xφ is evaluated with respect to an empty NS (ensures enough
witnesses);
• if a pronoun pi is evaluated with respect to a FS with length less than i (requires that the
discourse context supplies a suitable range of antecedents).
Moreover we should note that the system gives rise to four types of binding relations:
(i) bound (in an operator-variable relation),
(ii) colinked (linked to the same witness) — equivalent of ‘donkey anaphora’, and so can
have the effect of mimicking a binding relation (in all quantified contexts when induced
by a [BAR]),
(iii) covalued (linked to different witnesses with the same denotation), and
(iv) disjoint in reference (linked to different witnesses with different denotations).
4

Locality effects

We now turn to see what PLB has to say about a number of locality effects in natural language.
We first look at binding (condition A, B and C) effects. Then we look at constraints on movement (A-bar and A). We end with a look at strong crossover violations.
4.1

Some binding theory effects

In this section we consider what PLB has to say about the locality contrast between reflexives
and non-reflexive pronouns. Given that [BAR]’s are introduced at the clausal level, reflexives
are variables, and pronouns are interpreted as follows:
(14)

M, g,~c,~e |= HEi (λx ψ) iff M, g,~c,~e |= ∃x(x = pi ∧ ψ) ,

then the contrasts of (15) and (16), typically attributed to conditions A and B of Binding Theory
(Chomsky, 1981), are expected.
(15)

a.
b.

Someone1 dislikes himself1/∗2
Someone1 dislikes him∗1/2

(16)

a.
b.

[A boy]2 thinks [CP that [a man]1 dislikes himself1/∗2 ]
[A boy]2 thinks [CP that [a man]1 dislikes him∗1/2 ]
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In (15a), someone and himself have to be coreferential: the occurrence of [BAR] at the clausal
level removes all value assignments, making x, bound by someone, the only variable assigned a
value when himself is interpreted. (17) illustrates:
(17)

M, [x 7→ a, y 7→ c], b,~e |= [BAR]∃xDxx iff
M, [], b, ac~e |= ∃xDxx iff
M, [x 7→ b], hi, ac~e |= Dxx.

In (15b), someone and him cannot be coreferential: someone removes the witness it takes as its
value from the witness sequence, placing it into the assignment function where it is unavailable
for the non-reflexive pronoun. (18) illustrates:
(18)

M, [x 7→ a, y 7→ c], ba,~e |= [BAR]∃xHE1 (λy Dxy)) iff
M, [], ba, ac~e |= ∃xHE1 (λy Dxy) iff
M, [x 7→ b], a, ac~e |= ∃y(y = p1 ∧ Dxy) iff
M, [x 7→ b, y 7→ a], hi, ac~e |= Dxy.

In (16a), himself cannot corefer with a boy, but rather must corefer with a man, which is the
only active binding operator at the point of himself ’s interpretation. (19) illustrates (abstracting
away the contribution of the matrix [BAR] occurrence, boy, man and thinks):
(19)

M, [], ab,~e |= ∃x[BAR]∃xDxx iff
M, [x 7→ a], b,~e |= [BAR]∃xDxx iff
M, [], b, a~e |= ∃xDxx iff
M, [x 7→ b], hi, a~e |= Dxx.

In (16b), him cannot corefer with a man, but it can corefer with a boy. This is because the [BAR]
moves a boy’s witness from the assignment function to the FS. This has the effect of making a
boy’s witness unavailable for reflexives but available for pronouns. (20) illustrates:
(20)

4.2

M, [], aba,~e |= ∃x[BAR]∃xHE1 (λy Dxy) iff
M, [x 7→ a], ba,~e |= [BAR]∃xHE1 (λy Dxy) iff
M, [], ba, a~e |= ∃xHE1 (λy Dxy) iff
M, [x 7→ b], a, a~e |= ∃y(y = p1 ∧ Dxy) iff
M, [x 7→ b, y 7→ a], hi, a~e |= Dxy.

Possessives

We’ve seen how PLB can capture the complementary distribution of reflexives and non-reflexive
pronouns. This raises the question of what to do with possessive pronouns, since, as (21) shows,
they are not locally restricted.
(21)

[A man]1 admires his1 father.

A solution that makes crucial use of the [BAR] is given in (22):
(22)

M, g,~c,~e |= HISi (P)(λx ψ) iff M, g,~c,~e |= ∃x([BAR\x]Pxpi ∧ ψ) .

Thus, a possessive introduces a pointer, just like a non-reflexive pronoun, but has this placed
immediately below a [BAR\x], where x takes on the value the possessive is about. As a conse76
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quence all values introduced up to the point of the possessive’s occurrence, with the exception
of x’s value, are made accessible to the possessive’s pointer. (24) and (25) illustrate how this
captures the ambiguity of (23), with the father the man’s in (24) and the boy’s in (25).
(23)

[A boy]2 thinks [CP that [a man]1 admires his1/2 father].

(24)

M, [], abc,~e |= ∃x[BAR]∃xHIS1 (F)(λy Axy) iff
M, [y 7→ c], hi, ba~e |= Fyp1 and M, [x 7→ b, y 7→ c], hi, a~e |= Axy iff
hc, bi ∈ M(F) and hb, ci ∈ M(A).

(25)

M, [], abc,~e |= ∃x[BAR]∃xHIS2 (F)(λy Axy) iff
M, [y 7→ c], hi, ba~e |= Fyp2 and M, [x 7→ b, y 7→ c], hi, a~e |= Axy iff
hc, ai ∈ M(F) and hb, ci ∈ M(A).

4.3

Condition C effects

In (26), he and someone are not able to enter into a binding relation. As (27) shows, this is
expected: the structure of (26) dictates that he must take its witness from the FS before someone
has taken its referent from the NS. Witnesses only cross from the NS to the FS.
(26)

He likes someone.

(27)

M, [], ba, b~e |= [BAR]HE1 (λx ∃yQxy) iff
M, [], ba, b~e |= ∃x(x = p1 ∧ ∃yQxy) iff
M, [x 7→ b], a, b~e |= ∃yQxy iff
M, [x 7→ b, y 7→ a], hi, b~e |= Qxy.

Moreover, if someone scopes over the pronoun (e.g. as it would if it were quantifier raised), the
impossibility of coreferential dependence is maintained, as (28) illustrates (cf. the discussion of
the strong crossover effect in section 4.6):
(28)

4.4

M, [], ab, b~e |= ∃yHE1 (λx Qxy) iff
M, [y 7→ a], b, b~e |= ∃x(x = p1 ∧ Qxy) iff
M, [x 7→ b, y 7→ a], hi, b~e |= Qxy.
A-bar-movement

Since Chomsky (1973) it has come to be widely thought that apparently unbound connections,
such as between who and e of (29), are in fact mediated by sequences of relatively local movements targeting successively higher (usually SpecCP) positions: in (29), from e to who’s ultimate position, giving the schematised derivation of (30).
(29)

Mary met an artist who she thought John had said she should commission e.

(30)

(Op x) [ CP tx C [ TP ... [ CP tx C [ TP ... [ CP tx C [ TP ... x ... ]]]]]]

This general line of analysis has gained wide-spread acceptance, largely because of the theory
of island-hood that it supports. Also, languages have been found to provide morphosyntactic
confirmation for the core idea that seemingly long movements are compositions of more local
operations (e.g., McCloskey (1979) observes that Irish leaves detectable signs that the postulated
intermediate movements have applied). For us, (30) gives a potential indication as to what saves
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(29), namely, the existence of intermediate traces “tx ” that are local enough to the variable/empty
slot. But how to make sense of what intermediate traces are?
Let’s assume that material moved in a syntactic derivation is always basically variable information (other material counts as pied-piped). Moreover, let’s assume that “strong phase boundaries” (Chomsky, 2001) (e.g. CP) are occurrences of [BAR\X] (we have been assuming this
since section 4.1, where it was instrumental in capturing the binding effects) and that the syntactic operation of leaving a trace in SpecCP exists to provide information to the X. That is,
movement of variable information x to SpecCP has the effect of coindexing the [BAR] introduced by the CP thus [BAR\x]. It is this that makes the movement count as an A-bar movement,
and it is this that has the effect of maintaining x as a variable that continues to receive an interpretation past the [BAR\x] occurrence. Consequently such a movement can be seen to cross a
CP boundary. For example, the relative clause “who she thought ...” of (29) takes on the form
of (31):
(31)

[BAR\y]SHE1 (λx thought(x,
[BAR\y] john-said([BAR\y]SHE2 (λx commission(x, y)))))

Thus, each [BAR] occurrence in (31) gives rise to the need for a movement that has the effect of
preventing y from having to be semantically closed. That is, movement can be used to maintain
an open proposition, but only when it is successive cyclic.
It should be noted that so far nothing has been said about why natural language should have
to resort to using [BAR]’s. But suppose the semantic system of natural language has to juggle
a parsimonious inventory of variables, w, x, y, z, ... (see e.g. Hurford, 2001). Yet it is rich and
powerful enough to allow for the construction of arbitrarily complex properties. A way to
maintain such expressiveness is to rebind. The [BAR] can be seen as a means for managing
rebinding, making locality requirements a reflex of this strategy.
4.5

A-movement

In addition to A-bar-movements that target a position in the CP domain (like wh-movement to
SpecCP), languages can have other syntactic displacement operations that target clause-internal
(TP-internal) positions. These include: NP-movement, scrambling and extraposition (see e.g.
Williams (1994) on NP-movement, Fanselow (2001) on scrambling, Culicover and Rochemont
(1990) on extraposition, among others). A common property of these movement types is that
they are clause-bound. That is, they cannot cross a CP and target a TP-internal position in a
higher clause. This is illustrated in (32):
(32)

*... [ TP ... α1 ... [ CP ... [ TP ... t1 ... ] ...

That (32) holds is accounted for by the locality constraint that permits extraction from a CP only
via SpecCP.
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Strong crossover

The strong crossover phenomenon, first noted in Postal (1971), designates binding failures like
those in (33) (taken from Postal, 1997):
(33)

a. *[ CP Who1 did Frank convince her1 [ CP t1 that you would hire e1 ]]?
b. *the principle1 [ CP which1 I inferred from it1 [ CP t1 that no other principle entailed
e1 ]]
c. *[ CP What1 Jane compared it1 to a model of e1 ] was the Eiffel Tower.
d. *It doesn’t matter [ CP who1 they claim she1 believes you should invite e1 ].

Such failures come as a direct consequence of non-reflexive pronouns only being able to take
values from the FS (which was also the reason given for condition C effects in section 4.3).
Moreover, since successive cyclic movement is required (section 4.4), strong crossover effects
are enforced all the way up the syntactic tree (to the point where the movement stops). Alternatively put, as a consequence of extending the domain in which variables can be bound
(and so used), movement via a [BAR] has the reverse effect of excluding pronouns. Example
(34) illustrates an existential “moving through” two [BAR] occurrences. As a consequence, the
value it gets assigned (namely: a) is kept in the assignment function throughout the semantic
calculation, and so out of reach for the pronoun’s pointer.
(34)

M, [], ab, b~e |= ∃x[BAR\x]HE1 (λy[BAR\x]Qx) iff
M, [x 7→ a], b, b~e |= [BAR\x]HE1 (λy[BAR\x]Qx) iff
M, [x 7→ a], b, b~e |= ∃y(y = p1 ∧ [BAR\x]Qx) iff
M, [x 7→ a, y 7→ b], hi, b~e |= [BAR\x]Qx iff
M, [x 7→ a], hi, bb~e |= Qx

For the same reason, coreference of the topicalised (another wh-movement like operation, see
e.g. van Riemsdijk and Williams, 1986) someone and he in (35) gets ruled out, as (36) illustrates.
(35)

Someone, he likes e.

(36)

M, [], ab, b~e |= ∃y[BAR\y]HE1 (λxPxy) iff
M, [y 7→ a], b, b~e |= [BAR\y]HE1 (λxPxy) iff
M, [y 7→ a], b, b~e |= ∃x(x = p1 ∧ Pxy) iff
M, [x 7→ b, y 7→ a], hi, b~e |= Pxy iff
ha, bi ∈ E(P)

5

Conclusion

In this paper we introduced the system of Predicate Logic with Barriers. This was shown to have
various interesting properties that arose out of the barrier operator’s presence. In particular, it
was shown to reproduce a number of locality effects found in natural language: condition A,
B and C effects, locality constraints on different types of movement (A-bar and A), and strong
crossover violations.
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Abstract
In the generative literature antecedentless readings of 3pl pronouns have been referred
to as arbitrary. The present article argues that antecedentless readings are not a unitary phenomenon and proposes to distinguish 5 types of antecedentless readings for 3pl pronouns.
I propose that the antecedentless readings depend on a deficient form of 3pl agreement that
allows a non-anaphoric reading and only contributes the feature [+human]. I further propose that the different readings rely on two possible translations of 3pl pronouns combined
with different mechanisms of content identification.

1 Introduction
It is well-known that pronouns allow readings without an antecedent.
(1) oh everything they do in Edinburgh – they do it far too slowly (Yule 1982)
Suñer (1983) draws a parallel with between 3pl pro without an antecedent and PRO without
antecedent (arbitrary PRO), coining the term arbitrary pro.
The term arbitrary pro for antecedentless 3pl null pronouns is misleading in two respects, however. First, cross-linguistic data1 show that the antecedentless readings of 3pl pronouns do not
constitute a unitary phenomenon (section 2). And secondly, antecedentless readings of (null)
3pl pronouns differ in their properties from arbitrary PRO, suggesting that both phenomena
should be treated separately (section 3).
In section 4 I propose an analysis for the different antecedentless readings.
2 The classification of 3pl arb readings
In their studies of arbitrary null pronominals Suñer (1983), Jaeggli (1986) the focus is on occurrences of antecedentless 3pl pro in episodic sentences where the interpretation can be roughly
paraphrased by existential quantification:
(2) a. Dijeron en la radio que iba a llover.
“(They) said on the radio that (it) was going to rain.”
x: x said on the radio that it was going to rain.

(Sp)





This paper is very much indebted to Ildikó Tóth’s work on arbitrary pronominals. I am very grateful to Nisrine
Al-Zahre, Gilles Boyé, Adil El Ghali, Ora Matushansky, Kristiina Saarinen, and Ur Shlonsky for their help with
their native languages. All errors and misinterpretations are mine.
1 In the examples, the languages are indicated as follows Fr= French,Ge= German, Gr=Greek, It=Italian,
Sp=Spanish.
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b. Tocan a la puerta.
“(They) are knocking at the door.” = “Someone is knocking at the door.”
x: x is knocking on the door.


Cinque (1988) points out that there is also a reading closer to universal quantification, and
proposes to distinguish a quasi-existential and a quasi-universal reading. Cinque treats these
two readings as contextual variants of the same arb-index ((Rizzi 1986)) depending on the tense
and aspect of the sentence: the quasi-existential reading arises in episodic sentences while the
quasi-universal reading is obtained in the environment of a generic sentence.
(3) (i) Quasi-existential in episodic sentences
a. Tocan a la puerta.
“(They) are knocking at the door.” = “Someone is knocking at the door.”

(Sp)

b. They fixed your computer yesterday.
(ii) Quasi-universal in generic sentences
c. En Paris conducen como los mil demonios.
“In Paris (they) drive.3pl like a thousand devils.”

(Sp)

d. In Italy, they love pasta.
As shown by Condoravdi (1989), however, the distribution of existential and universal readings
does not coincide with the episodic/generic distinction. She shows that in generic sentences an
existential antecedentless (quasi-existential) reading is possible:
(4)

Quasi-existential and generic
a. To apogevma sinithos poulane pagoto s afti ti gonia.
the afternoon usually sell.3PL ice cream in this the corner

(Gr)

“In the afternoon (they) usually sell ice cream in this corner.”
((Condoravdi 1989))
b. En este parque juegan fútbol en la tarde.
“In this park, (they) play.3pl football in the afternoons.”

(Sp)

Alonso Ovalle (2000) shows that the inverse also is true since the universal antecedentless
(quasi-universal) reading can appear in episodic sentences:
(5)
Quasi-universal and episodic
a. ayer en España celebraron el día del trabajo
(Sp)
yesterday in Spain pro celebrated.3pl the day of the work
“In Spain, they celebrated Labour Day yesterday.”
(adapted from Alonso Ovalle (2000))
b. (No puedes llamar.) En Francia están durmiendo ahora.
“(You can’t ring.) In France (they) are.3pl sleeping now.”
The existential antecedentless (quasi-existential) and the universal antecedentless (quasi-universal)
readings can therefore not be treated as contextual variants conditioned by the episodic or
generic character of the sentence. In what follows I will not use Cinque’s terms quasi-existential/quasiuniversal using the labels existential and universal reading indicating whether the interpretation
of the antecedentless pronouns is closer to existential or universal quantification.
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2.1 The classification of 3pl arb readings
In this section I first propose a classification of 3pl arbitrary readings. I then present crosslinguistic data that support the distinctions drawn between the different types of antecedentless
readings.
The classification proposed here takes into account several factors.
For the three existential readings the main dividing factor is whether the event described is
anchored to a particular point in time or not, distinguishing the specific existential reading in
(6.I) from the vague existential and inferred existential readings in (6.II) and (6.III). The inferred
existential reading in (6.III) differs from the vague existential reading in (6.II) in that it is only
possible in the presence of a result from which the event can be inferred (see discussion in Tóth
(2000)).
The readings in (6.IV) and (6.V) differ from the first three readings in that they cannot be
paraphrased roughly by existential quantification. The corporate reading (6.IV) is characterised
by the fact that it is dependent on a predicate such as deliver the mail, operate patients, raise
taxes that presupposes a particular group as a subject (e.g. postmen, doctors and governments).
The universal reading differs from the corporate reading in that it is possible with all types of
predicate, but depends on the presence of a locative expression.
(6) (I) specific existential reading (temporally anchored):
a. Tocan a la puerta.
“(They) knock.3pl at the door.” (=someone is knocking...)
(II) vague existential reading (not temporally anchored):
b. Han encontrado una motocicleta en el patio.
“(They) have.3pl found a motorbike in the courtyard.”
(III) inferred existential reading (inferred from a result):
c. Aquí han comido mariscos.
“Here, (they) have.3pl eaten seafood.” (=someone)
(IV) corporate reading (predicates with a designated subject): (Kärde (1943))
d. Volvieron a aumentar el IVA.
“(They) raised the VAT again.”
e. Planean convocar elecciones.
“(They) plan.3pl to call elections.”
(V) universal reading (licensed by a locative):
f. En España hablan español.
“In Spain, (they) speak.3pl Spanish.”
The first three readings of the classification are existential readings. Specific existential readings
are anchored to a particular point in time while vague existential readings only imply that an
event of the type described has taken place (see Casielles Suárez (1996)).
Data from French support the distinction between these two readings since the French 3pl pronoun ils cannot have a specific existential interpretation while the vague existential reading is
possible:
(7)

specific existential reading:
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a. Ils nous attaquent.
*”Someone is attacking us.”
ok “They.anaphoric are attacking us.”

(Fr)

vague existential reading:
b. Ils ont trouvé une moto dans la cour.
“They have found a motorbike in the courtyard.”
As pointed out by (Tóth 2000), the antecedentless existential reading of type III is characterised
by inference of an event from its perceivable result. Like the vague existential reading the
inferred existential reading does not imply an anchoring of the event to a precise point in time.
Evidence from French again suggests that the two readings have to be distinguished: while
the vague existential reading is possible for French 3pl ils, the inferred existential reading is
not. The closest equivalent to an inferred existential reading involves the use of the impersonal
pronoun on.
(8) a. *Ici ils ont mangé des fruits de mer.
“Here they have eaten seafood.”

(Fr)
(inferred existential*)

b. ok Ici on a mangé des fruits de mer.
“Here ON has eaten seafood.”
The following table summarises the differences between French and Spanish with respect to the
three existential readings.
(9)

3 PL
possible for
Fr ils
Sp 3pl pro

sp-ex vg-ex inf-ex
no
yes

yes
yes

no
yes

In Spanish, the inferred existential reading is subject to more restrictions than the specific and
vague existential readings since it systematically appears with a locative and the perfect haber,
“have” + past participle. Evidence from Moroccan and Syrian Arabic also clearly distinguishes
the specific existential from the inferred existential reading: the specific existential reading is
(at least marginally) possible, while the examples corresponding to the inferred existential reading were rejected by my informants. The inferred reading is closely linked to properties of the
perfect within the given language needing some further investigation beyond the scope of this
paper. For this reason I will leave this reading aside in the analysis.
The term corporate was proposed by Pesetsky (1995) to refer to [a] pronoun [that] picks out
some socially designated group of people, prototypically governments, bosses, criminals, or
shopkeepers. While Pesetsky proposed that the existential arbitrary readings are in fact corporate readings I assume that the corporate reading is distinct from the existential antecedentless
readings.
In French the corporate and the specific existential reading are dissociated. As we have seen in
(7a), the Fr 3pl pronoun ils cannot have a specific existential interpretation while the corporate
reading is possible (see Kleiber (1994)2 ):
2 Kleiber

calls the corporate reading collective (Fr. collectif).
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(10) Ils ont encore augmenté les impôts.
“They raised taxes again.”

(Fr)
(corporate reading ok)
(ex in Kleiber 1994)

The corporate reading also clearly differs from the vague existential reading. First, the corporate reading appears with predicates that presuppose a designated group carrying out the activity
while the vague existential reading does not. Secondly, the corporate reading cannot be felicitously rendered by using a subject corresponding to someone ((11a) (11b)), while the vague
existential reading can ((12a) (12b)):




(11) a. Trajeron el correo a las seis.
“(They) brought the mail at six o’clock.”

(Sp)
(corporate)

b. Alguien trajo el correo a las seis.
“Someone brought the mail at six o’clock.”
(12) a. Encontraron una moto en el patio.
“(They) found a motorbike in the courtyard.”

(Sp)
(vague existential)

b. Alguien encontró una moto en el patio.
“Someone found a motorbike in the courtyard.”
Finally, the universal reading is clearly different from the three existential readings but also
has to be distinguished from the corporate reading since the universal reading needs a locative,
while the corporate reading does not.
Before turning to the analysis of the five readings that I have distinguished above, I will briefly
review the properties of the five antecedentless readings.
3 Properties of 3pl antecedentless readings
The feature [+human] As is well-known, antecedentless 3pl necessarily refers to humans:
even if the selectional properties of the predicate force a non-human subject, the only possible
interpretation is with a [+human] subject.
(13) a. Aquí ladran en la mañana.
“Here, (they = people) bark in the morning.”

(Sp)

b. Te van a atacar.
“(They = people) are going to attack you.”
Exclusion of speaker and hearer A second property of antecedentless 3pl is that it excludes
speaker and hearer3 as pointed out by, e.g. Suñer (1983) for Spanish, Kitagawa and Lehrer
(1990) for English they, and Kleiber (1994) for French ils. This property crucially distinguishes
3pl arbitrary interpretation from the impersonal uses of the 2nd person as English you, Spanish pro2sg / tú, that do not exclude the speaker ((Hernanz 1990), (Kitagawa and Lehrer 1990)).
Notice that arbitrary PRO does not exclude the speaker or the addressee either.
3 This

property seems to be dependent on the 3rd person marking. In thefollowing Modern Hebrew example,
the antecedentless plural includes the speaker and hearer.
(i) be-Savu’ot ’oxlim givna.
in-Pentecost eat.benoni.mpl cheese
“One eats cheese in Pentecost.” (ex in (Borer 1998))

(Modern Hebrew)

In Modern Hebrew the present (benoni) is only marked for gender and number and not for person.
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(14) [PRO to roll down the hill] is dangerous.

These differences suggest that the antecedentless readings of 3pl pronominals should be treated
separately from the antecedentless readings of 2sg pronouns and PRO respectively.
The interpretation of the feature [plural] The feature [plural] with the 3pl arbitrary readings
does not necessarily impose a plural interpretation: the existential readings do not imply a
plurality (see e.g. Suñer (1983) for Spanish, Cinque (1988) for Italian):
(15) a. “ ¡Que me matan!” Así clamaba una liebre infeliz que se miraba
(Sp)
en las garras de un águila altanera. (Samaniego, Fábulas I,5 quoted in Bello (1847))
“That they kill me! So lamented an unhappy hare that found itself in the claws of a
haughty eagle.”
b. Lo hanno cercato: era un signore anziano.
“They have been looking for him: it was an elderly man.”

(It)
((Cinque 1988))

Lexicalisation of the pronoun In languages where the 3pl can be null, the only the null 3pl
pronoun in subject position can be arbitrary, the lexical pronoun is necessarily referential (see
Jaeggli (1986) for Spanish, the same restriction holds for Russian (Ora Matushansky pc) and
Moroccan Arabic (Adil El Ghali, pc)).

(16) a. Ellos tocan a la puerta.
“They.anaphoric are knocking at the door.”

(Sp)
(* specific existential)

b. Ellos vienen a recoger la ropa usada.
“They.anaphoric come to pick up used clothes.”

(* vague existential)

c. Aquí ellos viajan mucho al extranjero.
“Here, they.anaphoric travel abroad a lot.”

(* universal reading)

This property further distinguishes the antecedentless readings of 3pl from the antecedentless
readings of 2sg since in Spanish the antecedentless 2sg reading is possible for the lexical unstressed pronoun tú (see (Hernanz 1990)).

(17) Si tú no eres feliz no te ilusionas por nada.
if you.sg are not happy (pro) not you.dat enthuse for nothing
“If you are not happy you do not get enthusiastic about anything.”
ok)

(Sp)
(antecedentless 2sg

In the preceding discussion of the properties of 3pl antecedentless readings we have seen that
these readings differ from antecedentless PRO and from antecedentless 2sg readings.
The following table summarises the properties of the 5 antecedentless 3pl readings as compared
to antecedentless (“arb”) 2sg and PRO.
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Properties
episodic
generic
group associated
with predicate nec.
locative
defining a group
anchoring the event
+human
speaker/hearer excluded
lexical
(in pro-drop lgs)
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sp-ex vg-ex inf-ex univ corp.
yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

2sg
arb
no

PRO
arb
?

yes
no

yes
no

yes
no

yes
no

yes
yes

yes
no

yes
no

no
no
yes
yes
no

no
no
yes
yes
no

no
yes
yes
yes
no

yes
no
yes
yes
no

no
no
yes
yes
no

no
no
yes
no
yes
(Sp)

no
no
yes
no
–

4 The analysis
As pointed out by Hakulinen and Karttunen (1973) in their discussion of antecedentless pronouns in Finnish, the antecedentless readings in isolation and unspecific readings that cooccur
with other pronouns with the same reading have to be kept separate, since in the presence of
a pronoun with an antecedentless reading may by itself license another pronoun with the same
interpretation.
This phenomenon can also be observed for antecedentless 3pl readings in Spanish, as the following example illustrates:
(19) a. En este campamento trabajan mucho.
(Sp)
pro Despiertan a las 5 y media, pro salen a las 6 de la mañana y pro regresan a las 8
de la noche, y si pro llegan más tarde, el capataz se enfada con ellos. Y a fines del mes
les pagan una miseria.
“In this camp they work a lot. (They) wake up at 5 o’clock, (they) leave at 6 in the
morning and come back at 8 at night, and if (they) arrive later, the supervisor gets
annoyed with them. And at the end of the month they pay them a misery.”
(univ reading ok)
b. Salen a las 6 de la mañana y regresan a las 8 de la noche.
“(They.anaphoric) leave at 6 in the morning and come back at 8 at night.”
(univ reading *)
The locative that licenses a universal reading is only present in the first sentence; nevertheless
the same reading appears for the boldface pronouns in the later sentences even though the necessary locative is not present locally. In isolation such examples do not receive an arbitrary
reading. Notice that even complements of pronouns (ellos) and object pronouns (les) can take
up the unspecific reference of the antecedentless subject in the first sentence.
The boldface pronouns in (19a) are not instances of antecedentless 3pl pronouns. These pronouns are parallel to the lexical pronouns he in the following example:
(20) Alguien/ un sicópata asesinó a Holmes. Lo esperó aquí, le disparó y después llevó el
cadáver hasta el río, donde lo encontró la policía.
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“Someone/a madman killed Holmes. He waited for the victim here, shot him at point
blank and then dragged the body to the river, where the police found it.”
In this example the instances of the pronoun he refer to an unspecific individual since they are
coreferent with the subject of the first sentence. As the comparison of (19a) and (19b) shows
, pronouns that cannot have an antecedentless reading in isolation can receive a comparable
interpretation by coreference.
In order to exclude these readings that have an antecedentless flavour but are not antecedentless,
I will only consider isolated examples of antecedentless readings.
4.1 The analysis of antecedentless readings
I propose to locate the difference between anaphoric and non-anaphoric 3rd person pronouns
on the level of the agreement they appear with, namely
(21) (i) anaphoric 3rd person pronouns arise with an agreement morpheme carrying the full
set of phi-features and
(ii) non-anaphoric 3rd person pronouns arise with deficient agreement and depend on the
local linguistic context for their interpretation.
In section 4.2 I discuss the nature of this deficient agreement.
In order to account for the different readings that arise for antecedentless 3pl, I propose that 3pl
pronouns can be translated either as denoting a unique maximal group, comparable to a definite
plural, or as a variable, comparable to an indefinite.
The different readings are due to different mechanisms of content identification. If the 3pl
pronoun is translated as a unique maximal group, the corporate or universal reading depending
on the mechanism of content identification (see section 4.3.1). If the 3pl pronoun is translated as
a variable, the different existential readings arise through existential closure (see section 4.3.2).
4.2 Deficient agreement and the feature [+human]
In the previous sections we have discussed antecedentless readings of 3rd person plural pronouns. Antecedentless readings are also possible with 3rd person singular pronouns: this is the
case with expletive pronouns and weather subjects for example.
Given the hypothesis in (21) above, that 3rd person pronouns appearing with full agreement are
anaphoric, this means that there are two types of deficient agreement.
The 3sg agreement-form is uncontroversially the proto-typical deficient agreement form that
appears as a default with weather predicates (22a), extraposition (22b) and also with nominal
agreement morphology, e.g. non-agreeing participles (22c):
(22) a. Llueve.
(it) rains.3sg

(Sp)

b. parece que Juan no quiere venir.
(it) seems.3sg that Juan not wants come.inf
c. Tus amigas han venido.
your friends.3fpl have.3pl come.msg
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The 3rd person singular agreement appearing in these examples does not contribute any semantic content.
The deficient agreement that allows the antecedentless readings of 3pl subjects is of a different
type since it contributes two elements to the interpretation: (i) the subject is unspecific but
[+human] and (ii)the subject is 3rd person in that it excludes speaker and hearer.
A similar type of nominal agreement can be found with the examples in (23) that have similar
properties in that (i) without an antecedent the interpretation is human and (ii) the morphological
features are 3pl.
(23) a. los grandes, los chicos, los inteligentes, los fuertes (los = mpl)

(Sp)

b. die Grossen, die Kleinen, die Intelligenten, die Starken (die =pl)

(Ge)

c. les grands, les petits, les intelligents, les forts (les =pl)

(Fr)

“the big (ones), the small (ones), the intelligent (ones), the strong (ones)”
If two different agreement markings with two types of antecedentless subjects are possible, and
if antecedentless subjects depend on deficient agreement marking, as assumed here, there have
to be two types of deficient agreement marking.
I propose that both deficient forms of 3rd person agreement have a deficient specification for
number. The difference between the deficient 3sg and 3pl lies in the fact that 3sg deficient agreement is uncountable, corresponding to a mass noun, while 3pl deficient agreement is countable,
corresponding to count noun.
This proposal is supported by the fact that in forms that are not marked for gender singular
and plural are systematically associated with mass/inanimate and count/human interpretation
respectively:
(24) a. Beaucoup a été dit.
“Much has.3sg been said.”

(Fr)
(sg, inanimate)

b. Beaucoup ont été tués.
“Many have.3pl been killed.”

(pl, human)

(25) a. Poco se sabe de él.
little refl know.3sg of him
“Little is known of him.”

(Sp)
(sg, inanimate)

b. Pocos vinieron a verlo.
“Few came.3pl to see him.”

(pl, human)

(26) a. Much has been done.

(sg, inanimate)

b. Many have been killed.

(plural, human)

More precisely, I propose that the two deficient agreement forms differ with respect person and
number features.
Since the 3pl antecedentless readings exclude speaker and hearer, the 3pl default has to be
specified for 3rd person. On the other hand, if the deficient 3sg agreement gives a mass interpretation, this automatically excludes speaker and hearer since mass interpretation is inanimate.
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I therefore propose that the 3sg default agreement that appears with extraposition and weather
predicates is not marked for personal all.
I further propose that the difference between count and mass status of the pronoun associated
with the agreement is reflected in the number feature. While the 3pl deficient agreement has an
underspecified number feature, the 3sg deficient agreement has no number feature at all. This
means that for the 3pl the slot for the number feature is present but the value has to be retrieved
from the context, while for the 3sg the number feature is simply absent and therefore never
assigned a value.
Given the preceding discussion, the 3pl deficient agreement is more complex than the 3sg agreement on two counts: it has a value for person, [3], and it is underspecified for number, while
in the 3sg deficient agreement both features are absent, the only feature being the characteristic
feature of nominals, presumably [+N].
Summarising, I propose two types of deficient agreement that crucially differ in their mass vs
count status. The feature [+human] is not exclusive to antecedentless 3pl pronouns but falls
under a wider generalisation that antecedentless 3pl forms being countable are interpreted by
default as referring to humans, while the antecedentless 3sg is not countable and interpreted as
inanimate.
(27) a. 3sg deficient agreement: +N
no number feature => mass => inanimate
b. 3pl deficient agreement:+N, 3rd person, underspecified number
number feature present => count => human
4.3 Content identification
According to the analysis presented here, antecedentless readings arise with a deficient form of
3pl agreement. Since the content of the pronoun is not given by an antecedent, other mechanisms of content identification have to apply.
As I have proposed above, the 3pl pronoun can be translated either as a unique maximal group
or as a variable. In what follows I will discuss the means of content identification for each case
separately.
4.3.1 3pl referring to a unique group
In this section I examine the content identification for the translation of the 3pl pronoun as a
unique maximal group. This translation gives rise to the two antecedentless readings that are
not existential, namely the corporate and the universal reading.
This analysis amounts to assimilating the universal and the corporate reading to definite NPs.
Such an analysis is supported by the comparison with lexical NPs in generic sentences. The
example (28a) with an antecedentless 3pl pro subject has a reading comparable to (28b) with a
plural definite NP in that both state a habit, a recurrent pattern unlike (28c) with an indefinite
singular subject, that implies an obligation. The example in (28d) shows that this contrast is not
dependent on the plural marking since the definite singular patterns with the definite plural in
not necessarily implying a modal reading of obligation.
(28) a. En España, se acuestan temprano.
“In Spain (they) go to bed early.”

(Sp)
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b. En España, los niños se acuestan temprano.
in Spain the children refl lie-down early
“In Spain children go to bed early.”
c. En España, un niño se acuesta temprano.
“In Spain a child (should) go to bed early.”
d. En España, el bebé de la familia se acuesta temprano.
“In Spain the baby of the family goes to bed early.”
As we have seen in section 3, the antecedentless readings of 3pl pronouns exclude speaker and
addressee. Following Kleiber (1994), I assume that this is the reason that the antecedentless 3pl
pronouns cannot get the reading of people in general, since this reading would include speaker
and addressee.
Under the plausible assumption that that a simple pronoun cannot refer by default to a complex
group like everyone but you and me, it is therefore necessary to explicitly restrict the reference
of the unique maximal group. The corporate and universal readings arise through different
restricting mechanisms.
The first possibility is that the group is presupposed by the predicate giving the corporate reading. A second possibility is the identification of the group by a locative expression that functions
like an I-level predicate (see (Condoravdi 1989), (Casielles Suárez 1996)) – this results in the
universal reading.
As pointed out by Tóth (2001), not any predicate identifying a group is possible; the sentence
in (29a), for example, does not have a reading comparable to (29b):
(29) a. De viejos necesitan más ayuda.
of old.3mpl (they.anaphoric) need more help
“In old age, they need more help.”

(antecedentless reading *)
(ex in (Tóth 2001))

b. Compare:
Los viejos necesitan más ayuda.
“The old need more help.”
The adverbial expression de viejos in (29a) is interpreted as a restricting when-clause when
(they are) old. Since this restriction does not give individuals but temporal stages with a certain
property that could apply to any individual, in particular the speaker and the addressee, such a
restriction does not provide a group that excludes speaker and addressee. Consequently such an
expression cannot content-license antecedentless 3pl pro. More generally when-clauses do not
provide an appropriate restriction to license antecedentless readings.
Following Kleiber’s (1994) analysis, the present analysis treats the collective and the universal
arbitrary reading as definites that denote a unique maximal group. The group is unique in
the context and identifiable through the locative or the presupposition of the predicate. The
unspecific interpretation is due to the fact that the individual members of the group are not
identified.
The present analysis of the corporate reading in terms of a definite presupposed group accounts
for the fact that these examples cannot be translated felicitously using the indefinite someone as
a subject (see examples in (11)).
The existential flavour of the corporate reading is due to the fact that it is not necessary that the
entire collective entity take part in the event for a sentence like those in (30) to be judged true
(see (Kleiber 1994)).
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(30) a. Les Américains ont débarqué sur la lune en 1969.
“The Americans landed on the moon in 1969.”
b. Jean a touché les feuilles de l’arbre.
“Jean touched the leaves of the tree.”

(Fr)

(exs in (Kleiber 1994))

This analysis does not provide an answer to the question why locatives are the priviledged means
of defining a group that is not presupposed by the predicate. In principle the following temporal
expressions define groups of people that exclude speaker and hearer but these examples are less
acceptable than examples with a locative adjunct:
(31) a. En la edad media sólo tomaban cerveza porque el agua estaba contaminada.
(Sp)
“In the Middle ages they only drank beer because the water was contaminated.”
(antecedentless reading ?*)
b. Durante el servicio militar aprenden a utilizar un arma.
“During the military service (they) learn to use a gun.”
(antecedentless reading ?*)
c. Compare: En la mili aprenden a utilizar un arma.
“In the military (they) learn to use a gun.”

(antecedentless reading ok)

It is well-known, however, that locatives share properties with nominal subjects, for example
in locative inversion structures (see e.g. Bresnan (1994)), which may provide a key to the
restriction to locative adjuncts in the assignment of content to the antecedentless 3pl subject.
4.3.2 3pl translated as a variable
In the present section I propose two mechanisms of content identification for the translation of
the 3pl pronoun as a variable.
I have argued above that the specific existential reading and vague existential reading are distinct
readings that can be dissociated in a language like French (see the examples in (7)), this implies
that the two readings must rely on separate licensing mechanisms.
I propose that both the specific and the vague existential reading arise through existential closure
taking scope over the subject. The specific existential reading relies on the existential closure
of the VP(Heim (1982)). This reading is only possible if the subject is within VP. The vague
existential reading on the other hand relies on existential quantification over the event as a
whole, taking scope over Tense.
The difference between French and Spanish with respect to the specific existential reading is
due to a syntactic difference: in French subject pronouns occupy a VP-external subject position
(spec IP) and therefore they are not in the scope of the default existential closure that applies
to the VP. In Spanish null pronouns occupy the VP-internal position and stay in the scope of
existential closure at VP-level. If existential closure takes scope over VP, the value for Tense
can still be specified, yielding a temporally anchored interpretation.
Given that the present analysis admits that antecedentless 3pl pronoun can be translated as a
variable, it may seem puzzling that unselective binding by if/when-clauses or Q-adverbs cannot
license a generic reading as with lexical indefinite NPs (a universal antecedentless reading).
Notice, however that since speaker and hearer have to be excluded the unselective binding with
if/when-clauses or Q-adverbs cannot give an interpretation corresponding to people in general
(see the discussion in section 4.3.1). Since if/when-clauses and Q-adverbs do not define a
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group excluding the speaker and hearer, however, they cannot license a universal antecedentless
reading.
Notice that once the variable is existentially closed Q-adverbs or if-when-clauses can be added:
(32) a. A las diez de la noche siempre comienzan a cantar en la casa vecina.
(Sp)
“At ten o’clock at night (they=someone) always start singing in the neighbouring
house.”
(Q-adverb)
b. Cuando tocan a la puerta abro.
“When (they=someone) knock.3pl at the door I open.”
(if/when-clause)
The same is true for the translation as a unique group: once a group is defined independently,
Q-adverbs or if-when-clauses can be added:
(33) a. Cuando traen el correo, ya estoy despierta.
“When they bring the mail, I am already awake.”

(Sp)
(corporate reading ok)

b. Siempre aumentan el IVA después de las elecciones.
“They always raise the VAT after the elections.”
(34) a. Cuando son viejos, se van a vivir con los hijos.
“When (they.ref) are old, (they) go to live with their children.”

(Sp)
(univ reading *)

b. En este pueblo, cuando son viejos, se van a vivir con los hijos.
“In this village, when (they) are old, (they) go to live with their children.”
(univ reading ok)
5 Conclusion
In the present paper I have examined antecedentless readings of 3pl pronominals. I have given
arguments showing that antecedentless readings of 3pl, 2sg and PRO do not form a natural class.
The analysis proposed rests on two main hypotheses. First, that antecedentless 3pl readings
arise with deficient agreement, and secondly that pronouns can be translated either as referring
to unique maximal groups or as variables.
As a consequence of the latter, certain antecedentless readings resemble indefinites (specific and
vague existential reading), while others definite plurals (corporate and universal reading).
Developing the first hypothesis, I have argued that there are two types of deficient agreement.
The deficient 3sg-agreement does not contain number or person features and functions like
a mass noun being interpreted as inanimate by default, while the deficient 3pl-agreement is
marked 3rd person, underspecified for number, and behaves on a par with count nouns, its
default interpretation being [+human].
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Abstract
This paper proposes an approach to the interpretation of copular sentences in
English that analyses be as a one-place predicate with underspecified semantic content. The interpretation of a copula clause is determined through the interaction
of syntactic and pragmatic processes and depends on the properties of expressions
collocated with be and general contextual factors, both local and non-local. Analyses are provided for predicational, specificational and equative sentences using the
framework of Dynamic Syntax.

1 Introduction
The copula verb be can appear in range of constructions apparently involving complements of different sorts and a wide variety of interpretations. For example, in English we
find be inducing an interpretation of identity with a noun phrase complement in equatives
(1-a); as doing little more than hosting tense and agreement information with adjective,
prepositional and nominal phrases in predicatives (1-b); giving rise to existential interpretation in construction with there (1-c); as some sort of presentational marker with an
expletive subject (1-d); as part of a construction determining focus in cleft (1-e), and
pseudo-cleft (1-f) constructions; and (rarely) as providing ‘existential focus’ in certain
intransitive constructions (2):1
(1)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

John is the teacher.
Kim is happy.
There is a riot on Princes Street.
It’s me.
It is John who is the teacher.
What I want is a good night’s sleep.

(2)

Neuroses just are (they don’t need a cause)

The variability in the interpretation of be in (1) is further compounded by the subtle
differences in meaning apparently exhibited by very similar sentences. For example, copular clauses involving a definite noun phrase give rise to slightly different interpretations
according to the order in which the noun phrases appear and are often divided into two
I am grateful to Ruth Kempson, Caroline Heycock, Lutz Marten, Masayuki Otsuka, and Dan Wedgwood for discussions of the ideas that appear in this paper. I am also grateful to the people at the
Existence conference in Nancy in September 2002 who commented on an earlier version of this paper and
to the members of the Edinburgh Syntax and Semantics Research Group for putting up with presentations
that last considerably longer than an hour. The usual caveats apply.
1
I leave on one side the ‘grammaticalised’ constructions of passive and progressive in English.
∗
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classes: equative clauses, as in (3-a) where the post-copular definite appears to be fully
referential, and specificational clauses, as in (3-b) where the initial definite appears to
provide a description of an unknown entity, rather than to pick out some specific object.
(3)

a.
b.

John is the culprit.
The culprit is John.

There have been many attempts to reconcile these different interpretations of copular
constructions and so reduce the aparent homonymy associated with be. For example,
predicative and equative interpretations which seems to require at least two homonyms
of the verb be, one more or less empty of content and the other specifying an identity
relation. Semantic attempts to resolve this ambiguity, such as those in Williams (1983) and
Partee (1986) favour treating the copula as ‘essentially’ predicative. For example, Partee’s
account provides the copula with a single semantic type (e → t) → (e → t) with the
semantic structure proposed in Montague (1973), i.e. λP λx.P (x)2 . The difference between
the two readings is derived through a type shifting operation (Ident) on a postcopular term
to turn it into an identity predicate. The details are not important here but one of the
things that such an analysis fails to account for is the existential effect of be exhibited
not only in the there be construction in (1-c) but also in the intransitive usage in (2).
Although examples of this existential focus construction are not common and somewhat
marginal, they mark a significant difference between the copula and modal auxiliaries in
English. Be but not the modals allows construal of existence in a null context as illustrated
in (4) whereas the modals may and can do not license interpretations where possibility
and ability in general are ascribed to the subject, but can only be interpreted elliptically.
This indicates that be is being treated as a one-place predicate, rather than as providing
a null complement that requires reconstruction from context.
(4)

a.
b.
c.

Neuroses just are. (= Neuroses exist)
Neuroses just may. (6= Neuroses are possible)
The students just can. (6= The students are able)

Interestingly, only definites and generics appear felicitously in this construction. So,
(5-a) can only be interpreted elliptically, while (5-b) must be interpreted elliptically or
generically.
(5)

a.
b.

Every woman just is, OK?
A woman just is, OK?

Furthermore, while an existential interpretation of the copula is found also with there as
in (1-c), it is not found in all occurences with this string. So, in presentational uses (typically involving a definite associate as in There’s the student you wanted to see), existence
is rather presupposed than asserted. Interestingly in such examples, the interpretation of
the whole sentence depends on non-local context3 . So, for example, I might be telling the
hearer that some relevant student is here or reminding the hearer about her afternoon
appointments and so on. The fact that the interpretation of a clause containing be may
alter according to the expressions with which it appears, indicates that it is dependent on
2

Partee, in fact, allows a variable type and analysis with the arguments of the expression appearing
in either order.
3
Non-local context being interpreted here as context that is not provided by the linguistic string so
far parsed.
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context for its meaning. Thus, the interpretation of a there be sentences as presentational
or existential seems to be attributable to the definiteness of the post-copular associate,
existence is not (necessarily) predicated of definite associates (see also Mikkelsen 2002,
Geist 2002, inter al.). Since the opposite seems to be true in the case of the existential
focus construction (or at least that ‘true’ indefinites seem not to give rise to an existential
interpretation) further indicates that the form of the whole clause (and its prosody) contributes to the interpretation. In other words, the interpretation of copular clauses depend
on inference in context and should be analysed pragmatically rather than semantically.
This paper develops this idea and pursues an analysis of predicative, specificational and
equative constructions in English that treats be as providing an underspecified one-place
predicate. The content of this predicate is provided by the interaction of syntactic and
pragmatic (inferential) processes, and the interpretation of these copular clauses is shown
to be determined by the properties of collocated expressions, non-local context and the
parsing process itself.
2 Dynamic Syntax
The framework to be used is that of Dynamic Syntax (Kempson et al 2001) according to
which the process of natural language understanding is a monotonic tree growth process
defined over the left-right sequence of words, with the goal of establishing some propositional formula as interpretation. To model the process of establishing such a structure as
interpretation, all nodes in the semantic trees constructed during a parse are introduced
with requirements to be fulfilled, reflecting the idea that the tree is underspecified with
respect to some property that needs to be specified. Requirements may be to specify
values for any of the labels that decorate a node, but the principal drivers of the parsing process are requirements to establish nodes decorated with formulae of certain types,
starting from the initial (universal) requirement to build a representation of the propositional content expressed by a string in context: ?T y(t), an instruction to build a tree
rooted in T y(t), the type of a proposition.
To satisfy such requirements, a parse relies on information from various sources. In the first
place, there are general processes of construction which give templates for building trees
that may be universally available or specific to a language. A pair of such construction
rules determine that a tree rooted in ?T y(Y ) may be expanded to one with argument
daughter ?T y(X) and functor daughter ?T y(X → Y ). Thus, the initial unfolding of a
requirement ?T y(t) may be to establish subgoals ?T y(e) and ?T y(e → t), requirements
to build the subject and predicate nodes, respectively, as in Figure 1.
{?T y(t)}

7→

{?T y(t)}

{?T y(e), ♦} {?T y(e → t)}

Figure 1: An initial expansion of ?T y(t)
Information about tree building also comes from packages of actions encoded in lexical
entries which are accessed as words are parsed. An entry for a word contains conditional
information initiated by a trigger (the condition that provides the context under which
subsequent development takes place), a sequence of actions (possibly involving the building of nodes and/or the annotation of a node with type and formula information) and
97
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a failure statement (commonly an instruction to abort the parsing sequence) if the conditional action fails. For example, parsing the word John is associated with the lexical
information in (6) which induces an annotation of the current node with formula and type
values just in case that node has a requirement of type e and otherwise fails. Parsing a
verb like upset, on the other hand, gives rise to a more complex set of actions that build
and annotate nodes and impose an additional requirement to construct a representation
of the content of an object DP as illustrated in Figure 2. 4
(6)

IF
John THEN
ELSE

trigger
actions
failure

T y(e)
put(T y(e), F o(John), [↓]⊥)
ABORT

{?T y(t)}

7→

{?T y(t)}

{T y(e),
{T y(e),
{?T y(e → t), ♦}
F o(John), [↓]⊥}
F o(John), [↓]⊥}

{?T y(e → t)}

{?T y(e), ♦}

{T y(e → e → t),
F o(U pset), [↓]⊥}

Figure 2: Parsing John upset
The parse continues just in case there the next word has a trigger of the appropriate type,
i.e. ?T y(e). A string like John upset Mary thus gives rise to a tree with all terminal
nodes type and formula complete. The remaining requirements on the predicate and
propositional nodes are satisfied through the compilation of the tree which is obtained by
applying functional application over types to yield the completed tree in Figure 3.
{T y(t), F o(U pset(M ary)(John)), ♦}

{T y(e), F o(John)}

{T y(e → t), F o(U pset(M ary))}
{T y(e),
F o(M ary)}

{T y(e → e → t),
F o(U pset)}

Figure 3: Completing a parse of John loves Mary
As noted above the driving force of the parsing process is the need to resolve requirements
to specify underspecified information, of which the most important is the requirement to
construct a formula value with a particular type. However, any predicate used to decorate
tree nodes may be associated with a requirement and this will drive the parsing process
in different ways. One such requirement is to find a fixed position within a tree. Every
node in a tree is associated with an address which is encoded as a value of the treenode
predicate, T n. The topnode of a tree has an address T n(0) from which other addresses are
constructed regularly: the functor daughter of a node with address T n(n) has an address
4

See Kempson et al. (2001) for more details. Here and below, all tense information is ignored as not
germane to the current discussion.
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T n(n1) while the argument daughter has an address T n(n0). In Figure 3, for example,
the node labelled by F o(John) has an address of T n(00), the predicate node has address
T n(01) and the node decorated with F o(U pset) has address T n(011) and so on.
This method of defining treenode addresses is related to one of the principal descriptive
mechanisms of Dynamic Syntax: the Logic of Finite Trees (LOFT, Blackburn and MeyerViol 1994). This modal logic provides a means of referring to arbitrary nodes in a tree
using the following modal operators (amongst others): h↓i the general daughter relation;
h↓0 i and h↓1 i the argument and functor daughter relations, respectively; h↓∗ i the dominance relation (the reflexive, transitive closure of the daughter relation); and the inverses
of these using the mother relation, ↑. The modalities h↑∗ i and h↓∗ i provide a means of
characterising dislocated expressions. When an expression is parsed, it need not be associated with a fixed position within a tree but may be underspecified in position with
respect to some dominating node, α, thus having a modality h↑∗ iα, with a requirement to
find a fixed position within the tree ?∃x.T n(x). Such positional underspecification is used
to account for long distance dependencies which are analysed in terms of initially unfixed
nodes whose position in the emergent tree structure is fixed at some later stage in the
parsing process. A construction rule of *Adjunction5 introduces unfixed nodes, defining a
transition from an incomplete tree of T y(t) with only a single node to a tree that contains
in addition a node characterised as dominated by a tree node a with requirements to
identify the address of the unfixed node and to construct a type e decoration, as shown
in Figure 4.6
{T n(a), ?T y(t)}

7→

{?T y(t), T n(a)}

{h↑∗ iT n(a), ?T y(e)}

Figure 4: Introducing an unfixed node
Analysing the string Mary, John dislikes in these terms is illustrated in Figure 2 with
an initially projected unfixed node and the pointer at the object position. At the point
T n(a), ?T y(t)
h↑∗ iT n(a), T y(e),
F o(John)
F o(M ary)

?T y(e → t)
?T y(e), ♦

F o(Dislike)

Figure 5: Parsing Mary, John dislikes
in the parse at which all words in the string have been processed, two requirements
remain outstanding: to find a fixed position for the unfixed node and to construct a
node of type e. In this environment, a process of merge (indicated by a dashed grey
line) may take place which unifies the unfixed treenode with the current node. In this
process, the information on both nodes is combined and the merge is successful just in
5

Formally,
{{T n(a), . . . , ?T y(t), ♦}}
{{T n(a), . . . , ?T y(t)}, {h↑∗ iT n(a), . . . , ?T y(e), ?∃x.T n(x), ♦}}

6

The modality h↑∗ i is defined as: h↑∗ iα → h↑iα ∨ h↑ih↑∗ iα.
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case no contradictory decorations result. The merge process satisfies both outstanding
requirements: the unfixed node provides the necessary type and formula decorations, while
the fixed node provides the appropriate treenode address for the unfixed tree. Ultimately,
completion of the tree yields a T y(t) Formula value, Dislike(M ary)(John) decorating
the topnode, with all requirements fulfilled.
In Dynamic Syntax it is the interaction of computational, lexical and pragmatic processes
which determines the interpretation of a string. A wellformed string is one for which at
least one logical form can be constructed from the words in sequence within the context of
a given class of computational and pragmatic actions with no requirements outstanding.
In consequence, as we shall see, the imposition of requirements and their subsequent
satisfaction are central to explanations of given phenomena.
3 Content Underspecification
Within Dynamic Syntax, noun phrases are analysed as projecting expressions of type e,
a move that is made possible for indefinites and (certain) quantified expressions by the
use of the epsilon calculus of Hilbert and Bernays (1939). Indefinite noun phrases, for
example, project epsilon terms that denote arbitrary witnesses for the set denoted by the
common noun (see also Egli and von Heusinger 1995, Kempson et al 2001, Meyer-Viol
1995). Despite being of type e, the tree structures that represent the content of such
quantified terms in DS is complex, containing two nodes of Type e, that of the top node
and one embedded within the structure that hosts the variable bound by the quantifier.
A quantified term thus consists of a triple: a quantifier, a variable, and a restrictor
contraining an instance of the variable determined by the content of the common noun.
It is not necessary at this point to go into details, but what is important to note for the
purposes of this paper is that indefinites project fully specified tree structures as shown
in Figure 6 which illustrates the structure projected on parsing the indefinite noun phrase
a student.
{T y(e), F o(, x, Student(x)), ♦}

{T y(cn), F o(x, Student(x))}

{T y(cn → e),
F o(λP.(, P )}

{T y(e),
{T y(e → cn),
F o(x)} F o(λy.(y, Student(y)))}

Figure 6: Parsing a student
While indefinites are treated as projecting epsilon terms with full tree structure, pronouns
are treated as providing placeholders for such terms. This phenomenon of content underspecification involves lexical projection of a metavariable which is to be replaced by
some selected term during the construction process. Such replacement is associated with
a substitution process that is pragmatic, and system-external, restricted only in so far
as locality considerations distinguishing individual anaphoric expressions preclude certain
formulae as putative values of the projected metavariable (i.e. analogues of the Binding
Principles, Chomsky 1981, etc.).
(7)

Q: Who upset Mary?
Ans: John upset her.
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In processing the pronoun in (7), the object node is first decorated with a metavariable
U, with an associated requirement, ?∃x.F o(x) to find a contentful value for the formula
label. Construed in the context provided, substitution will determine that the formula U
is replaced by M ary:
IF
her THEN
ELSE

(8)

?T y(e)
put(F o(UF EM ALE ), T y(e), ?∃x.F o(x), [↓]⊥)
ABORT

Note the restriction on the metavariable indicated by the subscript. This provides the
‘presupposition’ associated with the pronoun that the term to be substituted is female
or has some property that licenses the use of the descriptive property female. The substitution of Mary rather than (say) Bill for the metavariable in (7) is supported by the
fact that Mary is assumed generally to be a name for a female while Bill is not. The fact
that the pronoun her could be used to refer to Bill (or some other male) in a different
context (e.g. because Bill is dressed as a woman) does not undermine the use of the
pronoun to identify a relevant term (e.g. by identifying a term picking out something
that is dressed as a woman). The property of being female may not, therefore, cash out
truth conditionally as a property of whatever term is substituted for the metavariable
in all circumstances: the presupposition is a constraint on a pragmatic process, not an
assertion that some property holds of some particular term.
A similar approach can be taken with respect to definites. The definite article projects
a metavariable and the associated common noun phrase provides the pressupposition7 .
The effect of the metavariable is to force some inferential effort to satisfy the associated
requirement to find a formula value. This process involves the identification of some
relevant term constructed from the local context which may be some name, actual or
arbitrary, or an epsilon term constructed from information already provided within the
discourse. Consider the small text in (9).
(9)

Mary’s PDA was stolen. The culprit got clean away.

Here, the first sentence provides the context for interpreting the definite in the second.
So we have (something like) ∃x.Stole(P DA)(x) as the formula value for the former and
parsing the definite NP as UCU LP RIT in the latter requires the identification of some
contextually salient term that also satisfies the property of being a culprit. Since a culprit
is someone/thing that does something nefarious like stealing, the most obvious choice of
term in this context is to take the existential formula provided by preceding sentence
and select the arbitrary individual who stole Mary’s PDA, i.e. (, x, Steal(P DA)(x)), as
substituend. The second clause is thus given a formula value in (10), the presupposition
being satisfied by the lexical semantics of steal.
(10)

Get − Away((, x, Stole(P DA)(x))CU LP RIT ).

The concept of content underspecification as represented by a metavariable provides the
basis for the current analysis of the copula, be. As discussed in section 1, the variability
in interpretation of the copula in the sentences in (1) and (3) provide some evidence for
treating be as inducing pragmatic inference, rather than projecting content directly. Since
metavariables induce inference because of their associated requirement to identify content,
7

Formally defined through a LINK relation, see Cann 2002.
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be may be treated as projecting a metavariable of some type. The various constructions
in (1) imply a number of different types that could be adcribed to the copula amongst
which are e → e → t (equative), (e → t) → (e → t) (predicative), and e → t (existential
focus). Here, I adopt the hypothesis that it is the latter type, that of a simple one-place
predicate, that is appropriate, partly for the reason noted earlier that the existential focus
construction indicates that there is no necessary ‘complement position’ which permits
only an elliptical reading when be appears intransitively, unlike with the modals. Thus, I
propose that forms of be project a predicate metavariable which I represent as BE, rather
than U in order to highlight its type and provenance. 8
(11)

IF
be THEN
ELSE

?T y(e → t)
put(T y(e → t), F o(λx.BE(x)), ?∃x.F o(x))
ABORT

4 Predicative Constructions
The analysis of copula constructions developed here utilises underspecification of both
formula value and position within a tree and takes as its starting point the analysis
of expletives sketched in Cann (2001) and Cann et al. (2002). Pronouns in English
typically do not permit substitution by an unfixed expression and so we find that the
use of resumptive pronouns with topic constructions and WH questions is marginal or
excluded.9
(12)

a. ??Many types of beans, I like them, but much meat, I don’t like it.
b. *Who did you see them?

However, there are pronouns that are systematically associated with material that occurs
elsewhere in a string, amongst which is the expletive pronoun it in English. One way
of characterising this pronoun is in terms of the bottom restriction, [↓]⊥, the constraint
associated with contentive expressions that they annotate a terminal node in the tree by
requiring any node they dominate to have no properties. If an expression fails to annotate
its node with the bottom restriction, it will allow further development of that node. In
other words, parsing the expression may provide a placeholder that can be developed later
on in the parse process, the essential characteristic of an expletive.
Consider the pronoun, it in extraposition constructions such as It seems that I am wrong.
This example may be analysed as involving the annotation by the pronoun of a (propositional) node in subject position with a metavariable U and associated requirement,
?∃x.F o(x), to find a contentful formula value. Hence, in parsing the example, the tree
8

Only stative predicates that are associated with non-verbal expressions can be associated with copular
be.
i. *Kim knows the answer and Lou is, too.
ii. *Kim is knows the answer.
Maienborn (2002) argues for a differentiation between Davidsonian states (or D-states) and states that she
refers to as K-states following Kim (1969, 1976)’s notion of temporally bounded property exemplifications.
She suggests that such states are not eventualities but form a separate class of abstract object (Asher
1993) somewhere between world bound facts and spatio-temporally defined eventualities. This idea can
be implemented here by annotating the proposition derived from applying BE to some term with a label
sK , restricting the output only to K-states, i.e. λx.sK : BE(x), but this refinement is ignored in what
follows.
9
See Cann, Kempson and Kaplan 2002 for some discussion of resumptive pronouns in topic and relative
clause constructions.
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unfolds with requirements for nodes of types t and t → t. The word it provides a placeholder for the type requirement of the subject node and the verb is parsed to project a
formula λp.Seem(p) of type t → t. The partial tree may at this point be completed to
yield a tree rooted in T y(t) with an incomplete formula value: F o(Seem(U)). A general construction rule, Final *Adjunction10 , may then be invoked which, given a complete
propositional structure, allows the construction of an unfixed node of arbitrary type.
An application of this rule permits the construction of an unfixed propositional node that
allows the parsing of the string final clause. As illustrated in Figure 7, the only node with
which the unfixed node can merge coherently is that decorated by the metavariable. This
is so, because only the subject node lacks the bottom restriction and only its formula value
is consistent with that decorating the unfixed propositional tree. Merging the unfixed tree
with the subject node thus yields a tree with a formula value F o(Seem(W rong(Ronnie))),
as required.
{T n(0), T y(t), F o(Seem(U))}
{T y(t → t),
{T n(00), T y(t),
F o(λp.Seem(p))
F o(U), ?∃x.F o(x)}
[↓]⊥}

{T y(t), F o(W rong(Ronnie)),
?∃x.T n(x)}
F o(Ronnie)

F o(λy.W rong(y))

Figure 7: Parsing It seems that I am wrong
This combination of an unfixed final expression plus merge with some fixed position
provides the general characterisation of copular clauses. Since, by hypothesis, the copula
provides a one-place predicate, it can combine with the subject to give a type-complete tree
in the same as any other intransitive construction. However, like the expletive construction
sketched above, this propositional tree is not formula complete, requiring some predicate
formula to be determined. In predicative constructions, this formula is provided directly
by the syntactic mechanisms already introduced, i.e. a right unfixed node plus merge,
except that the final unfixed tree is not of type e but of type e → t and the merge site is
thus the node decorated by the copula. This is possible because be does not annotate the
predicate node with a bottom restriction, giving it the properties of an expletive whose
content is determined within the string being parsed.
As an example, consider the parse of Kim is happy. The first two words are taken to
project a structure which compiles to yield the propositional F o(BE(Kim)). The rule
of Final*Adjunction allows the projection of an unfixed predicate node which permits
the parse of any one-place predicate, in this case the simple adjective happy. The node
decorated by the adjective then merges with the underspecified main predicate expression,
satisfying both the requirement of the unfixed node to find a fixed position within the
tree and the requirement that BE be replaced by some contentful concept. This process
is illustrated in Figure 8 which yields a final formula value Happy(Kim).
10

Formally,
{{T n(a), . . . T y(t), ♦}}
{{T n(a), . . . , T y(t)}, {h↑∗ iT n(a), . . . , ?T y(X), ♦}}

See Cann et al. 2001 for a justification of this rule.
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{T y(t), F o(BE(Kim))}
{T y(e → t),
{T y(e),
F o(BE),
F o(Kim)}
?∃x.F o(x)}

{F o(Happy),
T y(e → t), [↓]⊥}

{T y(t), F o(Happy(Kim))}
{T y(e → t),
{T y(e),
F o(Happy),
F o(Kim)}
[↓]⊥}

Figure 8: Parsing Kim is happy.

Note that it is possible for BE to be replaced through the process of pragmatic substitution, as with any metavariable when the pointer is at the appropriate node. This is
the analysis of ‘elliptical’ constructions with be such as Kim is where some appropriate
predicate is selected from context. For example, in a context provided by the question
Who’s in the kitchen, this elliptical expression will be given propositional content as
λx.In(x, (, y, Kitchen(y)))(Kim). However, if pragmatic substitution occurs when there
is a following predicate, the parse will fail because the unfixed node will not be able to be
fixed and yield a coherent interpretation, since the formula values on the two predicate
nodes will not (in general) be compatible.
Prepositional predicates may be treated in the same way, under the (natural) assumption
that such expressions may be of predicate type. So, a sentence like that in (13-a) gets the
formula value in (13-b).
(13)

a.
b.

My partner is on a train.
λx.(On(, y, T rain(y))(x))(Robert).

For common noun predicates in English, the story is complicated by the appearance
of the indefinite article with singulars, but the basic analysis holds under the (normal)
assumption that such phrases should be analysed as one-place predicates rather than
terms.

5 Non-predicative Constructions
Interestingly, equatives and specificational sentences can be analysed in a similar fashion
to the predicative and expletive constructions already discussed. Both types of clause
necessarily involve a definite noun phrases, either before or after the copula (or both). A
copular clause without a definite cannot be easily interpreted as an equative (e.g. (14-d).
(14)

a.
b.
c.
d.

John is the teacher.
That student over there is the best in the class.
A PhD student is the lecturer for this course.
A plant is a gift for life.

As discussed in Section 2, in Dynamic Syntax definite noun phrases are analysed as
projecting metavariables with associated presuppositions whose value must be sought in
context. It is this property that is used here to account for the equative and specificational constructions without having to postulate an ambiguous argument structure for the
copula.
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5.1 Specificational Clauses
Specificational sentences have a definite noun phrase in subject position which allows an
analysis very like that for pure expletives. Consider the short text in (15):
(15)

A: Who drank the last of the milk?
B: The culprit is John.

Here, B provides information to A by producing a definite noun phrase whose referent A
does not know and supplies that referent by the postcopular noun phrase. As noted in
section 2, definite noun phrases are treated as projecting a metavariable with an associated
presupposition, so the culprit is represented as UCU LP RIT . Substitution is optional (like
all rules in DS) and so the content of the metavariable does not have to be identified
as soon as the definite is parsed. In this case, because A does not know what term to
substitute, he can simply choose to proceed with parsing the next word, be. As we have
seen, parsing the copula completes the type requirements for a propositional tree and so
the propositional structure is compiled to yield a tree with formula value BE(UCU LP RIT ),
i.e. one that is formula-incomplete on both subject and predicate nodes. An application
of Final *Adjunction yields an unfixed tree of type e which permits the parsing of John.
The final unfixed node has to find a position in the tree and so merges with the subject
node, providing the value for the metavariable in the process as shown in Figure 9. The
formula value after merge has applied is thus BE(JohnCU LP RIT ).
The value of the metavariable, BE, is still to be established, however,. This, like all
other values for metavariables, may be freely identified in context. However, pragmatic
constraints on accessibility and parsimony operate on this selection process and, in particular, in conformity with the Principle of Relevance, the most accessible predicate in
the context that yields inferential effects should be chosen as value (Sperber and Wilson
1986/1995, Carston 2002). I cannot here go into details about accessibility, but clearly
the context must provide amongst the set of accessible concepts also those concepts that
are introduced as part of the parsing process, i.e. through the lexical items that appear
in some string, all such concepts being more accessible than anything that is part of the
external ‘context’11 . Assuming this, there will be an effect of strictly local, linguistic context on the substitution process. In the current case, the predicate concept provided by
the presupposition associated with the definite noun phrase is thus the most accessible in
the domain. It is also highly informative because it has not already been ‘used’ (to identify some referent) and because it provides the answer to A’s question. By the tenets of
Relevance Theory, this must be chosen as the substituend for the predicate metavariable
projected by be, to yield Culprit(John) as the final interpretation.
The formula that results from this sort of specificational sentence is, of course, exactly
what results from parsing the similar predicative sentence (John is a culprit in this case).
However, the process of establishing this content differs in both cases, yielding different
informational effects. Thus, in parsing John is a culprit, we identify the subject term John
and predicate the property of being a culprit to this. With the specificational sentence
The culprit is John, however, the unfixed node provides the value for the metavariable
in subject position and the relevant property that should be predicated of this term
is derived inferentially from the information contained in the presupposition associated
with the node. The effect is that in the latter construction the value of some initial
11

Which may be characterised as, ∆, a database of propositions and terms reflecting information
assumed to be accessible (mutually manifest) to the interlocutors
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underspecified term is provided , while the former simply predicates a property of some
identified element. It is thus the process whereby such strings are parsed that gives rise
to the different interpretations, not the propositional content of the string itself.
{T n(0), T y(t), F o(BE(UCU LP RIT ))}
{T n(n), T y(e),
{h↑∗ iT n(0),
{T y(e → t), F o(λx.BE(x))}
F o(UCU LP RIT )}
T y(e), F o(John), ♦}

Figure 9: Completing The culprit is John

5.2 Equative Clauses
The analysis of equatives, although similar, is more complex for two reasons: firstly, the
content of the definite is not provided through the merge process, but gives rise to a
reading of identity between two terms; and secondly, the content of the underspecified
predicate has to be determined through non-local context. To see how the analysis works
consider how a sentence like (1-a) is parsed in the context provided in (16).
(16)

A: I hear John has finally got a lecturing job:
B: Yeah, I’m taking a course in Applied Knitting at Langshanks College and John
is the teacher.

In interpreting the relevant clause, the hearer, A, has access to John as the topic of
the conversation, infers the existence of a teacher of Applied Knitting from the typical
properties of courses taught in Colleges and then identifies John with the inferred teacher.
The information so gained is then used to infer that John has indeed got a lecturing job.
The parsing process proceeds as follows. The first two words to give rise to an initial
type-complete propositional structure which is compiled to give a tree with formula value
F o(BE(John)). Final *Adjunction allows the postulation of an unfixed node of type e
which allows the post-verbal noun phrase to be parsed, as illustrated in Figure 10. The
post-copular noun phrase has, as formula value, a metavariable with a presupposition that
whatever substitutes for the metavariable must be a teacher: F o(UT EACHER ). Unlike the
specificational case, a referent for this definite can be reconstructed from context by the
hearer, since there is an already mentioned teacher in the context: the person teaching
Applied Knitting at Langshanks College. A thus substitutes the epsilon term that picks
out whatever entity is teaching this course, i.e. (, x, T each(c)(x)) where c stands for the
{T y(t), F o(BE(John))}
{T y(e → t),
{T y(e), F o(John)
F o(BE)
[↓]⊥}
?∃x.F o(x)}

{F o(UT EACHER ), ♦}
⇑
F o(, x, T each(c)(x))

Figure 10: Parsing John is the teacher
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content of a course in Applied Knitting at Langshanks College, which, by the relation
between the verb teach and the noun teacher, satisfies the presupposition.
The problem at this point is that merging the right unfixed node with the subject yields
two distinct formula values decorating the same node, i.e. F o(, x, T each(c)(x)) and
F o(John). Multiple formulae on a single node are not permitted unless one of the formula values decorating a node is less informative than the other (e.g. because it is a
metavariable), i.e. just in case F o(α) ≤ F o(β). However, we could modify this view and
adopt the position that a node may host multiple formula values just in case they can
be assigned an identical denotation. With respect to the combination of a metavariable
plus some other value of appropriate type, this reduces just to the value of the second
formula. However, with two contentful formulae, some new combined formula should be
derived, one that denotes a single object. Although such a semantic condition might seem
to be at odds with the representationalist spirit of Dynamic Syntax, we may exploit the
properties of the epsilon calculus to provide a straightforward way of incorporating this
idea into the representation system. Thus, if a node is decorated with two distinct epsilon
terms, , x, P (x) and , x, Q(x), the assumption that they must both denote the same
entity (whatever that may be) means that Q(, x, Q(x)) and Q(, x, P (x)) both have the
same truth value, i.e. the witness for P is a witness for Q (and vice versa). A proposition
Q(, x, P (x)) licenses the construction of a term (, x, P (x) ∧ Q(x)) to pick out the witness
of the two predicates P and Q, thus allowing us to resolve the two formulae into one.
This step allows a node which contains two epsilon terms to be resolved into a single
term, picking out the witness for both sets, which is necessarily a single object.
If we now adopt the position that proper names are in fact disguised epsilon terms (therefore being interpreted as named John), we may provide a coherent interpretation for
the node decorated with the two terms, F o(, x, John(x)) and F o(, x, T each(c)(x)), i.e.
F o(, x, John(x) ∧ T each(c)(x)). With this substitution for U in Figure 10, the resulting
propositional formula for the tree thus becomes:
(17)

BE((, x, John(x) ∧ T each(c)(x))T EACHER ).

Because of the pro-predicate nature of BE there must be some salient property associated
with John which may be substituted for it. The most accessible predicate, as discussed
above, is that provided by the presupposition of the definite noun phrase, i.e. T eacher.
In this case, however, this is not informative to A, as it was used as the condition for
identifying the term substituting for the metavariable. Some other term must, therefore,
be found in context that is relatively accessible and yields suffiecient information. There is
another predicate that is recoverable and informative in (16): the predicate representing
the content of has a new lecturing job, λx.Have(, y, N ew − Job(y))(x). The final output
of the computation is thus as in (18)
(18)

Have(, y, N ew − Job(y))(, x, John(x) ∧ T each(c)(x))

Notice that because indefinites construct full trees with true terminal nodes decorated
with contentive formulae, they will not license specificational or equative analyses of this
form because there will be no node in the subject tree with which a final unfixed tree could
be coherently merged. Thus, even though an indefinite may be represented as an epsilon
term, the fact that it does this explicitly and not through substitution for a metavariable
(which is not associated with a bottom restriction), equative readings are never available
for indefinite subjects. Examples like A culprit is John must therefore be analysed as a
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real inverted copular sentence, a position that is supported by the agreement facts, where
the verb agrees with the postcopular expression, not the initial one.
(19)

a. A genius are you.
b. *A genius is you.
c. A fool am I.
d. *A fool is I.
e. ?A fool is me.

It may be objected that a theory of equatives that depends on a distinct representation
of the content of definite and indefinite noun phrases is not desirable, given the fact
that many languages do not have articles that encode definiteness and that definite and
indefinite noun phrases have more or less identical syntactic properties. In dynamic-type
semantic theories such as Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp and Reyle 1993) and
Dynamic Predicate Logic (Chierchia 1995), it is commonplace to treat definites the same as
indefinites except for the way the bound variable/discourse referent is treated with respect
to its relation to others: indefinites are not identified with discourse salient referents, while
definites are. Similarly, Egli and von Heusinger (1995) treat all definite and indefinite noun
phrases as projecting epsilon terms, the differences being ascribed to the choice functions
that map the relevant sets onto actual objects taken to be appropriate witnesses: the
choice functions associated with definites map sets onto known (salient) objects, whereas
indefinites do not. However, it is precisely the representational difference posited here
that gives rise to the difference in interpretation between definites and indefinites. The
fact that the former project metavariables means that inferential processes are invoked to
construct or identify and appropriate substituend from the current context (which includes
the common ground shared by interlocutors). This necessarily gives rise to the ‘familiarity
condition’ (Heim 1982) associated with these expressions. On the other hand, indefinites
simply project a quantificational structure where the restrictor, and thus the epsilon term
picking out its witness, is defined by the parsing of lexical expressions. The requirement
within Dynamic syntax that such expressions introduce fresh variables (Kempson et al.
2001:238), inevitably gives rise to the ‘novelty condition’ of indefinites. The constraints
on the interpretation of these two types of expression thus fall out naturally from the
different forms of representation given to them within a theory that permits inferential
processes to interact with syntactic ones.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, I have presented an analysis of the English copular verb, be, that treats it
uniformly as a one-place predicate with underspecified content. Within the framework of
Dynamic Syntax, this underspecification is represented as the projection of a metavariable whose actual value must be derived pragmatically from the context in which the
copular clause is uttered. This context involves both external and local linguistic content
and the latter determines to a large degree whether the copular clause is interpreted as
a predicative, equative or specificational. No type differences either for the copula or its
associates are invoked to distinguish these constructions and the only additional assumption that is required is that merge may be licit if it gives rise to a node decorated with
two distinct formulae that can be combined to create a formula with a single denotation.
This assumption is, however, a natural one with potential for analysing certain relative
clause constructions. The success of this style of analysis supports the dynamic view of
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utterance interpretation and the benefits of move away from static models of autonomous
syntax.
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Abstract
Information structure is the term designating a very lively and active branch of
work, which deals with various topics such as anaphora, topical restriction, questions, congruence and exhaustification. This work tends to diverge in many directions which hardly can be seen to be compatible with one another. In this paper
we attempt to improve the situation by trying to develop the minimal formal tools
required to study the logical properties of the various issues involved and integrate
them step by step. We successively deal with anaphoric connections between pronouns and other terms in terms of individual satisfaction by possible witnesses; with
questions and topics in terms of sets of possible witnesses; with topical restriction
and answerhood in terms of topical satisfaction; we conclude with a compositional
deconstruction of Henk Zeevat’s exhaustification operation.

Introduction
If we want to put it quite simple, the target of this paper is a compositional analysis of a
locution like “else” as it occurs in an example like the following:
(1) Who gave what to whom? John a book to Mary, Jane a funny hat to some hippie,
somebody else all her recordings of “Friends” to Denise, and nobody anything to
anybody else.
It may be clear that an adequate interpretation of “else” cannot stand on its own. The
term is used in an anaphoric way in (1), it is used in a constituent answer, and it relates
to a previously raised issue. In this way “else” participates in quite a number of issues
all having to do with information structure. Our tour towards a compositional analysis
of “else” will therefore guide us through a number of various topics such as anaphora,
topical restriction, constituent answerhood and exhaustification. The approach will be
goal-driven though, as we want to lay bare the minimal conceptual tools to deal with
these issues.
We take our start from a classical, Tarskian, satisfaction semantics for a language
of first order predicate logic. In the first section the system is extended with a treatment
of pronouns, which, although it obviously stands in the tradition of systems of discourse
representation and dynamic semantics, involves a most minimal and fully conservative extension with witnesses. In the second section we define topically restricted quantification.
I would like to thank Alastair Butler, Jeroen Groenendijk, Katrin Schulz and Henk Zeevat for useful
criticisms and comments. The research for this work is supported by a grant from the Netherlands
Organization for Scientific Research (NWO), which is gratefully acknowledged.
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This is a formalization and generalization of Westerståhl’s contextually restricted quantification, and at the same time a minimal reformulation of the type of topically restricted
quantification developed by (Gawron 1996; Aloni et al. 1999). In section three we use topical restriction to account for constituent answers in a compositional way. Quantifiers are
interpreted in a classical way; they are taken to denote sets of sets of individuals, possibly
parametric upon witnesses and witness functions. Section four next presents an interpretation of “else” from which a proper interpretation of in particular “somebody else” and
“nobody else” can be derived in a compositional fashion. Section five summarizes the
results.
Some issues are not discussed in full detail. For an extensive treatment of indefinite
noun phrases and anaphoric pronouns we have to refer the reader to (Dekker 2002); an
elaborate treatment of the dynamics of presupposition and quantification is offered in
(Dekker 2003b); an update semantic account of the process of raising and resolving issues
is presented in (Dekker 2003a). All this work heavily builds upon the seminal (Groenendijk
1999; Roberts 1995; Zeevat 1994).
1

Predicate Logic with Anaphora

The system of PLA has grown out of the tradition of discourse representation and dynamic interpretation but it deviates from a classical semantics only minimally (cf., Dekker
2002). It is inspired by (van Rooy 1997; Stalnaker 1998) and formally develops the idea
that indefinite noun phrases can be used with referential intentions and that anaphoric
pronouns can be coreferential with these indefinites by picking up individuals which may
satisfy these intentions.
The language of PLA is like that of first order predicate logic except for the fact
that it also contains a category of pronouns P = {p1 , p2 , . . .}. For ease of exposition, we
focus on a minimal language which is built up from variables, names, pronouns, and n-ary
relation expressions, by means of negation ¬, existential quantification ∃x and conjunction
∧. As is usual, we use existentially quantified expressions to model the interpretation of
indefinite noun phrases. Conditional sentences can be modeled using implication →,
defined by (φ → ψ) ≡ ¬(φ ∧ ¬ψ).
The semantics of PLA is spelled out in terms of a satisfaction relation M, g, e |= φ,
which may hold between an ordinary first order model M , an ordinary variable assignment
g, and a sequence of witnesses e on the one hand and a formula φ on the other. The
sequences of individuals e are the possible referents of terms (indefinite and pronominal)
in φ. Besides the use of these possible witnesses, the only deviation from a classical
semantics is that we also take into account what is referred to as n(φ), the number of
(surface) existentials in φ:
• n(Rt1 . . . tm ) = 0
n(¬φ)
=0

n(∃xφ) = 1 + n(φ)
n(φ ∧ ψ) = n(φ) + n(ψ)

In the semantics, we use D n to refer to the set of sequences of n individuals, which correspond to the possible sequences of n individuals which may satisfy referential intentions.
Satisfaction is defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Satisfaction in PLA)
• [t]M,g,e = M (c) if t ≡ c

[t]M,g,e = g(x) if t ≡ x
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• M, g, e |= Rt1 . . . tm iff h[t1 ]M,g,e , . . . , [tm ]M,g,e i ∈ M (R)
M, g, e |= ¬φ
iff M, g, ce |= φ for no c ∈ D n(φ)
M, g,ce |= φ ∧ ψ
iff M, g, e |= φ and M, g, ce |= ψ, with c ∈ D n(ψ)
M, g,de |= ∃xφ
iff M, g[x/d], e |= φ for d ∈ D
• M, g, e |= ↓φ iff ∃c ∈ D n(φ) : M, g, ce |= φ
In PLA the so-called ‘dynamics of interpretation’ is located entirely in the dynamics of
conjunction, which simply models the fact that if a conjunction is actually used, the first
conjunct literally precedes the second. That is, the first conjunct is evaluated before the
second conjunct has come up with its possible witnesses and the second after the first has
done so.
It is interesting to see out how close indefinites and pronouns are in PLA:
Observation 1 (Indefinites and Pronouns)
• M, g, e |= ∃xF x iff M, g, e |= F p1
M, g, e |= ∃x∃yRxy iff M, g, e |= Rp1 p2
The difference between the two types of terms resides in the way in which they are used.
Pronouns are supposed to be ‘old’, while indefinites are ‘new’. A pronoun can only be
coreferential with an indefinite if it is used ‘later’, in some conjunction. Besides, indefinites
are existentially quantified away under a negation, whereas pronouns, of course, are not.
PLA captures the basic results of discourse representation theory and dynamic semantics as can be observed from the following equivalences:
Observation 2 (Anaphoric Relations)
• ∃x(Dx ∧ ∃y(P y ∧ F xy)) ∧ Lp1 p2 ⇔
∃x(Dx ∧ ∃y(P y ∧ F xy ∧ Lxy))
∃x(F x ∧ ∃y(Dy ∧ Oxy)) → Bp1 p2 ⇔
∀x(F x → ∀y((Dy ∧ Oxy) → Bxy))
These formal equivalences correspond to the intuitive equivalence of the following examples, with our apologies for the worn-out second one:
(2) A diver found a pearl but she lost it again.
A diver lost a pearl she just found.
(3) If a farmer owns a donkey he beats it.
Every farmer beats every donkey he owns.
We will not go into the ins and outs of anaphoric relations between indefinites and pronouns here, as these are not directly relevant to the main issues of this paper. For
discussion and further extensions we refer to the papers mentioned earlier.
2

Topically Restricted Quantification

In this section we introduce topics and topically restricted quantification. We give a, we
think most minimal, reformulation of the rather involved notion put forward in (Gawron
1996; Aloni et al. 1999). We employ topics as the meanings of questions, where questions
are formed, as is fairly usual, by putting a question marked sequence of variables in front
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of a formula. Thus, ?~xφ is a question, where ~x is a (possibly empty) sequence of variables.
If ~x is a sequence of i variables, we say that q(?~xφ) = i. If q(?ψ) = 0, then ?ψ is a polar
question.
In many semantic theories of questions, and in a lot of work on information structure,
so-called abstracts are used to model or derive the meanings of questions or topics. We
also use such entities as topics here. Just to keep matters simple, we stick to an extensional
set up in which topics are sets of sequences of individuals. In case of a polar issue it can
only be either {hi} = {λ} or { } = ∅, which are the truth values 1 and 0, respectively.
Formally, the definition runs as follows:
Definition 2 (Topics)
• [[?~xφ]]M,g,e = {c ∈ D q(?~xφ) | M, g[~x/c], e |= ↓φ}
(where g[~x/c] = g[x1 /c1 ] . . . [xn /cn ])
It is easily seen that:
Observation 3 (Topic Satisfaction)
• λ ∈ [[?p]]M,g,e iff M (p) = 1
d ∈ [[?xP x]]M,g,e iff d ∈ M (P )
cd ∈ [[?xyRxy]]M,g,e iff hc, di ∈ M (R)
So we can also see that:
Observation 4 (Wh-phrases and Indefinites)
• a ∈ [[?~xφ]]M,g,e iff ∃c ∈ D n(φ) : M, g, ace |= ∃~xφ
Thus, also Wh-phrases are very much like indefinites and again the two types of terms
differ with respect to the different roles they play in discourse. Indefinites are assumed
to relate to individuals which are not required to be determinate; Wh-phrases relate to
individuals which are demanded to be determined.
With our topics on board, we can give a fully general definition of topically restricted
quantification. Topical restriction is known from the literature, e.g., (Westerståhl 1984)
and (Jäger 1996):
(4) Swedes are funny. All tennis players look like Björn Borg.
(5) Which Athenian is wise? Only Socrates is wise.
In (4) the term “all tennis players” can be taken to be restricted to the Swedish tennis
players, and the second sentence of (5) can be used to claim that Socrates is the only
wise man among the Athenians. We offer a generalization of this notion of contextually
restricted quantification, since it may concern sequences of quantifiers which are restricted
by sets of sequences of individuals, as in (Gawron 1996; Aloni et al. 1999). At the same
time, it is a vast simplification of the last, because topical information is not hung upon
variables which are distributed over various ‘information states’.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that quantifiers respond to one topic only,
and that they simultaneously address all arguments of a topic. That is, we will define
M, g, e |=α ∃~xφ, where α is an n-place topic restricting the values of ~x = x1 . . . xn in φ.
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Definition 3 (Topically Restricted Quantification)
• M, g, ce |=α ∃~xφ iff c ∈ α and M, g[~x/c], e |=α φ, for c ∈ D q(α)
The definition of ∃~x is like that of ∃x but for the fact that witnesses for ~x must satisfy α.
Observation 5 (Topical Restriction)
• M, g, e |=?~xφ ∃~yψ iff M, g, e |=?~xφ ∃~y(↓[~y/~x]φ ∧ ψ)
M, g, e |=?~xφ ∀~yψ iff M, g, e |=?~xφ ∀~y(↓[~y/~x]φ → ψ)
The following examples show our notion of topical restriction at work. Suppose we are
talking about the people at the party P yesterday:
(6) Some girl was absolutely fabulous, and all boys went mad.
M, g, de |=?xP x (6) iff M, g, de |= ∃x((P x ∧ Gx) ∧ AF x) and
M, g, de |= ∀y((P y ∧ By) → W M y)
(7) Only students drank beer.
M, g, e |=?xP x (7) iff M, g, e |= ∀z(Sz ← (P z ∧ DBz))
We see that “some girl” comes to mean “some girl who was at the party” and “all boys”
“all boys who were at the party.” It is important to note that this is not the general
pattern though. For “Only students” in (7) does not, unconditionally, come to mean
“only students who were at the party.” In the given context the whole sentence says,
rather, that among those who were at the party, only students drank beer. Please observe
that this is exactly as it should be.
3

Quantified Constituent Answers

Before we can give a suitable interpretation of quantified constituent answers, we of course
have to introduce generalized quantifiers in the PLA-framework in the first place. All by
itself, this is a routine enterprise, which, however, is complicated somewhat because we
want to preserve the special treatment of indefinites. We will not go into the details here
as they have been motivated elsewhere (Dekker 2003b).
We extend PLA with first order abstraction and with generalized quantifiers D (or
determiners). Determiners are taken to denote the familiar relations [[D]]M,g,e between
pairs of sets of individuals. Determiners D will also be applied to sets, so that D(P ) is
that quantifier T = {Q | hP, Qi ∈ D}. In order to treat multiple constituent answers, we
will also use (keenian) compositions T1 ◦ T2 of quantifiers (cf. Keenan 1992).
The only thing which is not fully standard is that noun phrases and determiners
are associated with (sequences of) witnesses, sometimes witness-sets. Thus, like the existential quantifier in PLA, the interpretation of SOME requires an associated witness:
[[SOME ]]M,g,de = {hP, Qi | d ∈ (P ∩ Q)}. Proper names NAMEc are true of a set iff it contains the value of the associated individual constant c: [[NAME c ]]M,g,de = {Q | [[c]]M,g,e =
d ∈ Q}. Pronouns presuppose a witness for an antecedent term [[PRON i ]]M,g,de = {Q |
ei = d ∈ Q}. Besides, genuinely quantifying noun phrases are assumed to come with
witness sets (Dekker 2003b). Using D w(α) for the domain of possible witnesses or witness
sequences for an expression α, the interpretation of the new expressions is defined in the
following way:
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Definition 4 (Generalized Quantifiers in QPLA)
• [[D(π)]]M,g,dce
= [[D]]M,g,de ([[π]]M,g,ce )
(d ∈ D w(D) ; c ∈ D w(π) )
[[T1 ◦ T2 ]]M,g,dace
= [[T1 ]]M,g,dce ◦ [[T2 ]]M,g,ace (dc ∈ D w(T1 ) ; a ∈ D w(T2 ) )
M, g, dace |= T (ρ) iff [[ρ]]M,g,ace ∈ [[T ]]M,g,dce (dc ∈ D w(T ) ; a ∈ D w(ρ) )
It is relatively easily established that indefinites, proper names, and pronouns behave the
way they did in PLA:
Observation 6 (Terms in QPLA)
• JOHN j (λxψ) ⇔ ∃x(x = j ∧ ψ)
SOME (λxφ)(λxψ) ⇔ ∃x(φ ∧ ψ)
HE i (λxψ) ⇔ ∃x(x = pi ∧ ψ)
Now we have got our quantifiers on board, we can turn to a definition of a (quantified)
constituent answer, using an answerhood operator ANS :
Definition 5 (Constituent Answerhood)
• ANS (T1 . . . Tn ) = (T1 ◦ . . . ◦ Tn )(λ~y ∃~x(~x = ~y))
The interpretation of ANS is not as involved as it may seem. If a sequence of n noun
phrases answers an n-ary topic, we take the Keenan composition of the quantifiers and we
feed it the n-ary relation which holds between the individuals which satisfy the restriction.
Thus, in the absence of further context dependence, we find that:
Observation 7 (Topical Constituent Answers)
• M, g, e |=?~xφ ANS (T1 . . . Tn ) iff
M, g, e |= (T1 ◦ . . . ◦ Tn )(λ~xφ)
Suppose the question is “Who gave what to whom” (?xyzGxyz, abbreviated as α). Then
consider the interpretation of the following answers:
(8) Mary a picture (to) a boy.
ANS (MARY SOME (PIC ) SOME (BOY ))
M, g, mpbe |=α (8) iff
M, g, mpbe |= ∃x((x = m) ∧ ∃y(P y ∧ ∃z(Bz ∧ Gxyz)))
(9) Every boy no CD to any girl.
ANS (ALL(BOY ) NO (CD) SOME (GIRL))
M, g, bcge |=α (9) iff
M, g, bcge |= ∀x(Bx → ¬∃y(CDy ∧ ∃z(Gz ∧ Gxyz)))
The reader can see that we have indeed provided an adequate compositional interpretation of a constituent answer. Although it is most minimal (because extensional), it is
rooted in the uniform, so-called propositional approach to questions advocated by Hamblin, Karttunen and Groenendijk and Stokhof. At the same time it shares the merits
of the structured meanings approach by allowing a direct interpretation of constituent
answers in response to topics. There is, however, one basic difference with for instance
Groenendijk and Stokhof’s notion of answerhood.
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Groenendijk and Stokhof’s notion of an answer has a form of exhaustivity built into
it, which is very attractive from a purely logical perspective, as Groenendijk and Stokhof
have very well explained over the years, but also from a pragmatic, or decision-theoretic
perspective (van Rooy 1999, among many other publications by the same author). Our
notion of an abstract (which is also used by Groenendijk and Stokhof, by the way) clearly
has a form of exhaustivity built into it, but our notion of an answer has not. The reason is
that we want to allow for sequences of (partial) constituent answers, which, of themselves,
do not come with a claim for exhaustivity. But after all, we also do want to be able to say
at some point: “That was it, folks, now we have exhausted the topic.” In order to account
for this we take our inspiration from (Zeevat 1994), who has proposed such a closure or
exhaustification operator in an update semantics. As a matter of fact, as we will show
in the final section, Zeevat’s exhaustifier can be derived from our notion of a constituent
answer together with an independently motivated interpretation of a relatively abstract
element “else”.
4

Something Else

We have gone quite a way to arrive at one of the main targets of this paper, the interpretation of “else.” Take a look again at our first example, which is repeated here for
convenience:
(1) Who gave what to whom? John a book to Mary, Jane a funny hat to some hippie,
somebody else all her recordings of “Friends” to Denise, and nobody anything to
anybody else.
Inspection of this example reveals, we think, that “somebody else” must denote somebody
besides those already listed and that “nobody else” excludes anybody beyond those listed.
The common contribution which “else” seems to make is that it is a predicate applying
to all not (yet) included. The following definition gives us precisely this:
Definition 6 (ELSE)
• ELSE = λ~y 3∀~x(~x 6= ~y)
The 3 here is an ordinary modal operator with an indexical interpretation. It refers to the
current state of discourse, as it has been established publicly and which is easily defined
in terms of an update semantics (Veltman 1996; Dekker 2002). Relative to an n-ary topic
α, ELSE holds of any n-tuple of individuals which, in the current state of the discourse,
is not known (asserted, claimed, . . . ) to satisfy α.
In case of a single constituent issue like, for instance, who will come to the party,
ELSE holds of any individual which, in the current state of discourse, is not (yet) asserted
or implied to go there:
Observation 8 (Else)
• M, g, e |=?xP x ELSE c iff M, g, e |= 3¬P c
Composing E LSE with SOME in an answer we get the interpretation sketched above:
Observation 9 (Somebody Else)
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• ANS (SOME (ELSE )) ⇔ ∃y(3∀x(x 6= y) ∧ ∃x(x = y))
In response to the above question this has the following effect:
• M, g, de |=?xP x ANS (SOME (ELSE )) iff M, g, de |= ∃y(3¬P y ∧ P y)
After a sequence of constituent answers we find that:
(10) John, an undergraduate, and somebody else.
ANS (JOHN ) ∧ ANS (SOME (UNDG )) ∧ ANS (SOME (ELSE ))
• M, g, duje |=?xP x (10) iff
M, g, duje |= ∃x(x = j ∧ P x) ∧ ∃y(U y ∧ P y) ∧ ∃z(p1 6= z 6= p2 ∧ P y)
Observe that the phrase “somebody else” in example (10) indeed means somebody else
besides John and the mentioned undergraduate, so it is not an ordinary anaphoric phrase
with one antecedent. Notice, too, that in order for this to work out fine, we definitely
need a witness for the undergraduate, as indeed is provided in PLA and QPLA. Notice,
finally, that ELSE can also be used in answers to multi-constituent topics, like “Who saw
whom?” (?xySxy):
(11) John Mary, and somebody else somebody else.
ANS (JOHN MARY ) ∧ ANS (SOME (ELSE ) SOME (ELSE ))
• M, g, bdjm |=?xySxy (11) iff
M, g, bdjm |= ∃x(x = j ∧ ∃y(y = m ∧ Sxy)) ∧ ∃x(x 6= p1 ∧ ∃y(y 6= p2 ∧ Sxy))
Before we can take a look at “nobody else”, one final remark is in order. “Else” does
not need to univocally answer one and the same issue under discussion. Consider the
following example, which is inspired by one given by Katrin Schulz:
(12) Who ate from the pudding? Well, John was in the garage, and Bertha was in the
study, so it must have been somebody else.
Obviously, “somebody else” here relates to a person besides John and Bertha, and, in
line with our analysis, it indeed relates to somebody not (yet) listed. But the issue is, of
course, that (12) does not serve to list John and Bertha as persons who have eaten from
the pudding, quite the opposite! Our analysis works out fine though if we can construe
the answers in (12) as answers to the question who (among a relevant set of candidates)
is or is not the person who ate from the pudding, which seems to be fairly intuitive.
We have seen that an answer with “somebody else” says that somebody besides those
listed satisfies a certain topic, so one with “nobody else” does precisely the opposite:
Observation 10 (Nobody Else)
• ANS (NO(ELSE )) ⇔ ¬∃y(3∀x(x 6= y) ∧ ∃x(x = y))
An answer with “Nobody else” says, in response to the question who comes to the party,
that those who are not yet known to come, do not come:
(13) John, an undergraduate, and nobody else.
ANS (JOHN ) ∧ ANS (SOME (UNDG )) ∧ ANS (NO(ELSE ))
• M, g, uje |=?xP x (13) iff
M, g, uje |= ∃x(x = j ∧ P x) ∧ ∃y(U y ∧ P y) ∧ ¬∃z(p1 6= z 6= p2 ∧ P y)
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Example (13) shows that we get the right exhaustification effects of answers to single
constituent issues. Although the interlocutors may be unsure about the identity of the
undergraduate, the example, on our analysis, clearly entails that only two persons come,
John and an undergraduate. The analysis not only works for single-constituent issues
though. For:
Observation 11 (Nobody Anybody Else)
ANS ((NO SOME )(ELSE )) ⇔ ¬∃yz(3∀uv(uv 6= yz) ∧ ∃uv(uv = yz))
Consider again the question “Who saw whom?” (?xySxy), with the following sequence
of answers:
(14) John Mary, Pete Greta, and nobody anybody else.
ANS (JOHN MARY ) ∧ ANS (PETE GRET ) ∧ ANS ((NO SOME )(ELSE ))
• M, g, pgjm |=?xySxy (14) iff
M, g, pgjm |= ∃xy(xy = jm ∧ Sxy) ∧ ∃xy(xy = pg ∧ Sxy) ∧
¬∃xy(p1 p2 6= xy 6= p3 p4 ∧ Sxy)
This combination of “no” and “else” serves to express that a list of (multiple) constituent
answers indeed exhausts the interpretation of a given (multiple) constituent question, in
an entirely compositional fashion.
5

Conclusion

In this paper we have started out from an independently motivated satisfaction semantics
PLA, we have added a traditional notion of a topic, we have added generalized quantifiers,
and we then have given a direct and compositional definition of constituent answerhood.
Armed with these tools, we have formulated a single, polyadic, interpretation of “else”
which has been shown to behave as required in constructions like “Somebody else,” “Nobody else,” and “Nobody somebody else.” To conclude this paper, we want to mention
one further subject that naturally suggests itself, and add a final observation.
A system of interpretation like the one given here of course calls for an extension
which accounts for the earlier mentioned process of raising and resolving issues. But
that seems to be a somewhat routine exercise once we have a good idea of the intricate
interaction between topical restriction and constituent answerhood as we have given in
this paper. Such an extension is indeed provided in (Dekker 2003a).
We want to end with an inspiring observation. Since both ANS and ELSE are
defined as polyadic predicates, they have zero-place instances. Interestingly, these correspond to affirm (“Yes.”) and deny (“No.”) respectively:
Observation 12 (ANS 0 and ELSE 0 )
• ANS 0 ⇔ (λp p)∃> ⇔ >
ELSE 0 ⇔ 3∀⊥
⇔⊥
Zero constituent ANS and ELSE correspond to a topically restricted top- and bottomelement. And indeed they figure as our familiar answers “yes” and “no.” Observe:
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(15) Is it raining? {Yes. / No.}
M, g, e |=?p ANS iff M, g, e |=?p >
iff M, g, e |= p
M, g, e |=?p ELSE iff M, g, e |=?p ⊥
iff M, g, e 6|= p
This is interesting because the proper treatment of “Yes.” and “No.” has been a matter
of struggle and debate in the literature. Here they fall into place as two borderline cases
of some much more general notions.
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Abstract
Several recent works on modals and tense argue that epistemic modals and similar types of predicates
are deprived of temporal properties. This article takes a different stand. Although epistemic modals
typically express what may be dubbed “unchanging truths”, there exist examples to demonstrate that
these types of predicates are still able to express a shift in temporal reference. This being the case,
epistemic modals cannot be “outside the scope of tense altogether”, as claimed by Cinque (1999) and
many others. This is as expected on the tense system I outline here, since I defend the idea that any verb
is inherently temporal; specifically, that every verb contains a tense element, partaking in a temporal
chain where only the topmost member is finite; the remaining members are non-finite. By means of this
system, I investigate the temporal construal of root and epistemic modal constructions.

1. Introduction
My point of departure in this article is the set of data in (1). It has often been observed in the
literature on modals that a modal preceding a perfective auxiliary (ha ‘have’) gets an
epistemic reading, cf. the Norwegian data in (1). However, what has received less attention is
the fact that one can facilitate a root reading of a modal followed by a perfective auxiliary by
means of an adverbial (sentence) denoting a point in the future; cf. (1 b). If this adverbial
denotes a time in the past, the reading of the modal is once again epistemic; cf. (1c).
(1)

a. Jon må ha spist.
Jon must have eaten
'Jon must have eaten'

Epistemic

b. Jon må ha spist før han kommer.
Jon must have eaten before he arrives
'John must have eaten before he arrives'

Root

c. Jon må ha spist før han kom.
Jon must have eaten before he arrived
'John must have eaten before he arrived'

Epistemic

The alternating (natural) interpretation of the modal is accompanied by a shift in temporal
construal of the modal construction. Specifically, a reading where the main predicate is
construed as ‘future’ with respect to the modal’s evaluation time facilitates the root reading of
the modal, whereas a construal of the main predicate as ‘past’ with respect to the modal’s
evaluation time forces an epistemic reading of the modal. The particular temporal construal of
a modal construction is dependent on various factors, e.g. aspectual properties of the

*

This material was presented at the Conference on (Preferably) Non-Lexical Semantics, University of Paris 7,
June 14. 2002; The Fifth Chronos Colloquium, Groningen, June 21 2002, and at Sinn und Bedeutung 7,
University of Konstanz, October 5., 2002. I want to thank the audience on each of these occations for useful
comments. In particular, I want to thank Rolf Thieroff for providing me with useful references and for bringing
to my attention the existence of proposals reminicent of my own analysis.
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predicates involved, the nature of the subject (e.g. specific vs. generic) and the presence of
temporal adverbials1, the latter is illustrated in (1).
In this article, I attempt to explain some essential temporal properties of modal constructions
in Norwegian, while entertaining the assumption that the conclusions are valid for several
other Germanic languages. A perhaps more modest goal is to explain the pattern of readings
examplified in (1). As a means to this end, I need an adequate theory about how the tense
system works in (at least some) Germanic languages, examplified by Norwegian, since this is
my native language. Since I have found no theory about tense which fully serves my purpose,
I propose an alternative tense system where tense semantics is inherent in, but underspecified
by the morphological markers of each and every verb, finite and non-finite. In this system,
tense is not simply an operator with sentential scope. Instead, temporal relations are construed
compositionally, by combining the tense elements which reside in every verb.
The article is organized as follows. In section 2, I discuss some recent proposals on modals
and tense. Section 3 is concerned with the temporal properties of the modal in a modal
construction, focussing on epistemic modals. Section 4 investigates the temporal properties of
the modal’s complement, and finally, section 5 outlines the alternative tense system and its
capability to explain the data at hand.
2. Some recent proposals
Cinque (1999) proposes that there exists a universal hierarchy of functional projections,
where each projection has its specific semantic features. In this hierarchy, epistemic modality
resides in a projection high in a clausal structure; root modalities are lower in the hierarchy.
Tense, also expressed by separate projections, resides lower than epistemic modality, but
higher than root modality2. Cinque supports this claim with data such as (2):
(2)

a. A ben kan nyan.
he PAST can eat.
'He could eat.

b. A kan ben e nyan.
(Sranan, Surinam)
he may PAST PROG eat
'He may have been eating.'

The modal particle kan ‘may’ sometimes surfaces to the right of the tense particle ben ‘past’
(as in 2a), in which case the modal particle gets a root reading. When the modal particle
occurs to the left of the tense particle, as in (2b), the modal particle gets an epistemic reading.
Cinque claims that these (and other) data strongly suggest that tense scopes over root
modalities, whereas epistemic modality scopes over tense. Thus, epistemic modality is
"outside the scope of [...] tense altogether" (p.79), and the once-and-for-all ordering of modals
w.r.t. tense is the one in (3):
(3)

Modalepistemic > Tense > ModalRoot

Stowell (2000) adheres to these assumptions about the relative scopal ordering between
epistemic modals, tense and root modals, and he adds:

1

Purpose clauses function in a similar manner, i.e. when added to a modal construction, they facilitate a deontic
reading of a modal construction which would otherwise give rise to an epistemic reading.
2
In fact, Cinque proposes three different projections for tense: T(Past), T(Future) and T(Anterior), the latter is
placed lower in the hierarchy than root modality. However, Cinque mentions (p. 73) that “it is not easy to tell
apart anterior tense from perfect aspect”, which indicates that this is a tense very different from the other two,
which is one reason for discarding this T-head in this discussion. More importantly, T(anterior) does not seem to
play any significant part in Cinque’s own discussion on the hierarchical ordering of tense and modalities.
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These generalizations hold regardless of the syntactic ordering relation of tense/modal
pairs within a single clause; thus we encounter cases of tense/modal reversal, where
the modal is syntactically subordinate to the tense but is obligatorily construed above
it [...]. This is suggestive of a logical (LF?) checking domain for the epistemic modals
above the tense (LF modal movement?).
Iatridou (1990), investigating what she dubs “metaphysical predicates”, could be considered
another exponent for this line of thought. “Metaphysical predicates” are predicates of
possibility and probability, i.e. predicates which are semantically very similar to (at least
some) epistemic modals. Iatridou observes that metaphysical predicates, unlike predicates like
evident, are incompatible with past and future tenses; cf. (4).
(4)

a.
b.

It was/will be evident that John stole the tapes.
* It was/will be possible that John stole the tapes.

Iatridou concludes that metaphysical predicates “lack a time variable”, they are “temporally
independent” and “incompatible with [real] tense”. Their apparent tense marking is
“pleonastic” and is not semantically interpreted. Fagan (2001) exploits Iatridou’s hypotheses
to account for the often made observation that an epistemic modal does not occur in the
perfect. The perfect involves temporal alteration (in the words of Dyvik 1999, the perfect is “a
relative past tense”), and epistemic modality is incompatible with temporal alteration. This
follows if epistemic modals lack a time variable. “The [epistemic] modality simply cannot be
tensed. The perfect of the [epistemic] modal [...] is therefore impossible ” (p. 19), and the only
reading of the modal in (5) is the root reading.
(5)

Er hat noch auf dem Sportplatz sein können.
’He was still able to be on the sport field’

A number of authors have made this observation, that a modal following a perfect auxiliary
gets a root reading, never an epistemic reading. On the other hand, a modal preceding a
perfect auxiliary, (typically) does get an epistemic reading, cf. e.g. Picallo (1990) for Catalan,
Barbiers (1995) for Dutch, Dyvik (1999) for Norwegian, Wurmbrand (2001) for German.
These authors, working within various generative frameworks, explain this effect to syntactic
ordering principles, summed up and depicted as in (6) (note that not all of these authors make
all these claims, but all authors make some of the claims).
(6)
Modal
Epistemic
-Theta relation

a.

b.

Perfective aux.

Modal
Root
+ Theta relation
må
ha
kunnet
must
have
canPERF
‘must have been able to play the piano’
har
måttet
has
must PERF
‘has been obliged to play the piano’

Main verb
spille (piano)
play the piano
spille (piano)
play the piano

Finally, we note another widespread assumption about epistemic modals and their
combination with tense, namely the assumption that epistemic modals cannot occur in the
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infinitive, cf. e.g. Plank (1984), van Kemenade (1985), Vikner (1988), Denison (1993). Thus,
it would seem that epistemic modals are subject to a finiteness-requirement, since they cannot
appear in the perfect (according to the claims above) and neither in the infinitive.To sum up,
the assumptions about modals and tense reported in this section are the following.
(7)

I. Epistemic modals are outside the scope of tense/lack a time variable;
thus, they are incompatible with non-pleonastic tense and temporal alteration.
II. Epistemic modals never occur in the perfect,
thus, a modal following a perfect inevitably gets a root reading.
III. A modal preceding a perfect auxiliary gets an epistemic reading.
IV. Epistemic modals never occur in the infinitive,
which, along with II, is to say that they are subject to a finiteness requirement.

Now, I will present evidence showing that neither of these assumptions holds without
exception for Norwegian.
3. Temporal properties of the modal
We start out by examining point IV in (7), the claim that epistemic modals do not occur in the
infinitive. Although this is true for a great number of sentences in Norwegian, there exist data
showing that this cannot be a universal restriction on epistemic modals. When embedded
under a predicate of reporting, claiming, believing, assuming etc., Norwegian epistemic
modals are in fact quite comfortable in non-finite embedded contexts. That is, infinitival
modals may very well get an epistemic reading in Norwegian, which is the case in (8):
(8)

a. Marit påstås å skulle være morderen.
Marit claimPASS to shall be the killer
'Marit is claimed to be supposed to be the killer.'
b. Jon antas å måtte være ungkar.
Jon supposePASS to must be bachelor
'Jon is supposed to have to be a bachelor.'
c. Ti tusener blir rapportert å kunne være drept.
Ten thousands reportedPASS to may be killed
'Tens of thousands are reported to possibly have been killed.'

Point III in (7) states that a modal preceding a perfect auxiliary gets an epistemic reading.
However, root readings of modals preceding a perfect auxiliary are in fact quite common, as
noted by a several authors arguing against this widespread claim. As noted in section 1, the
root reading is facilitated if the sentence contains an adverbial (sentence) denoting a point in
the future, seen from the modal’s evaluation time.
(9)

a. Du bør ha gjort ferdig leksene dine før du går på kino. (Norwegian)
you should have done finished homework yours before you go to movies
' You ought to have finished your homework before going to the movies.'
b. Jan moet morgen zijn kamer opgeruimd hebben (Dutch; Barbiers 1995)
John must tomorrow his room cleaned have
'John must have cleaned his room (by) tomorrow.'
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c. Students must have taken calculus by the start of their senior year. (Brennan 1997)
Point II in (7) regards the claim is that it is impossible to get an epistemic reading of a modal
in the perfect, a pattern which seems to hold for many languages examined. However, not
even this widely attested incompatibility constitutes a universal restriction, since non-standard
Norwegian dialects allow for an epistemic reading of the modal even in the perfect; cf. (10 ab). Likewise, examples that go against this restriction are found in Danish, cf. (10 c-d3).
(10)

a. Han har måtta arbeidd med det i heile natt.
he has mustPERF workPERF on it in all night
' He must have worked on it all night through.'
b. Hu har kunna vorre her og forre igjen.
she has canPERF bePERF here and leavePERF again
'She may have been here and left again.'
c. Han har skullet bo i Århus.
he has shallPERF liveINF in Århus
‘He is said to have lived in Århus’
d. Der har måske nok kunnet være tale om en fejl.
there has maybe PTL canPERF be talk of a mistake
‘It might have been a mistake’

The claim stated in point I in (7) is not so easily dismissed. Recall that this is the claim that
epistemic modals are outside the scope of tense/lack a time variable, that they are
incompatible with non-pleonastic tense and resist temporal alteration, just like (Iatridou’s)
metaphysical predicates (cf. 11c)4. Thus, as predicted, the modals måtte in (11a) and skulle in
(11b) have root readings only.
(11)

a. Marit vil måtte være på kontoret.
Marit will must-INF be in office-DEF
‘Marit will have to be in her office’; root reading only of måtte’.
b. Hovmesteren skulle være morderen.
Butler-DEF supposed-to-PAST be the killer
‘The butler was supposed to be the killer’; root reading only of skulle’
(unless Sequence-of-Tenses).
c. *It was/will be possible/probable that John stole the tapes.

However, there exist contexts where epistemic modals and metaphysical predicates accept the
preterite. These are Sequence-of-Tenses (SoT) contexts, where the past marking is imposed
on the predicate from its surroundings, e.g. in reported speech or narrative.
(12)

a. Marit påstod at Jon måtte være morderen.

3

These examples are taken from Vikner (1988), who ascribe these data to Davidsen-Nielsen (1988). Although
Vikner describes this phenomenon as “misplaced perfect”, where the perfect semantically belongs to the main
verb, he admits that these examples exists, and that they are “not completely unacceptable”.
4
Generic sentences are also very similar with regard to temporal properties; cf. Eide (2002).
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Marit claimed that Jon mustPAST be killer-DEF.
'Marit claimed that Jon had to be the killer'
b. Colombo said that it was possible that John had stolen the tapes.
According to Iatridou (1990), these examples do not constitute counterevidence to her
generalization that metaphysical predicates are temporally independent; cf. also Fagan (2001)
who extends this generalization to epistemic modals. The embedded tense in SoT is not an
instance of “real” tense, Iatridou says, because the embedded tense is irrelevant to anchoring
the embedded clause in time. Thus, the claim remains that the tense marking on epistemic
modals is always pleonastic and not assigned a semantic interpretation.
Now, if we can make a case for the idea that the embedded past in SoT is a “real” tense, i.e. a
tense involving temporal alteration, this would imply that epistemic modals, like generic
sentences and metaphysical predicates, are not opaque to temporal alteration. If this is tenable,
then epistemic modals cannot be “outside the scope of [...] tense altoghether” (Cinque 1999,
Stowell 2000, Roberts and Roussou 2000), or deprived of a time variable (Iatridou 1990,
Fagan 2001).
Firstly, we exploit Enç(1987), who objects to the assumption that the embedded past tense
marking in SoT contexts is pleonastic, i.e. that “the semantics is blind to the past” and that the
SoT rule simply involves a morphological copying of the matrix past onto the complement
predicate. If this were merely a morphological copying, she says, how come
(13)

a. this rule only affects past-present pairs, not present-past?
b. this rule is optional?
c. The a-and b-versions in (14) are not synonymous? If the Sequence-of -Tenses
rule is semantically vacuous, how come it has interpretational effects?

(14)

a. John heard that Mary was pregnant.
b. John heard that Mary is pregnant.

Comrie (1985) suggests that the present tense on the complement clause in such cases, unlike
the past tense, signals that the complement proposition has present relevance. Enç sets out to
make this notion more precise. She says that the present tense on the complement forces the
embedded proposition to be evaluated at the speech time (S)5, whereas the past tense on the
complement temporally relates the complement proposition to the matrix past6. This past-past
relation has two possible interpretations. Either the embedded past is interpreted as
simultaneous with the matrix past (e.g. for (14a), Mary could still be pregnant at the time
when John heard about it), or the embedded past is interpreted as prior to the matrix past
(John heard that Mary had been pregnant). The latter is what is referred to as the “shifted
reading”. In either case, the semantics has to “see” the past tense on the complement clause;
hence, the past marking on the complement clause cannot be semantically vacuous.
I adopt Enç’s arguments and proposals referred above, with one slight modification. I agree
that the embedded present signals that the embedded proposition should be evaluated at the
speech time S, whereas the embedded past signals that the proposition should be evaluated at
some time previous to S. In Enç’s proposal, this previous time is inevitably related to the
5

That is, in languages like English, and unlike languages like Russian, where the present tense on the
complement clause may denote a pont in time simultaneous to the matrix past.
6
In fact, Enç’s proposal is much more complex. She defends the view that “complement tenses are not directly
linked to the speech time [...]. Instead, they are linked to higher tenses[...]” (p.642). Thus, the embedded tense is
in fact never directly linked to S, only indirectly, either the embedded tense is present or past.
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matrix past. This is where we diverge. Instead, I assume that the embedded past does not
establish a fixed temporal relation to the matrix past, only a temporal relation to the speech
time S. This relation is the relation ‘past with respect to S’, just like a matrix past. The
temporal relation between the embedded past and the matrix past is established on conceptual
grounds; not by the morphologically encoded tense system.
Enç herself mentions that an embedded past may be construed as ‘simultaneous’ or
‘previous’ to the matrix past, depending on the aspectual nature of the embedded predicate. If
this predicate is stative, a simultaneous reading is possible, whereas a non-stative predicate
forces a “shifted reading”. It seems unlikely to me that the morphologically encoded tense
system should make reference to the aspect and aktionsart of the predicates involved.
Moreover, in addition to the shifted reading and the ‘simultaneous’ reading of the embedded
past, it is also possible to force a ‘future’ construal of the embedded past; i.e. a reading where
the embedded event is in the future with respect to the matrix event, cf. (17):
(15)

Jon er en stor spåmann. Han forutså at du strøk på prøven.
Jon is a great fortune teller. He predicted that you failed testDEF
'Jon is a great fortune teller. He predicted that you would fail the test.'

The only natural reading of (15) is the one where your failing the test is in the future, seen
from the matrix prediction-event, because otherwise it would not have been a prediction. I
admit that the more natural way of expressing this would be to equip the embedded clause
with a future marker, typically the modal ville ‘would’. However, even if (15) is a more
marginal way of expressing this, it is not an unacceptable or ungrammatical way.
Thus, an embedded past under a matrix past does not force any particular temporal ordering
of the two events. This relation can be construed as all three logically possible relations
between two events, namely e1 as simultaneous to e2, e1 as previous to e2 , and e1 as
subsequent to e2. It depends on the predicates involved how we conceptualize this relation.
We conclude that this is not a relation imposed by the morphologically encoded tense system.
Instead, we exploit Farkas (1992), who proposes that for the interpretation of argument
clauses, truth has to be relativized to worlds and individuals. Thus, propositions must be
“individually anchored”(cf. also Quer 1998), i.e. true according to some specific individual’s
model of the actual world. For the proposition expressed by a matrix clause, this individual
anchor is typically the speaker, unless another anchor is implied by context. For an embedded
proposition, the individual anchor is typically explicitly mentioned in the matrix clause, but
not necessarily (e.g. It is often said that p). We extend this idea to tense marking, and suggest
that even the tense marking is important to pick out the relevant model of the actual world, the
model according to which the truth of a proposition should be evaluated. We propose the
following. By endowing the embedded clause with past tense, the speaker signals that the
proposition expressed by this embedded sentence belongs to some individual’s belief system
at some previous point in time, without asserting anything about this individual’s belief
system at the present point in time. Present tense marking in a clause embedded under a
matrix past signals that the speaker has reason to believe that the proposition belongs to some
individual’s current model of the actual world. Hence the following contrast:
(16)

a.

#Jeg trodde at Jon må være morderen, men det tror jeg ikke lenger.
I believed that Jon must be the killer, but that believe I not longer
‘I believed that Jon must be the killer, but I no longer believe that.'

b.

I trodde at Jon måtte være morderen, men det tror jeg ikke lenger.
I believed that Jon mustPAST be the killer, but that believe I not longer
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I believed that Jon had to be the killer, but I no longer believe that.'
Note that the epistemic reading of the modal måtte ‘must’ is the natural reading. That past
tense signals a previous model of the world is also evident in (17), embedded in the following
context. Say we have the opportunity to study the records of the police inspector investigating
the killings of Jack the Ripper in the 19th century, and we utter (17).
(17)

a. Notatene viser at prinsen godt kunne/#kan være Jack the Ripper.
The records indicate that the prince could/??may be Jack the Ripper’
b. Noen av utsagnene tilsier at prinsen faktisk måtte/#må være Jack.
’Some of the statements suggest that the prince actually had to/??must be Jack’

The matrix tense here is the present, and still the past seems more natural in the embedded
sentence, because it signals a previous model of the world, that of the police inspector who
wrote these records, and the witnesses interviewed7. Importantly, the epistemic modals have
the past reading, not the present hypothetical reading often possible with a preterite modal.
If these ideas have some merit, we must conclude that embedded pasts in SoT are “real”
tenses. They do anchor the embedded proposition w.r.t. the moment of utterance S, in
signalling whether the reported proposition belongs to a present model of the world or some
previous model of the world. If so, then metaphysical predicates and epistemic modals are
subject to temporal alteration, contrary to the claim in (7), point I.
However, it is still a valid generalization that these types of predicates are reluctant to
undergo temporal alteration. Epistemic modals and metaphysical predicates are “predicates of
propositions”(e.g. Iatridou 1990) and “qualify a truth value” (Platzack 1979). That is, these
predicates deal with what is ontologically possible or necessary given an individual’s model
of the actual world. If this model is a coherent model of the actual world, what is construed as
‘possible’ or ‘necessary’ is not likely to switch value from one moment to another. Thus, to
utter (18a) truthfully, the speaker has to admit that his own present model of the world is an
unreliable one, a contradiction resembling Moore’s Paradox8.
(18)

a. It will be possible that John is the killer.
b. Yesterday, it was probable that Mary was the killer.
c. I går måtte hovmesteren være morderen.
yesterday mustPRET butler-DEF be killer-DEF
’Yesterday, the butler had to be the killer’
d. I morgen vil Marit kunne være morderen.
tomorrow will Mary canINF be killer-DEF
‘Tomorrow, Mary will be a potential killer’

On the other hand, if we could construct new models of the universe from one day to the next,
like an author constructing a fictional universe, temporal alteration of metaphysical modalities
( cf. (18 a-b)) and epistemic modals (cf. (18 c-d)) would be possible. Say an author is talking

7

Another possible construction would be a present or past modal with the embedded perfect, at prinsen godt kan
/ kunne ha vært Jack ‘that the prince may/might have been Jack’, or the “historic present”.
8
Which regards the anomalic character of sentences like The cat is on the mat, but I don’t believe it.
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about his working on a novel, where he is free to change the novel’s universe so as to entail a
different set of contingent possibilities. In that case, (18 a-d) would all be possible utterances9.
This section has focussed on the temporal properties of epistemic modals and similar
predicate-types. As for root modals, Norwegian (like German) modals have all tense forms
found with lexical verbs, and their temporal behaviour resembles that of other verbs10.
4. Temporal properties of the complement.
Modals in Norwegian, like modals in other Germanic languages, take infinitival
complements. These complements are bare infinitivals, without an infinitival marker11. A
special case of an infinitival complement is the perfect construction, where the perfect
auxiliary is an infinitive, which in turn takes a past participle as its complement12. In addition,
Norwegian root modals, like their German counterparts, take non-verbal13 complements with
a directional reading, formally realized as preposition phrases or adverb phrases14. The format
of this paper does not allow me to discuss the latter type of complements, but cf. Eide (2002).
In the group of epistemic modals, one member shows a special behaviour. This is the modal
ville ‘will’, which has the reading ‘prediction’. This particular epistemic modal is always
“future-projecting”, i.e. its complement has a ‘future’ reading. Other epistemic modals may
have a future-projecting reading as well, but these other epistemic modals may also take
complements with past or present readings. Not so for ville.
Like the epistemic ville, root modals are always future-projecting. Their complement refers to
a future situation, which may in fact already hold at the modal’s evaluation time. Thus, it is
possible to utter This door must be kept closed in a situation where the door is already (kept)
closed. However, the present situation is irrelevant for a root modal; its complement always
refers to a future situation. This is a consequence of their semantics. A root modal denotes e.g.
that a rational agent X requires/intends/wants/needs/permits Y to hold, where Y is a situation
subsequent to the evaluation time of the root modal. A requirement/intention/will/need or
permission cannot possibly influence on things that have already occurred. I.e. although I
might have wanted my permitting John to have arrived before S to be able to alter the actual
events taking place, this is not possible in reality (except in jocular contexs). In the words of
Lyons (1977: 843):
John may have come yesterday construed as a permission-granting utterance is
semantically anomalous for the same reason that Come yesterday, John! is anomalous.
This generalization that only epistemic modals take complements with a ‘present’ or ‘past’
construal, whereas root modals take ‘future’ complements, can be depicted in the following

9

And once again we find a parallel in generic sentences, e.g. Hvaler var fisk før, men nå har de vært pattedyr
lenge,’ 'Whales used to be fish, but they have been mammals for a long time now.' Note that the natural reading
of the sentence is that our model of the world has changed, not the world itself.
10
Exceptions: Modals do not have present participles, only two of them passivize (kunne ‘can’ and ville ‘want’,
and only one modal (kunne) occurs in the imperative.
11
There exist some exceptions to this generalization in Norwegian, since some root modals take complements
with the infinitival marker under special cicumstances; cf. Eide (2002).
12
Even here there exists a special case in Norwegian (and Swedish), the phenomenon known as “haveomission”, where the perfect auxiliary is omitted. I will not go into this construction here, since it has a
counterfactual rather than a temporal reading, cf. e.g Taraldsen (1984).
13
Although van Riemsdijk (2002), armed with evidence from a range of Germanic languages, argues that these
constructions are in fact verbal after all, with a silent infinitive verb GO.
14
In Dutch, we even find adjectival phrases as such complements, but not in Norwegian or German.
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figure, where ‘past’ and ‘future’ regards the temporal construal of the complement. To
simplify the the matters, we have set the modal’s evaluation time to be S (the speech time):
(19)

'past'

S

'future'

modal

Epistemic only

Root possible

The (non-perfect) infinitival complement of a modal has two possible temporal readings.
Either it is construed as future, seen from the modal’s evaluation time – this is always the case
with the complement of root modals – or it is construed as ‘simultaneous’ with the modal.
The latter is typically the case with epistemic modals. Now, the aspectual properties of the
complement is also very important. If the infinitive is a dynamic verb, the ‘future’ construal is
the natural one. On the other hand, if the complement is (construed as15) stative, the
simultaneous reading becomes possible (and thus, the epistemic reading of the modal):
(20)

a. Du må bli arkitekt.
you must become architect
‘You must become an architect.’

Root (more natural)

b. Du må være arkitekt.
you must be architect
‘You must be an architect.’

Epistemic (more natural)

A perfect complement of a modal is often interpreted as ‘relative past’, seen from the modal’s
evaluation time. However, we have seen (in section 1) that the perfect complement of a modal
can be read as ‘future’, if we add an adverbial (sentence) denoting a future point in time:
(21)

a. Jon må ha spist.
Jon must have eaten
'Jon must have eaten'

Epistemic

b. Jon må ha spist før han kommer.
Jon must have eaten before he arrives
'John must have eaten before he arrives'

Root

That is, there resides an ambiguity in the perfect complement of a modal, since the main
predicate can be construed as ‘past’ or ‘future’ seen from the modal’s evaluation time (here,
S), just like there resides an ambiguity in the infinitival form, allowing the infintive to be
construed as ‘present’ or ‘future’.
5. A compositional tense system
In this section, I propose a tense system which is able to explain the facts about possible
temporal construals of (Norwegian) modal constructions as presented in sections 1, 3 and 4.
Initially, we will make the following assumptions:
(22)
15

I. Tense elements, expressed by tense affixes, express dyadic relations of temporal

Including habitual, iterative and progressive construals of otherwise dynamic verbs.
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ordering. Each tense element establishes a temporal ordering between two events,
where the speech event S16 may be one of these events.
II. Any verbal predicate (in Norwegian) contains a tense element; i.e. there are no
untensed verbs in Norwegian (except present participles, which are adjectives).
III. Any verbal predicate (in Norwegian) contains an event argument, which is
temporally anchored to S, if the verb is finite, and to the previous verb, if it is nonfinite. This event-argument also serves as the first argument of the tense element
contained in the next verb.
IV. Finite tense elements relate to S, whereas non-finite tense elements relate to the
event-argument of the preceding verb.
To exemplify, a sentence like (23) contains three verbal predicates, thus it contains three tense
elements, hence three temporal relations. Each relation specifies the temporal ordering of two
events – which means that there are four events in all, since S constitutes the topmost event.
Thus, these three verbal predicates constitute a tense-chain with four links, with S as the
topmost or left-most link in the tense-chain. Note that e.g. skulle is shorthand for the tenseelement [+PAST, +FINITE] expressed by the preterite form skulle:
(23)

e1

e2

e3

Marit skulle prøve å komme.--> skulle (S, e1), prøve (e1, e2), komme (e2, e3)
Marit should try to come
'Marit would try to come.'
Each verb contains an event argument and a tense element, and each tense element anchors
the event argument of its own verb to the preceding event, as depicted in (24).
(24)
S

skulle
e1
T1

prøve
e2
T2

komme
e3
T3

We have yet to answer what temporal relation is established between the two events. This
depends on the tense element at hand. As argued in Eide (2002), Norwegian employs only a
past/non-past distinction in its tense system (cf. also Comrie 1985, where he claims that this is
the case for a great number of European languages). In addition, the tense elements are
specified as to whether they are finite or non-finite. This gives us the following table of
Norwegian verb forms and their inherent tense-elements:
(25)

16

+Finite

-Finite

+Past

preterite

participle

-Past

present

infinitive

We employ the term S for the speech event, although Reichenbach uses this term to refer to the speech time.
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There are two pieces of information encoded in these tense elements, [+/- PAST] and [+/FIN(ite)]. [+FIN] encodes that S is the first argument of the tense element, and [–FIN] means
that the first argument is the event of the preceding verb. [+PAST] encodes that the first
argument is temporally subsequent to the second argument, e.g. (S > e1); S is after the event
encoded by the leftmost verb. A non-past relation is a negation of this relation; i.e. “the first
argument is not subsequent to the second argument”; e.g. ¬(S > eLIKE) in (26b). ¬(S > eLIKE)
thus means that S is either simultaneous or previous to the like-event, which is another way of
saying that the like-event, in principle, could be ‘future’ or ‘present’ with respect to S. Now,
since a non-past tense element encodes simultaneity as well as future, the aspectual properties
of the predicates involved are crucial to specify temporal relations in this underspecified tense
system. Thus, dynamic non-past predicates typically give rise to a future reading (cf. 26a),
whereas stative non-past predicates give rise to a ‘present’ reading (26b).
(26)

a. Marit kommer.
'Marit comesPRES.'
b. Marit liker Jon.
'Marit likesPRES John.'

kommer [-PAST,+FIN] ¬ (S > eKOMME )
liker [-PAST,+FIN] ¬ (S > eLIKE)

The tense element does not carry any information about whether the temporal relation is
‘future’ or ‘present’, only that this is a non-past relation; hence, the matrices of the tense
elements in (26a) and (26b) are identical. However, as a default strategy, a dynamic predicate
is construed as ‘future’, whereas a stative predicate is construed as ‘present’. Now, a stative
predicate with a non-past tense element, which is typically construed as ‘present’, may be
forced to encode ‘future’ by means of an adverbial denoting a point in the future. This is the
case, for instance, in (27) below:
(27)

a. Jon spiser.
'Jon eatPRES'
'Jon is eating.'

spiser [-PAST,+FIN] ¬ (S > eSPISE )

b. Jon spiser når han kommer.
spiser [-PAST,+FIN] ¬ (S > eSPISE )
Jon eatPRES when he arrivePRES
'Jon will eat when he arrives.'
The ‘future-adverbial’ overrides the default strategy (assign a ‘present’ reading to the stative
predicate), and the future construal of the predicate is the result17.
We find exactly the same pattern when we look at the non-finite version of the non-past, the
infinitive. A non-finite tense element takes as its first argument the event argument of the
preceding verb, and the infintive is typically construed as ‘future’ w.r.t. the preceding verb, if
the infinitive is a dynamic predicate. A stative infinitive is typically construed as ‘present’
w.r.t. the preceding verb, unless a ‘future-adverbial’ is added. Notice how the ‘present’
construal of the infinitive yields the epistemic reading of the modal, whereas the ‘future’
reading of the infinitive facilitates the root reading (recall the figure in 19).

17

It is also possible to force a present reading of a dynamic predicate, e.g. by adding adverbials forcing a
habitual or progressive (i.e. in some sense stative) construal of the dynamic predicate. Since the data in (1) are
the focus of interest here, I will not have time to go into these cases.
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komme [-PAST,-FIN] ¬ (eMÅ > eKOMME )

a. Marit må komme.
'Marit must come.'

b. Jon må være på kontoret (før ni).
være [-PAST,-FIN] ¬ (eMÅ > eVÆRE )
'Marit must be in his office (before nine).'
Now, for the two tense elements encoding past-relations, the preterite and the past participle,
the aspectual properties do not seem to play the same part in determining temporal relations18.
The preterite tense element encodes [+PAST, +FIN], which means that it establishes a past
relation between its two arguments, where the first argument is S. The preterite version of
(28a) Marit måtte komme ‘Marit had to come’ would simply move the whole construction
back in time:
(29)

S
(S > eMÅTTE )
måtte

¬ (eMÅTTE > eKOMME )
komme

Note that the figure has simplified the non-past relation, placing the come-event in the past,
seen from S. But in reality, the come-event could be e.g. future or present w.r.t. S, because all
that is encoded by the infinitive tense element is that the event described by this infinitive is
‘non-past’, seen from the preceding verb. In principle, there is no limit to e.g. how far into the
future the come-event could be, e.g. Marit måtte komme tilbake om femti år ‘Marit had to
come back in fifty years’.
Now, to the participle. The participle is [+PAST, -FIN] which means that it establishes a
‘past-relation’ between the preceding verb and the event encoded by the participle. For a
participle in a perfect construction, the preceding verb is the auxiliary ha ‘have’. Thus, the
participle is ‘past w.r.t. ha’. Ha is a stative verb, and we know that a stative verb is typically
construed as ‘present’, unless a future-adverbial overrides this default interpretation rule and
forces the stative verb into a ‘future reading’. This is what happens in (30), and the two
temporal construals are depicted in (31) and (32):
(30)

Jon har spist (når han kommer).
‘John has eaten (when he arrives)’.

(31)

S
(eHA > eSPIST )
spist

(32)

¬ (S > eHAR )
har

S
(eHA > eSPIST )
spist

¬ (S > eHAR )
har
John’s arrival

18

Except for determining the specific pragmatically-based reading of e.g. the perfect. For instance, “the Perfect
of Result” is only possible with telic predicates. However, I agree with Julien (2001:148) that the various
perfects “are all identical as far as grammar is concerned”.
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The two construals can be paraphrased as follows. (31): At present, there exists a state
(encoded by har) consisting in the aftermath of an eating-event, and this event is past w.r.t.
har. (32): By the time of John’s arrival, there will exist a state consisting in the aftermath of
an eating-event, and this event is past w.r.t. har.
When a perfect is embedded under a modal, the auxiliary ha has the form of an infinitive. The
infinitive is a non-past, and it has the same properties as the present, except that the infinitive
takes the event of the preceding verb as its first tense-argument, whereas the present takes the
speech event S as its first tense-argument. As we saw above, the ‘present’ vs. ‘future’
construals obey the same rules in both cases; dynamic predicates are typically read as ‘future’,
whereas statives are construed as ‘present’, unless forced to encode ‘future’, e.g. by an
adverbial. Now, let us turn to the data in (1), repeated here as (33), (35) and (37).
(33)

Jon må ha spist.
'Jon must have eaten'

(34)

ha [-PAST, -FIN] ¬ (eMÅ > eHA) &
spist [+PAST,-FIN] (eHA > eSPIST )
S

(eHA > eSPIST )
spist

¬ (S > eMÅ )
må
¬ (eMÅ > eHA )
ha

The modal må ‘must’ is present, hence non-past w.r.t. S. Modals are statives, and by default,
må is construed as ‘present’, not ‘future’. The auxiliary ha ‘have’ is infinitive, hence, non-past
w.r.t. the preceding verb, i.e. må. Ha is also a stative, hence simultaneous with må by the
same default rule. The participle spist ‘eaten’ is past w.r.t. ha, and since ha is interpreted as
simultaneous to må, which is simultaneous to S, the eating-event must be in the past, seen
from S. This means that the only possible reading of the modal is the epistemic reading.
In (35), this is different. Note that this is essentially the same case as (32), except that one
more verb (the modal) is involved.
(35)

(36)

Jon må ha spist før han kommer
ha[-PAST, -FIN] ¬ (eMÅ > eHA) &
'John must have eaten before he arrives' spist [+PAST,-FIN]
(eHA > eSPIST )
S
¬ (S > eMÅ )
må

Jon's arrival

(eHA > eSPIST )
spist

¬ (eMÅ > eHA )
ha

Here, the default rule giving the ‘present’ construal of the stative ha is overridden by the
presence of the future-denoting adverbial. Thus, ha is forced into a ‘future’ interpretation, and
the participle tags along. The participle is past w.r.t. ha, and a future construal of the auxiliary
ha makes possible a reading where even the eating-event is in the future, seen from S.
However, (36) once again simplifies the possible construals, since in principle there is no
limit as to how far back into the past the eating-event is construed. The tense element encoded
in the participle simply dictates that the participle is past w.r.t. the preceding verb, it has no
obligatory relation to S. Note also that the future construal of the modal’s complement allows
for a root reading of the modal (cf. the figure in 19).
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In (37), there is no future-denoting adverbial present in the clause, instead, we have an
adverbial sentence denoting a point in the past. This means that the ‘future’ construal of the
stative auxiliary is not available, so ha obeys the default rule and is interpreted as
‘simultaneous’ to the preceding verb må. The participle, which is ‘past w.r.t. ha’, is therefore
construed as describing an eating-event which is in the past, seen from S, by transitivity. The
[-PAST, +FIN] modal is stative, hence simultaneous to S, the stative auxiliary ha has the
matrix [-PAST, -FIN] and is therefore simultaneous to the preceding verb må, and the
participle is [+PAST, -FIN], thus past w.r.t. the preceding verb ha.
(37)

ha [-PAST, -FIN] ¬ (eMÅ > eHA) &
spist [+PAST,-FIN] (eHA > eSPIST )

Jon må ha spist før han kom.
'John must have eaten before he arrived'

(38)

Jon's arrival

(eHA > eSPIST )
spist

S
¬ (S > eMÅ )
må
¬ (eMÅ > eHA )
ha

Note that in this case, the interpretation is not that a certain state has commenced by the time
denoted by the adverbial sentence (unlike 35 and 36). Instead, the reading is that there exists a
state (encoded by ha) at present, consisting in the aftermath of the (past) event of John’s
eating, and that this eating event took place before John’s arrival. Since the future construal of
the complement of the modal is not available, this rules out the possibility of a root reading of
the modal (cf. once again the figure in (19)).
By means of this compositional tense system, we have arrived at an explanation for the
temporal construals and the readings of the modals in (1), which is what we set out to do. I am
convinced, though, that this composisional tense system can account for a number of
otherwise puzzling problems in a range of construction types. I leave this for future research.
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Abstract
Investigations of sentences with the universal quantifier every have led to qualitatively
different conclusions about children's linguistic knowledge. The aim of this paper is to investigate
the extent to which children know the semantics of the universal quantifier every. A Truth Value
Judgment task was conducted to determine whether young children know that the two arguments
of the universal quantifier every differ in that only the restrictor, and not the nuclear scope, is
downward entailing. Taken together with previous research, the experimental findings suggest that
children’s knowledge of the universal quantifier every runs deep, and includes the asymmetry in
interpretation between the restrictor and the nuclear scope. The findings challenge recent claims
that children lack knowledge of quantification.

1. Introduction
Children’s interpretation of the universal quantifier every has been the subject of several
recent investigations of child language. These investigations start from the observation, due to
Inhelder and Piaget (1964), that some children show a systematic non-adult interpretation of
sentences containing the universal quantifier every. In particular, Inhelder and Piaget (1964)
discovered that pre-school and even school-age children sometimes respond “No” to the
question in (1) in the context depicted in Figure 1, while adults respond affirmatively.
(1)

Is every boy riding an elephant?

Figure 1: The Extra Object Condition
1

We wish to thank the children, staff and teachers at the Center for Young Children at the University of
Maryland at College Park. We are also grateful to Amanda Gardner, Ruth Lopes and Beth Rabbin for their
assistance with the experiment.
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When children are asked to justify their answer, they often point to the elephant that is not
being ridden by any boy; this elephant is referred to in the literature as ‘the extra-object.’
Since children who respond in this fashion appear to demand symmetry (i.e., a one-to-one
relation) between the set of boys and the set of elephants, this is called the symmetrical
response (also the exhaustive-pairing response).
The finding from the Inhelder and Piaget study has been recently reexamined by a number of
psycholinguists, some of whom have proposed grammatical explanations for children’s nonadult behavior. We will focus on some common assumptions of the linguistic accounts of
children’s non-adult responses. Because these accounts attribute the different patterns of
behavior of children and adults to the lack of full linguistic competence by children, the recent
linguistic accounts of child language can be referred to together as the ‘Partial Competence
view.’
One such analysis of children’s symmetrical responses was proposed by Philip (1995). This is
called the Event Quantification account. The Event Quantification account attributes
children’s erroneous responses to a specific non-adult linguistic analysis. Under this account
sentences containing the universal quantifier every are ambiguous for children.2 First, children
have the adult interpretation available to them. In addition to the adult interpretation,
however, children sometimes assign an interpretation that makes these sentences false in the
context in Figure 1. The idea is, roughly, that children analyze the universal quantifier every
as an unselective binder, on analogy with temporal adverbs like always and usually in the
adult grammar. In extending the adverbial analysis to the universal quantifier, Philip (1995)
contends that the universal quantifier is a determiner that quantifies over events in child
grammar, whereas it quantifies over individuals in the adult grammar. On the Event
Quantification account, children’s non-adult interpretation of the sentence Every boy is riding
an elephant can be described as follows:
(2)

For every event e in which either an elephant or a boy participates, a boy is riding an
elephant in e.

As (2) indicates, children’s grammar licenses an interpretation that is more constrained than
the adult interpretation. In order to make a sentence true on this interpretation, it is not
sufficient for every boy to ride an elephant. An additional requirement must also be satisfied:
for each event in which an elephant participates, there must be a boy riding that elephant.
Since Figure 1 contains an elephant that is not being ridden by any boy, this additional
requirement is not satisfied. Thus, guided by their grammars, these children sometimes give a
negative answer to the question in (1) (see Philip (1995; 1996) for a more complete
explanation).
A second variant of the Partial Competence view was advanced by Drozd and van Loosbroek
(1998; 1999). This is called the Weak Quantification account. Like the Event Quantification
account, the Weak Quantification account also assumes that children’s non-adult responses
are due to non-adult grammars, but this account ascribes a different non-adult interpretation to
children. Essentially, the proposal by Drozd and van Loosbroek (1998; 1999) is that
children’s non-adult responses result from the application of the quantifier every to the set of
elephants mentioned in (1). Whereas adults interpret the sentence Every boy is riding an
elephant as indicated in (3), children’s grammars are seen to not only contain the adult
2

It bears observing that children who give the symmetrical response to questions like (1) also give (affirmative)
adult-like responses.
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interpretation in (3), but also a non-adult interpretation. As we understand it, the non-adult
reading is along the lines of (4).
(3)

EVERY [boy] [λx (x is riding an elephant)]
(boy ∩ λx [x riding an elephant]) ∈ EVERY (boy)

(4)

EVERY [elephant] [[λx (boy is riding x)]
(elephant ∩ λx [boy is riding x]) ∈ EVERY (elephant)

The semantic representation in (4) makes the sentence Every boy is riding an elephant true if
and only if every elephant is being ridden by a boy. This accounts for children’s negative
responses to questions like (1) in the context in Figure 1.
2. A common assumption
The Event Quantification account and the Weak Quantification account have important
differences. We shall put aside these differences, however, and focus on an assumption that is
common to both accounts. Consider the affirmative counterpart of (1), in (5).
(5)

Every boy is riding an elephant.

A simplified logical form for (5) can be represented as in (6):
(6)

EVERY [boy] [λx (x is riding an elephant)].

In (6), the universal quantifier every serves as a function that takes an internal argument and
an external argument: the internal argument (restrictor) is the semantic value of the noun
phrase boy and the external argument (nuclear scope) is the semantic value of the predicate is
riding an elephant. In set theoretic terms, the function expressed by the universal quantifier
makes the sentence true if the set of boys is a subset of the set of entities that are riding an
elephant. On this view, the syntactic structure of the sentence contributes to the logical form
(and the semantic interpretation) in a transparent fashion.3
By contrast, the Event Quantification account and the Weak Quantification account assume
that children can access an interpretation of (5) in which the two arguments of the universal
quantifier every do not reflect the syntax in a transparent way. As we have seen, the Event
Quantification account maintains that children access the interpretation in (7) in addition to
the adult interpretation.
(7)

For every event e in which either an elephant or a boy participates, a boy is riding an
elephant in e.

3

The logical form is derived from the underlying syntactic structure via the application of quantifier raising (see
May, 1977) or noun prefixing (see Heim, 1982).
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The semantic representation in (7) does not restrict the application of the universal quantifier
every to the events in which a boy participates, as in (6). Rather, the semantic representation
in (7) extends the application of the universal quantifier every to include events in which an
elephant participates. In other words, the internal argument of the universal quantifier not only
contains the semantic value of the noun that combines with the universal quantifier every in
the overt syntax (i.e., boy), but it also contains the semantic value of the noun phrase that
resides in the direct object position in the overt syntax (i.e., elephant), i.e., in the external
argument. In an analogous fashion, the Weak Quantification account maintains that children
derive the meaning of sentences containing the universal quantifier every in a way that
disregards the syntax of such sentences. On children’s non-adult interpretation, the direct
object is taken to be in the internal argument, as shown in (8).
(8)

EVERY [elephant] [[λx (boy is riding x)]
(elephant ∩ λx [boy is riding x]) ∈ EVERY (elephant)

To recap, we have reviewed two grammatical explanations of children’s non-adult responses
to sentences containing the universal quantifier every, the Event Quantification account and
the Weak Quantification account. These accounts share the assumption that children access an
interpretation that disregards the adult mapping between overt syntax and semantic
interpretation. As a consequence, children should fail to display adult-like knowledge of any
linguistic phenomena that distinguish between the two arguments of the universal quantifier.
This prediction is worth following up, as we noted, because such accounts potentially
undermine the Continuity Hypothesis, since no adult language blurs the distinction between
the two arguments of the universal quantifier. Thus, the aim of the present study is to further
investigate the Continuity Hypothesis, by exploring children’s knowledge of one semantic
property that distinguishes between the two arguments of the universal quantifier.
3. Concerns with the Partial Competence View
The need for a grammatical explanation of children’s responses to sentences containing the
universal quantifier every was questioned by Crain, Thornton, Boster, Conway, Lillo-Martin
and Woodams (1996). These researchers proposed what can be called the Full Competence
view.4 The Full Competence view presents both empirical and theoretical arguments against
the Partial Competence view. We focus first on four theoretical drawbacks that were levied
against the Event Quantification account of children’s non-adult behavior (see Crain at al.
(1996) for further discussion). The same arguments carry over to the Weak Quantification
account. First, according to both of these variants of the Partial Competence view, the
universal quantifier, a determiner, violates a putative universal constraint on the interpretation
of determiners. The universal principle at issue is the conservativity of determiner meanings
(e.g., Barwise and Cooper, 1981). According to the Event Quantification account, for
example, every can assume the meaning of equinumerous for children; but this meaning
violates conservativity. A second concern with these accounts is that they violate
compositionality, as discussed in the previous section. A third strike against such accounts is
that they run contrary to the Continuity Assumption, which states that child language can
differ from the local language only in ways that adult languages can differ from each other.
The Continuity Assumption is flouted on these accounts because there is no known adult
4

See also Freeman, Sinha and Stedmon (1982).
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language that analyzes the universal quantifier in the manner attributed to children. Finally,
these accounts face a learnability problem. The problem of learnability arises because, as we
have seen, children have access to two semantic representations for sentences with the
universal quantifier, including the semantic representation that is available to adults. This
means that all of the input from adults will be consistent with children’s grammar. Moreover,
children’s productions of sentences containing the universal quantifier will be acceptable to
adults, since the interpretation exclusive to children’s grammar is more restrictive than the
adult interpretation. Therefore, it is difficult to see how children will ever be compelled to
abandon their non-adult analysis, to converge on the target grammar.
In addition to these theoretical misgivings, Crain et al. pointed out a potential flaw in the
design of the experiments that evoked non-adult responses from children, and they
demonstrated that children’s performance dramatically improves if the experiment is modified
appropriately. Crain et al. argue that the improvement in children’s performance results from
satisfying certain felicity conditions that are associated with judgments of truth or falsity (as
in answering Yes/No questions). More specifically, Crain et al. (1996) attribute children’s
consistent adult-like performance to the satisfaction of the ‘condition of plausible dissent.’
Essentially, the point of plausible dissent was made by Bertrand Russell (1948, p. 138) who
stated that “perception only gives rise to a negative judgment when the correlative positive
judgment has already been made or considered”. According to the condition of plausible
dissent, a negative answer to the question in (1) would be felicitous if, for example, every boy
in the conversational context considered riding an elephant, but some boy(s) decided to ride
something else, say a dinosaur. Similarly, Crain et al. argue that an affirmative answer would
be felicitous if some boy(s) considered riding a dinosaur but, in the end, every boy decided to
ride an elephant. In such circumstances, children were shown to consistently produce
affirmative responses to (1), just like adults do.
The contrast between the Partial Competence view advanced by Philip (1995; 1996) and
Drozd and van Loosbroek (1998) and the Full Competence view advanced by Crain et al.
(1996) has received considerable attention in the literature (see Gordon, 1996; Geurts, 2001).
Most of the research has focused on the felicity condition proposed by Crain et al. (1996) and
on alternative explanations of children’s improved performance in the Truth Value Judgment
task. Although we believe that features of experimental design should not be downplayed, we
will take another tack in this paper, drawing upon linguistic theory to adjudicate between the
Partial Competence view and the Full Competence view. The linguistic property that will be
put to use is that of downward entailment.
4. Downward Entailment in Adult and Child Language
Downward entailing operators manifest consistent distributional and interpretive
consequences for sentences that contain them. The defining property of downward entailment
is the licensing of inferences from sets to their subsets. As shown in (9), negation satisfies this
property. In particular, a sentence containing a noun phrase (e.g., pizza) within the scope of
negation entails any sentence in which that noun phrase is replaced by one that picks out a
subset of the original set (e.g., pepperoni pizza).
(9)

John did not eat pizza ⇒ John did not eat pepperoni pizza.

As the invalidity of the inference in (10) shows, ordinary positive statements do not license
inferences from a set to its subsets; i.e., they are not downward entailing.
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(10)

John ate pizza*⇒ John ate pepperoni pizza.5

A second property of downward entailment pertains to the distribution of negative polarity
items, e.g., any and ever in English (cf. Ladusaw, 1979; Linebarger, 1987). As shown by the
grammaticality of the sentences in (11), negative polarity items (NPIs) are permitted in the
scope of negation, but they are not tolerated in ordinary affirmative statements, as indicated in
(12).
(11)

(12)

a.

John did not eat any pizza.

b.

John has not ever eaten pizza.

a.

*John ate any pizza.

b.

*John has ever eaten pizza.

A third property of downward entailing operators concerns the interpretation of disjunction.
For any downward entailing (DE) operator, a statement containing disjunction in the scope of
that operator is logically equivalent to statements containing conjunction taking scope over
the same operator, according to the schema in (13) (see e.g., Boster and Crain, 1993).6 This
schema is a generalization of (one direction of) one of the De Morgan’s laws of propositional
logic (see e.g., Partee, ter Meulen and Wall, 1990).
(13)

OPDE(A or B) ⇒ OPDE(A) and OPDE(B).

(14)

¬(P ∨ Q) ⇔ ¬P ∧ ¬Q.

The application of the inference scheme in (13) is exemplified in ordinary language in (15).
As (16) shows, the same inference fails to apply in affirmative contexts.
(15)

John did not eat pepperoni or cheese pizza
⇔

(16)

John did not eat pepperoni pizza and he did not eat cheese pizza.

John ate pepperoni or cheese pizza
*⇔

John ate pepperoni pizza and she ate cheese pizza.

The semantic consequences of downward entailment have been investigated by Gualmini and
Crain (2001; 2002) using a Truth Value Judgment task. The Truth Value Judgment task is an
experimental technique that allows an experimenter to investigate whether a specific
interpretation of a target sentence is licensed by the child’s grammar (Crain and McKee,
5
6

We will use the symbols ‘*⇒‘ and ‘*⇔‘ to indicate invalid implications and invalid equivalences respectively.
This phenomenon is referred to as conjunctive interpretation by Higginbotham (1991).
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1985; Crain and Thornton, 1998). In the task, one experimenter acts out a short story in front
of the child using props and toys. The story constitutes the context against which the target
sentence is evaluated by the child. Following each story, a test sentence is presented by a
puppet, which is manipulated by a second experimenter. Children’s acceptance of the test
sentence is interpreted as evidence that they access an interpretation that makes the sentence
true in the context under consideration. By contrast, children’s consistent rejection of the test
sentence is evidence that their grammars do not license an interpretation that makes the
sentence true in that context.
Gualmini and Crain used the Truth Value Judgment task to investigate children’s knowledge
of the inference scheme typical of downward entailing operators. These authors investigated
children’s interpretation of the disjunction operator or in the nuclear scope of the
quantificational phrase None of the Ns, a downward entailing linguistic environment. As (17)
shows, the interpretation of disjunction in the nuclear scope of None of the Ns yields a
conjunctive interpretation.
(17)

None of the students in this class speaks French or Spanish
⇔

None of the students in this class speaks French and none of the students in
this class speaks Spanish.

To find out whether children know this property, children were asked to evaluate sentences
like (18) in a context in which one of three pirates had found a jewel they had all been
searching for, but none of them had found the necklace.
(18)

None of the pirates found the necklace or the jewel.

The child subjects interviewed in the Gualmini and Crain study consistently rejected the test
sentences; in the context under consideration children pointed out that the puppet was wrong
because one of the pirates had found the jewel. The experimental findings reveal the
possibility of using the Truth Value Judgment task to study children’s knowledge of
entailment relations. This motivated us to design a study using the Truth Value Judgment task
to assess children’s knowledge of downward entailment in sentences that contain the
universal quantifier.
5. The Universal Asymmetry
As we noted earlier, the Partial Competence view of children’s non-adult responses blurs the
distinction between the internal argument (restrictor) and the external argument (nuclear
scope) of the universal quantifier. One relevant semantic property that can be used to assess
children’s adherence to the Partial Competence view is downward entailment, because the
universal quantifier is downward entailing on its internal argument, but not on its external
argument. To see this, let us rehearse the properties of downward entailing environments.
First, the internal argument of every licenses inferences from a set to its subsets (as long as the
relevant presupposition of existence is satisfied); the external argument does not.
(19)

Every boy who ate pizza got sick
⇒ Every boy who ate pepperoni pizza got sick.
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(20)

Every boy ate pizza *⇒ Every boy ate pepperoni pizza.

Second, the internal argument licenses the occurrence of NPIs like any or ever, but the
external argument does not:
(21)

a. Every boy who ate any pizza got sick.
b. Every boy who ever ate pizza got sick.

(22)

a. *Every boy ate any pizza.
b. *Every boy ever ate pizza.

Finally, the internal argument of the universal quantifier every enforces the conjunctive
interpretation of the disjunction operator or, but the external argument does not require this
interpretation; the external argument licenses the exclusive-or interpretation of disjunction, as
illustrated in (24).
(23)

Every boy who ate cheese pizza or pepperoni pizza got sick.
⇔

(24)

Every boy who ate cheese pizza got sick and every boy who ate pepperoni
pizza got sick.

Every boy ate cheese pizza or pepperoni pizza.
*⇔

Every boy ate cheese pizza and every boy ate pepperoni pizza.

These asymmetries in the two arguments of every constitute an interesting domain of research
in child language. This research assumes special relevance in assessing the grammatical
accounts of children’s non-adult responses to sentences containing the universal quantifier. As
we saw in Section 1, a common assumption of these accounts is that children experience
difficulty in mapping the syntax of sentences containing the universal quantifier onto the
semantic representation. A prediction of this view, then, is that children should not show early
mastery of the properties exemplified in (19) through (24). In order to evaluate this prediction,
two aspects of children’s knowledge need to be assessed. First, we must see if children know
that the internal argument of the universal quantifier every constitutes a downward entailing
environment. Second, we must see if children know that the external argument of the
universal quantifier every does not constitute a downward entailing environment.
The logical properties of the external argument of the universal quantifier every were
investigated by Boster and Crain (1993). The Boster and Crain study asked whether or not
children would extend the application of one of the De Morgan's laws to non-DE
environments. To address this question, Boster and Crain (1993) designed a Truth Value
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Judgment task in which children were asked to evaluate sentences like (25) in various
scenarios. 7
(25)

Every ghostbuster will choose a cat or a pig.

The results obtained by Boster and Crain (1993) provide evidence that children assign the
exclusive interpretation to the disjunction operator or, when it appears in the external
argument of every. That is, children do not treat the nuclear scope of the universal quantifier
every as downward entailing. In other words, children do not assign a conjunctive
interpretation to (25) as in (26).
(26)

Every ghostbuster will choose a cat and every ghostbuster will choose a pig.

The experimental findings show that children do not extend the pattern of inference that
characterizes downward entailing environments to non-DE environments.
It is pertinent to observe that Boster and Crain (1993) discovered some non-adult behavior in
children's interpretation of the sentences under investigation. In particular, children generally
accepted (25) in a context in which every ghostbuster had chosen exactly one object.
However, almost every child imposed an additional restriction on the interpretation of (25).
One group of children expected the kind of animal chosen by the ghostbuster to be the same
for all ghostbusters, and a second group of children expected the kind of animal chosen by the
ghostbuster not to be the same for all ghostbusters. We will not focus on the source of these
mistakes, but we would like to emphasize that, despite some non-adult behavior, children
never applied the inference scheme typical of downward entailing environment to the external
argument of the universal quantifier.
The study by Boster and Crain (1993) did not attempt to determine whether children would
correctly interpret the disjunction operator or in the internal argument of the universal
quantifier every. The Boster and Crain study simply invites us to infer that children have an
adult-like interpretation of the disjunction operator or in the external argument of the
universal quantifier. No inference can be drawn, however, about children’s knowledge of the
difference between the two arguments. To fill this gap, we designed an experiment to
determine whether children correctly assign a conjunctive interpretation to the disjunction
operator or in the internal argument of the universal quantifier.
6. The Experiment: Disjunction in the Internal Argument of Every
We conducted a Truth Value Judgment task to determine whether children correctly interpret
the disjunction operator or in accordance with the inference scheme typical of downward
entailment. Twenty children participated in the experiment. The children’s age ranged from
3;11 to 5;09 and the mean age was: 5;1. We illustrate the experimental design using a typical
trial in (27).
7

The study by Boster and Crain (1993) presented sentences as predictions. This variant of the Truth Value
Judgment task is called Prediction Mode and was designed by Chierchia, Crain, Guasti and Thornton (1998).
The Prediction Mode differs from the standard Truth Value Judgment task in that the test sentence is presented
to the child before the completion of the story, as a prediction about what will happen in the remainder of the
story. Since the target sentence is presented before the hearer has all the necessary information to evaluate its
truth or falsity, the Prediction Mode can be used to cancel scalar implicatures which could otherwise arise for the
test sentences that contain, e.g., the disjunction operator or (see Grice, 1975).
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(27)

This is a story about five trolls who go to the fast food owned by Genie. The Trolls
order food. One troll gets a big hot-dog, two trolls order onion rings and two trolls
order French fries. Genie serves all the food and asks the trolls whether they need
anything else. The Troll who ordered the hot-dog says he does not need anything else.
The two trolls who ordered French fries ask for mustard, and Genie gives a big bottle
of mustard to each of them, The two trolls who ordered onion rings also ask for
mustard. Genie says: “I am sorry, but I do not have any more regular mustard. I have
this special super-hot and super-spicy mustard though” and shows the trolls two big
bottles of a different kind of mustard. The Trolls say they don’t like spicy mustard,
even less so super-spicy mustard and ask Genie some ketchup. Genie brings them two
bottles of ketchup and says: “I’ll keep the super-spicy mustard for myself!”.

At this point children were presented with the sentence in (28).
(28)

This was a story about some trolls at Genie’s restaurant and I know what happened.
Every troll who ordered French fries or onion rings got some mustard.

Notice that the target sentence receives a different truth value depending on whether the
disjunction operator or is interpreted in accordance with the inference scheme typical of
downward entailing environments, as in (29), or in accordance with the inference scheme
typical of non-downward entailing environments, as in (30).
(29)

Every troll who ordered French fries got some mustard and every troll who ordered
onion rings got some mustard.

(30)

Every troll who ordered French fries got some mustard or every troll who ordered
onion rings got some mustard.

In particular, the adult interpretation of the target sentence (i.e., (29)) makes the sentence false
in the scenario, while the non-adult interpretation that could be constructed on the basis of
non-downward entailing environments (i.e., (30)) makes the sentence true. Each child was
presented with four target trials interspersed with an equal number of filler trials. Among the
target trials, two were false because of the second disjunct, and two were false because of the
first disjunct. Here are the results. Children correctly rejected the target sentences 95% of the
time (on 76 out of 80 trials). A control group of fourteen adults rejected the target sentences
84% of the time (on 47 out of 56 trials).
The experimental findings show that children, like adults, interpret the disjunction operator or
in the internal argument of the universal quantifier every in accordance with the inference
scheme typical of downward entailing operators. Taken together with the results of Boster and
Crain (1993), the findings reveal a striking asymmetry between children’s interpretation of the
disjunction operator or in the two arguments of the universal quantifier. This asymmetry
reflects children’s knowledge of the difference between the two arguments of the universal
quantifier every. This finding is mysterious on the grammatical accounts of children’s
interpretation of the universal quantifier.
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An independent set of experiments on children’s knowledge of information strength also
suggests that children distinguish between the two arguments of the universal quantifier every.
Gualmini, Crain, Meroni, Chierchia and Guasti (2001) tested children’s understanding of
information strength in the two arguments of the universal quantifier every using a Felicity
Judgment task. In this task, children are presented with alternative descriptions, produced by
two different puppets. In one experiment, children were asked to choose between the
descriptions in (31), in a context in which every farmer had cleaned both a horse and a rabbit.
(31)

a.

Every farmer cleaned a horse or a rabbit.

b.

Every farmer cleaned a horse and a rabbit.

The finding was that children consistently rewarded the puppet who provided the description
in (31)b, which is the most informative statement.
In a second experiment, children were told a story about the Easter Bunny who had given a
bottle of water to five girls. Of the five girls, three had picked both a turtle and a bunch of
flowers, one had picked only a turtle, and one only a bunch of flowers. There was a sixth girl,
who picked a teddy bear, but she was not given a bottle of water. Children were asked to
choose between the following descriptions of the story:
(32)

a.

Every girl who picked a turtle or a bunch of flowers received a bottle of water.

b.

Every girl who picked a turtle and a bunch of flowers received a bottle
of water.

In this condition, children consistently rewarded the puppet who had used the disjunction
operator or (i.e., (32)a). The results suggest that children’s use of information strength reflects
the different entailment properties of the two arguments of the universal quantifier every.
Again, the findings resist explanation on the Partial Competence account of children’s
interpretation of the universal quantifier.
7. Conclusion
In the past few years research has focused on various aspects of children’s semantic
competence, including downward entailment and quantification. The present study pulls these
two lines of research together, using children’s interpretation of the disjunction operator or as
a yardstick of their knowledge of downward entailment. This, in turn, can be viewed as a
measure of children’s knowledge of quantification. In this paper we have argued that
children’s mastery of downward entailment extends to one of its most interesting features,
namely the asymmetry between the two arguments of the universal quantifier. The findings of
these experimental investigations are not surprising if one adopts the Full Competence view
defended by Crain et al. (1996), but they are not anticipated on the view that children
experience difficulties in the mapping between the syntactic form and the semantic
representation of sentences containing the universal quantifier.
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Abstract
It is well known that plural pronouns can have quantified antecedents which do not ccommand them. While both Heim’s E-type approach and DRT’s Abstraction approach can
handle some cases of this, there are certain cases neither approach can handle, when the
quantified antecedent is embedded with the scope of another quantifier. We show how both
approaches can be modified to solve the problem.

1 The Problem
Evans (77,80) points out that a quantifier can be the antecedent for a plural pronoun which is
outside the quantifier’s scope, as illustrated by the following examples:
(1)

John beats most donkeys he owns. They (“the donkeys John owns and beats”) complain.

(2)

Every farmer beats most donkeys he owns. They (“the donkeys the farmers own and
beat”) complain.

(3)

Every student turned in a paper. They (“the papers the students turned in”) were all
identical.

(4)

Each time every student turned in a paper they (“the papers the students turned in”)
were all identical.

Evans’ solution to this problem is his E-Type approach, according to which the pronoun denotes
“the object(s), if any, which verify the antecedent quantifier-containing clause” (Evans 1980)[p.
219]. Thus “they” is interpreted according to the parenthesized paraphrases in (1) - (4). This
basic insight has been incorporated in DRT as the Abstraction operation (Kamp and Reyle 1993)
and in the LF-based E-Type approach of (Heim 1990). However, neither of these approaches
correctly captures all the above readings.
In what follows, I first compare Heim’s and Kamp & Reyle’s approaches. While Heim’s approach succeeds with (1), it fails with (2)-(4), because it produces a pronoun representation with
free variables. Kamp & Reyle’s Abstraction is a more flexible implementation of Evans’ idea
than Heim’s. Abstraction nonetheless fails on (2), again because of a free variable problem.
I present a solution to this problem in which Abstraction can add discourse referents in higher
level boxes. This solution involves a somewhat different representation than that of Kamp and
Reyle, which I term ι-Abstractions. The resulting representations provide a general solution
to the above problem; the desired truth conditions can be derived by relying on a cumulative
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interpretation with scope over the entire Abstraction box. Next, I show that a similar solution
is possible for Heim’s E-Type approach. Then I examine a problem with unwanted inferences
involving decreasing quantifiers and Abstraction. This problem appears to be avoided with
Heim’s approach, although the relevant facts are not entirely clear.
1.1 The E-type Approach
On Heim’s approach (Heim 1990)[p. 170], “they” is interpreted as a definite description constructed from the S containing the antecedent NP. Heim assumes that the antecedent NP is raised
to a position adjoining S, giving the structure [NP S], and the resulting definite description is
[the NP S]. For (1), we have the following:
(5)

[[most x donkey(x), hei owns x] [Johni beats x]] .
(They) [[[the X donkey(X), hei owns X] [Johni beats X]] X complain].

The antecedent quantified NP (“most donkeys he owns”), together with the matrix S (“John
beats x”) is copied to the position of the E-type pronoun, “they”. The determiner of the antecedent NP is replaced with “the”. (This is the effect of Heim’s approach, although it is not
described in exactly this way.) In addition, I will permit singular, lowercase variables to be converted to plural, uppercase variables. This is an extension of Heim’s account, which does not
apply to the case of plurals, although Heim briefly considers the issue of plurals, and considers
the possibility “we waive [the] requirement . . . for syntactic number agreement” [p. 172].
I will also follow the standard assumption, discussed in (Evans 1977, Evans 1980) and much
subsequent literature, that definite descriptions involve a maximality requirement. Finally, we
observe that plural variables permit a variety of readings; in the above example, X is interpreted
distributively. In other words, there is an implicit universal quantification over the elements of
the set (see discussion in, eg, (Kamp and Reyle 1993)[p. 326]). So the set X described by the
constructed definite description is the maximal set X such that:
(6)

x : xεX . donkey(x) AND hei owns x AND Johni beats x

This is the set of donkeys owned and beaten by John, as desired. We now turn to (2). Heim’s
approach produces the following representation:
(7)

[[every x farmer(x)] [[most y donkey(y) x owns y] [x beats y]]].
[[the Y donkey(Y), x owns Y] [x beats Y]] Y complain]


The representation for “they” is “the donkeys x owns and x beats”. This contains a free variable
x, which is not interpretable. (Heim 1990) points out the same problem for (3) and (4).
1.2 Abstraction in DRT
We turn now to DRT’s Abstraction, which is defined as follows (Kamp and Reyle 1993)[p. 343]:
Given a triggering configuration which is a QNP represented as a duplex condition K1 Qv
K2 , occurring in DRS K, we






Form the union K0


K1


K2 .
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Choose a discourse referent w from the Universe of K0 , and add to K a new discourse
referent Y , together with this condition: Y Σw : K0 .


For (1) we produce the following representation:

X
x
donkey(x), own(John,x)


most x


beat(John,x)

(8)
X=Σx

donkey(x), own(John,x), beat(John,x)

complain(X)

So the set X is the maximal sum constructed of elements x such that x is a donkey owned and
beaten by John, as desired.
Unlike Heim’s approach, Abstraction successfully handles (3) and (4). Consider (3): on Heim’s
approach, the pronoun representation is “the papers turned in by x”, with x unbound. The
Abstraction approach avoids this problem, because x is implicitly existentially quantified in the
resulting representation.

Y
x
student(x)


every x


y
paper(y),
turned-in(x,y)

(9)
Y=Σy

x
student(x),
paper(y),
turned-in(x,y)

identical(Y)

Here, Y is the maximal sum of objects y such that y is a paper turned in by some student x.
Abstraction also produces the correct representation for (4).
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x
student(x)
(10)

t
time(t)


each t


Y=Σy



every x


y
paper(y),turned-in(x,y,t)

x
student(x), paper(y), turned-in(x,y,t)

identical(Y)

Here, for each time t, we construct a sum Y consisting of all papers y turned in by some student
x at time t. This is as desired. However, Abstraction fails on (2), producing the following DRS:

Y

(11)

x
farmer(x)


every x


y
donkey(y),
own(x,y)


most y


beat(x,y)

Y = Σ y donkey(y),own(x,y),beat(x,y)

complain(Y)
Following the definition of Abstraction, the discourse referent Y is introduced within the box
containing the antecedent duplex condition (“most donkeys”) . Since this is an embedded box,
Y is not accessible to the pronoun “They”.
2 The Solution: ι-Abstraction
The problem for Abstraction involves nesting of boxes; if the antecedent duplex condition is
nested, the plural discourse marker is introduced in a nested box. But example 2 shows that
it must be made accessible in higher level boxes. Our solution is to modify Abstraction, so
that it can introduce a plural discourse referent in a higher level box. This will require some
modifications in both the construction and the interpretation of Abstractions, and I will define
an alternative form of Abstractions, ι(iota)-Abstractions.
2.1 Abstractions at Higher Levels
We allow Abstraction to introduce a plural discourse referent at a higher level than the antecedent duplex condition. The boxes introduced at higher levels will require a somewhat dif152
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ferent interpretation than the Σ-boxes of the Kamp and Reyle. So I will write these higher level
boxes as ι-boxes. We produce the following representation for (2).

X,Y

x
farmer(x)

every x




y
donkey(y),
own(x,y)

most y




beat(x,y)

(12)
y
donkey(y),own(x,y)

X=Σx

farmer(x),

Y=ιY

donkey(Y),own(X,Y),beat(X,Y)



most y


beat(x,y)

complain(Y)

Now the discourse referent Y is accessible at the top-level DRS, where it is needed. (Here, we
have also applied Abstraction on the set X , representing the farmers.) However, our solution
requires some changes to Abstraction, both in terms of the Construction Rule and the interpretation of the box produced by Abstraction.
2.2 Construction Rule: ι-Abstractions
The plural discourse referent Y is introduced above using ι rather than Σ. This is meant to indicate that, rather than summing up all the values of a given singular variable, we place conditions
which determine a unique maximal set. Thus, the Abstraction construction rule must contain
two options, allowing the construction of ι-boxes in addition to Σ-boxes.
Given a QNP represented as a duplex condition K1




Form the union K0


K1




Qv


K2 , occurring in DRS K

K2 .

– Choose a discourse referent w from the Universe of K0 , and add to K a new discourse
referent Y , together with this condition: Y Σw : K0 .
OR


– add to K (where K contains K), a new discourse referent Y , together with this
condition: Y ιY : K0 .


The two options are either to add the new discourse referent to the box K which contains the
antecedent duplex condition, as in the original rule, or add the new discourse referent to a higher
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level box, in which case we have an ι-box, with the alternative representation. Since we have
now moved the box K0 to a higher level, variables bound within K0 may become unbound. Any
such variable is converted to a plural discourse referent, and its interpretation is also fixed by
Abstraction.
2.3 How Much Higher?
Our construction rule for ι-boxes states that the plural discourse referent be added to a box K
which contains K, the box containing the antecedent duplex condition. This places no limit
on how many levels up it is possible to move. We suspect that this is correct; in (13), the set
definition for Y is introduced two levels higher than the box containing the antecedent duplex
condition “most papers”.
(13)

Each time, most students turned in most papers. They were all identical.

t
time(t)

each t



x
student(x)

most x



y
paper(y)

most y



turned-in(x,y,t)

time(t)

T=Σt

x
student(x)

most x

y
paper(y)

X=ιX

student(X),

Y=ιY

paper(Y) turned-in(X,Y,T)



y
paper(y)

most y



most y



turned-in(x,y,t)

turned-in(X,y,T)

identical(Y)

Here, T is defined by an ordinary, Σ-box: it is the set of all times t such that most students
turned in most papers at time t. X and Y are defined by ι-boxes: the intended interpretation for
X is the set of students that turned in most papers at one of the times in T , and Y is the set of
papers turned in by one of the students x at one of the times t. Below, we describe exactly how
these interpretations are achieved.
3 Interpretation of ι-Abstractions
Recall Kamp and Reyle’s interpretation rule for Σ-boxes (Kamp and Reyle 1993)[p. 420]:
(14)

  

X ΣzK is verified by a function f in Model M iff
f X
b : bεUM &M f
K
zb
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This rule states that X is the maximal sum of individuals b such that, when b is the value for z,
K is true. Our ι-boxes require a somewhat modified version of this rule:
(15)

 

X ιX K is verified by a function f in Model M iff 
f X
S&M f K AND S g such that g f X S &M















g

K, S S

This rule states that the ι-box is verified by f if f maps X to a set S such that all the conditions
in K are true, and furthermore, S is the maximal such set.
We return now to (12), where we constructed the following ι-box:

(16)

Y=ιY

donkey(Y),own(X,Y),beat(X,Y)

The set Y is defined as “donkeys owned and beaten by X”. Since Y’s definition occurs outside
the scope of “every x”, X is interpreted according to the set definition, “farmers who beat most
of the donkeys they own”. Intuitively, this should mean: the maximal set Y such that Y are
donkeys, the X own the Y’s, and the X beat the Y’s. Or more naturally, the set of donkeys that
are owned and beaten by the farmers (X).
In fact, this interpretation is available in DRT, making use of what (Kamp and Reyle 1993)[p.
414] term the “cumulative interpretation”, citing (Scha 1981). The following definition is
adapted from (Kamp and Reyle 1993)[p. 414]:
(17)

 

R A B 

 

 

a : aεA  b : bεB  R a b AND b : bεB  a : aεA  R a b

I follow Kamp and Reyle in treating the cumulative interpretation as involving implicit quantification over the two set variables involved. However, with ι-Abstractions, the quantification
must have scope over the entire ι-box, rather than the individual conditions within the box. Thus
we interpret the box above as follows:
(18)






 
 

 
 

Y=ιY
y : yεY  x : xεX  donkey y own x y beat x y AND
x : xεX  y : yεY  donkey y own x y beat x y .



This means that Y is the set of all donkeys such that, for every donkey y, there is an x in X such
that x owns and beats y, and for every farmer x in X , there is a donkey y, such that x owns and
beats y. Note that this gives a different reading than treating the conditions independently as
cumulative predications:
(19)

 

 

y : yεY  x : xεX  own x y AND x : xεX  y : yεY  beat x y

This would allow donkeys as elements of Y as long as they are owned by some farmer and
beaten by some different farmer. (18) correctly restricts Y to include only donkeys that are
beaten and owned by the same farmer. The reading represented by (19) is weaker than that of
(18), and does not appear to be naturally available. It may be that this is merely a preference,
and that the weaker reading is also possible under certain circumstances. But I will not attempt
to resolve that issue here.
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4 A Solution for Heim’s E-Type Approach
A similar solution is available for Heim’s E-Type Approach. Consider the problematic LF given
above in Section (1), for example (2):
(20)

[[every x farmer(x)] [[most y donkey(y) x owns y] [x beats y]]].
[the Y. donkey(Y) x owns Y] [x beats Y]] Y complain.


The apparent problem is that x appears free in the definite description that is constructed as the
interpretation of “They”. However, Heim’s approach affords a natural solution to this problem:
since x appears outside the scope of a coindexed, quantificational antecedent, it can be treated
as an E-type pronoun. Thus it should itself be treated as an implicit definite description which
is reconstructed in the usual way. This gives rise to the following LF:
(21)

[[the Y donkeys(Y ) [the X farmers(X ) [[most y donkey(y) x owns y] [x beats y]]]
owns Y ] [x beats y]] [Y complain].

Finally the definite description is raised, to produce the final representation.
(22)

[the X farmers(X ) [[most y donkeys(y) x owns y] [x beats y]]] [[the Y donkeys(Y )
X owns Y ] [X beats Y ]] [Y complain].

There is no longer the problem of a free variable x. Note again that the singular x has been
reconstructed as a plural variable X . Does the above LF give the right interpretation? As long
as we assume that distributive and cumulative interpretations are generally available, the correct
interpretation is available, in much the same way as it was for the ι-Abstractions discussed
above.
The set X is defined by the following description:
(23)

[the X farmers(X ) [[most y donkeys(y) X owns y] [X beats y]]]

Interpreting the predication distributively over X , we get the following:
(24)

[the X . x : xεX  farmer(x) [[most y donkeys(y) x owns y] [x beats y]]]

This is the set of all farmers who beat most of the donkeys that they own, as desired. Next we
have the set Y , defined as follows.
(25)

[[the Y donkeys(Y ) X owns Y ] [X beats Y ]] [Y complain].

Assuming a cumulative interpretation, we have this:


(26)



the Y  y : yεY . x : xεX .(donkey(y),own(x,y),beat(x,y)) AND
x : xεX  y : yεY .(donkey(y),own(x,y),beat(x,y)).]

Thus we can see that in fact no real modification is necessary to Heim’s approach, other than
observing that the E-type strategy is available to any variable outside the scope of a coindexed
quantificational antecedent. The desired interpretation can then be obtained by appealing to
generally available distributive and cumulative interpretations.
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5 Abstraction and Decreasing Quantifiers
We have seen how the DRT-based Abstraction approach and Heim’s E-type approach can be
successfully modified to deal with the problematic examples involving free variables in the antecedent to plural pronouns. I would like to examine the following difference between Heim’s
approach and the DRT approach: on the DRT approach, Abstraction applies freely to any duplex
condition. On Heim’s approach, it is the occurrence of the E-Type pronoun which first gives
rise to the construction of the definite description, which presupposes the existence of the described set. (Nouwen 2002) argues that DRT’s Abstraction leads to a problem with decreasing
quantifiers, because of the following difference in entailments:
(27)

Few congressmen admire Kennedy 

(28)

Few congressmen admire Kennedy, and they are very junior
admire Kennedy.

Some congressmen admire Kennedy.


Some congressmen

Nouwen notes that the duplex condition itself (“few congressman”) does not entail the existence of the relevant set. Apparently it is the pronoun which is the source of the entailment.
This suggests that DRT Abstraction should be modified to follow the Heim account in this regard; Abstraction should not be permitted to apply unless it is needed, to resolve a pronoun
occurrence.
The facts are not entirely clear, however. Consider the following example:
(29)

If few students turn in the homework, I give them high grades, and make the next
homework easier.

X

student(x)


    
  few x

turn-in-hw(x)



y
give(I,X,high-grade)
make-easier(I,y)
next-uw(y)

X=Σx

student(x)
turn-in-hw(x)

Note that Abstraction must apply because of the pronoun “them”. This means that the restrictor
box means “few (but some) students turn in the homework”. This appears to give the wrong truth
conditions, by strengthening the antecedent of the conditional. In particular, in the case where
no students turned in the homework, the antecedent would simply be false, so that it would not
entail that I make the next homework easier. This seems to be incorrect. One solution would be
to permit Abstraction to construct empty sets as antecedents for pronouns.
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6 Conclusion
While DRT and Heim’s E-Type approach both incorporate Evans’ basic insight concerning plural pronouns beyond the scope of quantified antecedents, both approaches fail in some cases,
because of problems with unwanted free variables. I have shown how the DRT Abstraction
approach can be modified to solve this problem in a general way, by adding a different form of
Abstractions, ι-Abstractions. I showed that the most natural interpretation can be derived by using cumulative interpretations, with scope over the entire ι-box. I show that a similar solution is
available for Heim’s approach. Finally, I addressed some apparent problems with interpretations
involving DRT’s Abstraction and decreasing quantifier antecedents. While Heim’s approach appears to avoid the problem, I give an example showing that the facts about entailments in such
cases are not entirely clear.
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Abstract
In this paper I will argue that meaning effects of stress on pronouns are general interpretive
effects of constituent focus. I propose two constraints, Contrastive Stress and Continuing Topic,
to deal with the interpretation of stressed pronouns in English. These two constraints and their
interaction also account for some well-known data that are usually analysed via the
Complementary Preference Hypothesis.

1. STRESS ON ANAPHORIC PRONOUNS
In the 1974 movie The conversation the utterance He’d kill us if he got the chance plays a
major role.2 The leading actor Gene Hackman fears for the killing of the ‘us’ after having
tape-recorded their conversation for his client, who happens to be the ‘he’. In the end,
however, the couple has killed Hackman’s client and not the other way around. After this
surprising outcome, we hear the central utterance once more, but then we suddenly hear He’ll
kill US if he got the chance, with stress on us. Did we previously misunderstood the utterance
or didn’t hear well? No, our interpretation of the utterance is deliberately manipulated by the
makers of the movie. The last time the recorded utterance is played, it is pronounced
differently. This obviously changes the whole plot. Only at that point in the movie, we
understand part of the central utterance as containing the horrible message: we’ll kill HIM.
How come?
All languages in the world appear to have personal pronouns, but they come in different
forms, for instance full versus reduced ones or free versus bound ones. In languages that have
both reduced and non-reduced pronouns, the reduced ones are specialized for anaphoricity,
the non-reduced ones have focus functions (cf. Bresnan 2001). In languages that do not have
different types of pronouns, the interaction with prosody gives the same result: unstressed
pronouns need less effort; hence they are specialized for anaphoricity, while the stressed ones
have focus functions. However, stress is used for different reasons in language (new
information, contrast, shift in reference) and it is not always clear what principles guide a
hearer’s interpretation of a stressed or unstressed pronoun in a certain context. What are the
different types of constraints that play a part in (un) stressed pronoun resolution and how do
these interact? In this article the interpretation of stressed pronouns in discourse will be
analysed in an optimality theoretic fashion.
Pronouns are usually studied in their anaphoric uses, although it is well known that they can
be used deictically as well. For example, Bosch (1983) gives the following question-answer
pair:
1

This paper will appear in 2003 in a volume on Optimality Theorety and Pragmatics, edited by Reinhard
Blutner and Henk Zeevat (to be published by Palgrave/Macmillans). I am indebted to the Netherlands
Organisation of Scientific Research (NWO) for financial support, grants 051-02-070 for the Cognition project
“Conflicts in interpretation” and 220-70-003 for the PIONIER project “Case cross-linguistically”. Thanks for
valuable feedback to the organizers and audience of Sinn und Bedeutung 7, where I presented this paper.
2
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the other night, to watch it again and find out about the trick with the (un)stressed pronouns.
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(1) Did anybody leave that lecture yesterday?
(2) HE left.
As Bosch notes, in reply to the question in (1) there would be nobody in the focus of attention
who he could link up to. Instead, he would have to bring somebody into focus that has not
been in focus already. In such a case, he is accented, indicated by the capitals in (2). Bosch
(1983) adds “in order to bring into focus someone who has not already been the focus of
attention, he, in the deictic use, would most naturally be accompanied by a pointing gesture”
(Bosch, p.58). In written texts, this pointing is sometimes described, as in the following
examples (boldface is mine; pronouns that were put in italics by the author to indicate that
they are stressed, are replaced by pronouns in capitals):
(3) In their fort on the Lynx Hills the three Lynkestids, the sons of Aioropos, stood on
their brown stone ramparts. It was an open place, safe from eavesdroppers. They had
left their guest downstairs, having heard what he had to say, but given no answer yet.
Around them stretched a reat sky of white towering clouds, fringed with mountains. It
was late spring; on the bare peaks above the forests, only the deepest gullies showed
veins of snow.
‘Say what you like, both of you,’ said the eldest, Alexandros, ‘but I don’t trust it. What
if this comes from the old fox himself, to test us? Or to trap us, have you thought of
that?’
‘Why should he?’ asked the second brother, Heromenes. ‘And why now?’
‘Where are your wits? He is taking his army into Asia, and you ask why now.’
‘Well,’ said the youngest, Arrabaios, ‘that’s enough for him surely, without stirring up
the west? No if it had been that, it would have come two years ago, when he was
planning to march south.’
‘As HE says’ - Heromenes jerked his head towards the stairway - ‘now’s the time.
Once Philip’s set out, he will have his hostage for us.’ He looked at Alexandros,
whose feudal duty it was to lead their tribal levies in the King’s war. He stared back
resentfully; already before this, he had been thinking that once his back was turned,
the others would ride out on some mad foray that would cost him his head.3
[HE = the guest downstairs]
(4) ‘This lad’s only nineteen,’ said Heromenes. ‘If Philip dies now, with no other son
besides the lackwit, then YOU’ - he stabbed his finger at Alexandros - ‘are next in
line.’
[YOU = Alexandros]
In most cases, however, pronouns are anaphoric. Anaphoric pronouns refer to individuals
already introduced and salient in the discourse. There is an antecedent in the linguistic context
to which the pronoun is anaphorically linked. As such, anaphoric pronouns are often
continuing topics or at least, they are part of the background and not in focus. Because of this,
anaphoric pronouns are usually de-accented, yet this is not necessarily the case. Anaphoric
pronouns may be stressed as well, in which case the accent does not indicate deixis, nor the
introduction of a novel referent in the discourse, but rather it signals contrast in the discourse.
Consider the following examples of dialogues from Vallduví (1990) (stress indicated by
capitals again):
3

The examples in (3) and (4) are taken from the novel Fire from Heaven by Mary Renault.
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(5) S1: Good morning. I am here to see Mrs. Bush again.
S2: Sure, Mr. Smith. Let’s see... One of her assistents will be with you in a second.
S1: Could I see HER today? I’m always talking to her assistents.
(6) [At a grocery’s cash register]
S1: It’s $1.20... o.k... Here’s your change and here’s your broccoli.
S2: Thank you.
S1: Thank YOU.
In the dialogue in (5), the stressed pronoun her is anaphoric as it refers back to Mrs. Bush.
Constituent (or narrow) focus evokes contrast within a contextually salient set of alternatives
(Rooth 1992). A rhetorical relation of contrast is established between two similar but in at
least one respect crucially different events (Mann & Thompson 1988, Asher 1994). In the
dialogue in (5) the relevant contrast is between the event of seeing one of Mrs. Bush’s
assistants versus the event of seeing Mrs. Bush herself. That is, in (5) the conversational
implicature evoked by the accent on her is that the first speaker does not want to see one of
Mrs. Bush’s assistants (cf. Rooth 1992). Similarly, in (6), the accent on you in thank you
establishes a relation of contrast between the event when speaker 1 thanks speaker 2 and the
one when speaker 2 thanks speaker 1. That is, the conversational implicature is understood as:
Don’t thank me.
Consider as a further illustration of the contrast evoking function of stress the following
paradigm:
(7) a. HE kissed me.
b. He kissed ME.
c. HE kissed ME.
Without further context, the pronoun he in (7a) can be interpreted either deictically or
anaphorically. When it’s an anaphoric pronoun, the stress evokes a contrastive interpretation
that may be paraphrased as HE, not somebody else, kissed me. Similarly, (7b) is paraphrased
as He kissed ME, not somebody else. Now, what happens in (7c)? I claim that the relation of
contrast evoked by the two stressed pronouns in (7c) – in the absence of further context – is
interpreted as the contrast between two similar yet crucially different situations, namely one
when he kissed me and the other when I kissed him. The implicature of HE kissed ME can
thus be formulated as And not the other way around.4

2. KAMEYAMA’S COMPLEMENTARY PREFERENCE HYPOTHESIS
In this article I will argue against Kameyama (1999) who claims to have a unified account of
interpretation preferences of stressed and unstressed pronouns in discourse. Kameyama’s
central intuition is expressed as the “Complementary Preference Hypothesis” taking the
interpretation preference of the unstressed pronoun as the base from which to predict the
interpretation preference of the stressed pronoun in the same discourse position.

4

I do not want to exclude the possibility that in the presence of further context (it has to be quite a rich context,
then) it is possible to establish contrast between two other situations, for example HE kissed ME versus SHE
kissed YOU.
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(8) Complementary Preference Hypothesis (CPH): A focused pronoun takes the
complementary preference of the unstressed counterpart.
(Kameyama 1999, p.315)
So, Kameyama claims that the preferred value of a stressed anaphoric pronoun in discourse is
predictable from the preferred value of its unstressed counterpart, and that they draw their
values from the same ‘currently salient’ subset of the domain. The problem of choosing
among alternative values for pronouns has been investigated in the framework of centering
theory (Grosz et al. 1995). Unstressed pronouns, in particular, are primarily used to indicate
the backward-looking center, or as I will call it in this article, the continuing topic. In
Kameyama’s approach, an unstressed pronoun normally realizes a ‘maximally salient entity’
of an appropriate number-person type. This for example accounts for the preference for a
pronoun to corefer with the matrix subject in the previous utterance as in the following
example, discussed by Kameyama (1999).
(9) John hit Bill. Mary told him to go home.
[him = John]
In (10) however, world knowledge about the relation hit (namely, that when x hits y, y is
normally hurt) overrules the fact that John is more salient than Bill, which results in Bill
preferred over John for the unstressed counterpart of he. 5 As a consequence, the
complementary preference hypothesis makes John preferred over Bill for the stressed pronoun
in (11).
(10)
[he = Bill]

John hit Bill. Then he was injured.

(11)
John hit Bill. Then HE was injured.
[HE = John]
Thus, Kameyama’s Complementary Preference Hypothesis correctly derives the right
interpretation for the stressed pronoun in (11).
Kameyama furthermore discusses the following two famous sequences (cf. Lakoff 1971):
(12)
Paul called Jim a Republican. Then he insulted him.
[Paul insulted Jim.]
(13)
Paul called Jim a Republican. Then HE insulted HIM.
[Jim insulted Paul.]
On the basis of these examples, Kameyama claims there to be a systematic relation between
the stressed and unstressed counterparts, which is of a complementary preference within a
suitable subset of the domain. The assumption is that stressed and unstressed counterparts
choose their values from the same salient subset of the domain of individuals.
(14)
Jack and Mary are good friends. {He / HE} is from Louisiana.
[He / HE = Jack]
5

A reviewer pointed out that for him/her, the preference in (10) is not Bill but John, and the reason would be the
presence of then. Without then, it would be Bill, as claimed by Kameyama. This might well be true, but for the
sake of a proper discussion, I will stick to Kameyama’s (1999) literal examples and not modify them.
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In other words, in (14) the Complementary Preference Hypothesis cannot be applied, which
would make it unclear why stress would be used. Kameyama (1999) argues that when the
salient subset is a singleton, as in (14), the focus constraint for the stressed pronoun is
satisfied by accommodation. For (14) this means that a contrasting presupposition Mary is not
from Louisiana is accommodated.
In the following, I will argue against Kameyama’s analysis of the use of stressed pronouns in
(11), (13), and (14). On the basis of several counterarguments, I will reject the
Complementary Preference Hypothesis.

3. CONTRAST
I would like to claim that the preferred interpretation of all the stressed pronouns above, is in
fact the contrastive reading. In (11), repeated below as (15), this makes sense, precisely in
view of our world knowledge about hit.
(15)
John hit Bill. Then HE was injured.
[HE = John]
The contrast evoked by the stressed pronoun is between the unexpected situation when John is
injured as the result of his hitting somebody else and the ‘normal’ situation when Bill is
injured as a result of being hit. Thus, we get the interpretation Then JOHN was injured with
the implicature and not Bill (contrary to what you might expect). It is not a coincidence, that
stress is used in a context where a relation of contrast is easily evoked by the sequence of
predicates that is used: hit –being injured. Additional evidence for the natural occurrence of
stress in the example in (15) is that it is maintained if we replace the pronoun by John: Then
JOHN was injured.
Beaver (to appear) uses a different example to illustrate the Complementary Preference
Hypothesis, where in my opinion the judgements and the interpretation of stress is far less
clear than in Kameyama’s example (15). The fragment discussed by Beaver is given in (16):
(16)

Fred was eating. He saw Jim. HE winked.

According to Beaver, the stressed pronoun HE is interpreted as Jim, in accordance with
Kameyama’s Complementary Preference Hypothesis. However, I have some problems with
the interpretation of the stressed pronoun in (16). I guess I would like to claim that the
pronoun is still ambiguous as long as the stress is not naturally interpreted as signalling
contrast between two events, simply because in our world knowledge there is no clear
expectation with respect to the connection between either to see or to be seen and to wink. So,
the implicature evoked by the stress (Somebody else did not wink) is not by itself interpretable
without further context, which makes the sequence in (16) harder to interpret than
Kameyama’s (15). This intuition is supported by the observation, that stress is maintained
when we replace the pronoun by a proper name in (15), but not in (16). That is, there is no
tendency at all to stress the second occurrence of Jim in Fred was eating. He saw Jim. Jim
winked. In fact, stressing Jim here (Fred was eating. He saw Jim. JIM winked) sounds odd,
just as HE winked sounds odd in this context, in my view.
For Kameyama, the preference order among alternative values for the stressed pronoun in
(15) (John, Bill) is the complement of the preference order for its unstressed counterpart (Bill,
John). However, in (17) below, John and Mary cannot be alternative values for the same
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pronoun. Yet, I would like to claim that in (17) we get the same type of reading for the
stressed pronoun. That is, the stressed pronoun again evokes a rhetorical relation of contrast
between two similar yet crucially different situations. Clearly, the Complementary Preference
Hypothesis cannot account for that effect, as Mary does not provide an alternative value for
HE.
(17)
John hit Mary. Then HE was injured.
[HE = John]
A similar observation has been made by Prince (1981) with respect to the example in (13),
repeated below as (18).
(18)
Paul called Jim a Republican. Then HE insulted HIM.
[Jim insulted Paul.]
In (19) we get the same stress pattern as in (18), despite the fact that the two pronouns do not
have the same range of possible values (cf. Prince 1981):
(19)

Paul called Jane a Republican. Then SHE insulted HIM.

The stress on the pronouns in (18) as well as (19) evokes contrast, rather than a shift in
preferred reference. That is, as was pointed out with respect to (7c) above, when the two
pronominal arguments are stressed, the situation described by the argument structure is
contrasted with the situation described by the reversed argument order in the preceding
clause. Again (like in (15)), when we replace the pronouns by proper names, the stress is
preferably maintained: Paul called Jim a Republican. Then JIM insulted PAUL. Hence, we
get the implicature And not the other way around both in (18) and in (19). That explains that
to call someone a Republican is interpreted as an instantiation of insult in (18) and (19), but
not in (12) above with the unstressed counterparts of the two pronouns. This is further
illustrated by using either two identical predicates in (20) or two different predicates in (21).
In (21), as in (22), the use of stress is not necessary, whereas in (20) it is.
(20)
(21)
(22)

Paul insulted Jane. Then SHE insulted HIM.
Paul called Jane a Republican. Then she HIT him.6
When she threatened him with her womanhood, he hated her.7

Because there is no contrastive relation between the situation described by the when-clause
and the situation described by the main clause, the reversed order of the pronouns in the
second clause does not have to be marked by stress (she-him versus he-her) in (21) and (22).
The contrast evoking function of stress is also obvious in the following examples from Postal
(1972) where in each case, only one value for the pronoun is available, and the stress merely
signals contrast between the situation described in the sentence and the situation described by
the conversational implicature. Without further context, we come up with an implicature like
somebody else is a dope in (23). In (24)-(27) the contrasted situations are not just implicated,
but are part of the meaning via the quantificational (focus association) elements such as only
6

A reviewer claimed that there has to be a stress on she as well: Paul called Jane a Republican. Then SHE HIT
him. Interestingly, the reviewer pointed out that the additional stress is not necessary if the second clause is
subordinated: Paul insulted Jane, whereupon she HIT him.

7

From Fire from Heaven by Mary Renault.
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and no other than. So, we get the others in our class don’t have telepathic powers, others
didn’t agree to defend that theory, all the others agreed to forget that, and other people don’t
put ketchup on their cornflakes, respectively.
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)

Melvin, and HE is no dope, thinks that the proof is correct.
Melvin, and only HE of those in our class, has revealed telepathic powers.
Joan, but no other than SHE, has agreed to defend that theory.
Except for Bob, and I am not even sure of HIM, we all agreed to forget that.
Tony and HE alone, puts ketchup on his cornflakes.

At this point, reconsider Kameyama’s example (14), repeated as (28) below:
(28)
Jack and Mary are good friends. {He / HE} is from Louisiana.
[He / HE = Jack]
In this example again, the stress signals a contrast between two situations. When the pronoun
he is stressed, the sentence in (28) gives rise to the conversational implicature that Mary is not
from Louisiana. In the following example from Bosch (1983), the two situations described by
the coordinated main clauses are similar in that they are both anaphoric to the rhetorical
antecedent event described by the when-clause (cf. De Hoop and De Swart 2000); the contrast
is between the two (shifted) topics involved in the anaphoric events, the male and the female.
This contrast is marked by the stressed pronouns:
(29)

When the Smiths arrived, HE waited in the car and SHE rang the bell.

4. FIRE FROM HEAVEN
So far, I have pointed out that in all those cases where no alternative values for stressed
pronouns are available, the Complementary Preference Hypothesis cannot be applied. Instead,
the stress evokes a rhetorical contrast between situations that are around in the discourse or
implied by the content of the utterance. With respect to the examples of Kameyama, where
alternative values are in fact available, I claimed that the contrastive reading is maintained.
But of course, from this I cannot conclude that the Complementary Preference Hypothesis
should be rejected. It could well be that both the Complementary Preference Hypothesis and a
contrast evoking condition constrain the interpretation of stressed pronouns in discourse. In
order to reject the Complementary Preference Hypothesis, we should look for examples
where the Complementary Preference Hypothesis can be applied but does not give the right
results (in the sense that the predicted value for a stressed pronoun does not correspond with
the actual interpretation), or ideally, where we observe a clear conflict between a reading
predicted by the Complementary Preference Hypothesis and one predicted by a condition
dealing with the rhetorical relation of contrast. In this section I will argue that such examples
indeed exist and that the conflict is resolved in favour of the contrastive reading.
In the novel Fire from heaven by Mary Renault I found 50 examples of stressed pronouns,
indicated by the author by means of italics (replaced by capitals by me). For the vast majority
of these examples, it can be argued that the stress signals contrastive focus. On the other hand,
none of these examples can be explained by the Complementary Preference Hypothesis alone.
The following example illustrates once more the event in which the Complementary
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Preference Hypothesis cannot account for the stress as there is no alternative value for the
second person pronoun:
(30)

‘Well, it teaches you to bear your wounds when you go to war.’
‘War? But you’re only six.’
‘Of course not, I’m eight next Lion Month. You can see that.’
‘So am I. But YOU don’t look it, you look six.’
(YOU = the addressee)

In (30) the stress signals a contrast between the situations that the addressee doesn’t look
eight and the speaker himself who does look eight.
Some other examples where the Complementary Preference Hypothesis cannot apply are
(31)-(33) with a stressed third person pronoun:
(31)
‘Of course,’he said. ‘I shall kill Attalos as soon as I can do it. It will be best in
Asia.’ Hephaistion nodded; he himself, at nineteen, had long lost count of men he had
already killed. ‘Yes, he’s your mortal enemy; you’ll have to get rid of HIM. The girl’s
nothing then, the King will find another as soon as he’s on campaign.’
(HIM = Attalos)
(32)
His mother had risen on one elbow, with the clothes pulled up to her chin. ‘No,
Philip. Not tonight. It is not the time.’ The King took a stride towards the bed. ‘Not the
time?’ he said loudly. He was still panting from the stairs on a full stomach. ‘You said
that half a month ago. Do you think I can’t count, you Molossian bitch?’ The child felt
his mother’s hand, which had been curved around his body, clench into a fist. When
she spoke again it was in her fighting voice. ‘Count, you wineskin?’ You’re not fit to
know summer from winter. Go to your minion. Any day of the month is the same to
HIM.’
(HIM = your minion)
(33)
‘I left Oxhead in the road outside. Will you see him safe for me? Take a guard
or four.’
‘Yes, Alexander.’ He went off in a blaze of gratitude.
There was a felt silence; Antipatros was looking oddly under his brows. ‘Alexander.
The Queen your mother is in the theatre. Had SHE not better have a guard?’
(SHE = the Queen your mother)
In the dialogue in (31) there is only one male individual in the third person figuring in the
conversation, namely Attalos. Yet, he is referred to by a stressed pronoun. Here, the contrast
evoked by the stressed pronoun is between the situation that the addressee has to get rid of
Attalos and the situation also available in the discourse that he has to get rid of the girl. That
is, the conversational implicature that the stressed pronoun gives rise to is that the addressee
does not have to get rid of the girl. In (32) the contrast is between two situations, both
accessible in the discourse, the situation of the mother to whom the days of the month are not
the same and the situation of the minion to whom any day of the month is the same. In (33),
the situations between which a contrast is established are again both available in the
discourse, namely the situation when Oxhead (a horse) gets a guard versus the situation when
the queen gets a guard.
In (31)-(33) above again the Complementary Preference Hypothesis cannot be applied as
there are no alternative referents available for the unstressed counterparts of the pronoun. In
8
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the following text fragment, two instances of stressed pronouns provide direct evidence
against the Complementary Preference Hypothesis.
(34)
‘So, think which of them can’t afford to wait. Alexander can. Philip’s seed
tends to girls, as everyone knows. Even if Eurydike throws a boy, let the King say
what he likes while he lives, but if he dies, the Macedonians won’t accept an heir
under fighting age; HE should know that. But Olympias, now, that’s another matter.
SHE can’t wait.’
[HE = Philip/the King; SHE = Olympias]
In (34) there are two referents available for the masculine pronoun (namely, Alexander and
Philip) and two for the feminine pronoun (viz., Eurydike and Olympias). As far as I can see,
the Complementary Preference Hypothesis would predict HE to refer to Alexander and SHE
to Eurydike. Indeed, both Philip and Olympias are straightforward continuing topics at that
point in the text. As a consequence, they would count as the preferred values for the
unstressed pronouns he and she. This would automatically leave Alexander and Eurydike as
the preferred complementary values for the stressed pronouns. Neither prediction is borne out,
however. In other words, the stressed pronouns do not indicate a complementary preference in
reference compared to their unstressed counterparts. Clearly, the Complementary Preference
Hypothesis is overruled twice. At the same time, the hypothesis that stressed pronouns signal
a rhetorical relation of contrast, can still be maintained. Although this is not immediately clear
from the direct context, it is known to the reader of the novel that Philip himself became a
king when the Macedonians wouldn’t accept an heir under age. So, of all people, HE should
know. The contrast is between him knowing and other people maybe not knowing. The stress
on SHE signals the contrast between Olympias who cannot wait and Alexander who can (the
latter situation is available in the preceding discourse). Note, that we are dealing with a male
and a female referent here, whose circumstances are contrasted (one can wait, the other can’t),
but who are certainly not in the same set of possible values for the pronoun SHE. The only
other possible value for the pronoun she would be Eurydike, but the stress certainly is not
meant to shift the preferred reference from Olympias to Eurydike. Thus, the fragment in (34)
provides two clear pieces of evidence against the Complementary Preference Hypothesis. I
conclude therefore that the Complementary Preference Hypothesis is neither sufficient nor
necessary for a proper analysis of the interpretation of stressed pronouns in discourse.
Additional support for the latter claim is obtained from the work of Venditti et al. (2002) who
report the results from an experimental study of on-line interpretation of stressed subject
pronouns in English. They model the interpretation of stressed pronouns as a side-effect of
establishing a coherent structure for discourse, basically following Kehler (2002). Venditti et
al. find that accent alone is not sufficient to switch reference to a less salient entity. Rather,
the type of inferred coherence relation and the ability of the listener to resolve the
presupposition of contrast determines interpretation.

5. AN OPTIMALITY THEORETIC ANALYSIS
A theory that tries to derive the interpretation of anaphoric expressions from constraint
interaction is Optimality Theoretic Semantics (cf. Hendriks and De Hoop 1997, 2001). In this
theory each utterance is associated with an in principle infinite number of interpretations.
Hearers arrive – as fast as they do – at one or two optimal interpretations of the utterance by
evaluating the candidate interpretations with respect to a set of (conflicting) constraints. The
interpretation that arises for an utterance within a certain context maximizes the degree of
9
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constraint satisfaction and is as a consequence the best alternative (hence, optimal
interpretation) among the set of possible interpretations.
The optimal interpretations that are assigned to stressed pronouns in discourse can be
analysed in terms of two ranked constraints. The constraints are formulated below.
(35)
(36)

Continuing Topic (CT): A pronoun is interpreted as a continuing topic.
Contrastive Stress (CS): Stress on a pronoun indicates a rhetorical relation of
Contrast.

Continuing Topic can be seen as the interpretive counterpart of PRO-TOP that states that the
topic is pronominalized (Beaver, to appear). Contrastive Stress is also an interpretive
constraint in the sense that the direction of optimization goes from form, a stressed pronoun,
to interpretation, here Contrast. At least this version of Contrastive Stress does not tell us
anything about the other direction of optimization. That is, in this paper I am not concerned
with the question when a speaker should use a certain form (for example, a stressed pronoun)
to mark a certain interpretation (e.g., Contrast). The rhetorical relation Contrast is defined in
Mann and Thompson (1988) as a multi-nuclear rhetorical relation with no more than two
nuclei such that the situations presented in these two nuclei are (a) comprehended as the same
in many respects (b) comprehended as differing in a few respects and (c) compared with
respect to one or more of these differenes. According to Mann and Thompson, the effect of
Contrast is that the reader recognizes the comparability and the difference(s) yielded by the
comparison being made. Asher (1999) investigates the interaction between discourse structure
and stress. He discusses some examples that suggest that stressing has the same effect as
using a contrastive particle (such as but), introducing the rhetorical relation Contrast.
Although I formulated Contrastive Stress only with respect to pronouns, it will be clear that it
should be generalized to narrow or constituent stress in general (cf. Rooth 1992). Consider the
following example:
(37)
Q:
A1:
A2:
A3:

Setting: Mats, Steve and Paul took a calculus test. After the grading, George
asks Mats how it went.
How did it go?
Well, I passed
Well, I [PASSED]F
Well, [I]F passed

As Rooth (1992) points out, in A1, uttered with a default intonation contour, and no particular
prominence on any constituent, Mats’s answer provides a neutral description of the situation,
with no specific meaning effects related to focus. In A3, as we know by now, the stress on the
pronoun indicates a contrast between situations. Hence, we obtain the conversational
implicature that the others – Steve and Paul - did not pass. But this effect is not restricted to
stressed pronouns. In A2, by stressing passed, Mats suggests that he did no better than
passing. That is, there is a conversational implicature that Mats did not ace. In this article, I
only deal with the contrastive effect of stress on pronouns. I hope it goes without saying that
when a stressed pronoun establishes a rhetorical relation of Contrast, the two situations differ
exactly with respect to the element that gets contrastively focused, hence the referent the
stressed pronoun refers to. Therefore, in A3 above, the situation in which I passed is
contrasted with the situation in which the others passed (and not with the situation in which I
aced).
Let us now see how these two constraints Continuing Topic and Contrastive Stress account
for the right interpretations of stressed pronouns in case of the fragment in (34) above,
repeated below as (38).
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(38)
‘So, think which of them can’t afford to wait. Alexander can. Philip’s seed
tends to girls, as everyone knows. Even if Eurydike throws a boy, let the King say
what he likes while he lives, but if he dies, the Macedonians won’t accept an heir
under fighting age; HE should know that. But Olympias, now, that’s another matter.
SHE can’t wait.’
[HE = Philip/the King; SHE = Olympias]
The optimal interpretations for the stressed pronouns in (38) follow when both constraints CT
and CS are satisfied, as shown in the tableau in (39).
(39)
Constraint tableau for the interpretations of stressed pronouns
Input
Output
Contrastive Stress Continuing Topic
HE in (37) ) HE=Philip
HE=Alexander
*!
SHE in (37) ) SHE=Olympias
SHE=Eurydike
*!
The optimal interpretations are the ones we obtain when both Contrastive Stress and
Continuing Topic are satisfied. In these optimal interpretations, we establish a rhetorical
relation of Contrast induced by the stressed pronouns and we interpret the pronouns as
continuing topics. Note by the way that in order to satisfy the Complementary Preference
Hypothesis and shift reference, we would have to violate Continuing Topic. That means that
either the Complementary Preference Hypothesis in its present form does not exist at all, or if
it does exist, it must be a weak constraint, weaker at least than Continuing Topic. For the
moment I will proceed from the hypothesis that we can do without the Complementary
Preference Hypothesis altogether. This suggests that the combination of Contrastive Stress
and Continuing Topic appropriately constrains the interpretation of the stressed pronouns in
discourse. Note however that the result with respect to the stressed pronouns in (37) does not
give us any clue as to the ranking of the two constraints. The order in the tableau in (39)
above, is not meant to indicate a ranking between them. Obviously, cases in which the
optimal candidate does not violate any constraints at all do not allow us to determine the
ranking within a given set of constraints. In general, we need to look at cases that involve a
conflict between constraints in order to determine the ranking.
A case in point may be examples such as the (13)=(18) and (20) above. In these cases we may
argue that Continuing Topic is violated.8 Indeed, the violation seems to be triggered by the
necessity of establishing a rhetorical relation of contrast between two similar situations, as
required by the stressed constituents. That means that those cases provide evidence for the
ranking Contrastive Stress >> Continuing Topic as illustrated by the tableau.

8

Thanks to a reviewer for pointing out to me that because each pronoun is subject to Continuing Topic, the
winning candidate violates this constraint twice while the loser only violates it once. Because there is a strict
domination hierarchy such that Continuing Topic is weaker than Contrastive Stress, two violations of Continuing
Topic is still more harmonic than one violation of Contrastive Stress.
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Constraint tableau for the interpretations of stressed pronouns

Input
(18) Paul called
Jim
a
Republican. )
Then HE
insulted HIM.
(20) Paul
)
insulted
Jane.
Then SHE
insulted HIM.

Output
HE=Paul;
HIM=Jim
HE=Jim;
HIM=Paul

Contrastive Stress
*!

Continuing Topic
*
**

SHE=Jane;
HIM=Paul

**

In fact, we might say that the optimal interpretation of the stressed pronouns in (18) satisfies
the Complementary Preference Hypothesis. This is possible because in this example
satisfaction of the Complementary Preference Hypothesis corresponds with satisfaction of
Contrastive Stress, while Continuing Topic (a constraint that would be stronger than the
Complementary Preference Hypothesis, but weaker than Contrastive Stress) is violated by the
winning interpretation. Apparently, in a small subset of examples Contrastive Stress coincides
with complementary preference. However, we do not actually need the Complementary
Preference Hypothesis in order to account for the right interpretations of the stressed
pronouns in (18). The combination of Contrastive Stress and Continuing Topic suffices.
Moreover, the Complementary Preference Hypothesis would not contribute to computing the
right interpretations of the stressed pronouns in (20) as in that sentence the Complementary
Preference Hypothesis cannot be applied, although we do get the same type of (contrastive)
interpretation in both (18) and (20), a fact that was discussed above.
Let’s have one more look at the tableau in (40). If Paul called Jim a Republican and then Paul
insulted Jim, the stressed pronouns would not be licensed by Contrastive Stress, because there
would be no two situations available in the discourse between which a rhetorical relation of
contrast could be established. However, if the stressed pronouns refer to Jim and Paul, in that
order, Contrastive Stress is satisfied. In order to get a contrastive reading between the two
situations, they must be sufficiently similar, too. That is why in the optimal interpretation to
call somebody a Republican must be interpreted as an instantiation of to insult somebody. The
contrast is between the two situations: first Paul insulted Jim and then the other way around.
The same holds for the optimal interpretation of (20). This is in general the implicature that
we get when two pronominal arguments of a predicate are stressed in the absence of further
context (as was already observed for the example in (7c) above).
The example in (41), taken from a Dutch newspaper fragment, may serve as a final
illustration of this point (again I replaced italics that indicate stress by capitals):
(41)
SYDNEY – In de trein die van het Olympic Park terug naar de stad leidt
zingen Nederlandse supporters donderdagavond: ‘Inge is okay, olé, olé. Inge is okay,
olé, olé.’Dat vindt prins Willem-Alexander ook die een uurtje eerder in het Aquatic
Centre Inge de Bruijn kussend feliciteert met haar tweede olympische titel.
De Bruijn, tijdens de persconferentie na afloop van haar winnende 100 vrij, over dat
ene moment waarop zijn in Sydney nu eens níet het initiatief had: ‘Nee, nee, HIJ kuste
MIJ.’
(de Volkskrant, 22-09-2000)
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SYDNEY – In the train returning to town from the Olympic Park, Dutch fans sang
“Inge is OK, ole ole ole, Inge is OK, ole ole ole...” on Thursday night. Prince Willem
Alexander, who congratulated Inge de Bruijn on her second olympic title with a kiss
one hour earlier in the Aquatic Centre, thinks so too.
During the press conference following her victory in the 100 meter freestyle, De
Bruijn spoke about the one moment in Sydney in which she did NOT take the
initiative: “No, no, HE kissed ME.”
Once more, we get the right interpretation via Contrastive Stress. The interpretation is that
Willem-Alexander kissed Inge de Bruijn and the implicature says: And not the other way
around.

6. CONCLUSION
In general, the existence of (morphological) alternatives raises strong interpretive blocking
effects (Blutner, 2000). When there are two forms, it is economical to use them for different
interpretations. Thus, when there are two lexical forms for the third person singular, one
might be optimally interpreted as a continuing topic, the other one as a deictic topic, a shifted
topic or a contrastive one. The same would hold for two pronominal forms distinguished by
means of stress. In this paper I have argued that in English stress plays only a minor role in
the actual process of pronoun resolution (i.e., disambiguation). Rather, meaning effects of
stress on pronouns are general pragmatic effects of constituent stress or narrow focus. In
particular, stressed pronouns indicate the presence of a rhetorical relation of contrast between
two situations within the discourse. The optimal interpretations that are assigned to stressed
pronouns in discourse can be analyzed in terms of the interaction of only two constraints and
their ranking, such that Contrastive Stress >> Continuing Topic.
In conclusion, if the makers of The conversation would not have used a trick to mislead the
audience, the final shots would have been rather predictable. That is, if the stress would not
have been omitted in the first part of the movie, then everybody would have immediately
understood the utterance He’d kill US if he got the chance to mean no less than Let’s kill
HIM!
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Abstract
This paper presents a theory of the pre-nominal genitive in English based on the claims that it is
argument-only and polymorphic, on the one hand allowing a control interpretation delivered by ‘s
itself, and, on the other hand, three ‘constructional interpretations’: an inherently relational, a partwhole, and a producer interpretation delivered by the head noun of the genitive construction. The
paper addresses four types of evidence seeming to raise problems for the claim that producer
interpretations are semantic, i.e. available as default interpretations, rather than pragmatic. We
argue that in spite of this evidence, the hypothesis can be upheld. Finally, independent evidence is
adduced concerning the semantics of the Hebrew Construct State Construction, which allows
precisely the range of semantic interpretations we have proposed for the English pre-nominal
genitive, including the producer interpretation, while not allowing pragmatic interpretations.

1 Introduction
We start by giving a very rough outline of our theory of the semantics of the pre-nominal
genitive in English, in order to show how the producer interpretation fits into that theory (cf.
Vikner & Jensen 2002). Then we turn to the subject matter proper of this paper, which is split
up into two parts. The first part deals with a number of problems connected with positing the
producer interpretation as a semantic reading of the pre-nominal genitive. The second part
deals with our proposed solutions to those problems. Before concluding we briefly mention an
interesting fact about the Hebrew Construct State Construction, which relates to the producer
interpretation.
2 A Theory of the Semantics of Pre-nominal Genitive Phrases
Our point of departure is that all English pre-nominal genitive constructions crucially involve a
relation which is not explicitly expressed (we call this relation the ‘genitive relation’), and
that they allow for a great variety of relational interpretations. Our principal aim is to identify
the range of relations available to the pre-nominal genitive, and we focus on the problem of
determining which relations are made available, and where they come from.
Our theory is an ‘argument-only hypothesis’ in that it holds that the first NP of a genitive
construction (by some called the ‘possessor phrase’) always delivers an argument to the genitive
relation. Further, it is polymorphic in that it ascribes two semantic representations to the genitive
element ‘s. Importantly, it is not a theory of the salience of particular interpretations in particular
situations, but a theory which predicts possible interpretations only.
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2.1 Methodological Remarks on Semantic and Pragmatic Interpretations
We distinguish between two kinds of interpretation of a phrase, and in so doing we follow an
idea proposed by Briscoe, Copestake and Boguraev (1990: 42-43; cf. also Pustejovsky 1991:
429-31), who outline a “default theory” which introduces a distinction between “default” and
“non-default” interpretations. A default interpretation of John began a novel is ’John began to
read a novel’, whereas ’John began to translate a novel’ would be a non-default interpretation
made possible by pragmatic inference in a marked, informationally rich context (Briscoe,
Copestake, Boguraev 1990:43). We call these two kinds of interpretations “semantic” and
“pragmatic”, respectively.
The semantic interpretations of a phrase are ”privileged” in the sense that the information
needed to determine them is part of the lexical semantics of the elements of the phrase, and thus,
in principle, it should be possible to extract this information from the relevant lexical entries,
provided the lexical description given in the lexicon is rich enough. So, for instance, in
connection with the example John began a novel, it is assumed that the lexical entry for novel
contains the information that a novel is designed for reading, but not the information that a novel
is designed for translating. Thus, there are fairly strong restrictions on the amount of information
to be included in the lexicon, a point we shall elaborate on in a little while. The determination of
pragmatic interpretations, on the other hand, cannot be carried out on the basis of lexical
knowledge alone, but depends essentially on pragmatic knowledge and discourse knowledge.
For instance, the interpretation ‘John began to translate a novel’ of the example just cited,
presupposes that the hearer knows that John is a translator (or has available some similar piece of
information about John or about the actual situation).
Thus, semantic interpretations only require knowledge of the meaning of the relevant words,
whereas pragmatic interpretations not only require knowledge of the meaning of the relevant
words, they also require knowledge of the individuals referred to by each of the two nominal
expressions in the pre-nominal genitive construction. This being so, it is evident that there may
be infinitely many pragmatic interpretations of a given phrase, whereas there are very few
semantic ones.
2.2 Semantic Interpretations
We distinguish four types of semantic interpretations, which we call the ‘control relation’, the
‘inherent relation’, the ‘producer relation’, and the ‘part-whole relation’, respectively.
We do not think that these semantic relations originate from the same linguistic source. The
control interpretation seems to stem from the genitive element itself. For instance, in an
example like Ann’s car control comes neither from Ann nor from car, so ‘s seems to be the
most plausible lexical source. The other three semantic interpretations differ radically from
the control relation in that they all depend on the meaning of the head noun of the genitive
construction. That is, in these three cases the genitive relation is picked up from another part
of the genitive construction. Therefore, we bring together these three kinds of interpretation
under the term ‘constructional interpretations’, cf. Borschev & Partee (2000: 179,192).
In overview, then, the types of interpretations we distinguish, are the ones shown in (1):
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(1)

Interpretations of pre-nominal genitives

Semantic

Control

Pragmatic

Constructional

Inherent
‘Alienable possession’

Producer

Part-whole

‘Inalienable possession’

The four semantic interpretations are not mutually exclusive, and hence a genitive construction
may be several ways ambiguous. Thus, for instance, an example such as the farmer’s picture is
three ways semantically ambiguous between a control interpretation meaning ‘the picture that the
farmer has at his disposal’, an inherently relational interpretation meaning ‘the picture that
depicts the farmer’, and finally the producer interpretation meaning ‘the picture that the farmer
has painted’.
2.3 Modelling Lexical Semantic Knowledge
Our semantic analysis draws heavily on information assumed to be encoded in the lexicon.
When organizing this information, we follow James Pustejovsky’s theory of lexical structure (cf.
Pustejovsky 1991, 1995). His theory assumes four levels of lexical representation. We concern
ourselves only with two of these: Argument structure and Qualia structure. In (2) we have
given some sample lexical entries. In a lexical entry x is a distinguished variable representing the
object denoted by the lexical item in question, cf. Pustejovsky (1991:427).
(2)

farmer
Argument structure: λx[farmer’(x)]
Qualia structure: ...
poem
Argument structure: λx[poem’(x)]
Qualia structure:
TELIC:
λx[λy[read’(x)(y)]]
AGENTIVE:
λx[λy[compose'(x)(y)]]
cake

Argument structure: λx[cake’(x)]
Qualia structure:
TELIC:
λx[λy[eat’(x)(y)]]
AGENTIVE:
λx[λy[bake’(x)(y)]]
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car

Argument structure: λx[car’(x)]
Qualia structure:
TELIC:
λx[λy[drive’(x)(y)]]
AGENTIVE:
λx[λy[manufacture’(x)(y)]]

Every semantic predicate used in the lexicon is associated with a set of selectional restrictions
on its arguments, which may filter out some unacceptable interpretations of a given phrase.
We shall return to this point later.
2.4 Genitive ‘s
As for the genitive ‘s, our hypothesis proposes the two representations for the meaning of ‘s
shown in (3.a) and (3.b):
(3)

a.

Constructional interpretations
[G s ] = λP[λR[λP[P(λu[∃x[∀y[R(u)(y) ↔ y = x] & P(x)]])]]]
<<e,t>,t>,<<e,<e,t>>,<<e,t>,t>>>

b.

Control interpretation
[G s ] = λP[λQ[λP[P(λu[∃x[ y[[control’(u)(y) & Q(u)] ↔ y = x] &
P(x) ]])]]]
<<e,t>,t>,<<e,t>,<<e,t>,t>>>

The representation in (3.a) is designed to take care of all the constructional interpretations
regardless of whether the actual head noun of the full genitive construction is relational or not.
As it stands, the representation in (3.a) accepts only relational nominals, so this raises the
question of how to get at the information in the Qualia roles. In order to achieve this, we need a
set of meaning shifting operators. The technical details of this have been worked out in (Vikner
& Jensen 2002).
The representation in (3.b) takes care of the control interpretation. The most important
differences between these two representations is that while (3.a) shows that a relation is picked
up from the head nominal, corresponding to the R-variable of (3.a), in (3.b) we can see that the
control’-predicate is already present as a constant in the lexical entry for ‘s, and ready to receive
its arguments. Furthermore, the representation in (3.b) shows - by the variable Q - that in this
case the head nominal has to be a one-place predicate.
2.5 Summary of the Theory
The predictions which our analysis makes about the possible semantic interpretations of prenominal genitive constructions, are summarized in the table in (4):
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(4)

Possible semantic interpretations of pre-nominal genitive constructions
N2

N1

Relational

Meets
selectional
restrictions of
N2- Inherent relation
relation

Relational

Interpretation

Marked
as Meets restrictions on
possible part whole in Constitutive Part-whole
in Constitutive role of N2
relation
role of N2

or
Nonrelational
Artefact

“Controllable
object”

Meets
selectional
restrictions on agent Producer
position
in
N2’s relation
agentive role
Animate

Control relation

3 Producer Interpretations
We now address the subject proper of this paper, that is, whether the producer interpretation is
a semantic interpretation – as we claim - and not just one out of infinitely many pragmatic
ones. As mentioned earlier, the methodological basis of our theory is the availability of
default readings of linguistic constructions. Thus, since the producer relation seems to come
readily into play as a default reading in examples such as (5),
(5)

Ann’s picture
Ann’s poem
Ann’s cake

This – to our minds - is a strong indication that the producer relation is indeed semantic. A
closer look at the kinds of examples allowing the producer interpretation leads naturally to the
hypothesis that artefact-denoting nouns in general make the producer interpretation available
when occurring as head nouns of genitive constructions.
3.1 Problems for the Hypothesis
In this section we take up some evidence which seems not to support the hypothesis that the
producer relation is semantic. There are four problems, which we shall mention in turn, and in
section 3.2 we present our proposals for dealing with these problems.
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Problem 1
There are numerous examples where artefact-denoting nouns appear as head nouns of genitive
constructions, but where the producer interpretation is not so readily available as one would
expect if our hypothesis were correct, cf. examples such as (6):
(6)

Ann’s knife
Ann’s cigarette
Ann’s beer
Ann’s car

In all of these cases the control interpretation is clearly salient, and it is fairly hard to get the
producer interpretation when these examples occur out of context.
Problem 2
An empirical investigation we have conducted comprising a total of 2333 examples gleaned
from one fictional and one non-fictional text1, shows a markedly smaller number of producer
interpretations than of the three other semantic interpretations as is evident from the table in (7):
(7)

Count of interpretations of pre-nominal genitive constructions
Total____________________________________________
Inherent
1666
71.4 %
Control
313
13.4 %
Part-whole
282
12.1 %
Producer
57
2.4 %
Pragmatic
9
0.4 %
Doubt
6
0.3 %
Total

2333

100 %

Problem 3
A third factor which might lead one to suspect that the producer interpretation is pragmatic
rather than semantic, is the fact that usually genitive constructions with semantic readings
correspond to a have-construction preserving the relation, cf. (8):
(8)

Ann’s sister → Ann has a sister
Ann’s car → Ann has a car

Relational Head Noun (sister-relation)
Non-Relational Head Noun (Control-relation)

The horse’s tail → The horse has a tail Non-Relational
relation)
Ann’s cake → Ann has a cake

1

Head

Noun

(Part-Whole-

Non-Relational Head Noun (Control-relation.
NB! The producer interpretation of Ann’s cake
is not possible with Ann has a cake)

Jesse Byock: Viking Age Iceland. Penguin Books. 2001, pp. 1-203.
Margaret Drabble: A Summer Bird-Cage. (1963). Reprinted in Penguin Books 1967.
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The important point here is that, since quite generally it is not possible to get pragmatic
interpretations with have-constructions, the facts of (8) apparently favour treating the
producer interpretation as pragmatic.
Problem 4
Finally, it should be mentioned that many of the examples we have found with the producer
interpretation, exhibit contextual support, which does not prove that they are pragmatic, but
which makes it somewhat harder to claim that the producer interpretation is purely semantic.
3.2 Proposed Solutions to the Problems
In spite of the apparent counterevidence presented in the four problems mentioned above, we
would like to maintain that the producer interpretation is in fact semantic and made available
by the lexical semantics of the head noun. In this section we explain how we think this
position is tenable.
Re Problems 1 and 2
The reason why the producer interpretation (in examples such as those in (6)) is often not
readily available and therefore not very frequent, we think, must be ascribed to the
technological development, which has made individual production of most artefacts obsolete
or rather uncommon. The reason why we think so, is that, if one considers different kinds of
artefacts that are still usually produced by individuals, the producer reading of a genitive
construction is available without contextual support. So, what we can observe, is a subset of
artefact-denoting nouns which, when they appear in pre-nominal genitive constructions, do
license a producer interpretation. The relevant subset of artefact-denoting nouns which license
a producer interpretation, includes those enumerated in (9). Possibly, there are others, but
perhaps not many others. We have not investigated this in detail yet:
(9)

Subclasses of nouns denoting artefacts commonly produced by individuals
Informational content objects
Ann's words,
her theory, idea, plan
Joe’s paper, computer program
Cooking objects
John's salad,
his pancakes
Social occasions
John’s party, banquet, picnic
Babette’s feast
Works of art and handicraft
Sue's watercolour,
her embroidery
Objects created in play
the children's snowman,
their sand castles
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Artefacts created by animals
the beavers' dam.
It is not quite obvious what it means to say that the lacking availability of the producer
interpretation in some cases is “due to the technological development.” One way to try to
make sense of this claim in theoretical terms is to assume that over time the semantic
predicates in the qualia description of certain nouns change, or new ones are added.2
For instance, in the case of the noun car we have proposed in (10) that the semantic predicate
is manufacture’, the ontological type of whose producer argument, ‘manufacturing
organization’, is supposed to represent something like a factory, company, firm or some such
entity:
(10)

car
Argument structure: λx[car’(x)]
Qualia structure:
TELIC:
λx[λy[drive’(x)(y)]]
AGENTIVE: λx[λy[manufacture’(x)(y: manufacturing organization )]]

Unfortunately, this proposal still does not seem to help us get a producer interpretation, even
when we have an NP like (11):
(11)

the factory’s cars

This example shows just another case of a salient control interpretation, and one still has to
put in some effort to get the producer interpretation, which we claim to be there alongside the
control interpretation. Probably, the reason why we still get the control interpretation as the
most salient one, is that it is much more common for a factory to own cars than to produce
them. That is, the normal relation between factories and cars is a control relation, not a
producer relation.
If, on the other hand, we take a look at other objects, whose relation to companies or factories
is not so commonly a control relation, it seems to us much easier to elicit a salient producer
reading. Take for instance the examples in (12):
(12)

the factory’s cloth
the factory’s tyres
the factory’s valves
the factory’s cigarettes

This lends support to our claim that, even though in many cases the producer interpretation of
a pre-nominal genitive is not salient, it is certainly there as one of the four available semantic
readings.

2

We are not aware of any explicitly argued limit to the number of semantic predicates that may occur in a qualia
role.
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Re problem 3
The problem concerning paraphrasability by have is very tricky. But part of the explanation
may be related to the fact that have seems to prefer static predicates to dynamic ones. So,
whereas the semantic predicates involved in the examples in (13):
(13)

sister_of’
control’
part_of’

are all of a static nature, the predicates needed in order to get the producer interpretation have
to be dynamic, as exemplified in (14):
(14)

build’
manufacture’
bake’
brew’

(of houses)
(of cars)
(of cakes)
(of beer)

Thus, the fact that we cannot get producer interpretations with have-constructions is probably
due to its being a static verb requiring a static complement, and not to its inability to get
pragmatic interpretations. This claim is supported by the fact that the producer relation is
available with predicate genitives. Just like have the predicate genitive does not allow
pragmatic interpretations. Compare, for instance, the pre-nominal genitive in (15) with the
predicate genitive in (16):
(15)

Ann’s sky

(16)

That sky is Ann’s

Whereas (15) may have any number of pragmatic interpretations, like ‘the sky Ann is always
talking about’, ‘the sky Ann loves to paint’, ‘the sky Ann mentioned yesterday’, etc., it is not
possible to get such pragmatic interpretations with (16). But examples like (17):
(17)

The cake over there is Ann’s
The biggest snowman is Fred’s

show that the producer relation is readily available with the predicate genitive construction.
So, this provides support of our proposal that the producer interpretation is semantic.
Re problem 4
As mentioned already, the fact that many of the examples we have found with a contextually
supported producer interpretation is not proof that they are pragmatic genitives. If the
producer interpretation were not semantic, we would have no explanation of the fact that in an
example such as (18):
(18)

The French believe they can, but one has only to read their books to mark ...

the phrase their books is immediately interpretable as ‘the books they have written’. And
similarly with their literature in (19):
(19) Avoiding warfare, the Icelanders esteemed political flexibility and legal acumen, a
cultural focus that is seen in their literature
In neither of these examples does the surrounding context contain any information supporting
the producer interpretation, and it is hardly likely that these instances of producer
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interpretations derive from any common background knowledge of the French or the
Icelanders. So, therefore, we posit that these must be semantic producer readings.
4 The Hebrew Construct State Construction
Recent evidence from Hebrew (Heller 2002) can be taken to provide indirect support of our
view of the producer relation as being semantic rather than pragmatic in that the Hebrew
Construct State Construction, which never allows pragmatic interpretations, does allow the
producer reading, and thus seems to follow our proposal for the semantic readings of the
English pre-nominal genitive neatly.
We therefore think that our claim is plausible, that, even though it is rarely a salient
interpretation, the producer interpretation is indeed a semantic interpretation, and all nouns
denoting artefacts do contain an agentive role in their qualia structure.
5

Conclusion

We have presented a theory of the pre-nominal genitive in English based on the claims that it is
argument-only and polymorphic, allowing a control interpretation delivered by ‘s itself on the
one hand, and three constructional interpretations on the other, namely the inherently relational,
the part-whole, and the producer interpretations, respectively. We have zoomed in on some
evidence which seems to raise problems for our claim that producer interpretations are semantic
rather than pragmatic. In particular, 1) the apparent absence of producer interpretations with
many nouns denoting artefacts, 2) the relatively low incidence of producer interpretations in our
empirical investigation, 3) the lack of have-paraphrases of producer-interpreted genitive
constructions, 4) the frequent occurrence of contextual support for producer interpreted genitive
constructions. We have argued that in spite of this evidence our hypothesis seems to be tenable:
Problems 1 and 2 arise due to the technological development, which has made most artefacts
industrially rather than individually produced. As to problem 3, have, due to its static semantics,
is only possible with static semantic predicates, which explains why it does not allow the
producer interpretation, which is dynamic. Concerning problem 4, the occurrence of frequent
supporting contexts does not preclude that the producer interpretation is semantic. The important
point is that there exist clear examples that require a producer interpretation without being
contextually supported. Finally, recent independent evidence concerning the semantics of the
Hebrew Construct State Construction shows that it allows precisely the range of semantic
readings we have proposed for the English pre-nominal genitive, including the producer
interpretation, while it allows no pragmatic interpretations.
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Abstract
This paper presents an analysis of the semantics of be in which the verb only contains an
argument position. In a sense, the function of this verb is to introduce a subject in a proposition.
Different readings of the verbs are accounted for by assuming that the rules that combine the verb
with other terms introduce semantic distinctions, the restrictions on what is possible being
determined by the capacity of the representation constructed to relate to a situation in the world.
The analysis emerges from the assumption that an adequate description of a term should not refer
to contingent properties—that is, properties the term only has in specific context—a position that,
when pushed to its logical conclusion, leads to articulate the sound-meaning relation in grammar
in a different light than what is generally assumed in traditional frameworks.

1 Introduction
This paper challenges the traditional idea that the verb be is a copula, an element whose
function is relate two things (for example, a subject and a complement). Instead, I argue that
be is not a relational element at the lexical level, and only provides an argument position. The
function of the verb is to provide a subject in the sentence, and nothing else. This hypothesis
follow from adopting the assumption that the description of terms should not be based on
contingent properties—i.e. properties which are specific to a construction where the term
appears. Accordingly, I start the paper by detailing the motivation behind this assumption
(section 2). The consequences of this approach go beyond the description of be. Thus, section
3 shows that following the approach leads to the hypothesis that the rules of syntax are
instrumental in accounting for certain fundamental meaning distinctions in natural language.
Under this view, the classic distinction between the predicative and identity readings of
copular constructions is seen as a function of how syntax combines terms, as opposed to a
function of the content of these terms. In section 4, other uses of be are discussed, and show
that under the assumption that be only introduces one entity in the discourse, it becomes
possible to account for why the verb selects a PP complement—as opposed to simply an
NP—in its locative use.
2 The Contingency Problem
To account for the fact that natural languages have the potential to create an infinite number
of expressions, a theory of grammar minimally needs to distinguish between two levels of
analysis: a terminal level (a finite set of simple expressions); and a combinational system (a
morphosyntax) that creates expressions (constructions) from simpler expressions. The
combinational system makes it possible to create, out of a finite set of expressions at the
*
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terminal level, a potentially infinite number of expressions at the syntactic level. The starting
point of my research is that a system that makes a distinction between a terminal and a
constructional level imposes specific constraints on how to describe the sound-meaning
relations, constraints that are not respected in traditional descriptions of terms.
Specifically, the problem with traditional descriptions of terms is that they generally make
reference to contingent properties, that is, properties the terms only have in specific contexts.
Formally, the context in which a term appears is a construction. Descriptions based on
contingent properties take properties that are only true of a syntactic object (a context where a
term appears) to describe a terminal object (one of the expression that is part of the context).
This causes a mismatch between what is observed and what is described: a property that,
observationally, is only true of a construction, is used as a descriptive feature of a term.
This practice has a theoretical cost: it increases the level of arbitrariness in grammar, and
necessarily leads to the introduction of other statements in the grammar to account for the
meaning the term has in other contexts. These theoretical consequences follow from the fact
that the sound-meaning relations at the terminal and syntactic levels have different theoretical
status. For an expression that belongs to the terminal level, the association between sound and
meaning is arbitrary; it is irreducible, and must thus be learned by the speakers. This means
that the linguist does not need to provide—and in fact, cannot provide—an explanation for the
sound-meaning relation observed. At this level, the relation has an inherent “cost” for the
grammar that cannot be escaped because it can only be stated. For expressions that are created
by morphosyntax, however, the sound-meaning relation should not have to be learned by
speakers. In fact, because syntax has the potential to create an infinite number of expressions,
it should in principle be impossible to learn all the sound-meaning relations of the complex
expressions of a language. Theoretically, then, the association between sound and meaning at
the syntactic level should be motivated (not arbitrary) or at least capable of being motivated.
Using a contingent property to describe a term means that something that should be
motivated—a property that is only true at the syntactic level—is taken as arbitrary. Also,
additional statements must be provided to account for the meaning the term has in other
contexts. Given that a term can appear in a potentially infinite number of contexts, using a
property that is specific to a context to describe the term necessarily implies additional
statements to account for the properties the term has in other contexts.
Let me illustrate the essence of the argument by looking at the standard hypothesis that be is a
copula. Generally, this analysis is taken as meaning that be has little or no semantic content of
its own, its function being to provide a support to relate two elements. Consider for example
how this is expressed in Partee (1986):
(1)

be:

lPlx[P(x)]

Under this analysis, be takes the argument x it selects, and makes x the argument of the
predicative complement P it selects. Numerous logic-based analysis of be have this type of
description, or a variation of it, following the views of Montague (1974), a position that dates
(at least) to the view of copula presented in Russell (1919). That the verb’s function is to
relate two things is not only assumed in logic-based analysis, as the approaches in Jackendoff
(1983), (1996), and Langacker (1984) and many others show.
The description of be in (1) is contingent in the sense described above: it only applies to
certain constructions where the verb appears. For example, it describes the predicative
sentences in (2), where the complement is an adjective or an indefinite NP.
(2)

Predicate reading of be
a. Peter Parker is shy.
b. Peter Parker is a photographer.
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However, it cannot be applied directly to the identity sentences such as the ones in (3) or to
the “existence” use of be in (4):
(3)

Identity/equative reading of be
a. Peter Parker is Spiderman.
b. Mary is John’s sister.

(4)

Existence use of be
a. To be or not to be.
b. I think, therefore I am.
c. Time does not seem to pass here: it just is. (from Lord of the Ring, J.R.R. Tolkien)
d. Time is, time was, time passed. (From The Manticore, R. Davis)

In (3), the complement is not a predicate—it is a proper noun or a definite NP— and in (4), be
does not even have a complement.
At the observational level, then, the presence of a predicative complement with be is a
characteristic of some constructions where the verb appears, such as those in (2), but not all of
them, as in (3) and (4). Under description (1), the presence of this complement is seen as a
property of be itself. This description does not match what is observed, because a property of
one construction of the language is used to describe one of the terminal element of the
language. Information that belongs to the level of constructions is included at the terminal
level. As a consequence, this analysis of be requires additional statements to describe the uses
of be in (3) and (4), because the description in (1) only applies to the examples in (2),
mechanisms such as lexical homonymy/polysemy, type-shifting rules, existential closure, etc.
The point here is that these mechanisms are required because a characteristic which is specific
to a construction where be appears is used to describe the expression be itself.
It seems to me that once the distinction between the terminal and the constructional level is
accepted, a description for terms must exclude contingent notions if it is to be observationally
adequate. Otherwise, the terminal level is described by properties which are only true of
constructions. In order to arrive at such descriptions, I assume the guideline in (5), a
contingent property being defined as in (6) for sake of clarity:
(5)

Do not make reference to contingent properties in the description of a term.

(6)

A property P is a contingent property of expression E if P characterizes E in
context A, but not in context B.

Ideally, an adequate description of a term will be true for all the contexts where it appears, the
application of the approach tending towards monosemic descriptions for terms (in the sense of
Ruhl, 1989, Bouchard, 1995, and many others). In practice, it is of course impossible to verify
whether a description is appropriate for all the contexts where it can appear. (5) has to be
taken in a relative manner so that when studying a given item in a number of constructions,
the proposed description should at least apply to all these constructions
Returning to the three uses of be discussed so fare–the predicative use (2), the identity use (3)
and the existence use (4)–we see that no generalization can be made about the nature of the
complement selected by the verb: the complement has a predicative value in (2) and has an
entity value in (3). Furthermore, be does not even have a complement in (4). Thus, the only
thing these examples have in common is that they all have a subject. Given this, a description
that can be attributed to be under (5) can only make reference to the subject–and nothing else.
Any reference to the selection of a complement in the description of be would not respect the
spirit of (5). Thus, I assume that be is not a copula, but simply provides an argument position.
The verb has the minimal content that is needed to talk about something.
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What can be said about this something is dependant on the relations the verb establishes with
the other elements in the sentence. As I show in section 3, the descriptive ideal in (5) also
affects how these other element are described.
3 Compositionality revisited
Perhaps the most significant consequence of aiming at the descriptive ideal (5) is its
implication for compositionality. As I show in section 3.1, starting with descriptions faithful
to the ideal (5) leads to the conclusion that the meaning of the whole is more than the
meaning of its parts. This conclusion is behind the hypothesis presented in section 3.2 that the
meaning of a syntactic expression is not only the meaning of the parts, but also how these
parts are combined. In section 3.3, I develop an account of ambiguous pseudocleft
construction which requires no meaning change for the terms (no homonymy or type shifting
rules). The section ends on a discussion of the consequences of the description ideal for in
understanding the relation between grammatical knowledge and world knowledge.
3.1 Compositional meaning
Intuitively, the distinction between the predicative reading (2) and the identity/equative
reading (3) seems to depend on the nature of the complement of the copula: when the
complement has a predicate value, as in a (2), then the sentence is predicative; when the
complement has an entity/individual value, as in (3), the sentence has an identity/equative
reading. Although it appears from the examples in (2) and (3) that the difference in meaning
is a function of the content of the complement of the verb—that is, its category or type
value—this turns out to not be always possible because for many expressions, type value is a
contingent notion. The number of type-shifting rules required for NP interpretation that are
listed in Partee (1987) shows the extent to which type value is contingent.
The minimal pair in (7), where the expression red has different type values, illustrates the
consequence of contingency of type if (5) is adopted:
(7)

a. Mary’s favorite car is red.
b. Mary’s favorite color is red.

Speakers of English recognize that these sentences are logically distinct: in the case of (7a),
the sentence has a predicative reading (red is a property of the car), whereas (7b) has an
identity reading (the sentence identifies a specific color). Inverting the subject and
complement, as in (8), confirms the difference in value:
(8)

a. ?* Red is Mary’s favorite car.
b. Red is Mary’s favorite color.

Just like identity sentences in general, (7b) can be inverted to yield the logically equivalent
(8b), which indicates that the subject and complement have the same type. In contrast, the
inversion of (7a) leads to a much less natural result in (8a). Fronting of a predicate can be
felicitous, but it require very specific discursive circumstances.
The difference in reading depends on the categorial or type value of the complement red:
when red is interpreted has a predicate (or, in more traditional terms, is an adjective) in (7a),
the sentence is predicative; when red is interpreted as an individual constant (is a noun) in
(7b), the sentence has an identity reading. The problem is that under (5), categorial or type
value cannot be a descriptive property of red. The categorial of red changes depending on the
syntactic context, and it is therefore a contingent property. We appear to be at an impasse: the
different readings of the sentences in (7) depend on the value of one expression, but because
this value is contingent, it cannot be a descriptive property of the expression.
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To resolve this dilemma, we must look outside of the description of the term. It must the case
that the two readings in (7) are dependant on something other than the meaning of their parts.
I will argue that this “something” is syntax itself—the distinction arises because syntax
combines the same complement with the verb in two different ways.
3.2 Constructing meaning distinctions
In this section, I flesh out the idea that syntax introduces meaning distinctions as it combines
elements. I assume that syntax introduces two distinctions, each dependant on a different rule
of combination. This means each time a relation is established between two syntactic nodes, a
choice must be made about which rule combines them.
The two readings in (7) arise from applying these two rules to the same expression. As we
saw above, a term like red cannot be described as having a categorial or type value, since this
value changes depending on the context. The value arises depending on the rule that combines
the expression with the verb. I assume the existence of a rule of description (whose function
is to create a predicative element) and a rule of identification (whose function is to name).
Sentence (7a) is a case where red is combined by the rule of description, making it a predicate
with respect to the subject: red is then taken as a descriptive feature of the entity Mary’s
favorite car. In sentence (7b), red is combined by the rule of identification, whose function is
to name; red is then interpreted as the name of the entity Mary’s favorite color. Under this
view, red has no specific value which says that it should be interpreted as a predicate or an
entity. How it is combined determines what its value is, and thus what the reading of the
sentence as a whole is.
This hypothesis is, as far as I can see, a departure from contemporary approaches to linguist
meaning, and I feel it is important to formalize it in terms that will not be confused with other
standard notions Let me first look at the content of verbs. I assume that verbs provide
functional content upon which the rule of syntax can build states of affairs. The nature of the
states of affairs constructed will depend on the content of the particular verb involved, and on
the rules that are used to combine the verb with other elements in the context. For example,
the predicative and identity readings of copular constructions are states of affairs constructed
upon the content of be depending on how the complement is combined with the verb.
As the discussion of section 2 made clear, the content of be is minimal: it provides essentially
an argument position. Let me represent an argument position as in (9):
(9)

Content of be:

( )

I assume that an argument position that is filled—or identified—by an syntactic argument is
interpreted as a discourse entity: this argument is then a thing that can be talked about. This
means that a verb like be can thus be used in the grammar to construct states of affairs
pertaining to one entity. It is important to note that since be is a verb, and thus bears Tense
morphology, the argument associated with the content of be is also situated with respect to the
Tense specification of the sentence. The presence of Tense information is secondary at this
point of the discussion and will be discussed in section 4.1.
The two rules of syntax can use the position in (9) to construct states of affairs. What the rules
of syntax do, formally, is place the content of the node it combined with the position at
different places in the representation: given where the content is placed, it will have a
different value. For example, I assume that placing the content of an expression x next to the
right of the position, as in (10), expresses the application of the rule of identification.
(10)

( ) + x Æ ( )x
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The rule in (10) reads as combining the content x with the content of be gives the result:
( )x. This result is interpreted as the entity identified as x. In other words, x is the name of
an entity. When it is the rule of description that is applied, the content of x appear inside the
position, as in (11):
(11)

( ) + x Æ (x)

The rule in (11) reads as combining the content x with the content of be gives the result : (x).
This result means: an entity is described as having x, and x is thus one of its property.
Rules (10) and (11) combine complements to the verb. To have a complete sentence, a subject
needs to be added. I assume that subjects have a fixed relation with verbs, a relation of
identification. In other words, the subject always names something (essentially the entity that
is talked about). Thus, the relation between a verb and a subject looks like the result of the
representation in (10).
With these assumptions, it becomes possible to construct two representations that distinguish
the interpretations of the sentences in (7). The predicative reading of (7a) arises from having
the complement red combined with is by the rule of description in (11), followed by the
addition of the subject to identify the result. Leaving aside the internal composition of the
subject, the semantic representation of the sentence is constructed as in (12):
(12)

(red)Mary’s favorite car
Mary’s favorite car

(red)

( )

Mary’s favorite car

red

is

red

Each branching node of the syntactic tree is a semantic representation, composed of the
meaning of the parts placed to express a semantic distinction. The final result—the most
dominating node—is the semantic representation of the sentence. This representation is
interpreted as the entity identified as Mary’s favorite car has the property red.
The identity reading of (7b) results from combining red with the rule of identification in (10).
Given that the subject also identifies the position associated with be, the result is (13).
favorite color
( )Mary’s
red

(13)

Mary’s favorite color

Mary’s favorite car

( )red

( )
is

red
red

The result expresses that the entity that is identified as Mary’s favorite color is identified as
red. The entity that is talked about turns out to relate have the name red, an identity reading.
In this analysis, red is essentially treated as a lexical constant—it can denote the same notion
in the two readings—and it undergoes no formal changes between the two readings. What is
different is where it appears in the representation given the rule that combines it with the verb,
and thus what is its interpretation in the sentence. The formal source of the distinction
between the predicative and identity readings in copular constructions is not in the terms, but
in the syntax.
This implies that theoretically, a sentence of the form x is y could be ambiguous between the
two readings even if none of its parts was ambiguous. This is precisely what happens with
ambiguous pseudocleft.
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3.3 Ambiguous pseudocleft
Pseudocleft sentences have many peculiar properties, perhaps most notably the phenomenon
known as syntactic connectedness (see, Higgins, 1973). Another puzzling property of these
sentences is the fact that they can be ambiguous. For example, the sentence in (14) can have
either a predicative reading, meaning that something about John (for example, his profession)
is unusual, or a specificational reading, which implies that it is John himself that is unusual:
(14)

What John is is unusual.

These readings have been related to the predication/identity distinction of copular
constructions, the specificational reading being treated as a case of identity between the free
relative what John is and unusual (see Higgins, 1973 for the original suggestion, and more
recently Heycock and Kroch, 1999, who provide for strong arguments for this analysis).
Analyses based on the hypothesis that be is a copula that relates an argument and a predicate
(e.g., as in (1)) require formal adjustments to account for the two readings. Assuming that
unusual is a predicate, and that the free relative clause has the type required to be its
argument, this description of be only applies to the predicational reading; it is not sufficient to
account for the specificational reading without further adjustment. One hypothesis is that this
reading is an instance of identity be, a distinct verb whose function is to equate two arguments
(e.g., lylx[x=y]) (see, for example, Higgins, 1973, Zaring, 1996—for Welsh—and Heycock
and Kroch, 1999). However, this hypothesis alone is not sufficient. It also requires that the
type of one of the two terms be changed in order to equate them. Another hypothesis is that
be’s function is always to relate an argument and a predicate ((e.g., as in (1)), and that the
specification reading is a case of reversed predication (the predicate being the wh-clause, and
its argument the adjective unusual) (see, in particular, Partee, 1986 and Williams, 1990). But
for this analysis to work, the type of the two terms that appear with be in the predicative
reading need to be changed by type-shifting rule (Partee, 1986). These accounts of the
ambiguity of (14) thus requires quite a bit of formal adjustment to arrive at the two readings.
Under analysis proposed here, this ambiguity is a function of syntax. The different readings of
the pseudocleft depend on whether the complement unusual is combined with the main verb
by the rule of description or the rule of identification. Once this result is combined with the
free relative subject, then the two readings follow directly without resorting to any ambiguity
of term or type-shifting rules.
To make this clear, I must first discuss certain assumptions about the free relative clause.
Traditionally, wh-words are operators whose function is to relate information from the context
(e.g. an answer to a question, an antecedent NP) to a grammatical function—a source—inside
a clause. I will formally express the relation between the clause and the wh-word as a relation
of identification, as expressed by the rule in (10). A clause combined with a wh-word by the
rule of identification defines the domain in which the wh-word must look for a function. The
free relative clause what John is is constructed as in (15), where John is is combined with
what by the rule of identification:
(15)

wh(
wh
j
what John

)j

( )j
( )
is

To account for the two readings of the pseudocleft, the source of the wh-word in the relative
clause needs to be identified with the grammatical function associated with the rule of
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description (i.e. inside the position in the relative). The relation the wh-construction
establishes with the main verb in the pseudocleft can then be related to this source.
The wh-construction being a subject, it is an argument combined by the rule of identification.
This double status—predicate at the level of the relative, and subject at the level of the main
clause—is the reason for the ambiguity of the pseudocleft. Thus, when unusual is combined
by the rule of description, as in (16), the sentence has the predicative reading:
(16)

(u)wh(
wh(

)j

What John is

)j

(u)
( )
is

u
unusual

Unusual is combined with be by the rule of description, and the wh-clause then identifies the
results. The entity located in the discourse is the wh-construction, and it is described as having
the property unusual. This is a normal relation of predication, its particularity residing in the
fact that the source of the wh-word in the relative clause is also a predicate with respect to
John. A way to express this formally is to suppose that at the level of discourse interpretation,
the relation established in the main clause is copied into the position in the relative, as in (17):
(17)

(u)wh (

)j

becomes

((u)wh)j

The final representation reads: the entity identified by John is described by wh, which is itself
described as unusual. In other word, something about John is unusual. Because the wh-word
has a relation of description with respect to John in the free relative clause, it becomes
possible to identify the wh-clause with unusual as in (18). This implies that it is a property of
John himself that is identified by the sentence, the specificational reading:
(18)
( )wh( )j
u
wh(

)j

What John is

( )u
( )
is

u
unusual

( )wh(?)j becomes
(( )wh )J
u
u
After copying the relation of the main clause into the position of the relative clause in (19),
the final representation reads: the entity identified by John is described has having a property
wh that is identified as unusual. John is therefore unusual1.
(19)

The ambiguity of sentence (14) is accounted for by applying the two rules that were proposed
in section 3.2 to describe the predication and identity readings of copular constructions. No
lexical homonymy or changes to the semantic value of the different terms are required
because the ambiguity is a function of syntax, and is available independently of the content of
the terms that are part of the expressions. The next section elaborates on the consequence of
this result.

1

This analysis fits very well with Heycock & Kroch’s (1999) conclusion that connectedness effects of
pseudocleft follow from their nature as equatives, and that the processes that are relevant to their account apply
at the level discourse interpretation.
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1.4 Grammatical meaning and world knowledge
Following the guideline in (5) has lead to an approach to semantics in which an essential part
of the meaning of expressions is not driven by the content of terms, but by how the terms are
combined in syntax. With this approach, it becomes possible to account for the predicative
and identity readings of copular construction with unified descriptions of the terms they are
made of: the content of be and of the other elements need not be altered to provide an account
of the two readings.
In fact, the analysis implies that the content of all terms is not equally relevant to the
construction of meaning. Consider first the functional content be. This content is clearly
essential in the construction of meaning: it provides a formal supports upon which different
states of affairs are constructed. The specifics of these states of affairs, however, does not
affect the content of be. This content remains identical in the two readings discussed, namely
to introduce an entity that can be talked about.
On the other hand, the content (or denotation) of red and unusual appears to be irrelevant in
the analysis: the formal distinction between the predicative and identity readings of be does
not lie in the content attributed to these elements. For example, what expresses the distinction
between the predicative readings (in (12) and (16)) and the identity readings (in (13) and (18))
has nothing to do with the actual content of red and unusual: the terms can be understood has
having exactly the same contribution in the two readings. The difference stems from how they
are combined to be.
At the propositional level, then, the denotation of these terms has no bearing on the account of
the formal properties of the two readings. The formal aspects of the distinction are strictly
expressed by the relation between the content of be and the meaningless indexes in (20):
(20) a. Predication
(y)x
b.
Identity
( )x
y
At first, this conclusion might seem to contradict the observation that in the sentences in (6),
repeated here in (21), the denotation of the terms car, color and red is clearly instrumental in
the fact that (21a) has a predicative reading, and (21b) an identity reading, as opposed to the
other way around.
(21)

a. Mary’s favorite car is red.
b. Mary’s favorite color is red.

However, the fact that the relation between the denotation of car, color and red correlates
with the readings does not necessarily mean that the distinction itself is a function of
denotation. There is another way to interpret the role of the denotation of car, color and red
in the analysis of (21).
Suppose that substantive denotation belongs to a domain that lies outside of grammatical
analysis, the domain of world (or conceptual) knowledge. Suppose that as far as semantic
analysis is concerned, the role of denotation is one of “arbitration”: denotation has no
relevance in the construction of meaning, but only assesses whether the semantic
representations constructed at the propositional level can find a possible correspondent in the
world (i.e., whether they can have a truth value). The semantics of the proposition would be
the domain defined by functional content (the meaning of verbs, determiners, etc.) in
conjunction with the meaning distinctions provided by syntax. Within this domain, abstract
states of affairs (e.g., predication and identity) can be constructed independently of the
denotation associated with substantive elements. When a substantive term is combined with
functional content in syntax, its denotation is in a sense “located in” a state of affairs.
Whether a given state of affairs is “possible” or not will depend on the nature of the relation
the denotation of the substantive elements in the clause have in the world. It is thus the
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relation that the denotation of red has with the denotation of color and of car in this outside
world that assesses that (21a) has a predicative reading and (21b) has an identity reading.
This analysis might seem to be redundant. If there is already a “world” in which the relevant
relations are defined, and this world is required to assess whether the semantic representations
constructed in the grammar are possible or not, why not directly use the distinctions from this
world to describe the terms in the language? The answer relies on the methodological
assumption in (5) that the ideal description of terms avoids contingent properties. If this
methodological point of view is taken seriously, using distinctions drawn in this “world” to
describe the terms is not possible. As was shown in section 3, the distinctions are contingent
once inserted in certain grammatical contexts. The wide-spread use of type-shifting principles
to adjust NP interpretation (see Partee 1987 for example) is testimony to the contingency of
these notions.
Methodological considerations aside, there is a readily imaginable functional justification for
this separation of world knowledge and grammatical knowledge, namely that it makes the
grammatical system a perfect system with which to talk about or reflect on the world.
Grammar creates representations that mimic the type of situations that exists in the world (or
perhaps, representations that mimic how we conceptualize these relations). Having the
possibility to “package” these representations into a speech stream can certainly be seen as a
rather useful cognitive faculty.
To come back to the role of denotation, what this means is that the fact that red denotes a
property in the world cannot be taken as evidence that it is a predicate at the linguistic level2.
Describing substantive terms in this way amounts to using information that belongs to the
outside world to describe objects that belong to the grammar. If the approach taken here is
correct, it implies that formally, all substantive elements in the grammar can be treated as
constants: each uniquely denotes a piece of knowledge which lies outside of grammatical
knowledge. In theory, this constant can always be combined as a descriptor or an identifier. In
practice, the denotation of a term constrains what states of affairs the construction can refer
to, so that few terms can be effectively combined by the two rules in a given context.
Let me stress that the main point is not that the notions used to describe the denotational
universe—for example, individual constants, predicate, sets, etc.—are totally irrelevant to
semantic analysis. The point is that these notions do not belong to the level of linguistics
semantics (as is argued in Bouchard, 1995 for example). Their relevance lies outside of
linguistics proper, and they only become a factor for the analysis at a higher level of
interpretation than the proposition (the level of discourse interpretation seems like a good
candidate for this). In fact, the approach proposed here strongly suggests that the study of
Grammar should provide a means to understand how human cognition organizes knowledge.
If truth value is indeed an indicator of the validity of relations that belong to world
knowledge, then semantic representations build in syntax could be taken as reflecting how
human cognition organizes information about world knowledge.
In the next section, I return to the discussion on the meaning of be, and discuss how the
analysis that the verb only introduces an entity in the discourse provides an explanation for
the fact that its locative use requires a prepositional phrase. This analysis provides further
support for the idea that the denotation of substantive terms should be treated as part of a
domain that lies outside of linguistic semantics.

2

A separation between “structural” semantics and a notion of meaning that belongs outside of it (call it lexical
semantics) is generally taken for granted in formal semantics (see Partee, 1987 for a discussion). Under the view
presented here, however, the practice of attributing type value to terms ends up not respecting this separation.
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4 Be elsewhere
So far, the hypothesis that be introduces an entity in the discourse, in conjunction with the
idea that syntax has a role in defining semantic notions, has provided a means to distingue
the predicative and identity readings of copular constructions with unified descriptions. In this
section, I want to discuss a few other uses of the verb, the existence use of be in 4.1 and its
locative use in 4.2 This latter case illustrates how the distinction between grammar and world
knowledge can be used to explain facts that might otherwise be considered arbitrary.
4.1 Be alone
The content assigned to be in the present analysis is in principle compatible for the examples
in (4), repeated here in (24), where verb appears without a complement.
(22)

a.
b.
c.
d.

To be or not to be.
I think, therefore I am.
Time does not seem to pass here: it just is. (from the Fellowship of the Ring)
Time is, time was, time passed. (From The Manticore)

In this use, the sentence simply locates a subject in the discourse. However, given the
description proposed for be, which makes no reference to an existential operator, why should
this means existence?
It seems to me that this can just be an inference that follows from the fact that the argument of
be is also a subject. A subject is the entity that is talked about, which presupposes its
existence. Given that the verbs adds noting else about the entity it introduces, then the
existence reading could simply arise as a result of the presupposition that the entity is already
part of the discourse. If this approach is correct, a complete answer to the existential flavor of
this reading would require a study that looks at the interaction of relevance theory, discourse
analysis, and syntactic analysis, a topic that goes beyond the topic of the paper.
Let me provide a formal derivation of this use in order to make the relation between the verb
and Tense marker explicit. Simplifying somewhat, let me assume that locating a state of
affairs with respect to Tense is achieved by having a position relate to a temporal deictic
marker. In doing so, any other element that relates to this position in the clause is also relating
to this temporal information (see Bouchard, 1995 for a more articulate view of this idea,
which is originally sketched in Lamarche, 1989). Depending on the Tense, the relation
between the position and the marker is altered, being put in a difference sequence. In the
present Tense, for example, the position would be directly aligned with the temporal marker.
Assuming that this marker is represented as a box, the result can be expressed as in (23).
(23)

( )

The important point for now is the assumption that the position that relates to the Tense
marker is reserved for a specific element in the sentence, namely the subject. This means that
the semantic representation of the expression time is in (22d) is constructed as in (22):
(24)

( )t
t
Time

( )
is

This identify the entity time, which is located with respect to the moment of speech.
Evidently, this way of using be is highly limited. Given the reason why we talk–typically, to
transmit information–sentences that only locates an entity in the discourse have very limited
uses. Speakers generally do not spend much time talking about an entity for what it is, unless
they are philosophers or writers. Because of this lack of informational content, be will tend to
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appear with a complement. In fact, in conjunction with a complement the content of be
become highly useful: it provides a means to highlight a multitude of states of affairs
pertaining to a single entity.
It should be clear by now that the restrictions on the complement that be selects cannot be
defined at the lexical level. Many of these restrictions—essentially those related to the truth
value of an expression given the nature of the denotation of substantive elements—reflect the
process of arbitration discussed in section 3.4. As such, they are not a problem for linguistic
analysis per see. There are aspects of the selection of complement, however, that do depend
on the grammatical system, namely those that lead to the construction of states of affairs by
the functional content of verbs and the rules of syntax. The next section presents one specific
example of how to address this issue.
4.2 The locative use
To construct a locative sentence with be generally requires the presence of a prepositional
phrase. Consider the examples in (25):
(25)

a. Jean Drapeau was Montreal.
b. Smith is (the planet) Mars. (from Stranger in a Strange Land, Robert Heinlein)

In the two cases the NP complement denotes a spatial entity, a object that can typically be
construed as a location for another object. Despite of this, neither sentences in (25) can have a
locative reading. The only possible readings for these all fall into cases of identity (with a
personification of the entity denoted by the NP complement). For example, anyone who
knows that Jean Drapeau was the Mayor of Montreal from many years, and that he had
megalomaniac tendencies, can certainly interpret (25a) in a sarcastic way, meaning that he
was (or he thought he was) the essence of what Montreal became. In the context of the
science fiction novel where (25b) is taken from, the sentence conveys the idea that the subject
is the legal representative of the planet Mars, its sole possessor and governing body. One
could also imagine another type of identity reading for these sentences: for example, one
could image that the subject in (25) is an actor in a play that portrays the solar system.
But no matter how the identity reading is construed, the fact is that neither sentences can have
a locative reading unless the NP is introduced by a preposition, as in (26):
(26)

a. Jean Drapeau was in Montreal.
b. Smith on Mars.

Why should this be the case? Why is it impossible to interpret the sentences in (25) with a
locative reading? If the denotation of substantive elements had a relevance in grammar, one
might expect that these sentences could have a locative reading.
Under the assumption that be only identifies one grammatical entity, however, this fact has a
natural explanation. In the real world, locative relations imply the presence of two distinct
entities (a place, and an element located in that place). Assuming that to have a sentence
referring to a locative situation, the state of affairs constructed in the grammar should also
identify two entities, the problem in the sentences in (25) lies in that be does not provide
sufficient content to construct a locative relation. The verb be only introduces one entity, and
there is therefore not enough argument positions in be in the sentence to construct a state of
affairs that could correspond to a locative situation. An element that introduces a second
entity needs to appear in the sentence if the situation is to have a locative reading.
This is why there is a preposition in the locative use: it appears is to introduce a second entity.
Formally, prepositions are minimally composed of an argument position. For the present, I
will not attempt to distinguish different prepositions, nor venture into the question of where
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those distinctions should be drawn formally (in the substantive domain, in the functional
domain, or by a combination of notions from both domain). I will simply represent them as a
position, as in (27):
(27)

in: ( )

This position can be identified as the entity x when x is combined to it by the rule of
identification. For example, the PP in Montreal would have the representation in (28)
(28)

( )m
( )
in

(= the entity identified as Montreal)

m
Montreal

Adding the specific meaning of in to the representation would imply that it is the inside of the
entity Montreal that is identified by (28).
To construct a locative relation, this result needs to be combined with the verb. At this point,
a question arises: which rule is used to combined the two objects? Let me speculate that
Locative construction is a case of identification: a located entity is an entity that is identified
by the relation it establishes with another entity. The implication of this assumption is that the
output of a rule of syntax can have different conceptual value depending on the content of the
elements combined. In other words, a given rule—say the one I called identification—will
give different results depending on what it combines. When this rule combines a substantive
element and a functional element, it simply provides a name for the functional element. But if
the same rule combines two elements headed by functional content, then the result is
different, for example, a relation of localization. This means that what was called
identification previously is the name of a specific application of a more general rule.
To achieve this, the rules of identification and description need to be defined under
parameters of a more abstract nature. Let me assume that identification and description are a
function of distinct temporal alignments between two nodes. More specifically, let me assume
that when two nodes are combined together, their content can either overlap
completely—what I will call coextension—or the content of one occupies a subpart of the
content of the other—what I will call inclusion.
The rule of identification can be interpreted as a case of coextension. The content of the
element combined by coextension to an argument position is understood as being in
coincidence with the whole position. In other words, the representation ( )x can now be
understood as meaning that the content of x occupies the whole portion defined by the
position. For example, if x is a proper noun, the individual that x denotes is understood as
occupying the position in the state of affairs. The name of the individual in the world is in a
sense the name of the entity located in the discourse.
The rule of description is a case of inclusion. Thus, when x is included into a position, as in
(x), it occupies a subpart of the position. Once this result is combined by coextension to an
element y, then the denotation of x is understood as a subpart of the denotation of y. This
result is the relation of a property to an entity.
Returning to the construction of the locative state of affairs, the hypothesis assumed above is
that locative relation result from the application of the same rule that is used for identification,
that is coextension. This means that the complement is combined coextensively to the content
of the verb. When the verb and the PP are combined, it is not the substantive content that is
relevant to the combination (each functional element will be identified independently by a
substantive element), but their functional content. In other word, it is the argument positions
of the verb and the preposition who end up being temporally aligned.
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To express this, I assume that coextensive combination of argument positions results in a
stacking of the two objects at the same point in time, as in (29a), where in Montreal is
combined with is by coextension.
(29)

a.

b.

( )
( )m
( )
is

( )m
in Montreal

j
John

( )j
( )m
( )
( )m
is in Montreal

Once the subject—that relates to the position associated with Tense—is added to the result,
we get the representation in (29b). This representation expresses that the entity talked about,
John, coincides with the entity Montreal at a point in time. Stacking the two entities expresses
that they are only temporally coextensive, but remain distinct from one another in the
representation.
This analysis does not pretend to be more than a sketch of how the construction of meaning
can be achieved under the type of approach proposed her. The significant aspect of the
discussion is how it motivates the presence of a PP in the syntax. It is not clear how, under a
system based on semantic type, the selection of a PP can be accounted for without resorting to
some sort of subcategorization feature that associates the locative reading to a prepositional
feature. Subcategorization is a contingent property, and also an arbitrary mechanism: it offers
no hope of explanation. Under the view proposed here, the presence of the preposition
follows from the architecture of the analysis: the preposition must appear to allow the
construction of a state of affair composed of two entities, be providing insufficient content to
support such a state of affairs by itself.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, I have shown that the hypothesis that be is not a copula, but is the linguistic
support to introduce an entity in the discourse, allows a unified analysis of a series of uses of
the verb. The motivation behind these analysis is the guideline (5), which require to attribute
to the verb a description that is not contingent. A non contingent notion is one that applies to
all the uses of the verbs, or at least, to all the used that are analyzed.
Respecting this guidelines turns out to have important consequences for many aspects of the
semantics of natural language. First, it changes how the relation between the semantic of the
whole and the semantics of the parts is seen. Many meaning distinctions which are
traditionally associated with terms turn out to be contingent, leading to an approach where
those distinctions are a function of the rules of syntax. This hypothesis allows an account for
the difference between the predicative and identity reading of copular constructions under
which no reference to the content of the substantive elements in the analysis is necessary.
This further implies that the distinctions that characterize the denotation of substantive
elements belong to a domain that lies outside of the level of grammatical analysis. The
distinctions associated with substantive elements have a very different role the analysis:
whereas under traditional approach these distinctions are descriptors of terms, they emerged
as arbitrator of the semantic representations constructed in grammar under the approach
proposed here.
It should be pointed out that the significance of this paper is in the conception that underlies
the analyses, rather that in the specific details of the analyses themselves. This conception
emerges as a response to the constrains that are imposed by the methodological assumption
that description should respect the guideline in (5). Attempting to follow (5) necessarily
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forces the revision of how the sound-meaning relation is understood in grammar, a result that
I believe is an interesting one in itself. But perhaps more significant is that this
methodological assumption has its roots in the fundamental axioms of linguistic theory. The
rational behind (5) is that languages must distinguish between a terminal level and a
constructional level. The guideline in (5) is an attempt at providing linguistic description that
meet observational adequacy given the existence of these two levels of representation in
grammar.
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Abstract
The available analysis of comparative constructions that intend to explain the possibility of NPIs to occur in than-clauses do not give a satisfactory account of the licensing and interpretation of N-words in such clauses. In this paper, I propose a
different analysis of comparative constructions, which, contrary to previous analysis, does not assume any stipulation particular to such structures, such as some rule
that reverses the scope relations between different elements. This is achieved by
considering that the semantics of comparative constructions involves the consideration of three degrees. The proposed analysis explains naturally the presence and
interpretation of N-words in than-clauses.

1

Introduction

In this paper I will be concerned with the licensing and interpretation of N-words, as ninguém
– ‘nobody’ –, or nunca – ‘never’ –, in than-clauses, as in the examples (1)-(3):
(1)

O Paulo trabalhou mais do que
ninguém.
the Paulo worked more than_what nobody
‘Paulo has worked harder than anybody (else).’

(2)

O Paulo não trabalhou mais do que
ninguém.
the Paulo not worked more than_what nobody
‘Paulo has not worked harder than anybody (else).’

(3)

Desta vez, o Paulo correu menos do que
nunca.
on_thistime, the Paulo ran
less than_what never
‘This time, Paulo ran less than ever.’

The examples are from Portuguese, a Negative Concord language. Similar examples are to be
found in other Romance languages, which are also Negative Concord languages. In this environment, N-words are not interpreted as negative quantifiers, but as NPI’s. That is, ninguém is
interpreted as equivalent to anybody, not as equivalent to nobody, and nunca is interpreted as
equivalent to ever, not as equivalent to never.
As for languages like English, as is well known, NPI’s may also occur in comparative clauses,
as shown by examples as (4) and (5):
(4)
(5)

John is taller than any student.
John is taller than his brother will ever be.

I will first consider some previous analyses of comparative constructions that intend to explain the possibility of NPI’s to occur in than-clauses and I will try to show that none of these
analyses gives a satisfactory account of the licensing and interpretation of N-words in Romance languages. I will then present a different analysis of comparative constructions, from
which the possibility of N-words and NPIs to occur in such clauses follows naturally.
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2 Previous analyses
2.1 The universal quantification over degrees and the maximality operator approaches
The first proposal to be considered is the idea, advocated in Cresswell (1976), Pinkal (1989)
and Lerner and Pinkal (1992, 1995), that than-clauses involve universal quantification over
degrees. According to such proposal, the meaning of (6) would be captured by a formula like
(7), where d, d’ and d’’ are degree variables, j stands for John and m for Mary:
(6)
(7)

John is taller than Mary.
∃d' [[tall' (j,d')] ∧ ∀d [tall' (m,d) → [d' > d]]]

According to this analysis, (6) means that John is taller than every degree d such that Mary is
d tall. Since the universal quantifier is downward monotonic, than-clauses would be a context
of downward monotonicity, a fact that would explain the possibility of NPI’s to occur in such
clauses. The meaning of comparative constructions where NPI’s occurs in the than-clause is
easily captured by this analysis. Sentence (8) would mean that John is taller than every degree
d such that there is a student who is d tall, as expressed in (9):
(8)
(9)

John is taller than any student.
∃d' [tall' (j,d') ∧ ∀d ∃x [[student (x) ∧ tall' (x,d)] → [d' > d]]]

The second proposal to be considered is advocated by von Stechow (1984), who follows the
idea of Russell that than-clauses are definite descriptions. However, von Stechow argues, they
are not simple definite descriptions, but involve the computation of a (hidden) maximality operator, defined in (10):
(10)

Max (P) is true of d iff P(d) and ~ (∃d’) [P(d’) & d’ > d]
(cf. von Stechow (1984), 37)

According to this proposal, the meaning of (6) – John is taller than Mary – would be as described in (11). Sentence (8) – John is taller than any student – would correspond to a formula like (12), that is, it would mean that John is taller than the maximal degree d such that
some student is d-tall:
(11)
(12)

∃d' [tall’ (j,d’) ∧ [d’ > MAX λd ([tall’ (m,d)])]]
∃d' [tall’ (j,d’) ∧ [d’ > MAX λd ([∃x [student’ (x) ∧ tall’ (x,d)])]]

Since the maximality operator creates a downward monotonic context, it would licence the
presence of NPI’s in than-clauses.
Turning now to than-clauses with N-words in Romance languages, it can be shown that neither the hypothesis of universal quantification over degrees nor the hypothesis of the maximality operator give a satisfactory account of the facts. In what concerns the first hypothesis,
it fails to explain why N-words in than-clauses are assigned an interpretation different from
the one they receive in other constructions where they also occur under the scope of a universal quantifier. This can be shown by comparing the interpretation of the N-word ninguém, −
‘nobody’ − in (1) and in (13):
(1)

O Paulo trabalhou mais do que
ninguém.
the Paulo worked more than_what nobody
‘Paulo has worked harder than anybody.’

(13)

Todos os lugares onde ninguémesteve foram ignorados.
all
the places where nobody was were ignored
‘All the places where nobody was were ignored.’
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According to the proposal of universal quantification, (1) would be translated to (14), where
the N-word is interpreted as an existential quantifier over individuals under the scope of a
universal quantifier (over degrees):
(14)

∃d' [works_hard’ (p,d') ∧ ∀d [∃x [person’ (x) ∧ works_hard’ (x,d) → [d' > d]]

However, in what respects (13), ninguém – ‘nobody’ – which also occurs under the scope of a
universal quantifier, would have to be translated as an existential quantifier under the scope of
negation, as indicated in (15):
(15)

∀y [[place’ (y) ∧ ¬∃x [person’ (x) ∧ was-in’ (x, y)]] → was_ignored (y)]

That is, in (1), the N-word ninguém is interpreted as anybody, while in (13) the same word is
interpreted as nobody.
The same kind of problem exists with the proposal that than-clauses involve the computation
of the maximality operator. Such operator is also to be found in superlative constructions. In
such constructions N-words, if allowed at all, are interpreted as existential quantifiers under
the scope of negation, as show by (16), which might be paraphrased by (17):
(16)

(17)

A montanha mais alta que o Paulo nunca escalou é o Monte Everest.
the mountain more high that the Paulo never climbed is the Mount Everest
‘The highest mountain that Paulo never climbed is Mount Everest.’
Of those mountains x such that there is not an interval of time when Paulo
climbed x, the one that is higher than all the others is Mount Everest.

In than-clauses, on the other side, according to the maximality operator hypothesis, N-words
are interpreted as existential quantifiers, but they are not under the scope of negation. This is
shown by (18), the formula that, according to the maximality operator analysis, captures the
meaning of (1) – ‘O Paulo trabalhou mais do que ninguém’:
(18)

∃d' [works_hard’ (p,d') ∧ [d’>MAX (λd [∃x [person’ (x) ∧ works-hard’ (x,d)]])]]

Another problem common to the considered proposals is the following one. According to both
approaches, N-words may appear in than-clauses because this is a downward monotonic context. However, Schwarzschild and Wilkinson (2002) argue that than-clauses do not constitute
a downward monotonic context, contrary to what is generally assumed, but an upward
monotonic one. I will come to this point later.
Finally, there is another difficulty common to both the universal quantification and the maximality operator proposals. In fact, according to such proposals, the scope assigned to quantifiers in comparatives with N-words is not the same as in other comparatives. This point can be
illustrated by comparing sentence (1) and (19), which have the same meaning:
(1)

O Paulo trabalhou mais do que ninguém.
‘Paulo has worked harder than anybody.’

(19)

O Paulo trabalhou mais do que toda a gente.
‘Paulo worked harder than everyone (else).’

As is well known from the literature, according to the universal quantification over degrees or
to the maximality operator proposals, the subject of the than-clause needs to have scope over
the degree introduced by such clause. Thus, (19) is translated to (20a) or (20b). In either formula, the universal quantifier over individuals has scope over the universal quantifier over
degrees or the maximality operator.
(20) a. ∃d’ [worked’ (p, d’) ∧ ∀x, ∀d [[person’ (x) ∧ worked’ (x, d)] → [d’ > d]]]
b. ∃d’ [worked’ (p, d’) ∧ ∀x [person’ (x) → [d’ > MAX (λd [worked’ (x, d)])]]]
3
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If the scope relation is the reversal one, as shown in (21), the formulas would mean that Paulo
worked harder than the higher degree common to everyone else. That is, it would mean that
Paulo worked harder than the person who worked the least.
(21) a. ∃d’ [worked’ (p, d’) ∧ ∀d, ∀x [[person’ (x) ∧ worked’ (x, d)] → [d’ > d]]]
b. ∃d’ [worked’ (p, d’) ∧ [d’ > MAX (λd (∀x [person’ (x) → [worked’ (x, d)]]))]
However, in what respects comparatives with N-words, the subject of the than-clause needs to
have lower scope, as indicated in (14) and (18), the formulas that would capture the meaning
of (1) – O Paulo trabalhou mais do que ninguém.
(14)
(18)

∃d' [works_hard’ (p,d') ∧ ∀d [∃x [person’ (x) ∧ works_hard’ (x,d) → [d' > d]]
∃d' [works_hard’ (p,d') ∧ [d’>MAX (λd [∃x [person’ (x) ∧ works-hard’ (x,d)]])]]

If the scope relation is the reversal one, as shown in (22), the formulas would mean that Paulo
has work harder than someone, which is not the meaning of (1).
(22) a. ∃d' [works_hard’ (p,d') ∧ ∃x [person’ (x) ∧ ∀d [works_hard’ (x,d) → [d' > d]]]]
b. ∃d' [works_hard’ (p,d') ∧ ∃x [person’ (x) ∧ [d’>MAX (λd [works-hard’ (x,d)]])]]
Thus, according to the proposals of universal quantification over degrees or the maximality
operator, some mechanism of raising the subject of the than-clause has to be assumed, but
such mechanism does not operate in comparatives with N-words.
2.2 The indirect licensing hypothesis
A different proposal concerning the licensing of NPIs in than-clauses is considered by Giannakidou (1998), who claims an indirect licensing of such expressions. According to this proposal, a sentence like (23) asserts that Roxanne run g fast and implies that people did not expect Roxanne to run g fast. It would be by virtue of this implicature that N-words are legitimated in comparative clauses.
(23)

Roxanne ran faster than anyone expected.

Adopting this analysis to N-words, sentences (24) and (25) would be associated with different
implicatures. (24) would have the implicature that Paulo never before had run at least g,
while (25) would have the implicature that never before Paulo had run at most g.
(24)

O Paulo correu mais do que
nunca.
the Paulo ran
more than_ what never
‘Paulo has run faster than ever.’

(25)

O Paulo correu menos do que
nunca.
the Paulo ran
less than_what never
‘Paulo has run less than ever.’

However, it is rather inelegant that so similar constructions are associated with different implicatures. It seems more fit to assume that both kinds of comparatives share the same analysis, with the only difference that less and more express opposite orders of degrees.
Thus, none of the considered proposals gives a satisfactory account of the licensing and interpretation of N-words in comparative clauses. I will now present an alternative analysis of
comparative constructions, from which the possibility of N-words to occur in than-clauses
follows naturally.
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An alternative analysis of comparative constructions

In what concerns the syntactic analysis of comparative constructions, I will not assume the
traditional division between ‘clausal comparatives’, as (26), and ‘phrasal comparatives’, as
(27):
(26)

O Paulo é (muito) mais alto do que
é a Ana.
the Paulo is (much) more tall than_what is the Ana
‘Paulo is (much) taller than Ana is’

(27)

O Paulo é (muito) mais alto do que
a Ana.
the Paulo is (much) more tall than_what the Ana
‘Paulo is (much) taller than Ana’

Instead, I will assume that all comparatives are clausal, the difference between (26) and (27)
being that in (27), but not in (26), the VP is elliptical. One immediate problem respects the
interpretation of this ellipsis. In fact, the resolution of ellipses requires identity between the
elliptical VP and its antecedent. The problem is that, as observed by several authors (e.g.,
Moltmann (1992), Hendriks (1995) or Kennedy and Merchant (2000)), according to this requisite of identity, the comparative operator, such as more or less, has to occur both in the main
and in the than-clause. That is, after the resolution of ellipsis, (27) would correspond to the
sequence Paulo is taller than Ana is taller than.
To avoid this problem, it may be assumed that the resolution of ellipsis is done after the
comparative operator has been stripped out of its position. Such assumption is considered by
Moltmann (1992), Lerner and Pinkal (1995) or Heim (2000), among others. Moltmann
(1992), for instance, proposes that the comparative operator suffers Quantifier Raising, leaving in its place a trace, which would be a degree variable. Thus, in (28a), for instance, the operator -er suffers Quantifier Raising, as shown in (28b), and the VP that is copied to the thanclause is [is d-tall].
(28) a. John is taller than Mary.
b. [-er] [John [is d-tall]]
Lerner and Pinkal (1995) considers only comparatives as (29a) and propose that Quantifier
Raising applies to the NP a faster car than Bill. (29b)-(29d) are the steps involved in the syntactic interpretation of the structure, which will be translated to the formula (29e).
(29) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

George owns a faster car than Bill.
[NP [NP a faster car than Bill e]i George owns ti]
[NP [NP a faster car than Bill e]i [George1 [IP t1 owns ti]
[IP[NP[NPa faster car] than [CPWHj C [IPBill2 [IPt2 owns tj]]]]i [George1[IPt1 owns ti]
∃x ∃d’ [∀d [∃y [fast’(car’)(y,d) ∧ own’(b*,y)] → d’>d] ∧ fast’(car’) (x,d’)
∧ own’ (g*,x)]

As for Heim (2000), she assumes that more than p is a constituent, which is raised to a position higher than the one where it is generated. Thus, (30a) would correspond to (30b) in Logical Form.
(30) a. John is more than 4 feet tall.
b. [DegP –er than 4 ft]1 John is [AP t1 tall]
Considering that there are counter-arguments to the idea that more than p is a quantifier, as
Kennedy (1997) shows, this constituent may not be raised by Quantifier Raising. Instead, another mechanism of raising would have to be assumed.
Another hypothesis, considered by Kennedy and Merchant (2000), is that the comparative operator is copied, but suffers ‘vehicle change’. Thus, in a sentence like (28) – John is taller
5
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than Mary –, the VP [is taller] would be copied as [is d–tall] and the sentence would be interpreted as saying that John is taller than the degree d such that Mary is d-tall.
If the subject of the than-clause is not a proper noun or a definite description, as in (31), there
has to be assumed some mechanism that raises the subject NP out of the than-clause. Otherwise, (31) would be interpreted as indicated in (32):
(31)
(32)

John is taller than many of his colleagues.
John is taller than the degree d such that many of his colleagues are d-tall.

In a model where, for instance, John is six feet tall, one of his colleagues is five feet tall and
all the others are seven feet tall, (31) would be true, but (32) would be false. The meaning of
(31) would only be captured if the NP [many of his colleagues] has scope over the degree d.
However, there are well known counter-arguments to the idea that the subject of the thanclause may be raised, as observed by Beil (1997) or Schwarzschild and Wilkinson (2002).
Thus, the considered analyses of comparative constructions have to make two problematic
assumptions. First, the resolution of ellipsis in this kind of constructions is preceded by some
mechanism that strips out the comparative operator, a mechanism that may be particular to
comparative constructions; and, second, there is another process of raising, which allows the
subject of the than-clause to have scope over the degree variable introduced by the thanclause.
I will propose a different analysis of comparative constructions, which does not assume any
operation of raising or any other mechanism that reverses scope relations. The basic assumptions in what regards the syntactic analysis of comparative constructions are the following: (i)
the comparative operators (such as more or less) take as their complement a degree constituent, which is not lexically realised; (ii) the comparative clause is a nonrestrictive relative
clause, which is generated in or is raised to a position of adjunction to the main clause (or the
main VP), and which is coindexed with the argument of the comparative operator. The intuitive idea, in the line of Russell (1905) and others, is that a sentence like John is taller than
Mary means that John is taller than a degree d, and that the than-clause is a definition of this
degree. In what regards the resolution of ellipsis, I will make the assumption that there is indeed identity between the elliptical VP and its antecedent. That is, if the resolution of ellipsis
involves copy of the main VP, then the comparative operator is also copied into the thanclause. This idea seems counter-intuitive, but it allows the resolution of ellipses in comparative clauses to follow the general mechanisms of ellipsis resolution. I will also assume that
there is a hidden negative operator in the comparative clause. Thus, (33) will be the syntactic
configuration of (26) – O Paulo é (muito) mais alto do que a Ana –, once the VP ellipsis is
solved:
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(33)

CP

CP
[…]

[PREDICATION]
NP

[e]i
NP
_
[o Paulo]
the Paulo

VP
[∅]
V
AP

é
XP
A
is

(muito)
X’
alto
(much)
tall
mais
[e]i
more

REL-Clause

(de o) quei
(of) what
NP
_
[a Ana]
the Ana

[...]IP
NEGP
não
not

VP
V
AP

é XP
A
is

mais [e]i alta
more
tall

This syntactic configuration is translated to the DRS (34):
x, y, d, d’
Paulo (x)
Ana (y)
x is d’-tall
d’ > d

(34)

¬

d’’
y is d’’-tall
d’’ > d

According to this analysis, (26) may be paraphrased as (35a) or (35b), which are equivalent to
(35c):
(35)a.
b.
c.

Paulo is taller than a degree d, such that Ana is not taller than d.
Paulo is tall in a degree higher than the (minimal) degree which Ana is not taller
than.
Paulo is taller than the (degree of) tallness of Ana.

This being so, the computation of comparative constructions will involve the consideration of
three degrees. (26) indicates that the tallness of Paulo is superior to a degree d and that the
tallness of Ana is not superior to this degree. If there were no negation in the comparative
clause, (26) would correspond to the DRS (36), which just indicates that both Paulo and Ana
have tallness:
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x, y, d, d’, d’’
Paulo (x)
Ana (y)
x is d’-tall
d’ > d
y is d’’-tall
d’’ > d

Thus, according to the proposed analysis, simple comparatives, like (26), lead to the prediction that there is negation in than-clauses. Once this is assumed, the possibility of N-words to
occur in than-clauses is not surprising. They are legitimated by this negative operator.
Considering now comparatives of equality, as (37), assuming that such constructions are syntactically similar to comparatives of superiority or inferiority, the proposal leads to the prediction that there is no negation in the comparative clause.
(37)

O Paulo é tão alto como a Ana.
the Paulo is as tall as
the Ana.
‘Paulo is as tall as Ana.’

The syntactic analysis of (37) will be (38), which corresponds to the DRS (39):
(38)

CP

CP

[PREDICATION]

[…]
NP
_
[o Paulo]
the Paulo

[e]i
VP

V

é
is

[∅]
AP

XP
tão
as

NP
REL-Clause
IP

comoi
as

A

[e]i alto
tall

NP
_
[a Ana]
the Ana

VP
V
_
é
is

AP
XP
tão
as

(39)

[e]i

A

alta
tall

x, y, d, d’, d’’
Paulo (x)
Ana (y)
x is d’-tall
d’ = d
y is d’’-tall
d’’ = d

If there were negation in comparatives of equality, the DRS corresponding to (37) would be
(40). The sentence would mean that Paulo and Ana have different degrees of tallness.
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x, y, d, d’
Paulo (x)
Ana (y)
x is d’-tall
d’ = d
¬

d’’
y is d’’-tall
d’’ = d

Thus, the proposed analysis predicts that there is negation in comparative clauses with the operators more or less, but not in comparatives of equality. The fact that N-words may occur in
the first kind of comparatives, but not in comparatives of equality, as shown by (41)-(43) is
coherent with such prediction:
(41)

O Paulo trabalhou mais do que
ninguém.
the Paulo worked more than_what nobody
‘Paulo has worked harder than anybody.’

(42)

O Paulo correu menos do que
nunca.
the Paulo ran
less than_what never
‘This time, Paulo ran less than ever.’

(43)

*O Paulo correu tanto
como nunca.
the Paulo ran
as-much as
never
‘Paulo ran as fast as ever.’

A positive consequence of the proposed analysis of comparative constructions is that no
mechanism that reverses the scope relations between different operators has to be assumed. In
particular, previous analyses of comparative constructions have to assume an obligatory rule
that gives wide scope to the subject of the than-clause, though there are several arguments
against the existence of such rule, as observed by Larson (1988), Schwarzschild and Wilkinson (2002), among others. According to the analysis that I propose, the different constituents
of the than-clause are interpreted in situ. This point might be illustrated by considering (44),
which corresponds to the syntactic configuration (45), where the relativised degree constituent
has scope over the subject of the than-clause, which, in its turn, has scope over the negation
operator. The same scope relations are obtained in the semantic representation, as shown by
(46):
(44)

O Paulo é mais alto do que
a maioria dos seus colegas.
the Paulo is more tall than_what the majority of_his
colleagues
‘Paulo is taller that most of his colleagues.’
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(45)

CP

CP
[…]
NP
_
[o Paulo]
the Paulo

[PREDICATION]

VP
V

é
is

[e]i
AP

XP
mais
more

[e]i

(46)

[∅]
A

alto
tall

REL-Clause
(de o) quei
(of) what

IP

NP
NEGP
_
[a maioria dos não
VP
seus colegas] not
most of his
V
AP
colleagues

são XP
A
are

mais [e]i altos
more
tall

x, d, d’
Paulo (x)
x is d’-tall
d’ > d
y
y is friend of x

4

NP

¬

most
y

d’’
y is d’’-tall
d’’ > d

A reply to some counter-arguments

Having presented an analysis of comparative constructions that gives a natural account of the
licensing and interpretation of N-words in than-clauses, I will now consider three possible
counter-arguments to the advocated hypothesis. The first one has to do with undesirable inferences that would follow from the claim that there is negation in than-clauses; the second one
is related to monotonicity properties of such clauses, and the third one with the interference of
the polarity of the main clause in the interpretation of N-words occurring in than-clauses.
In what concerns the first issue, the hypothesis that there is negation in than-clauses was already considered by Seuren (1973), who proposes (48) as the logical form of (47):
(47)
(48)

John is taller than Bill.
∃d [John is > d-tall ∧ ¬ [Bill is > d-tall]]

von Stechow (1984) observes that this analysis has the undesirable consequence of predicting
that (47) implies (49), since (48) implies (50):
(49)
(50)

John is taller than everyone.
∃d [John is > d-tall ∧ ¬ [everyone is > d-tall]]
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This argument is valid on the assumption that the negation operator has scope over the entire
proposition. However, in the analysis that I propose, in which the scope relations that are observed in the semantic representation are the same as those that are observed in the syntactic
structure, the subject of the than-clause has scope over the negation operator. Thus, the sentence John is taller than Bill is interpreted as shown in (51):
(51)

∃g [[John is taller than g] ∧ [Bill is not taller than g]].

This proposition implies (52), but does not imply (53), which is the interpretation obtained for
the sentence John is taller than everyone, according to the analysis that I propose.
(52)
(53)

∃g [John is taller than g] ∧ ¬ [everyone is taller than g]
∃g [John is taller than g] ∧ [Everyone is not taller than g]

Another possible counter-argument to the idea that there is negation in than-clauses comes
from the observation of Schwarzschild and Wilkinson (2002) that such clauses are monotone
increasing. Since sentential negation creates a downward monotonic context, this is a problem
to the hypothesis that there is negation in than-clauses. The claim of the authors is based on
the observation that the following inferences are invalid:
(54) a. #John is richer than at least 4 of my relatives were.
→ John is richer than exactly 7 of my relatives were.
b. #My car is heavier than some elephant in this room is.
→ My car is heavier than almost every elephant in this room is.
c. #Nissan is currently more overvalued than at least 2% of the high tech stocks
were.
→ Nissan is currently more overvalued than most of the high tech stocks were.
If the direction of the arrow is reversed, the entailments are intuitively correct. Thus, the examples show that than-clauses are a context of increasing monotonicity, not one of decreasing
monotonicity. That is, it is possible to replace the subject of the than-clause by a less restrictive NP, but not by a more restrictive one.
The considered data involves the manipulation of the subject of the than-clause. However, the following examples show that the VP of the than-clause occurs in a downward
monotonic context:
(55)

John has published more books than Bill.
→ John has published more books than Bill has published novels.

(56)

John trusts in European cars more than he trusts in Asian cars.
→ John trusts in European cars more than he trusts in Japanese cars.

This data means that the downward monotonic context of the than-clause includes the VP, but
not the subject NP, a fact that is coherent with the hypothesis that there is a negative operator
in than-clauses, which is under the scope of the subject NP, but has scope over the VP.
Finally, I will consider another potential problem for the analysis of comparatives that I consider. It respects the interpretation of sentences like (57) and (58):
(57)

O Paulo trabalhou mais do que
ninguém.
the Paulo worked more than_what nobody
‘Paulo has worked harder than anybody.’

(58)

O Paulo não trabalhou mais do que
ninguém.
the Paulo not worked more than_what nobody
‘Paulo has not worked harder than anybody.’
11
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It seems natural to assume that the only syntactic difference between these two sentences respects the presence or absence of negation in the main clause. Thus, taking for granted that Nwords are existential quantifiers, as is generally assumed, in both sentences the than-clause
would have the representation (59):
(59)

CP

[PREDICATION]
NP

[e]i
o Paulo (não) trabalhou mais [e]i
the Paulo (not) worked more [e]i

[∅]

REL-Clause
(de o) quei
(of) what
NP
_
[alguém]
anyone

IP
NEGP
não
not

VP

V
XP

trabalhou mais [e]i
worked
more

In this syntactic representation, the negation operator of the than-clause does not have scope
over the subject NP, which will be realised as an N-word. However, the meaning of (57) is
captured by the DRS (60), where the negation operator of the than-clause has scope over the
N-word, while the meaning of (58) is captured by (61), where the scope relation between the
negative operator of the than-phrase and the N-word is the reversal one:
(60)

p, d, d’
Paulo (x)
¬

y, d’’
person (y)
y worked d’’-hard
d’’ > d
x worked d’-hard
d’ > d

(61)

x, d
Paulo (x)
¬

d’, y
person (y)
¬

d’’
d’’ > d
y worked d’’hard

d’ > d
x worked d’-hard
12
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Thus, the proposed analysis has to assume different scope relations between the negation operator of the than-clause and the N-word depending on the polarity of the main clause. When
the main clause is negative, the N-word has scope over the negation operator of the thanclause, while if the main word is affirmative, the existential quantifier corresponding to the Nword is under the scope of the negation operator of the than-clause. Nevertheless, this fact is
not a problem for the proposed analysis of comparative constructions, being explained by the
general analysis of N-words. In what respects sentence (58) – O Paulo não trabalhou mais do
que ninguém –, the N-word is legitimated by the negation of the main clause, and the structure
is interpreted as any other comparative construction, the subject NP having scope over the negation operator. The N-word ninguém is an existential quantifier, which has this morphological form by virtue of entering in a process of negative concord with the negation of the main
clause. As for sentence (57) – O Paulo trabalhou mais do que ninguém –, the N-word is an
existential quantifier that is incorporated with the negation operator, in the sense of Klima
(1964). These two processes – ‘negative concord’ and ‘incorporation of negation’ – are operative in simple sentences, like (62), as shown by Peres (1995), among others.
(62)

Ninguém viu nada.
nobody saw nothing
‘Nobody saw anything.’

The first N-word that occurs in (62) results from the incorporation of an existential quantifier
with the negative operator, which takes scope over it, while the second N-word enters in a
process of negative concord.
5

Conclusion

In this paper, I have presented an analysis of comparative constructions which does not have
to assume any particular mechanism concerning the syntax or the semantics of this kind of
structure. The licensing of N-words in than-clauses follows naturally from the proposed
analysis and their interpretation involves the same processes that are operative in other constructions where N-words may appear.
The hypothesis assumes that than-clauses have a negation operator and a comparative
operator. This hypothesis allows the resolution of ellipsis in than-clauses to follow from general principles of grammar and does not have to assume any rule of scope reversal. However,
there is a lack of empirical evidence in favour of the proposed analysis. In particular, as far as
I know, no language exhibits a comparative operator lexically realised in the than-clause.
Nevertheless, the presence of this second comparative operator is predicted by the hypothesis
that there is negation in than-clauses. Otherwise, a sentence like John wrote more books than
Mary would mean that there is a number of books d, such that John wrote more than d books
and Mary did not write d books. This way, the sentence would be predicted to be false if John
wrote just one more book than Mary, a situation in which the sentence is true. According to
the analysis that I propose, the sentence means that there is a number of books d, such that
John wrote more than d books and Mary did not write more than d books. As was seen before,
the presence of negation in the than-clause is obligatory, since if there were no negation, the
sentence would just mean that there is a number of books d, such that John wrote more than d
books and Mary also wrote more than d books. This being so, the sentence would be true in
any model where both Mary and John have write books, regardless of the fact that John wrote
more, less or the same number of books than Mary. Thus, according to the proposed analysis,
the presence of negation and the presence of a second comparative operator in the than-clause
are both predicted. If than-clauses do not have negation neither a comparative operator, as
empirical evidence suggests and most analyses of comparative constructions assume, then, as
has been noticed in the literature, a mechanism that reverses scope relations has to be assumed
13
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in some comparative constructions. However, such mechanism would not be operative in
comparatives involving N-words, as I hope to have showed. The hypothesis that than-clauses
have negation and a comparative operator, though counter-intuitive, gives an account of the
semantics of comparative constructions without any particular assumption concerning this
kind of structures and allows comparatives with N-phrases to have the same analysis as any
other comparative.
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IN THE (INDICATIVE OR SUBJUNCTIVE) MOOD1
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francesca.panzeri@unimib.it

Abstract
The object of this paper is the analysis of the Indicative and Subjunctive morphological mood
marking on embedded verbs, in Italian and in other Romance languages. The problem to be
accounted for is why some predicates, like Verba dicendi, select for an Indicative mood clause,
whereas others, like Modals, require a Subjunctive mood clause; and, moreover, why some
governing verbs, like Epistemics, display interlinguistic variation, in that they are followed by a
Subjunctive proposition in Italian, and by an Indicative one in French. My proposal is that mood
marking on (a verb V in) a sentence φ signals what the relationship is between (the proposition
expressed by) φ and the context in which that sentence gets evaluated. In a nutshell, the idea is that
if φ displays Indicative mood, then it counts as assertible with respect to its input context; if it
shows Subjunctive marking, it is non-assertible in its input context. The notion of (non)assertibility is a pragmatic notion, and it is defined as the (violation/) satisfaction of the
conditions that Stalnaker claimed that a sentence ought to meet in order to count as felicitous (i.e.,
informative) with respect to a context of conversation. I then review the paradigm of mood
selection and show how the association between mood and this assertibility feature can correctly
account for it.

1 The Data
I will here concentrate on the phenomenon of Subjunctive and Indicative mood alternation
within subordinate propositions, even if I argued elsewhere (Panzeri (2002)) that my
observations are meant to account also for mood marking in matrix sentences and in the
antecedent clauses of hypothetical statements. The paradigm of mood selection in that-clauses
is as follows: if the governing predicate is Epistemic (e.g., believe, think, suspect, and so on),
in languages like French and Spanish the embedded verb is expressed in the Indicative mood,
but in Italian the verb is marked (at least preferably) with the Subjunctive mood; if the
governing predicate belongs to the class of Verba dicendi (e.g., say, write, maintain, …) or of
Semifactives (e.g., know, realize, discover, …), the verb in the subordinate clause displays
Indicative mood marking; if the matrix verb is a Modal (e.g., it is possible / probable /
necessary) or a True Factive (e.g., regret, be sorry, be glad, …), the dependent clause is
expressed in the Subjunctive mood:
(1)

a.

Gianni crede che stia piovendo.
John believes that it isSUBJ raining.

EPISTEMIC

+ SUBJ in Italian

b.

Jean croit qu’il pleut.
John believes that it isIND raining.

EPISTEMIC

+ IND in French

(2)

Gianni dice che sta piovendo.
John says that it isIND raining.

VERBUM DICENDI + IND

(3)

È possibile / necessario che stia piovendo.
It is possible / necessary that it isSUBJ raining.

MODAL + SUBJ

1
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(4)

Gianni realizza che sta piovendo.
John realizes that it isIND raining.

SEMIFACTIVE + IND

(5)

Gianni è contento che stia piovendo.
John is glad that it isSUBJ raining.

TRUE FACTIVE + SUBJ

2

The Proposal

2.1 The Plan
I propose to view morphological mood marking on (a verb V in) a sentence φ as signaling
what the relationship is between φ and the context in which it gets evaluated: if φ displays
Indicative mood, then it counts as assertible with respect to its input context; if it shows
Subjunctive marking, it is non-assertible in its input context.
The term assertibility is meant to be reminiscent of Hooper’s notion of assertivity, a feature
that characterizes the class of predicates that may undergo the syntactic operation of
complement preposing (an operation that fronts all or part of the complement clause), and
which is possible only for assertive predicates. Thus, as (6) shows, only Epistemics, Verba
dicendi and Semifactives are assertive – since their complements may be preposed; whereas
Modals, True Factives and negated predicates are non-assertive because the operation of
complement preposing leads to ungrammaticality.
(6)

You have already met Mr Livingstone, I suppose / he says / we found out.
* it’s probable / * it’s strange / * he didn’t tell me.

Hooper maintains that: “The difference between these two types of predicates is termed
assertive / non-assertive because the effect of complement preposing is to make the
complement proposition the main assertion of the sentence while reducing the original main
clause to parenthetical or secondary status. In sentences [containing an assertive predicate]
there are two assertions, or two claims to truth”.2
As Hooper herself noticed there is a strong correlation between the property of assertivity and
mood selection: the verbs that are assertive call for an Indicative mood clause; the predicates
that are non-assertive require a Subjunctive mood clause. But Hooper’s insight did not gain
much attention, mainly because the notion of assertivity remained too vague to go beyond a
descriptive level. Moreover, the problem of inter- and intra-linguistic variation (e.g., the case
of Epistemics in (1)) was left completely unaccounted for.
My plan is to elaborate Hooper’s observation and to try to solve the difficulties it
encountered. As a first step towards this goal, I propose to explicate the property of assertivity
in terms of Stalnaker’s theory of conversation – by applying to an intrasentential level the
considerations he reserved for felicitous full propositional clauses.
2.2 Stalnaker
So let us briefly review Stalnaker’s perspective on conversation: a dialogue takes place
against a set of mutually shared assumptions (the presuppositions), that is, of propositions that
the participants to that conversation believe to be true. By intersecting the presuppositions
belonging to this common ground of the conversation, we obtain the context set of the
conversation, that is, the set of possible worlds that constitute adequate representations of
reality. When a speaker utters a sentence, if she is taken to be reliable (that is, if the audience
accepts her statement as true) the initial context gets changed to a new one in which the
2
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information conveyed by that utterance is recorded. This operation of updating a context with
a sentence (written as: c + φ) consists in the elimination from the context of the worlds
incompatible with the content of the utterance. Now, the goal of an informative dialogue is to
increase our knowledge of the world, and this amounts to saying that informative utterances
point to the reduction of the size of the context set, ideally aiming at being left with just one
world – the actual world we live in.
From these preliminary remarks, Stalnaker concluded that for an informative utterance to do
its job it must lead to an effective elimination of some – but crucially not all – worlds in the
context. If the update operation c + φ leaves the context c unaffected, this means that the
information conveyed by φ is already present in the context; if on the other hand the result of
the update operation c + φ is the empty set, i.e., if the information conveyed by φ contradicts
our assumptions, we are left with no possible worlds in the context set, and so we could not
proceed in our conversation.
Stalnaker’s conditions for appropriate assertions:
For any context c and any sentence φ, the utterance of φ is appropriate in c only if:
(i)
c + φ ≠ c and
(ii) c + φ ≠ ∅

2.3 Mixing the ingredients
Up to now we have Hooper’s insight that assertive predicates select for an Indicative mood
clause (but her notion of assertivity is left unexplained); and we have Stalnaker’s
characterization of felicitous assertions as those that produce an effective change on the
context of conversation (that is, whose evaluation leads to a shrinking of the context)3. My
proposal is simply to put these observations together.
The first step is to reverse the perspective in Hooper’s observation: instead of claiming that
assertive predicates select for an Indicative mood clause, I will view Indicative mood
dependent propositions as signaling their “assertibility”. Secondly, I will explain this
assertibility feature appealing to Stalnaker’s conditions for appropriate assertions: the
assertion of a sentence φ is appropriate with respect to a context c only if the evaluation of φ
in c leads to an effective shrinking of c. Thus, I will claim that a clause φ which meets this
requirement is assertible. That is, a clause φ which added to a context c eliminates some (but
not all) worlds of c counts as assertible in c. But Stalnaker’s observations were confined to
full-propositional, matrix sentences, whereas here we are interested in clauses that are
subordinate, and therefore we need to effect some changes. That is, we need to transpose
Stalnaker’s observations to an intrasentential level. The notion of assertibility becomes
relative not to the initial context of conversation, but to the intermediate input context the
clause gets added to.
In fact, during the process of interpretation, other input contexts, different from the initial one,
come into play. This is the case when the sentence to be processed is a molecular expression,
requiring different updates to take place: a typical example is given by matrix clause
predicates that select for a that-clause. Complex expressions of the form: “α Vs that φ” require
the evaluation of the subordinate clause φ as an intermediate step of the computation. That is,
φ must be added to an input context, which is typically derived in a way indicated by the
lexical entry associated to the matrix clause verb. This update operation leads to a new
context. As for “ordinary” updates (that is, updates that have as input context the main context
3
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of conversation), the result of the operation can be: (i) the same context; (ii) the empty set;
(iii) a new context, different from the input one.
Thus, summing up, when we assess (against a context set c) a sentence of the form “α Vs that
φ”, the lexical entry associated to the matrix verb V indicates the intermediate input context c'
against which the subordinate proposition φ is to be evaluated. And, for any input context c', if
c' + φ = c'' (where c'' is a proper subset – different from the empty set – of c'), then φ counts as
assertible in c'; if we have that c' + φ = c' or c' + φ = ∅, then φ is non-assertible with respect
to c'. And, coming back to the issue of morphological mood, I simply propose to view
Indicative mood clauses as assertible, that is, as performing a “real” operation on their input
context, and Subjunctive mood clauses as non-assertible, in the sense that they leave their
input context unaltered or reduced to the empty set. Summing up:
If φ is in the Indicative mood, φ counts as assertible.
If φ is in the Subjunctive mood, φ counts as non-assertible.
φ is assertible wrt an input context c' iff c' + φ ≠ c' and c' + φ ≠ ∅.
φ is non-assertible wrt an input context c' iff c' + φ = c' or c' + φ = ∅.

But what is the intuitive motivation behind this characterization? As a rough approximation,
mood marking on dependent propositions signals whether those clauses have an assertion-like
nature. If a subordinate clause φ is marked with the Indicative mood, then it constitutes a
“claim to the truth”, and, in Stalnaker’s picture, this amounts to saying that φ will perform a
“genuine” operation on a context. That is, φ will be added to an adequate input context and it
will cause the elimination of some (but not all) worlds of that context. On the other hand, if
the subordinate clause displays Subjunctive mood, then it will not count as an assertion, and
this means that φ will not eliminate worlds from the input context it gets added to. What is
then the contribution given by the assessment of φ? We will see that – when a clause φ is in
the Subjunctive mood – the update operation “input context + φ” performs a purely checking
operation – that is, it checks whether the input context meets some requirements. But let us
consider some examples.
3 Checking the Predictions
Recapitulating, in order to see what this theory predicts for mood selection in subordinate
clauses, we must first analyze the lexical entries associated with the various predicates
followed by a that-clause φ, and then verify the kind of operation φ is involved in. This means
that we will have to introduce a formal system: in the last section of the paper, making use of
Heim’s File Change Semantics, I will propose new lexical entries (in Heim’s terms, Context
Change Potentials – CCPs) that are meant to translate the meaning of the various classes of
predicates. These CCPs indicate the input context(s) c' against which φ is evaluated. It
becomes then straightforward to see that when φ is in the Indicative mood it results as
assertible with respect to c' (i.e., c' + φ ≠ c' and c' + φ ≠ ∅), while when φ is in the Subjunctive
mood it counts as non-assertible (i.e., c' + φ = c' or c' + φ = ∅). But before entering into
technical details, in this section I would like to present informally the intuitive idea behind
this approach and to review the various classes of predicates in order to have a first
understanding of the functioning of the assertibility property. Let us then start by analyzing
the clear-cut cases of mood selection, that is, by taking into consideration the predicates that
univocally select for one morphological mood – so we will begin with Verba dicendi that are
interlinguistically followed by an Indicative mood clause, and with Modal predicates that
select for a Subjunctive mood dependent proposition.
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Hooper categorized Verba dicendi as assertive, and this means that sentences containing these
predicates actually contain “two assertions or two claims to the truth”. That is, utterances like:
(2)

Gianni dice che sta piovendo.
John says that it isIND raining.

can also be seen as containing two assertions: that John says something, and that that
something is (the assertion) “it is raining”. (Or, alternatively, the assertion that “it is raining”,
and “it is John who says so”).
And Hooper’s observation is reflected in what I take to be the application to an intrasentential
level of Stalnaker’s conditions for appropriate assertions. In order to evaluate in a context of
conversation the sentence “John says that it is raining”, we will have to perform two distinct
update operations: we will have to record the information that John said something (first
assertion), and we will have to represent that something John said. And, in a dynamic
semantic framework, the content of a sentence – of “it is raining” in our example – is equated
with the result of adding that sentence to an appropriate input context. That is, we will have to
elaborate the clause “it is raining” with respect to an input context – and the result of this
operation will be a proper subset of that input context. This step renders the dependent
proposition “it is raining” assertible with respect to the input context, and therefore it explains
the presence of the Indicative mood.
Once we take into consideration Modals, the situation is different. Hooper labelled modal
predicates as non-assertives because sentences like those in (3):
(3)

È possibile / necessario che stia piovendo.
It is possible / necessary that it isSUBJ raining.

cannot undergo the operation of complement preposing, and thus they do not contain two
distinct “claims to the truth”.
Traditionally, Modal predicates like “it is possible that φ” and “it is necessary that φ” are
analyzed as claiming that φ is true in, respectively, at least one world or in all worlds within a
contextually determined modal base. What matters here is that, once we have individuated the
appropriate (epistemic, deontic, …) modal base, we must check whether the dependent
proposition “it is raining” is true in at least one or in all worlds in that context. And this
“purely” checking operation becomes formally translated as: there is a world w' within the
modal base such that: {w'}4 + “it is raining” = {w'}, in the case of “it is possible”; and: for all
worlds w' within the modal base: {w'} + “it is raining” = {w'}, in the case of “it is necessary”.
This means that the subordinate proposition “it is raining” counts as non-assertible with
respect to its input context (the singleton {w'}), since its contribution is only to check whether
the modal bases meet the requirements established by the Modal predicates. And this nonassertibility feature is tied to the presence of the Subjunctive morphological mood.
So, this is the general strategy that I propose to adopt for explaining the phenomenon of mood
alternation in subordinate clauses: the mood on the dependent proposition signals what the
relationship is between that proposition and its input context. Indicative mood marking
suggests that the clause is assertible and therefore its update will operate a change in its input
context; Subjunctive mood marking renders the clause non-assertible and this means that the
operation it will perform is a checking operation that does not affect the input context.

4

That is, the worlds w' within the modal base are considered as singletons and thus become the input contexts to
which φ is added.
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Now let us consider the more problematic cases of mood selection: the issue of interlinguistic
variation, and the different mood selection properties of Factive predicates. We have seen that
epistemic predicates require an Indicative mood clause in many Romance languages, but they
are followed by a Subjunctive mood clause in Italian:
(1)

a.

Gianni crede che stia piovendo.
John believes that it isSUBJ raining.

ITALIAN

b.

Jean croit qu’il pleut.
John believes that it isIND raining.

FRENCH

In the perspective I am suggesting, this means that the object of the belief results both
assertible (when marked with the Indicative) and non-assertible (when expressed in the
Subjunctive). In my view, this depends on the peculiarity of doxastic predicates, that exhibit
what I may call a double nature: on the one hand they are analogous to Verba dicendi in that
they express a relation between an agent and a proposition (in the example in (1), John stands
in a belief-relation with “it is raining”), and therefore they involve the retrieval of the content
of the proposition that it is the object of the belief – and this step renders the subordinate
clause assertible. On the other hand, as the traditional analysis of Epistemic predicates (i.e.,
“α believes φ” is equivalent to “φ is one of α’s beliefs”) makes clear, they are similar to
Modal predicates in that their verification requires the checking that the proposition believed
belongs to the agent’s doxastic set, and this checking operation (in our example, that John’s
doxastic set is indeed a subset of the raining worlds) renders φ non-assertible.
As for Factive predicates, the problem they pose to any semantically based approach to mood
selection is that even if they appear to have similar meaning properties (they are both
traditionally viewed as presupposing the truth of the complement clause), Semifactives select
for an Indicative mood clause, whereas True Factives require a Subjunctive mood clause:
(4)

Gianni realizza che sta piovendo.
John realizes that it isIND raining.

(5)

Gianni è contento che stia piovendo.
John is glad that it isSUBJ raining.

My strategy to account for these cases consists in arguing that Semifactives are in fact quite
dissimilar from True Factives: the former behave like Epistemics and Verba dicendi,
expressing relations between an agent and a proposition; the latter are to be analyzed as
involving a belief in a counterfactual statement, along the lines suggested by Heim (1992).
More precisely, a sentence like (4) is treated as equivalent to: there is a realizing-relation
holding between John and “it is raining” – and the step necessary to compute the content of
“it is raining” renders the clause assertible and explains the occurrence of the Indicative
mood. On the other hand, (5) is to be paraphrased as follows: John believes that since it is
raining he is in a more desirable state than the one he would be in if it were not raining.
4 Conclusion
I have presented a new approach to the phenomenon of mood alternation in subordinate
clauses, an approach that, from a theoretical point of view, is based on the idea that the
Indicative is the mood for a real “assertion-like” clause, while the Subjunctive shows up in
clauses that do not (or would not) constitute assertions. The formal translation of this insight
is an extension of some of the considerations put forth by Stalnaker for matrix clauses. The
association between Indicative and Subjunctive morphological mood and assertibility features
is not confined to the domain of subordinate clauses but it is meant to cover also their
distribution in matrix sentences and within antecedent clauses of hypothetical statements.
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The Context Change Potentials

5.1 Epistemics
The class of Epistemics contains propositional attitude verbs that describe the epistemic
disposition of the agent with respect to the truth of their dependent clause. The paradigmatic
case is the verb believe, whereas the other verbs add to the core believe meaning some
nuances, that are encoded in the specification of the kind of relation that holds between the
agent and the subordinate clause. The traditional analysis, inspired by Hintikka, views “α
believes φ” as equivalent to “φ is one of α’s beliefs”. That is, φ must be entailed by the
agent’s doxastic set, the set of worlds compatible with what the agent α believes to be the
case in an evaluation world w, which, intuitively, corresponds to α’s personal picture of
reality:
Doxastic Modal Base (relative to α in w)
DOXα(w) = {w' ∈ W: w' is compatible with what α believes in w}

Nevertheless, if we were to treat on a par also all the other predicates belonging to the class of
Epistemics, such as think, suppose, imagine, we should be forced to hypothesize the existence
of a set of worlds compatible with what one thinks, and another set of worlds that encode
what one supposes, which, in its turn, will only partially overlap with what one imagines.
Obviously, the risk is the unnecessary multiplying of modal bases, whose existence cannot
receive an independent theoretical justification. Thus, I will partly depart from the traditional
analysis, claiming that Epistemic predicates are analogous to Verba dicendi, inasmuch as their
lexical entry specifies that the agent α stands in the relation encoded by the matrix predicate
with what is expressed by α. For instance, the sentence “John thinks that it is raining” is
viewed as “There is a thinking-relation holding between John and what ‘It is raining’
expresses”.
But, as we have noticed, all the predicates in the epistemic class share the same core meaning
– that is, they all involve a belief in something –, and this is accounted for by recording as
explicit condition that if a person stands in a thinking-relation (or supposing-, or imagining-,
i.e., any epistemic relation) with what a clause φ expresses, then φ is also entailed by that
person’s doxastic state. Then, as a first approximation, saying that α thinks φ is tantamount as
saying that α is in a thinking-relation with φ, and this (i.e., the fact that there is this relation
holding) implies that φ is one of the propositions that α believes, or, alternatively, that φ is
implied by α’s doxastic state.
In Heim’s Context Change Framework, in which the effect of adding a sentence to an input
context is a new output context that contains only worlds compatible with what was said, we
need to make the interpretation of sentences relative to all worlds in the context. Thus, we will
have that updating a context c with a sentence of the form “α thinks φ” consists of those
worlds w belonging to c such that in w α is in a thinking relation with what is expressed by φ
(that for the moment we will indicate by “φ”); if this relation holds then φ is entailed by α’s
doxastic set:
Context Change Potential (CCP) for think (preliminary version):
c + “α thinks φ” = {w ∈ c: RTHINK,w (α, “φ”)}
where, if RTHINK,w (α, “φ”), then DOXα(w) + φ = DOXα(w)

Now, we have to face the question of what is an adequate translation of the notion of “what a
sentence φ expresses”. In the Context Change Framework there is not an object such as “the
proposition corresponding to a sentence φ”, but we need to translate this concept into the
result of an update operation of the logical form φ in an appropriately chosen set of worlds.
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That is, the standard notion of the set of worlds verifying φ is only indirectly achieved by
adding φ to a context. And the choice of the suitable context will eventually affect the final
outcome of the operation. Thus, our task is to find a suitable context to which φ gets added.
Let us now pause for a moment and focus on the characteristics of the belief predicates. The
clause φ which corresponds to the object of the belief may be incompatible with our context c.
For instance, even if we are now currently assuming that it is not raining, there is nothing
wrong in a sentence like:
(7)

John thinks that it is raining.

But the question now becomes how we – the hearers who assume that it is not raining – can
“represent” John’s false belief. We cannot simply add his belief to our context c, because the
result would be the empty set (and the empty set cannot possibly be an adequate
representation of anyone’s belief); but at the same time we do not consider the set of all
worlds in which it is raining (that is, the set of all worlds W is not a suitable candidate to be
the input context in which φ is assessed), because such a set would contain also worlds which
are too far-fetched to be taken into account.5 Intuitively, to make sense of a belief we do not
share, we need to suspend some of our assumptions. Nonetheless, we tend to drop the least
number of assumptions as it is possible to grasp John’s thought.
What is interesting is that it looks like that the assessment of an agent’s belief has many
points in common with the evaluation of the meaning of counterfactual statements. In these
latter cases, the speaker asks us to conceive of a contrary-to-fact circumstance (hence
incompatible with our presuppositions) expressed by the antecedent φ of the conditional; but,
amongst all the worlds that verify φ, we take into account only those that are the most similar
to (what we believe to be) the actual world. In other words, for the representation of the
counterfactual situation set up by the antecedent φ, we drop the least number of assumptions
as possible. I argued elsewhere6 that this can be achieved by defining a revision of the context
c for φ (written as REVφ(c)), which consists, intuitively, of the intersection of the largest subset
of presuppositions of the common ground that are compatible with the antecedent φ. In a
similar way, we may now proceed by defining the revision of the context for the object of the
belief (that is, for the clause φ dependent on the epistemic predicate), and then add φ to this
new context, obtaining as final result the set of those worlds that verify φ and as many
presuppositions of the common ground as possible.7 Thus, the Context Change Potential
simply tells us that the agent α is in the epistemic relation with this output context:
for think:
c + “α thinks φ” = {w ∈ c: RTHINK,W(α, REVφ(c) + φ)}
where, if RTHINK,w (α, REVφ(c) + φ), then DOXα(w) + φ = DOXα(w)

CCP

And, returning now to the issue of morphological mood, it is straightforward to see that in
such a definition the subordinate clause φ turns out to be non-assertible with respect to the
5

Intuitively, assuming that it is winter, we tend to exclude that John thinks that there is a summertime
thunderstorm (that is, he may be wrong, but not that wrong). Or, consider presuppositional issues: assume that
John knows that Fred is married with Wilma but wrongly believes that she is an actress. I may report his belief
saying “John believes that Fred’s wife is an actress”. But to interpret the definite description “Fred’s wife” we
need a context that contains the information that Fred is married with Wilma – and therefore the set of all worlds
W is excluded, since it will contain also worlds in which Fred is not married.
6

Chapter 3 of Panzeri (2002).

7

If the object of belief is in fact compatible with our assumptions (that is, if we are not taking for granted that it
is not raining), the revision of the context for φ will leave the context unaltered.
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update operation stating that the subordinate clause φ is entailed by α’s doxastic set (i.e.,
DOXα(w) + φ = DOXα(w)); but, at the same time, φ counts also assertible when it is evaluated
with respect to the revision of the context (i.e., with respect to the operation: REVφ(c) + φ).
And this double assertibility feature accounts for the variation in the selection of mood.
5.2 Verba dicendi
There are many similarities between Verba dicendi and Epistemics: they both designate a
relationship between an agent and (what) a sentence (expresses) – thus, a sentence like “α
says φ” is equivalent to “there is a saying-relation between α and what is expressed by φ”.
And also in the case of Verba dicendi what one says may very well be incompatible with our
context of conversation: John may not only think, but also say that it is raining, and we can
understand it even if we know that this is not the case. These preliminary remarks suggest a
Context Change Potential for Verba dicendi which is parallel to the one proposed for
Epistemics – but lacking the inference that states that φ (here, what is said by α) is also
believed by the agent:8
CCP for say:
c + “α says φ” = {w ∈ c: RSAY,W(α, REVφ(c) + φ)}

Focusing on the morphological mood issue, it is straightforward to see that in this Context
Change Potential φ is involved in just one update operation – REV φ(c) + φ – and this step
renders φ assertible, thus explaining its Indicative mood marking.
5.3 Modals
I will here focus on the analysis of possible and necessary.9 Let us take into consideration two
examples:
(8)

It is possible that John is home.

(9)

It is necessary that a cab driver have a driving license.

In (8) we have an epistemic possibility, inasmuch as the sentence is read as “there is a world,
compatible with what we assume to be the case, in which John is home”, whereas (9) has a
deontic flavor, being equivalent to “in all the ‘legal’ worlds, a cab driver has a driving
license”. Formally, we start by defining appropriate modal bases, that is the sets of worlds
compatible, respectively, with what we assume to be the case in w (thus obtaining the context
c itself); and with what the laws prescribe in w:
Epistemic Modal Base
EPIST(w) = {w' ∈ W: w' is compatible with what we assume to be the case in w} = c
There is indeed what I take to be a natural inference from “α says φ” to “α believes φ” – but it cannot be an
entailment relation, as the naturalness of (i) demonstrates:
8

(i)

John says that everything is alright – but he doesn’t really believe it.

It could be considered as an implicature (following from the speaker’s adherence to Grice’s Maxim of Quality),
but I will not explore this issue any further.
9

In what follows I will present highly simplified lexical entries for the modal predicates. Actually Kratzer
showed how the “standard” analysis of “Possibly φ” and “Necessarily φ” as involving, respectively, existential
and universal quantification over a set of accessible worlds cannot account for what she dubbed “graded
modality” – e.g., for the analysis of predicates as “It is highly probable” or “It is scarcely conceivable”. In
Panzeri (2002), I show how it is possible to implement Kratzer’s considerations in the File Change Semantics,
providing lexical entries that not only translate in an adequate manner the meaning associated to graded modality
verbs, but that also make the correct predictions about mood.
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Deontic Modal Base
DEONT(w) = {w' ∈ W: w' is compatible with what the laws prescribe in w}

In the Context Change Framework terminology, adding (8) to a context c results in those
worlds w of c from which we can derive an epistemic modal base that contains a world w' in
which John is home (i.e., a world w' that renders φ true: such that {w'} + φ = {w'}).10
for be possible (with respect to an epistemic modal base):
c + It is possible that φ = {w ∈ c: ∃w' ∈ EPIST(w) s.t. {w'} + φ = {w'}}

CCP

Updating an initial context c with (9) has as output those worlds w of c such that a cab driver
has a driving license in all the worlds w', in which the laws of w are obeyed (or, proceeding
step by step, for any world w in c, we first construct the deontic modal base grounded on w;
then we check whether the subordinate proposition φ, “a cab driver has a driving license”, is
true in all the worlds within that modal base; if this is the case then we keep the world w;
otherwise we eliminate it):
for be necessary (with respect to a deontic modal base):
c + It is necessary that φ = {w ∈ c: ∀w' ∈ DEONT(w) s.t. {w'} + φ = {w'}}

CCP

What matters here is that in both cases the clause φ is added to an input context (the singleton
{w'}) to have as result the same input context back – and this operation renders φ nonassertible, thus allowing the occurrence of the Subjunctive mood on φ.
5.4 Factive predicates: Semifactives versus True Factives
Traditionally Factive predicates are considered as belonging a homogenous class: they are all
viewed as presupposition triggers, whose utterance is allegedly appropriate just in case their
dependent clause is one of the assumptions currently made in the context of conversation.
Nevertheless, there are many clues that indicate their dissimilarity. In a 1971 article,
Karttunen pointed out some differences that led him to postulate the existence of two distinct
types of Factive predicates: the Semifactives and the True Factives. Hooper showed how the
categories individuated by Karttunen correspond to the distinction based on the assertive
nature of verbs: Semifactives are assertive; True Factives are non-assertive. Besides their
different syntactic behavior in some environments, these classes differ also in the meaning
component: True Factives express a subjective attitude of the agent about the complement
proposition (they are largely “emotive”), whereas Semifactives describe processes of knowing
or coming to know (or letting someone else come to know). They also behave differently with
respect to the factivity properties: as also Karttunen highlighted, True Factives presuppose
their complements under any condition; for Semifactives, however, it is possible to construct
sentences in which the truth of their complements cannot be inferred from the entire sentence,
e.g. when embedded under “it is possible that”.11 Therefore, in what follows I propose to
associate with Semifactives and True Factives two distinct kinds of lexical entries.
Or, alternatively, we can say that adding a sentence of the form “it is possible that φ” to a context c eliminates
from c those worlds w'' in which, intuitively, “it is possible that φ” is false, that is, those w'' from which we
derive a modal base that does not contain worlds that renders φ true.

10

11

Consider the following pair of sentences: (a) contains True Factive predicates, and its utterance is felicitous
only in a context in which the fact that “I have not told the truth” is indeed taken for granted. On the other hand,
(b), that contains Semifactives, does not carry this presupposition anymore – leaving open the possibility that I
was truthful:

(i)

a.
b.

It is possible that I will regret / be glad later that I have not told the truth.
It is possible that I will find out / realize / learn later that I have not told the truth.

A similar behavior shows up also when True Factives and Semifactives are questioned or negated.
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5.5 Semifactives
As was already alluded to, traditionally Semifactives are said to presuppose the truth of their
complement clause: a sentence like “John knows that it is raining” is viewed by many
scholars as appropriate just in case we already assume in our context of conversation that it is
indeed raining. Nonetheless, I will maintain that the recourse to the notion of “standard”
presupposition is in this case misleading – inasmuch as the truth of the subordinate
proposition need not, in my view, be a shared assumption before the utterance takes place,
but, at the same time, it does become mutually assumed after the sentence has been processed,
in virtue of the meaning of know. In fact, one can only know / realize / discover things that are
true; it is a property of the whole class of Semifactives that if a person is in a knowing relation
with (what a sentence) φ (expresses), then φ must be true (i.e., one cannot know what is false).
Thus, if we process a sentence that asserts that a person α stands in the Semifactive relation
with “φ”, then, in the current context of conversation, we can assume that φ is true, and
therefore we can treat it as a shared assumption. That is, φ then becomes a presupposition of
the context, even if before the utterance took place it was not taken for granted. 12
The considerations here made are formally translated by assigning to Semifactive predicates a
Context Change Potential that states that there is a Semifactive-relation holding between the
subject α and what the subordinate proposition expresses, and, moreover, the fact that there is
this relation holding entails that φ is true, and as such it must be treated as a presupposition of
the (new) context. For instance, if someone utters “John knows that it is raining” against a
context set c, and if this sentence is accepted, then the resulting context c’ will comprise those
worlds w of c in which there is a knowing-relation between John and (what) “It is raining”
(means). Moreover, if there is this knowing-relation, then we can also assume that it is true in
w that “It is raining”:
for know (preliminary version):
c + “α knows φ” = {w ∈ c: RKNOW,w(α, “φ”))
where, if RKNOW,w (α, “φ”), then {w} + φ = {w}

CCP

Also in this case, we need to translate the “φ” (i.e., what φ represents) in the definition, and
this is achieved by providing an adequate input context φ gets added to.
Semifactive predicates describe the process of coming to know, and since when a person
arrives at knowing something, s/he will also, as result, arrive at believing that thing, a
candidate input context for the update of the dependent proposition φ is the agent’s doxastic
modal base. That is, we add φ to the set of worlds compatible with what the agent believes,
thus obtaining a new set of worlds that verify φ; and then the definition states that the agent is
in the relation expressed by the Semifactive with these worlds. The lexical entry for the verb
know says that the result of updating an initial context c with a sentence of the form “α knows
φ” is given by those worlds w in c in which α is in the knowing relation with (the
representation in α’s doxastic set of) φ, and from this relation we deduce that φ is true in all
the worlds w (that belong to the new context).
for know:
c + “α knows φ” = {w ∈ c: RKNOW,w(α, DOXα(w) + φ)}
where, if RKNOW,w (α, DOXα(w) + φ), then c + φ = same

CCP

12

The effect we get is somehow analogous to the other conclusions, based on entailment relations, that we may
draw from “ordinary” cases. That is, just like when one tells me “Leo is a dog”, (if I accept that sentence, and
agree to update the context with it) I am entitled to draw the conclusion that “Leo is an animal” and add also that
information to the context, here, where one says “John realizes φ”, I will update the context also with φ itself.
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It is easy to see that Semifactives require a double update operation, and that the clause φ is
assertible in the step in which it gets added to the agent’s doxastic set (this operation effects a
real change because Semifactives describe processes of coming to know that have as
consequence the “starting” to believe something); and φ is not assertible in the step that states
that it is a presupposition of the context c.
5.6 True Factives
True Factives are not treated on a par with Semifactives. First of all, they are real
presuppositional items, inasmuch as their utterance sounds inappropriate if their dependent
proposition is not shared. Moreover, as for the meaning component, True Factives do not state
a relationship between an agent and what a sentence expresses, but, as Heim (1992)
suggested, they are better analyzed as involving a belief in a counterfactual statement. A
predicate like be glad is resolved into the following elements: “α is glad that φ” is analogous
to “α believes that because φ is the case he is in a more desirable situation than the one he
would be in if φ were false”. For instance, “John is glad that it is raining” becomes “John
believes that because it is raining he is in a more desirable state than the one he would be in if
it were not raining”. In other words, saying that John is glad that it is raining involves the
comparison of two situations: the situation John believes to be in, in which it is raining and
the one he would be in if it were not raining; and the predicate “be glad” simply tells us that
the former situation is better than the latter situation.
Thus we can formulate the Context Change Potentials as follows. We start by defining a
bouletic ordering ≥ BOUL ,w , that ranks the possible worlds according to their degree of
desirability: w'' ≥ BOUL,w w' is read as: w'' is more desirable in w than w'. Then we have to
compare the worlds in which (the agent believes that) φ is true with those in which (the agent
believes that) φ is false. This is done by taking the worlds w' belonging to the agent’s doxastic
set in which φ is false (i.e., the worlds w' s.t. {w'} + φ = ∅) and the worlds w'' belonging to
the agent’s doxastic set in which φ is true (i.e., the worlds w'' s.t. {w''} + φ = {w''}).13 The last
step simply tells us that the former (i.e., the worlds in which φ is false) are less desirable than
the latter (i.e., the worlds in which φ is true):
c + “α is glad that φ” =

{w ∈ c: for all w' ∈ DOXα(w) s.t. {w'} + φ = ∅ &
for all w'' ∈ DOXα(w) s.t. {w''} + φ = {w''}: w'' ≥BOUL,w w'}

And we could treat in a similar way other True Factive predicates. “α regrets / is sorry that φ”
would for instance become “α believes that because φ is true he is in a less desirable situation
he would be in if φ were false”:
c + “α regrets / is sorry that φ” = {w ∈ c: for all w' ∈ DOXα(w) s.t. {w'} + φ = {w''} &
for all w'' ∈ DOXα(w) s.t. {w''} + φ = ∅: w'' ≥BOUL,w w'}

Actually, since we can assume that the agent believes φ to be true (that is, since in “John is glad that it is
raining” we can assume that John believes that it is raining), we can adjust the definition as follows: first of all,
we do not need to specify that the worlds w'' must verify φ, since all the worlds belonging to the agent’s doxastic
set render φ true. Secondly, for the same reason, in order to find the worlds w' that falsify φ we must proceed to
the revision of the doxastic set for not φ. Similarly for the analysis of “α regrets that φ”.
13

c + “α is glad that φ” = {w∈c: for all w' ∈ REVnot φ(DOXα(w) s.t. {w'} + φ = ∅ & for all w'' ∈ DOXα(w): w'' ≥BOUL,w w'}
c + “α regrets that φ” = {w∈c: for all w' ∈ DOXα(w) & for all w'' ∈ REVnot φ(DOXα(w) s.t. {w''} + φ = ∅: w'' ≥BOUL,w w'}
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Also in this case it is straightforward to see that the clause φ counts as non-assertible because
it is involved in purely checking operations – and this explains the Subjunctive mood
marking.
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Abstract
We argue that attitude reports with embedded pronouns have LFs that specifically describe “de se”
attitudes. We offer some proposals for what the LFs of attitude reports look like.

1

Background: a reminder about “de se” attitudes

We will begin with a reminder of what “de se” attitudes are and how we talk about
them.
As emerged from the study in Chierchia 1991, while the English sentence in (1a) is the
natural candidate to translate the Italian sentence in (1b), it is by no means an exact
translation. There are many cases in which (1b) is false but (1a) is true. Take for
instance the following scenario. We are interested in whether people use the same
criteria to judge themselves that they use to judge other people, and we conduct an
experiment. We interview John, but while we interview him, a hidden camera
photographs him from the back. Meanwhile, this image is projected in front of him, and
presented as though it is prefilmed footage of another person. We ask John his
impression of that person in the film, and he says “It’s a criminal.”
(1) a. John thinks that he is a criminal.
b. John crede di essere un criminale.
What is the difference between the two sentences? Evidently, one is this: while the
English sentence can describe thoughts that we could represent in cartoon style as (2b),
the Italian sentence is restricted to describing thoughts we would represent as (2a).
These latter kinds of thoughts are called1 “de se” thoughts about being a criminal.
(2) a.

I am a criminal

OK
OK

b.

(1a) (English)
(1b) (Italian)

The guy I’m looking at is a criminal

OK

_

(1a) (English)
(1b) (Italian)

(2a) depicts a “de se” thought about being a criminal. (2b) does not.

What makes an attitude – a thought, or, say, a hope or dream -- an attitude “de se” ? We
can make sense of this given a possible worlds analysis of attitudes (cf. Hintikka 1969,
Lewis 1979). To describe John’s thoughts -- or to describe John’s hopes, or John’s
1

Adopting terminology introduced by Lewis 1979.
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dreams -- is to describe a range of possible worlds. John situates himself as one of the
people in each of these worlds.2 What makes the case we considered “de se” is that, in
each world, the person John identifies as himself is a criminal, We have written this in
one conventional way in (3), quantifying over individual-world pairs.
(3) Given any pair <y,w>
where w is a world compatible with John’s thoughts
and y is the individual in w who John identifies as himself,
y gets promoted in w

2. The goals of this paper
In this study, we assume that, when we interpret sentences, we start from an abstract
representation of the sentence -- an LF -- which is systematically related to the way the
sentence is pronounced. More specifically, following most current work, we assume
that LFs are structures that represent moments in the derivational life of the structures
that get pronounced.
We saw above that the English sentence (1a) is not restricted to describing a “de se”
thought about being a criminal. But still it can describe that kind of thought. This
opens various possibilities about the LFs for sentences like (1a). They could have one
single LF compatible with all kinds of attitudes, both the (a) and the (b) kind that we
depicted in our cartoons. Or they could have various LFs, one of which, for example, is
dedicated uniquely to “de se” attitudes.
In this note we will argue for the second possibility: sentences like (1a) have, among
other LFs, LFs that are dedicated uniquely to “de se” attitudes. LFs, in other words,
that express what is expressed by superficially parallel Italian sentences like (1b).
While our focus in this note will be on belief reports – sentences with think – we suggest
that analogous remarks apply to all sentences that contain attitude verbs and embed
pronouns. This position was taken by Chierchia 1991, but has not been unequivocally
established. It is also the position that emerges from Percus and Sauerland (to appear),
which focuses on dream reports in particular, and argues (in a different way) that dream
reports with embedded pronouns have LFs dedicated uniquely to “de se” dreams.
In our argument, we will presuppose very little about what LFs for sentences like (1a)
could in principle look like. This is good in that it makes the argument easy to accept,
but unsatisfying if your hope is to learn something about the architecture of LFs. We
will spend the rest of this note (Section 4) trying to fill in the picture. First, we will
outline a proposal for what the LFs that do not describe “de se” attitudes look like. We
will then fit this proposal together with a proposal for “de se” LFs that derives
essentially from Chierchia 1991 – suggesting that the arguments in Percus and
Sauerland (to appear) point in this direction.

2

Throughout this paper, we will make the simplifying assumption (contra Lewis 1979) that the attitude
holder is never in doubt about which individual it is.
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An argument for a “de se” LF for attitude reports with embedded pronouns

We said above that we would argue that English sentences like those we considered
above – or like (4a)3 – have an LF that describes a “de se” attitude. Really, what this
section will be is an argument about the structures available for V‘ constituents like the
one embedded in (4b)4 -- thinks that he will win the election – and not about the
structures for full sentences. But the connection will be obvious.
Our discussion will be guided by the view that LFs are interpreted compositionally,
along the lines given in Heim and Kratzer 1998. We will argue that this V‘ has, among
its possible LFs, one that denotes the property of having a “de se” belief about winning
the election (i.e. (5)5). The natural conclusion from this will be that sentences like (4a)
have an LF that describes a “de se” belief of John’s about winning the election.6
(4) a. John thinks that he will win the election.
b. John [λ1 [VP w0 t1 [V‘ thinks that he will win the election] ] ]
(5) λx. λw. Given any pair <y,w‘>
where w‘ is a world compatible with x’s thoughts in w‘
and y is the individual in w‘ who x (in w) identifies as himself,
y wins the election in w‘
Our argument will take the following form. We will take for granted an idea about one
LF that the V‘ admits (we regard this idea as fairly uncontroversial), and we will argue
that, if it has that LF, it must also have a second one with the denotation in (5). So let
us first spend a brief subsection on the idea we are taking for granted.
3.1 The argument: the background assumption
The idea that we are taking for granted is that the V‘s of belief reports admit LFs that
express existential quantification over acquaintance relations. This is one way of
adapting Lewis 1979’s analysis of “de re” belief. We can summarize the idea as
follows.

3

We cite the sentence in (4a) because it has already been discussed in the literature in connection with
this issue, and different conclusions have been drawn. See the references to Schlenker 1999 in later
footnotes. Similar sentences were considered in Chierchia 1991.
4

The item w0 in (4b) is a silent variable over possible worlds. We assume that all VPs contain such an
item. In what follows, we will imagine for convenience that world variables in the matrix VP always
carry the index 0.

5

By “property” we mean a function from individuals to propositions (by “propositions” we mean a
function from worlds to truth values). Note that we will ignore tense throughout this paper.
6

Why? To say that a sentence is true on the basis of an LF is to say that, for some relevant assignment g,
[[LF]]g = 1. In the case of LFs with the format in (4b) and the V‘ denotation in (5), this will amount to
saying that, for some relevant g, [[John]]g has a “de se” belief in world g(0) about winning the election.
One thing that makes an assignnment “relevant” is that it maps world variables to the actual world. So
this will amount to saying that, in the actual world, John has a “de se” belief about winning the election.
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Suppose the embedded clause in a belief report contains an individual-denoting DP, like
Mary.
(6) thinks [ that Mary is happy ]
Then, we assume, one LF that is available for V‘ will denote a property that we can
describe by talking about acquaintance relations that the holder of the property bears to
Mary. What kind of property? In the case of (6), this one, informally speaking: the
property of thinking “The person who I bear R to is happy,” for some acquaintance
relation R that the property holder actually bears to Mary. This property would hold of
Mary's husband if he thought “my wife is happy.” It would hold of the person whose
article Mary reviewed anonymously if he thought “the reviewer of my article is happy.”
We can specify this property in another way in terms of possible worlds. Let DOXx, w 7
be the set of individual-world pairs that characterize x’s thoughts in w – that is, the set
of all pairs <y,w‘> such that w‘ is a world compatible with x’s thoughts in w, and y is
the individual in w‘ who x (in w) identifies as himself. Then the property is the one that
holds of x in w as long as for all <y,w‘> in DOXx,w, the individual that y bears R to in
w‘ is happy in w‘ – for some acquaintance relation R that x bears uniquely to Mary in
w.8
(7) and (8) schematize the general pattern in cases where the embedded clause of a
belief report contains an individual-denoting DP, and show how the pattern applies to
the V‘ thinks that Mary is happy. Look in (8) at the condition that the <y, w‘> pairs
have to meet, and you will see that it relates to what the clause Mary is happy on its own
would express -- more precisely, it relates to the condition that the pair <Mary, the
actual world> would have to meet in order for Mary is happy on its own to be true in the
actual world. A quick way of describing the pattern here might be as follows: in our
gloss of the condition that the <y, w‘> pairs meet, we will write the individual that y
bears R to in w‘ where intuitively we might expect Mary.
(7) a. Clauses of the form …DP…
admit LFs whose denotation (wrt g) is 1 as long as P( [[DP]]g )(g(0)) = 19

b. V‘s of the form thinks that …DP…
admit LFs whose denotation (wrt g) is

λx.λw. there is some acquaintance relation R that x bears uniquely to [[DP]]g in w,
such that,
for all <y,w‘> in DOXx,w,
P(the individual that y bears R to in w‘)(w‘) = 1
7

DOX because it is the set of x‘s “doxastic alternatives” in w.

8

A more precise description would run as follows: …as long as there is there is some acquaintance
relation R such that x bears R uniquely to Mary in w, and such that, for all <y,w’> in DOXx,w, (i) there is
an individual z such that y bears R uniquely to z in w’; and (ii) this individual is happy in w’. In what
follows, we will frequently omit mention of the uniqueness condition in (i).
9

Recall the assumption that world variables in the matrix VP carry the index 0.
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(8) a. The clause Mary is happy
admits an LF whose denotation (wrt g) is 1 as long as [[Mary]]g is happy in g(0)

b. The V‘ thinks that Mary is happy
has an LF whose denotation (wrt g) is

λx.λw. there is some acquaintance relation R that x bears uniquely to [[Mary]]g in w,
such that,
for all <y,w‘> in DOXx,w,
the individual that y bears R to in w‘ is happy in w‘

We have concentrated here on a certain kind of LF that the V‘s of belief reports admit.
In what follows, we will use a shorthand: to say that a V‘-LF yields a denotation of the
kind we laid out here, we will say that the LF is one where the individual-denoting DP
in the embedded clause is “construed de re.”
3.2 The argument: the strategy
Our goal is to show that the V‘ in (9) has an LF with the “de se denotation” in (10) in
addition to any LF it might have in which the pronoun is construed de re. (We will call
the LF we are arguing for LF(9) -de-se.)
(9) thinks that he will win the election
(10) [[LF(9)-de-se]]g = λx. λw. For all <y,w‘> in DOX x, w, y wins the election in w‘
With this in mind, we are going to think about constituents that contain V‘. And we are
going to think about what denotation we expect for the constituent if the contained V‘
has the denotation in (10), or if the contained V‘ has the kind of denotation that we find
by construing the pronoun de re.
So to begin with, what is the kind of denotation that we find for V‘ when we construe
the pronoun de re? Assume (standardly) that the pronoun is indexed, and that the
index functions as a variable. Then, for every index i that can appear on the pronoun,
the clause (11) will have an LF LF(11)i interpreted as in (12). Accordingly (recall the
pattern we are taking for granted), for every index i on the pronoun, the V‘ (9) will have
an LF LF(9)-de-rei interpreted as in (13).
(11) He will win the election
(12) [[ LF(11)i ]]g = 1 as long as person g(i) wins the election in world g(0)
(13) [[ LF(9)-de-rei ]]g
= λx.λw. there is some acquaintance relation R that x bears uniquely to g(i) in w,
such that, for all <y, w‘> in DOXx, w,
the individual that y bears R to in w‘ wins the election in w‘
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Bearing this in mind, let us now move to constituents that contain V‘. In particular, let
us focus on the constituent that the subject combines with in sentences of the form DP
thinks that he will win the election.
Since subjects move from VP, leaving a λ and a coindexed trace, the constituent that the
subject combines with will look like this in cases where the pronoun in the V‘ is
construed de re:
(14) [α λj [VP w0 tj LF(9)-de- rei ] ]

for some i, j

We will produce two different kinds of denotations for LFs of this kind, depending on
whether or not i and j are the same index – that is, depending on whether or not the “dere-construed” pronoun is bound by the λ. When the two indices are the same, we will
get the predicate in (15a), a predicate which we would describe in terms of acquaintance
relations that its argument bears to himself. When the two indices are different, we will
get a predicate of the kind in (15b), a predicate we would describe in terms of
acquaintance relations that its argument bears to a certain individual whose identity
depends on the assignment.
(15) a. i=j:
[[α]]g = λx. there is some acquaintance relation R that x bears uniquely to x in g(0),
such that,
for all <y, w‘> in DOXx, g(0), the individual that y bears R to in w‘
wins the election in w‘

b. i≠j:
[[α]]g = λx. there is some acquaintance relation R that x bears uniquely to g(i) in g(0),
such that,
for all <y, w‘> in DOXx, g(0), the individual that y bears R to in w‘
wins the election in w‘

By contrast, if the V‘ were our “de se” V‘, the denotation for the constituent that
combines with the subject – the constituent sketched in (14‘) -- would be as in (16).
The predicate in (16) works differently from the predicates in (15): it describes
individuals who have a “de se” thought about winning the election.
(14‘) [α λj [VP w0 tj LF(9)-de-se ] ]
(16) [[α]]g = λx. for all <y,w‘> in DOX x, g(0), y wins the election in w‘
Now we have determined how we interpret the sister of the subject when the V‘ it
contains is the version of (9) where the pronoun is construed de re – we would obtain
the predicate in (15a) or in (15b). And we have determined how we would interpret the
sister of the subject if the V‘ it contained were the “de se” version of (9) – we would
obtain the predicate in (16). To argue that (9) admits the “de se” LF, we will capitalize
on the following observation. While it happens to be the case that you couldn’t satisfy
the predicate in (16) without also satisfying the predicate in (15a) (this is because the
identity relation is a kind of acquaintance relation10), you could perfectly well be the
10

That is, another way of writing (16) is as in (i). Since the identity relation is a relation that everyone
bears (uniquely) to himself, anyone who satisfies this predicate also satisfies the predicate in (15a).
(i) [[α]]g = λx. for all <y,w‘> in DOX x,

g(0),
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only person satisfying the (16) predicate without being the only person satisfying the
(15a) predicate or the only person satisfying the (15b) predicate.
The argument will run as follows.11 We will consider the sentence Only John thinks
that he will win the election. A given LF for this sentence will express that John is the
only person satisfying the predicate denoted by the subject’s sister (cf. (17)). And we
will consider a scenario where (given the assignments under which we would evaluate
the LFs in question) John is the only person satisfying the predicate in (16) but is not the
only person satisfying either of the other kinds of predicates. We will then observe that
we judge the sentence to be true in that scenario. Given that we judge the sentence to
be true, the sentence must admit an LF where the subject’s sister denotes a predicate
different from those of the kind in (15a) or (15b) – the kind of predicate we get when, in
the contained V‘ thinks that he will win the election, the pronoun is construed de re.
We could explain why we judge the sentence to be true if the sentence admitted an LF
where the subject’s sister denoted a predicate of the kind in (16) – the kind of predicate
we would get if thinks that he will win the election had the “de se” LF. Conclusion: The
V‘ thinks that he will win the election has the “de se” LF.
(17) a. Only John thinks that he will win the election.
b. LF: [ Only John ] [α .... ]
c. [[ (17b) ]]g = 1 as long as John is the only individual x such that [[α]]g(x) = 1.
3.3 The argument live
That was the plot. Here are the details. Here first is the scenario.
(18) Scenario.12 A group of drunken election candidates watching campaign speeches on
television do not recognize themselves in the broadcast. John, the only confident one,
thinks “I’ll win,” but does not recognize himself in the broadcast. Bill and Sam, both
depressive, think “I’ll lose” but are impressed by the speeches that happen to be their own
and are sure “that candidate” will win. Peter, also depressive, happens to be impressed not
by his own speech but by John’s.

Before proceeding, note that by hypothesis we evaluate LFs with respect to assignments
that map the index 0 to the actual world (see footnote 6) and that map the index of the
pronoun he to a salient (male) individual. In what follows, we will say that a person
“satisfies the (15a) predicate” to say that, when we compute the denotation of the LF in
(15a) with respect to an assignment of this kind, we find that the resulting function
characterizes that person. (Analogous remarks obviously hold for “satisfying the (15b)
predicate” and so on.) With this in mind, here are the important things to remark about
our scenario.
First, it is not the case that John is the only person who satisfies the (15a) predicate. It
is true not only for candidate John, but for candidates Bill and Sam as well, that we can
the individual that y bears R1 to in w‘ will win the election in w‘,
where R1 is the identity relation
11

A argument of a similar kind can be made on the basis of VP ellipsis examples, where we can test for
what the denotation of an elided VP is.
12

The use of scenarios like (18) together with sentences of the form DP thinks that he will win the
election originates with Ede Zimmermann, according to the attribution in Schlenker 1999. (Our argument
is new, though, as far as we know.)
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find an acquaintance relation R such that the candidate bears R to himself, and such that
the candidate thinks the person he bears R to will win the election. We have listed the
relevant R’s in (19a).
(19) a. John: R is the identity relation
Bill: R is the relation x bears to the first candidate x hears
(assuming that the first candidate Bill hears is himself)
Sam: R is the relation x bears to the second candidate x hears
(assuming that the second candidate Sam hears is himself)

Second, it is not the case either that John is the only person who satisfies the (15b)
predicate. In particular, John is not the only person who satisfies the (15b) predicate if
we limit the assignments under consideration to those that assign the index of the
pronoun to John. This is because it is true not only for candidate John, but also for
candidate Peter, that we can find an acquaintance relation R such that the candidate
bears R to John, and such that the candidate thinks the person he bears R to will win the
election. We have listed the relevant R’s in (19b).
b. John: R is the identity relation
Peter: R is the relation x bears to the third candidate x hears
(assuming that the third candidate Peter hears is John)

And if we instead limit our range to assignments that assign the pronoun’s index to one
of the other salient male individuals – Bill, Sam, or Peter -- the scenario (sparely
presented as it is) still does not make it evident that John is the one and only person with
the (15b) property.
But, third, John is the only person who satisfies the (16) predicate: he is the only person
with a “de se” thought about winning the election.
The fact is that we take the sentence to be true in this scenario.
But now, to take the sentence to be true is to say this: if we take some LF for the sister
of only John, evaluate it with respect to some relevant assignment, and look at the
predicate that results, we find that the only person that function characterizes is John.13
So if the only LFs available for V‘ are LFs where he is construed de re, then our fact is a
surprise. In saying that the sentence is true, we would be saying either that John is the
only person who satisfies the (15a) predicate or that John is the only person who
satisfies the (15b) predicate, neither of which is the case. But if V’ has the “de se” LF,
our fact is predicted. In saying that the sentence is true, we could be saying instead that
John is the only person who satisfies the (16) predicate, and this is the case. The
conclusion: V‘ has the “de se” LF.
3.4 The argument: a final remark
This argument started from the assumption that the V‘s of belief reports admit LFs that
express existential quantification over acquaintance relations. And the argument is
only as good as this starting point.
13

This follows from the more basic hypothesis that to say that a sentence is true is to say that some LF for the
sentence, evaluated with respect to some relevant assignment, yields 1.
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The basic idea that we were drawing on was this Lewis-inspired one: a sentence like
John thinks that Mary is happy is true if there is some acquaintance relation R that John
in fact bears uniquely to Mary, such that, for all <y, w’> in DOXJohn, the actual world, the
individual that y bears R to in w’ is happy in w’. But does the implementation of this
idea require putting the existential quantification in the V‘? Not obviously. We would
arrive at the same effect if there were an unpronounced existential quantifier at the
sentence level, for example. And in that case our argument would be affected. The idea
that the existential quantification comes from the V‘ was important to our argument,
because it was important to our argument that, in any LF for Only John thinks that he
will win the election that is not a “de se” LF, this existential quantification “has narrow
scope” with respect to the subject quantifier only John.
To break into this argument, then, one thing that you could do is this: show that there is
a viable alternative implementation of the Lewis-inspired idea that predicts the Only
John... sentence to have an LF compatible with our scenario. We will not consider this
further here. But we will note that the literature contains examples that show that, at
least sometimes, the existential quantification over acquaintance relations “has narrow
scope” with respect to a quantifier in subject position – as we have imagined here.14
This is something to take into account in thinking about alternatives.
4

The LFs of attitude V‘s, in more detail

At this point we have arrived at a picture on which attitude V‘s like thinks that he will
win the election admit a variety of LFs, with a variety of denotations. And we have said
something about what the denotations are for V‘s of this kind, or for V‘s like thinks that
Mary is happy. But we haven’t said anything concrete about what the LFs for these V‘s
look like, and how the denotations arise. This section is to remedy the situation.
We will start by outlining how the denotation of a V‘ like thinks that Mary is happy
could be derived compositionally from the material in its LF – given standard
assumptions about the way the words are grouped together hierarchically. This
preliminary idea will form the basis of the slightly more complicated proposal that we
will then sketch in the ensuing two sections.
4.1 The LFs of belief reports: a first attempt15
Let us start by reconsidering what we said about the denotation of (6)’s LF.
We said that the denotation in question was a property, and we defined what the
property was by existentially quantifying over acquaintance relations ((20)).

14

In particular, Ede Zimmermann (p.c. to Philippe Schlenker) observes that a sentence like Every
candidate thinks that he will win the election can be true even when there is no single acquaintance
relation R such that every candidate bears that relation to himself and thinks “The person who I bear R to
will win the election” – as long as, for every candidate c, there is some R such that c bears R to himself
and thinks “The person who I bear R to will win the election.” (Imagine a scenario like ours except that
Peter is missing.) See Schlenker 1999, chapter 2. This suggests that the sentence must admit an LF with
an existential quantifier that “resides below” every candidate, and that is the kind of position we are
taking.

15

This section was inspired by lecture notes of Irene Heim (Heim 1993) that Arnim von Stechow kindly
made available to us. Connections can probably also be drawn to aspects of Aloni 2000.
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(6) thinks that Mary is happy
(20) [[LF(6)]]g =

λx.λw. there is some acquaintance relation R that x bears uniquely to Mary in w,
such that,
for all <y,w‘> in DOXx,w,
the individual that y bears R to in w‘ is happy in w‘

While we talked in terms of existential quantification over acquaintance relations,
naturally there are other ways of talking which would serve to identify the same
property. For instance, we could have put the property as in (20’), quantifying over
individual concepts (functions from worlds to individuals).
(20‘) talks about
“acquaintance-based Mary-concepts for x in w.” What this means is of course the
following: C is an acquaintance-based Mary-concept for x in w if we can find some
acquaintance relation R such that x bears R uniquely to Mary in w, and such that, for all
<y,w‘> in DOXx,w , y bears R uniquely to C(w‘) in w‘.
(20‘) λx.λw. there is some “acquaintance-based Mary-concept for x in w,” C,
such that,
for all <y,w‘> in DOXx,w , C(w‘) is happy in w‘

And, in that case, we could also have expressed the same property as in (20‘‘). (20‘‘)
quantifies not directly over acquaintance relations borne to Mary, or over acquaintancebased Mary-concepts (which “encode” acquaintance relations borne to Mary), but
rather, more generally, over ways of assigning individuals like Mary to concepts like
acquaintance-based Mary-concepts.
(20‘‘) λx.λw. there is some way G of assigning individuals to acquaintance-based
concepts of those individuals for x in w,
such that,
for all <y,w‘> in DOXx,w , G(Mary)(w‘) is happy in w‘

In general, we will use the term concept-generator to mean a way of assigning
individuals of one’s acquaintance to concepts. A way of assigning such individuals to
acquaintance-based concepts is an acquaintance-based concept-generator.16 So a
quicker way of writing (20‘‘) is as in (20‘‘‘):
(20‘‘‘) λx.λw. there is some acquaintance-based concept-generator G for x in w
such that,
for all <y,w‘> in DOXx,w , G(Mary)(w‘) is happy in w‘
16

Definition:
G is a concept-generator for individual x in w iff
i. G is a function from individuals to individual concepts
ii. Dom(G) = {z: x is acquainted with z in w}
Definition:
G is an acquaintance-based concept-generator for individual x in w iff
i. G is a concept-generator for x in w
ii. the concepts G yields are “acquaintance-based” in the sense that
For all z in Dom(G),
there is some acquaintance relation R such that
x bears R uniquely to z in w, and
for all <y,w‘> in DOXx,w, y bears relation R uniquely to G(z)(w‘) in w‘.
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With this in mind, here is the basic proposal. It has been argued (see e.g. Percus 2000)
that LFs contain silent items that function as variables over possible worlds and
abstractors over these variables. Suppose they also contain silent items that function as
variables over concept-generators17 and abstractors over these variables. Then we
could generate an LF roughly like the following.18 The complement of thinks in (21)
denotes a function from concept-generators to propositions. It should be transparent
that if the denotation of thinks selects for such an object, and is as in (22), we will get
just the denotation we wanted.
(21)

V‘

thinks
λG3
λw1
w1

happy
w1
G3

Mary

(22) The denotation of thinks (to be revised):
λΦ< <e,se>, st>. λx.λw. there is some acquaintance-based concept-generator G for x in w
such that,
for all <y,w‘> in DOXx,w , Φ(G)(w‘) = 1.

The lesson of this section has been that, while one can talk about the denotations of
belief reports in terms of quantification over acquaintance relations, it is in some
respects more illuminating to talk about them in terms of quantification over conceptgenerators. Talking in this way allows us to see how we can derive these denotations
compositionally on the basis of LF material – once we admit the existence of variables
over concept-generators. A final remark: While our concern here has been with belief
reports, it is natural to expect that other attitude reports too should be analyzed along the
lines we sketched here. Interestingly, proceeding in this way would lead to the
conclusion that different attitude verbs quantify over different kinds of conceptgenerators.19
17

Or, more precisely, over functions from individuals to individual concepts.

18

Here, we have assumed for convenience that the subject lowers into VP and “pruned” nodes that
contribute nothing to interpretation, thereby removing from the complement of think all material above
VP.
19
In claiming this, we have in mind facts such as the following. Suppose Mary anonymously reviewed
John’s paper (unknown to John). We would then take the sentence John thought that Mary was a bald
man in his 90‘s to be true in a situation in which John thought that his article had been reviewed by a bald
man in his 90‘s. However, we would not take the sentence John dreamed that Mary was a bald man in
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4.2 Some adjustments
The proposal we just sketched accounts for those LFs where individual-denoting DPs
are construed de re. For instance, to arrive at an LF for thinks that he will win the
election that behaves as in (13), just replace Mary in the diagram above with hei, and
happy with will win the election. But how about the “de se” LF for thinks that he will
win the election ? There are various possibilities that are compatible with this general
approach. The one we favor, though, requires introducing a complication, according to
which the LF for thinks that Mary is happy is in fact a little different from what we
assumed above.
Above, we assumed that the denotation of the embedded clause -- before the λG
attaches – is a proposition, and that the denotation of think, accordingly, selects for
functions from concept-generators to propositions. Now we will alter this: the
denotation of the embedded clause will now be a property, and the denotation of think,
accordingly, will select for functions from concept-generators to properties. In order to
create a property out of the embedded clause material, we will assume that there is
another silent ingredient that LFs can contain: a “type-shifter” PROP can adjoin to
proposition-denoting constituents, making them into property-denoting constituents.
The revised LF for thinks that Mary is happy is thus as in (21‘). Given the denotations
for think and PROP below, this LF will obviously have the same denotation as the
earlier one.
V‘

(21‘)
thinks
λG3

PROP
λw1
w1

happy
w1
G3

Mary

his 90‘s to be true in a situation in which John dreamed that his article had been reviewed by a bald man
in his 90‘s. One might conclude from this that, while both belief reports and dream reports quantify over
concept-generators, they quantify over different kinds of concept-generators. The “belief-relevant”
concept-generators can yield concepts that pick out anonymous reviewers but the “dream-relevant”
concept-generators cannot.
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(22‘) The denotation of thinks (revised)
λΠ< <e,se>, <e,st>>. λx.λw. there is some acquaintance-based concept-generator G for x in w
such that,
for all <y,w‘> in DOXx,w , Π(G)(y)(w‘) = 1.

(23) The denotation of PROP:
λp<s,t>. λx. p

4.3 LFs that report “de se” attitudes
The adjustments that we just made permit an account of “de se” LFs that naturally
suggests itself in light of the work in Percus and Sauerland (to appear).
Our concern in Percus and Sauerland (to appear) is to account for the variety of readings
of dream reports with embedded pronouns. We argue there that the key to this problem
lies in recognizing that pronouns like he are ambiguous between a variable (call it hei)
and an element more like a relative pronoun (call it he*) – an element that has no
interpretation on its own, but can move, leaving behind a lambda and a trace (an
individual variable bound by the lambda). Our proposal in that paper implies that dream
reports like John dreamed that an avalanche hit him have an LF that specifically
describes a “de se” dream. This LF contains an instance of him* which moves to the
edge of the embedded clause, creating a property-denoting constituent20 (it denotes the
property of being hit by an avalanche). The semantic contribution of the rest of the LF
is to say that in all the worlds compatible with John’s dream, the person John identifies
as himself has this property.
If we can form LFs that describe de se dreams in this way – using he* to turn the
embedded clause into a constituent that denotes a property – then it is natural to think
that we can form LFs that describe de se beliefs in the same way. Our adjustments
allow us to maintain this. For instance, given what we have said so far, we can generate
LFs of the kind below. The first LF ((24)) is just the kind of LF we are after: it is an LF
for thinks that he will win the election that describes a “de se” belief about winning the
election. In this LF, a he* has moved, creating a property-denoting constituent, and a
(“vacuous”) λG has been inserted, creating a constituent of the kind that thinks can
combine with. The second LF ((25)) is an LF that we could generate for thinks that
Mary voted for him. This LF too describes a “de se” belief, but it is one where we
might say (on analogy with our terminology thus far) that Mary is construed de re. In
this LF, as in the first one, him* has moved and a λG has been inserted, but, in contrast
to our first LF, variables over concept-generators and over possible worlds have been
inserted as well.

20

The idea that the embedded clause in attitude reports sometimes denotes a property originates in
Chierchia 1991.
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(24)
thinks
λG3
he*
λ2
λw1
w1
t2

will win the election
[[LF(24)]]g = λx.λw. there is some acquaintance-based concept-generator G for x in w
such that,
for all <y,w‘> in DOXx,w , y wins the election in w‘
= λx.λw. for all <y,w‘> in DOXx,w , y wins the election in w‘

(25)
thinks
λG3
him*
λ2
λw1
w1

w1
G3

Mary

vote for t2

[[LF(25)]]g = λx.λw. there is some acquaintance-based concept-generator G for x in w
such that,
for all <y,w‘> in DOXx,w , G(Mary)(w‘) votes for y in w‘
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Closing summary

Our primary goal in this paper was to argue that attitude reports with embedded
pronouns have specifically “de se” LFs.
Once we did this, we then made some proposals for what the LFs of attitude reports
look like. In the case of LFs where an individual-denoting expression is construed de
re, the arguments for our proposal were basically these: it works as far as producing the
desired denotations; it sticks to the hierarchical structure that syntactic theory
independently motivates. In the case of the “de se” LFs, we just said that a
representation of roughly the kind we proposed has been independently argued to be
needed for dream reports specifically. An important aspect of our proposals was the
postulation of unpronounced elements in syntactic structures.
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Abstract
This article is about three interrelated things: the German Present Perfect, durative adverbs
(bis 'until', seit 'since') and Extended-Now-adverbs (schon oft 'often ever since', schon immer).
For the Perfect and durative adverbs, an interrelation has always been suggested in the
literature: there are universal/ existential ambiguities in Perfect-sentences containing durative
adverbs. These ambiguities are claimed to disappear if there is no Perfect. The traditional
conclusion is that there must be an intimate interrelation between the Perfect and durative
adverbs. I will show with authentic data from the web that this is false, the universal/
existential ambiguities are not limited to the Perfect. - As for the Perfect and Extended-Nowadverbs, the literature has not claimed that there is an interrelation. But I will show that there
is a very intimate one. The behavior of Extended-Now-adverbs makes the traditional
Reichenbachian Perfect-semantics untenable and suggests instead that the correct Perfectsemantics is the Extended-Now-theory. As for the mentioned universal/ existential
ambiguities connected to durative adverbs, there are actually two different kinds of them. The
first one I call "simple universal/ existential-ambiguity"; it is associated with lang 'for' and
for. John has been in Boston for two weeks is ambiguous between the two weeks being
somewhere in the past (this is called the existential reading) and the two weeks being in the
past but abutting speech time (this is called the universal reading). I will analyze this in terms
of underspecification: somewhere within the Extended-Now-interval denoted by the Perfect,
the event takes place. The second of the aforementioned universal/ existential ambiguities
associated with durative adverbs I call "complex universal/ existential-ambiguity". It is
associated with bis 'until', seit 'since', until, and since. John has been in Boston since Tuesday
is ambiguous between him being there all the time (universal reading) and him being there at
least once (existential reading). So far, the literature has only acknowledged this ambiguity
for since and (marginally) for seit 'since', and only in combination with the Perfect. I will
show with authentic data that this ambiguity exists with all durative adverbs and with all
tenses. I will analyze it as a scope ambiguity of the durative adverb and a possibly covert
frequency adverb.
1. The data
German Perfect sentences with durational phrases are (often) ambiguous between a universal
(or ‘u’) and an existential (or ‘e’) reading. There are two different kinds of this u/e-ambiguity:
a complex and a simple one.
Let us start with the complex u/e-ambiguity. Cf. the following examples and the
corresponding illustrations:
(1)

complex u/e-ambiguity: bis ('until') and seit ('since')
example: John ist bis/ seit
gestern im Garten gewesen.
John is until/ since yesterday in garden been
‘John was in the garden until/?since yesterday’
u-reading: There is a time that ended/ started in yesterday, and John was in the garden
throughout that time
e-reading: There is a time that ended/ started in yesterday, and J. was in the garden at
least once during that time
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u-reading of (1):
yesterday
u

(3)

bis-interval = be-in-garden-interval
e-reading of (1):
yesterday
u

bis-interval ⊃ be-in-garden-interval
While everybody gets the u-reading of the complex u/e-ambiguity, the e-reading is often
doubted (as a linguistic invention). But cf. these natural data I gathered from COSMAS
(http://corpora.ids-mannheim.de/~cosmas):
(4)

(5)

(6)

Die etwa 1,70 Meter große Brillenträgerin sei schlank, habe blonde, dauergewellte
Haare und blaue Augen. Sie spreche rheinische Mundart. Wer Hinweise auf den
gegenwärtigen Aufenthaltsort von Ingeborg Wolf geben kann oder sie seit Montag
mittag gesehen hat, wird gebeten, sich unter der Telefonnummer 17 40 mit der
Kriminalpolizei in Verbindung zu setzen. [Mannheimer Morgen, 16.09.1989]
Wer [...] Ingeborg seit Montag mittag
gesehen hat
who
Ingeborg since Monday afternoon seen
has
‘Anyone who has seen Ingeborg since Monday afternoon’
Überall im Schlachtraum des Dorfgemeinschaftshauses türmen sich die Bestandteile
zerlegter Borstentiere. Zweieinhalb Schweine aus Fauerbach in der Wetterau hat Bach
seit Montag fachmännisch zerlegt. Jetzt kocht eine Menge davon im großen Topf, liegt
in Eimern oder steckt bereits in Gläsern, fertig zum Verkauf. [Frankfurter Rundschau,
10.12.1998]
Zweieinhalb
Schweine [...] hat
Bach seit Montag [...]
two-and-a-half pigs
has Bach since Monday
zerlegt
cut-up
‘Since Monday Bach has cut up two and a half pigs’
Bei neuen Zusammenstößen in der südserbischen Provinz Kosovo sind seit Montag
mindestens 20 Menschen getötet worden. Das albanische Kosovo-Informationszentrum
berichtete aus der Provinzhauptstadt Pristina von "Massakern" und "brennenden
Dörfern". [Frankfurter Rundschau, 20.05.1998]
Bei [...] Zusammenstößen sind seit Montag mindestens 20
during
fights
have since Monday at-least
20
Menschen getötet worden.
people
killed been
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‘At least 20 people have been killed since Monday during fights’
Let us now continue with the simple u/e-ambiguity. Look at the following example:
(7)

simple u/e-ambiguity: lang ('for')
example: John ist zwei Wochen lang in Boston gewesen.
John is two weeks for in Boston been
‘John has been in Boston for two weeks.’
u-reading: The two weeks of John's stay in Boston are immediately before speech time
(or 'S')
e-reading: The two weeks of John's stay in Boston are somewhere in the past of S

2. Questions to be addressed
There are three questions I want to clarify in this paper. The universal and existential Perfectreadings raise again the question of the Perfect-semantics itself. The first question I want to
clarify is this: What is the semantics of the Perfect? Connected to this is an empirical issue
that has consequences for the semantics of the duratives. My second question is this: Are the
u/e-ambiguities really limited to the Perfect? Bringing the things found so far together, the
most natural question to ask is surely the following one: How to analyze the u/e-ambiguities?
3. Previous approaches
3.1. Simple u/e-ambiguity: Dowty (1979)
Dowty begins his account with this meaning rule:
(8)

for (∈ P(IV/IV)/(t/i)) translates into λPtλPλx [Pt{n} & Λt[t⊆n → AT(t, P{x})]] (Dowty
(1979, p.333))

Let us look at an example-derivation of his. The starting point is the following tree:
(9)
John has slept for an hour now, t, 37

now, TmAV

John has slept for an hour, IV, 4

John, T

have slept for an hour, IV, 41
sleep for an hour, IV, 7
for an hour, IV /IV
for, (IV /IV) / (t /i)

sleep, IV

an hour, t /i

These are the syntactic rules you need for the calculation:
(10) S4, the rule for subject plus predicate. F (α,β ) = α β', where β' is the result of
replacing the first verb of β by its 3rd person singular form
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(11) S7, the rule for sentence complement. F (α,β) = α β, the argument is placed to the
right of the functor
(12) S37, the rule for Present tense plus adverb. F (α,φ) = φα. The interpretation is: α'(^t
[PRES(t) & AT (t, φ')])
(13) S41, the rule for Perfect without adverb. F (α) = have α', where α' is the result of
changing the first verb in α to a past participle form. The interpretation is: λxVt1[XN(t1)
& Vt2[t2 ⊆ t1 & AT (t2, α'(x))]] ("V" is the existential quantifier and "Λ" is the universal
one)
The semantic translation of the tree is:
(14) now'(^t [PRES(t) & AT (t, φ')]), φ' = Vt1[XN(t1) & Vt2[t2 ⊆ t1 & AT
(t2, α'(j))]], α' = [an-hour' (t2) & Λt[t⊆t2 → AT(t, sleep'(j))]] (n-elimination has
already applied, cf. Dowty (1979, p.333)) ⇒
[PRES(now') & AT (now', φ')], φ' = Vt1[XN(t1) & Vt2[t2 ⊆ t1 & AT (t2, α'(j))]], α' =
[an-hour' (t2) & Λt[t⊆t2 → AT(t, sleep'(j))]] (I inserted now') ⇒
[PRES(now') & AT (now', Vt1[XN(t1) & Vt2[t2 ⊆ t1 & AT (t2, α'(j))]])], α' = [an-hour'
(t2) & Λt[t⊆t2 → AT(t, sleep'(j))]] (I inserted φ') ⇒
[PRES(now') & AT (now', Vt1[XN(t1) & Vt2[t2 ⊆ t1 & AT (t2, [an-hour' (t2) & Λt3[t3⊆t2
→ AT(t3, sleep'(j))]])]])], (I inserted α') ⇒
[PRES(now') & AT (now', Vt1[XN(t1) & Vt2[t2 ⊆ t1 & an-hour' (t2 ) & Λt3[t3⊆t2 →
AT(t3, sleep'(j))]]])], (I applied AT-elimination, cf. Dowty (1979, p.334))
The illustration below illustrates the outcome:
(15)

an-hour, t3⊆t2

now

t1
This looks immediately OK for the e-reading of the simple u/e-ambiguous sentence John has
slept for an hour now. Remember the simple u/e-ambiguity:
(16) John has slept for an hour.
a) u-reading: the hour of John's sleeping is immediately before now
b) e-reading: the hour of John's sleeping is somewhere in the past of now
Dowty (1979, p.343 f.) says that he doesn't want to account for the u-reading in terms of
underspecification. Underspecification would simply mean that the exact localization of the
yellow interval in the illustration is not fixed. If the yellow interval is beside now, we get the
u-reading. If the yellow interval is separated from now, we get the e-reading.
Dowty doesn't want this solution. Instead, he advocates lexical ambiguity - there are two
different for-adverbs. And, in addition to this: an additional Perfect-rule is needed, because
the 'new' for is of another syntactic category. Thus, what Dowty needs for the e-reading is the
following:
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(17) = (8) for1 (∈ P(IV/IV)/(t/i)) translates into λPtλPλx [Pt{n} & Λt[t⊆n → AT(t, P{x})]]
(Dowty (1979, p.333))
(18) = (13) S41, the rule for Perfect without adverb. F (α) = have α', where α' is the result
of changing the first verb in α to a past participle form. The interpretation is:
λxVt1[XN(t1) & Vt2[t2 ⊆ t1 & AT (t2, α'(x))]]
And what he needs for the u-reading is this:
(19) for2 (∈ BTmAV/(t/i)) translates into λPtλQtVt1[XN(t1) & Pt{t1} & Λt2[[t2⊆t1 & XN(t2)]
→ Qt{t2}]] (Dowty (1979, p.344))
(20) S42, another rule for Perfect without adverb. F (α,β) = have β' α, where β' is the
result of changing the first verb in β to a past participle form. The interpretation is:
λx[α'(^t[XN(t) & AT (t, β'(x))])] (Dowty (1979, p.344))
We already saw the e-reading, let us have a short look at the u-reading as well:
(21)
John has slept for an hour, t, 4

John, T

have slept for an hour, IV, 42
for an hour, TmAV
for, TmAV / (t /i)

sleep, IV

an hour, t /i

This gets the translation:
(22) λQtVt1[XN(t1) & an-hour'(t1) & Λt2[[t2⊆t1 & XN(t2)] → Qt{t2}]],
Qt{t2} = [XN(t2) & AT (t2, sleep'(j))])] (n-elimination, AT-elemination) ⇒
Vt1[XN(t1) & an-hour'(t1) & Λt2[[t2⊆t1 & XN(t2)] → [XN(t2) & AT (t2, sleep'(j))]]] (I
inserted Qt{t2})
Cf. the following illustration:
(23)

an-hour, t2⊆t1

now

t1
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This indeed is the u-reading. What makes Dowty propose such an ad hoc solution (notice not
only the proliferation of rules but also the doubling of the XN in the final formula) is the fact
that preposed for-adverbs only show the u-reading:
(24) For four years, John has lived in Boston.
According to Dowty (1979, p.343) (and many others), this only shows the u-reading. Notice
that the ‘first’ for-adverb cannot be proposed as it is of the ‘wrong’ syntactic category. What
we need is TmAV, like now.
In sum, my comment on Dowty (1979) is the following. As for the simple u/e-ambiguity
associated with for, it looks unsatisfactory to stipulate not only two different for-adverbs but
also two different Perfects. However, one has to keep in mind that Dowty does so because he
believes that sentences with preposed for-adverbs allow only the u-reading.
3.2. Complex u/e-ambiguity: Mittwoch (1988) & Dowty (1979)
Mittwoch (1988)
To explain the complex u/e-ambiguity arising with since, Mittwoch proposes a lexical
ambiguity of both since and the Perfect. These are her proposals:
(25) SINCEU Tuesday (HaveU (A)) is true in M relative to (w,i) iff i is the final moment of
an interval j and there is an interval k such that k is a final subinterval of Tuesday and
the initial proper subinterval of j and A is true in M relative to (w,j), where A is
interpreted as a state
(26) SINCEE Tuesday (HaveE (A)) is true in M relative to (w,i) iff i is the final moment of an
interval j and Tuesday is the initial lower boundary interval of j, and for some
subinterval k of j A is true in M relative to (w,k)
Note that in both rules, the meanings of the Perfect and the durative are given together, i.e.,
there is no independent meaning rule for either the Perfect or for the durative. Let us see the
applications:
(27) John has been ill since Tuesday. (u-reading, rule (25) applies)
Tuesday
k

i

j
This looks OK. The time j of the illness starts in a Tuesday and ends at speech time.
Now let us test the rule for the e-reading:
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(28) John has been to Paris since Tuesday. (e-reading, rule (26) applies)
Tuesday
k

i

j
This also looks OK. The trip is located in an interval starting after a past Tuesday and ending
at speech time.
To summarize my comments on Mittwoch (1988): with regard to semantic compositionality,
it is certainly a disadvantage of the theory to analyze the complex u/e-ambiguity
syncategorematically.
Dowty (1979)
Dowty (1979, p.348) notices the existence of the complex u/e-ambiguity with since, but he
admits he has no solution. Dowty only has a proposal for the u-reading. Cf. the following
meaning rule for since and the tree for the u-reading:
(29) since (∈ BTmAV/Tm) translates into λPtλPtPt{^t1[Λt2[[t1 < t2 & XN(t2)] → Pt{t2}]]}
(Dowty (1979, p.344))
(30)
John has slept since midnight, t, 4

John, T

have slept since midnight, IV, 42
since midnight, TmAV

sleep, IV

since, TmAV / Tm midnight, Tm

This gets the translation:
(31) Λt2[[midnight' < t2 & XN(t2)] → [XN(t2) & AT(t2, sleep'(j)) ]]
Cf. the following illustration:
(32)
midnight

t2

now

This indeed is the u-reading of the complex u/e-ambiguity in the case of since. John sleeps in
the yellow interval.
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In sum, my comment on Dowty (1979) is the following. It is a little unsatisfactory that Dowty
can only account for the u-reading. But Dowty (1979. p.348) insinuates that an accomodation
of the e-reading would be possible if since, like for, were lexically ambiguous. However, this
way out seems “suspicious” to Dowty, and I agree with this judgement. Notice, finally, that
both the u-reading of for- and the u-reading of since-sentences are strange in that they involve
a doubling of XN in the formulas.
4. My proposals (partial revisions of Rathert (1999), (2000a), (2000b), (2001), (2003a),
(2003b))
4.0. Framework: the simple extensional language EL
As for the types of EL, I only assume i (times) and t (truth values). The operations allowed are
lambda-abstraction and functional application. This is the model for EL:
(33) model for EL: <{0;1}, <T, ⊆, ⊂, =, l-abuts, r-abuts, <, s*>, F>; elements of T: intervals,
defined relations: subset-relations “⊆” and “⊂”, identity-relation “=”, left-abuttingrelation “l-abuts”, the right-abutting-relation “r-abuts” and “<” (t<t’ iff every element of
t is before every element of t’); s* is speech time; F is the interpretation-function for
constants
4.1. Answering the first question: what is the semantics of the Perfect?
Adverbs like schon oft and schon immer are the only adverbs in German which are not
compatible with the traditional Reichenbach-semantics for the Perfect, namely that in (34):
(34) E<R & S,R
Cf. the following data:
(35) Ich habe mir schon
I
have me already
‘I always wanted a bike.’
(36) * Ich wünschte mir
I
wished
me
‘I always wanted a bike.’

immer ein
always a

Fahrrad gewünscht.
bike
wished

schon immer ein
already always a

Fahrrad.
bike

Adverbs like schon immer are not compatible with a Reichenbachian Perfect-semantics
because this semantics says that E is before R. But schon immer demands that E abut R.
Note that you cannot elegantly solve the problem in a refined Reichenbachian framework like
Musan (2000), in which you have something like E |< R & S,R. E |< R means “E<R or E abut
R”. This cannot explain the Preterite-data.
In my system, the Perfect establishes the Extended Now, i.e. a left-infinite interval (-∞,m)={n
| n ≤ m}, for points of time m,n. The infinity of the interval is e.g. in accordance with Abusch
(1996). But this is just an assumption, there are no empirical nor theoretical arguments in
favor or against the infinity of the Extended Now.
Now, the facts follow: adverbs like schon immer select an Extended Now-interval, which is
the reason why they cannot occur with the Preterite.
When the Perfect is equivalent in meaning to the Preterite, I also assume an Extended Now
because I get the Anteriority-readings for free: they come about via a phonological empty
quantificational or frequency adverb ∃⊆, cf. the following tree for Er ist gerannt ‘he has run’:
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(37)

∃t:TP
∃s:PerfP
∃q
∃⊆

VP
gerannt

T
Präs(t)
Perf (s)
ist

(38) a. F(Pres)(t)(p)=1 iff t=s* & p(t)=1. Type: <i,<<i,t>,t>>
F(Perf)(t)(p)(v)=1 iff t⊃⊂v & p(t)=1. Type: <i,<<i,t>,<i,t>>>
F(∃⊆)(t)(p)(w)=1 iff t⊆w & p(t)=1. Type: <i,<<i,t>,<i,t>>>
F(VP)(x)=1 iff VP is true at time x. Type: <i,t>
b. This yields for the tree: ∃u ∈ Di. u=s* & ∃v ∈ Di. v⊃⊂u & ∃x ∈ Di. x⊆v & VP is true
at time x.
4.2. Second question: are the u/e-ambiguities really limited to the Perfect?
I believe that the answer is "YES" in the case of the simple u/e-ambiguity, but I won't go into
this here (but see Hitzeman (1997) for a different point of view)
I will show that the answer is "NO" with the complex ambiguity. This is not in accordance
with the literature. All previous work I know claims that the complex u/e-ambiguity depends
on the Perfect: Stechow (2002), Dowty (1979), Fabricius-Hansen (1986), Mittwoch (1988),
Iatridou et al. (2001).
As the u-reading is always clear, it has to be shown that the e-reading exists. To check this, I
did some corpus-research for durative adverbs in my dissertation. Let us look here only at
seit; it turned out that e-readings exist not only with Perfect and Pluperfect, but with Preterite
as well. Here are two examples:
(39) Tornados gab es auch in Nebraska und South Dakota. Die Schäden, die die
Wirbelstürme seit Montag anrichteten, könnten mehrere hundert Millionen Dollar
betragen. In Oklahoma und Kansas waren nach offiziellen Angaben mindestens 43
Menschen umgekommen und etwa 650 verletzt worden. [Mannheimer Morgen,
06.05.1999]
Die Schäden, die
die Wirbelstürme seit Montag anrichteten
the
damageswhich the cyclones
since Monday caused
‘the damages which have been caused by the cyclones since Monday’
(40) In der Region westlich von Grosny sollen den Russen bis zu 1 000 Rebellen Dudajews
gegenüberstehen. Nach russischen Angaben starben seit Montag zwei russische
Soldaten, 22 wurden verwundet. Unabhängige Berichte gab es dazu nicht. [Mannheimer
Morgen, 20.03.1996]
Nach russischen Angaben
starben seit Montag zwei
after
Russian
information died
since Monday two
russische Soldaten
Russian
soldiers
‘according to Russian information, two Russian soldiers have been killed since
Monday’
Stechow (2002), who discusses seit-data in detail, says that e-readings with Preteritesentences containing seit can only be instances of "Ersatzpräteritum" (Latzel (1977)), and he
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mentions some data illustrating this. But notice that the examples above have nothing to do
with "Ersatzpräteritum". Thus, I don't agree with von Stechow in this issue.
But I absolutely agree with Stechow (2002) when he says that e-readings with the Present do
not occur. Data that at first sight seem to display e-readings turn out to be better described as
stative in character (either habitual or progressive), i.e., as universal readings. One example
from my corpus my illustrate the point:
(41) Der Jungmanager steckt den Kopf nicht in den Sand und führt seit Montag Gepräche
mit Moderator Ulrich Meyer (unser Bild), der auch in Personalunion für den Posten des
Chefredakteurs und Anchorman in Frage kommt. [Mannheimer Morgen, 11.10.1994]
Der
Jungmanager [...] führt seit Montag Gepräche
the
young-manager
leads since Monday talks
‘the young manager is leading discussions since Monday’
4.3. Third question: how to analyze the u/e-ambiguities?
Analysis of the complex u/e-ambiguity
This is the tree for the u-reading:
(42)

∃t:TP
∃s:PerfP
∃q

T
Präs(t)
Perf (s)
ist

∃⊆
PP
VP
gerannt
bis gestern

(43) a. F(bis)(x)(p)(w)=1 iff ∃o ∈ Di . end(o)⊆x & o⊆w & p(o)=1.
Type: <i,<<i,t>,<i,t>>>
F(gestern)=the day before the day including s*. Type: i
b. This yields for the tree: ∃u ∈ Di. u=s* & ∃v ∈ Di. v⊃⊂u & ∃x ∈ Di. x⊆v & ∃o ∈ Di .
end(o)⊆the day before the day including s* & o⊆x & VP is true at time o.
And this is the tree for the e-reading:
(44)

∃t:TP
∃s:PerfP
∃q

PP
bis gestern ∃ ⊆

T
Präs(t)
Perf (s)
ist

VP
gerannt
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(45) This yields for the tree: ∃u ∈ Di. u=s* & ∃v ∈ Di. v⊃⊂u & & ∃o ∈ Di. end(o)⊆the day
before the day including s* & o⊆v & ∃q‘ ∈ Di. q‘⊆o & VP is true at time q’.
Similarly, the ambiguities seit is involved in can be analyzed. But notice that this doesn't work
for seit if combined with the Present as the Present is taken to denote a point: Neither scoping
of durative and quantificational adverb is possible. The solution sketched so far is an impasse
with regard to seit + Present.
The way out of the impasse might be the following. In a lot of data with seit + Present I found
not seit but schon seit. At first I threw these data out because I thought they were about
another adverb. But then I regarded this as a hint:
seit1
normal 'seit'
•
•
•

seit2
'seit' which is a shortened form of 'schon
seit'
combines with Preterite, Perfect,
• combines with Present only
Pluperfect
• does combine with the Present because it
does not combine with the Present
introduces an Extended-Now that
because you cannot locate a seit-interval
includes speech time
within the point of Speech time
• doesn't interact with ∃⊆ (stipulation) thus
interacts with ∃⊆ and thus gives rise to the
no complex u/e-ambiguity, but only ucomplex u/e-ambiguity
readings

Thus, I suggest that (schon) seit delivers only u-readings. A test for this proposal is to check
'seit'-data that show e-readings with 'schon seit'. If the results are bad, this means that the
normal seit contains no schon. Indeed, this we find:
(46) Nach russischen Angaben
starben seit Montag zwei russische Soldaten
after
Russian
information died
since Monday two Russian
soldiers
'according to Russian information, two Russian soldiers have been killed since Monday'
(47) *Nach russischen Angaben starben schon seit Montag zwei russische Soldaten
Another test is to insert into 'seit'+Present a 'schon' and see if the meaning changes. We expect
it doesn't. This turns out to be true:
(48) Der Jungmanager [...] führt seit Montag Gepräche
the young-manager leads since Monday talks
'the young manager is leading discussions since Monday'
(49) Der Jungmanager führt schon seit Montag Gepräche
Note that the 'schon' involved here is also not Löbner's. The following sentences are not
equivalent; thus, this is not Löbner's schon:
(50) Der Jungmanager
führt schon seit Montag Gepräche
the young-manager leads already since Monday talks
'the young manager is leading discussions since Monday'
(51) INNER NEGATION
? Der Jungmanager
führt nicht mehr
seit Montag keine Gepräche
the young-manager leads no longer since Monday no talks
'?the young manager is not leading no discussions since Monday'
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? ¬ (Der Jungmanager
führt noch nicht
seit Montag
Gepräche)
¬
(the young-manager leads still no
since Monday talks)
'?it is not the case (the young manager started leading discussions since Monday)'
? ¬ (Der Jungmanager
führt noch seit Montag
keine Gepräche)
¬
(the young-manager leads still since Monday no talks)
'?it is not the case (the young manager is not leading discussions still since Monday)'

We seem to have a different ("non-Löbner") schon here as part of (schon) seit. This is the
meaning-rule I give (schon) seit as a whole, again (like I gave schon immer one compound
meaning-rule):
(54) F(schon seit)(z)(P)(t)=1 iff ∃t'∈Di [beg(t')⊆z & t'⊃⊂t & P(t')]. Type: <i,<<i,t>,<i,t>>>
Syncategorematic requirements: t must be from PRES and no interaction with
quantifiers
If I could, I would like to get rid of the second requirement. It militates against overt or covert
quantifiers, which delivers the desired result that there are no e-readings with (schon) seitsentences. The price for this result is a brute-force-stipulation.
Analysis of the simple u/e-ambiguity
I think the search for a scope solution for the simple ambiguity is a red herring. Remember
Dowty's (and nearly all other researchers') claim that preposed for-adverbs only show the ureading:
(55) For four years, John has lived in Boston.
Although very suggestive at first sight, I believe this claim is empirically inadequate. To my
knowledge, Abusch and Rooth (1990) were the first to challenge this wide-spread claim.
Abusch and Rooth (1990, p.12) suggest that, i.e. in the context of a sleeping experiment, the
following sentence may have both an e- and a u-reading:
(56) For two hours, John has been asleep.
Abusch & Rooth's claim has, to my knowledge, found not much support in the literature. To
check the claim, I examined some natural data from the web. The search, simply done with
http://www.google.de, was for sentence-initial for-adverbs. And indeed, I found many nice
examples of the Abusch-&-Rooth-kind proving that there is no correlation between preposing
and u-reading. I found many examples of e-readings with preposed for-adverbs. Cf. the
following, where the for-sentence in question is underlined.
(57) To say I am frustrated with the problem of school lunches is just not going to cut it. I
am positively erupting... and ash and lava are everywhere. My son started high school
this year. I had heard someone say that this school had some healthy choices. NOT!!!
For two weeks he has eaten tacos without cheese, chicken nuggets and fries. His other
choices were popcorn shrimp and onion rings and sodas. This not only costs too much
($4) but is death food. A couple of years ago I called the man who oversees the buying
and planning of all the school lunches. He claims that fast food is what kids get at home,
and if kids are going to buy the school lunches, he needs to supply them with food they
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know and will buy. He claims that if he served them healthier food that the food service
couldn't sustain itself because not enough kids would buy lunch. I suggested he might
offer baked potatoes, rice, choices without cheese, and grilled meats and vegetables.
And for about a month I saw changes on the menu. Then, back to the worst.
(source: http://www.healthyawareness.com/_Archives/_cdisc1/0000022b.htm)
The two weeks of unhealthy food cannot abut speech time because after these weeks the
mother contacted “the man who oversees the buying and planning of all the school lunches”.
And even after this, “for about a month I saw changes on the menu. Then, back to the worst”
(these are the last two sentences).
Thus, the following delivers the desired result, where the semantics of for may be in the spirit
of Dowty (1979), although against Dowty's intentions so to speak:
(58) ∃u ∈ Di. u=s* & ∃v ∈ Di. v⊃⊂u & ∃x ∈ Di. x⊆v & dur(x)=2weeks & ∀x' [x'⊆x →
VP(x')=1]]]
∃t:TP
∃s:PerfP
∃q
∃⊆

T
Präs(t)
Perf (s)

for–PP VP

5. Outlook
The adverbs corresponding to seit and bis in English are since and until. It would be too nice
if they behaved alike. Everybody knows they don't, but up to now I've been hiding this fact.
So, the question is: Can the analysis be carried over to English? An Extended-Now-meaning
of the English Perfect is widely accepted. Insofar, the analysis carries over.
Until and since both display the u/e-ambiguity (for until this hasn't received much attention,
though). But mind the Present Perfect Puzzle. It is also valid for until, although it is not true
that this adverb cannot combine with the Perfect at all (but see Giannakidou (2003) for a
different point of view). It combines with vague or, to speak with Klein, p-indefinite
expressions. Thus, the only obstacle is this Puzzle. My considerations about this go along the
lines of Klein: If the Perfect is used for an event in the past, only p-indefinite expressions may
be used.
The difference to Klein is that I don't ascribe some definiteness to the Perfect itself, so that
there are clashes in p-definiteness. This is important in the treatment of since, the behavior of
which should be a problem for Klein as far as I can see. Since, if combined with the Perfect
(and this is grammatical) should be predicted as ungrammatical as “since NP” makes TSit pdefinite, and the Perfect does the same for TT. This is the forbidden case.
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G ERMAN aber AS A T OPIC PARTICLE
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Abstract
Contrastive connectives and particles are commonly ascribed a ‘procedural’ semantics
in terms of implicatures. However, there are signs that they interact with the topic – focus
structure of the sentence and carry presuppositions involving negation and alternatives.
Pragmatic effects can be traced to various ways to identify this presupposition and to justify
it in the discourse, showing that a declarative (but dynamic!) semantics is preferable.

1

Introduction

Contrastives have been widely studied, but a consensus on their meaning has not been reached.
Scholars differ, inter alia, on whether there is a unitary interpretation or there are two or three
readings.1 I shall argue that the semantics of German aber consists in a presupposition, that this
presupposition should be defined in terms of topic alternatives and negation, and that it causes
inferences through general pragmatic principles and through various forms of accommodation.
Oversteegen (1997) distinguishes three interpretations (of Dutch maar): Semantic Opposition,
Denial of Expectation, and Concession.
1.1

Semantic Opposition (Contrast)

Lakoff (1971) and Blakemore (1989) distinguish between a Semantic Opposition and a Denial
of Expectation interpretation of English but.2 An example of the former could be (1).3
(1)

1.2

Weil
er und seine Schwester evangelisch sind, der Vater aber
katholisch, . . .
because he and his sister
evangelic are the father however catholic
‘Because he and his sister are Protestants but their father is a Catholic, . . . ’
Denial of Expectation

Frege (1918: 63) formulated a Denial of Expectation interpretation of German aber:
Das Wort “aber” unterscheidet sich von “und” dadurch, dass man mit ihm andeutet,
das Folgende stehe zu dem, was nach dem Vorhergehenden zu erwarten war, in
einem Gegensatze.
1 The

Correction interpretation (Lang 1991) of English but or French mais corresponding to German sondern
(not aber) or Spanish sino (not pero) is not at issue; it would represent (yet) another reading.
2 Blakemore used the term Contrast for Semantic Opposition and, erroneously, correlated this exclusively with
German sondern or Spanish sino, using this to justify a polysemy analysis of but.
3 Although I do not indicate sources, I mostly use (sometimes slightly simplified) authentic examples.
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The word “aber” differs from “und” by suggesting that what follows contradicts what would
be expected from what precedes it.

An example could be (2).
(2)

1.3

Kamila und Ania sind katholisch, aber in die Kirche gehen sie nicht oft.
Kamila and Ania are catholic but in the church go
they not often
‘Kamila and Ania are Catholics, but they do not go to Church frequently.’
Concession

Concession is a label for the reading of French mais or Hebrew aval which Anscombre and
Ducrot (1977) and Dascal and Katriel (1977) called attention to, arguing for a general analysis
in argumentation theoretical terms: The first sentence counts pro, the second sentence counts
contra some conclusion (or topos). An example could be (3).
(3)

1.4

Clever genug ist er, aber zu faul.
clever enough is he but too lazy
‘He is clever enough, but he’s too lazy.’
A Common Denominator?

It is unsatisfactory to have to assume three different readings for what seems to be one word.
And in fact, Blakemore (2000: 474) formulates a general Denial of Expectation analysis which
can be considered to subsume Concession:
. . . the segment introduced by but communicates . . . a proposition that contradicts
. . . a proposition which the speaker believes is manifestly inferrable . . . [ . . . ] . . . in
uttering the but segment, the speaker is communicating that she is attributing to the
hearer the derivation of an assumption that is not justified.
Actually, as Dascal and Katriel (1977: 148f.) point out, Denial of Expectation can be seen as
that special case of Concession where the second sentence counts contra the conclusion just
because it is the negative conclusion (and the conclusion is epistemic, not deontic, involving
stereotypical rather than normative ordering sources (Kratzer 1991)).4
I will show, however, that Semantic Opposition cannot be reduced to Denial or Concession, and
develop an analysis from which Concession and Denial interpretations can be derived. In fact,
I will argue that the German conjunction and particle aber introduces a presupposition giving
rise to Concession or Denial interpretations when it needs accommodation.
2

Semantic Opposition (Contrast)

There are a number of cases which a general Denial theory cannot account for – indeed, which
contradict such a theory, however broadly it is conceived. In 2.1, I present and discuss these
cases, concluding that it is necessary to consider a Contrast interpretation. This has not been
defined in sufficiently general terms. In 2.2, I try to remedy this. In 2.3, I show that the Contrast
interpretation interacts with the Sentence Topic.
4 Similarly,

according to Anscombre and Ducrot (1977: 29), “un cas particulier fréquent est celui dans lequel

r = ¬q”.
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Denial of Denial

In two paradigmatic cases, the contrastive statement does not deny any inference to be drawn
from the context; on the contrary, it confirms a presupposition or an implicature introduced by
the relevant context statement.
2.1.1

Counterfactual Subjunctive

In the first case, we have a presupposition triggered by the counterfactual subjunctive:
(4)

Der Lokführer hätte sein Haltesignal aus dieser Entfernung sehen müssen. Dies sei
the engineer had Subj his stopsignal from this distance see must
this is
aber
nicht der Fall gewesen.
however not the case been
‘The engineer ought to have seen the stop signal from this distance. This was not the
case, however.’

(5)

Harte Strafen erwecken den Eindruck, der Staat würde viel für die Opfer tun. In
hard penalties awake
the impression the state would much for the victims do in
Wirklichkeit aber
lenken sie von der schlechten Stellung der
Opfer ab.
reality
however steer they from the bad
position the Gen victims away
‘Harsh penalties create the impression that the State cares for the victims. But in reality,
they divert attention from the victims’ lamentable situation.’

From the first sentence in (4), we must infer that the engineer did not see the stop signal, and this
same proposition is what is stated in the aber sentence. This inference depends on the mood:
If more or less the same content is expressed without the subjunctive, it is possible to maintain
that the aber statement denies an inference to be drawn from the context:
(6)

Das Signal war gut sichtbar. Der Lokführer hat es aber
nicht gesehen.
the signal was well visible the engineer has it however not seen

2.1.2

Scalar Implicature

In the second case, we have an implicature triggered by some scalar expression:
(7)

Viele Vögel sind schon da, aber nicht alle.
‘Many birds have returned, but not all.’

(8)

Das stimmt beinahe, aber nicht ganz.
‘That is almost right, but not quite.’

(9)

Die Waldwege sind steil, aber nicht sehr steil.
‘The forest paths are steep but not very steep.’

From the first sentence in (7), we normally infer that not more than many of the birds have
returned; this scalar implicature (commonly attributed to the Maxim of Quantity, cf. Hirschberg
1991) entails the aber sentence.
(7)–(9) could be regarded as instances of Concession – but (4)–(5) cannot. The first sentence
in (4) can be taken as an argument for the conclusion that the engineer is to blame; the second,
however, just corroborates this.
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The Scope of Opposition

The examples given by Lakoff (1971) to illustrate the Semantic Opposition interpretation of but
include sentences like (10) or (11):
(10)

Die haben die Chance aufzusteigen nicht mehr, wir aber schon.
‘They don’t have the chance to move up anymore, but we do.’

(11)

Nach dem Motto, jeder andere kriegt was, ich aber nicht.
‘According to the slogan, everyone else gets something, but I don’t.’

Spooren (1989: 31) defines a Semantic Opposition as follows:
A relation between two conjuncts each having different subjects, to which
properties are attributed that are mutually exclusive in the given context.
This captures (10) and (11) but not (12), (13), or (14):
(12)

Ich habe immer liberal gewählt, diesmal aber nicht.
‘I have always voted for the Liberals, but not this time.’

(13)

Dass ich so klein war, war in Korea nie ein Problem, hier aber schon.
‘That I was so short was never a problem in Korea, but here it is.’

(14)

Das mag sich gefährlich anhören, ist es aber nicht.
‘That may sound dangerous, but it isn’t.’

Oversteegen (1997) generalizes Spooren’s definition thus:
There need not be two entities (corresponding to two different subjects). There may
also be only one entity to which different properties are ascribed, either at different
times or places or in different possible worlds.
This conception of Semantic Opposition incorporates sentences like (12), (13), or (14), but still
not sentences like (7)–(9), (15), or (16).
(15)

Viele sind berufen, aber wenige sind auserwählt.
‘Many are called, but few are chosen.’

(16)

Der Vulkan hat gebrodelt, ausgebrochen ist er aber nicht.
‘The volcano has been simmering, but it hasn’t erupted.’

But once we have “two different” entities or times or places or worlds, it seems only logical to
include “two different” anything – like properties. In (15), two different properties are ascribed
mutually exclusive higher order properties (quantifiers). In (7), it was the other way around.
There is no reason not to generalize Semantic Opposition to any logical type. The common
denominator seems to be that mutually exclusive sentence frames are attributed to two different
things. A descriptive definition of Semantic Opposition could thus be:
Semantic Opposition (Contrast) (1st version)
The first sentence contradicts the result of replacing something in the second sentence by something in the first sentence.
This may seem cumbersome and ad-hoc. Later on, we will see how it can be interpreted as the
verification of a presupposition.
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Contrastive Topics

The notion of a topic and an alternative can help us identify the thing in the second sentence to
be replaced by the thing in the first sentence. Contrastive topics have been a topic in their own
right (cf. Büring 1999 and references there). But the issue of an interplay between contrastive
topics and contrastive lexemes has barely been addressed. As demonstrated by Umbach (2001),5
however, the latter seem to interact with the former in much the same way as particles like auch
(‘also’, ‘too’) (cf. 3.1). In (17a), the topic mittlere of the second sentence contrasts with that of
the first, kleine, in the sense that if we substitute the latter for the former, a contradiction arises.
(17)

a.

Für kleine Betriebe hält sich der Schaden noch in Grenzen;
für mittlere wird er aber allmählich ruinös.
‘For small companies, the harm is yet limited;
for intermediate-size companies, however, it is becoming ruinous.’
TOPIC

FOCUS

. . . für mittlere wird er aber allmählich ruinös.
The notion of an alternative plays a central role in connection with both topic and focus –
indeed, in Büring’s theory, much the same role; topic and focus are similar in carrying accents
and evoking alternatives, but different informationally, syntactically and maybe intonationally.
Most of the literature on focus and “focus particles” (e.g. König 1991) has not considered
a notion of topic, yet in connection with particles like aber or auch, it seems more adequate
to say that they associate with the sentence topic, reserving the focus for another portion of the
sentence than that for which the context supplies a substitute – in (17a), for the predicate ruinös.
In (17a), the topic is in the canonical topic position of the Forefield (Spec, CP), and aber is a
particle left adjoined to the Middle Field (VP). The word aber has 3 positional possibilities:
• a particle left adjoined to the Middle Field
• a particle right adjoined to the Forefield
• a conjunction (left of the Forefield)
In (17a), the two additional possibilities – the last two – would not make a difference:
(17)

b.

. . . , aber für mittlere wird er allmählich ruinös.

c.

. . . , für mittlere aber wird er allmählich ruinös.

But the position can make a difference; in particular, the Forefield particle aber seems to unambiguously identify the Forefield constituent as one for which the context should provide an
alternative and contradict the result of substituting it. In (18a), the first sentence does provide an
alternative to this constituent and contradict the result of substituting that alternative, whereas
in (18b), although the first sentence does provide an alternative to the contrastive topic, it does
not contradict the result of substituting it:
5 This

article and still more recent work by Umbach came to my attention too late to be properly assessed here.
It seems, however, that her approach and mine are guided by a similar methodology and even that our accounts of
the semantics of contrastives may ultimately prove to be equivalent in most essentials. See Section 5 for a brief
discussion of Lang and Umbach (2002).
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Die Frauen machen 66% der
Beschäftigten im öffentlichen Sektor aus.
the women make 66% the Gen occupied
in Def public
sector out
Die Chefstellungen aber
haben die Männer für sich
reserviert.
the bosspositions however have the men
for themselves reserved
‘Women constitute 66% of the workforce in the public sector, but top positions
are occupied by men.’

b. ?Die Frauen machen 66% der
Beschäftigten im öffentlichen Sektor aus.
the women make 66% the Gen occupied
in Def public
sector out
Die Männer aber
haben die Chefstellungen für sich
reserviert.
the men
however have the bosspositions for themselves reserved
The topic – focus structure can be underspecified by grammatical signals, particularly when aber
acts as a conjunction.6 Still, there is ample reason to replace the “thing in the second sentence
to be replaced by something in the first sentence” by the more precise notion of the topic in the
second sentence, to be replaced by an alternative in the first sentence:
Semantic Opposition (Contrast) (2nd version)
The first sentence contradicts the result of replacing the topic in the second sentence
by an alternative in the first sentence.
3

The Contrast Presupposition

I would like to suggest a theoretical interpretation of Contrast in terms of a presupposition akin
to that triggered by the particle auch (‘too’, ‘also’). As a preliminary stage, it may be useful to
reformulate the definition of Semantic Opposition (Contrast) in terms of contextual entailment:
Semantic Opposition (Contrast) (3rd version)
The context entails the negation of the result of replacing the topic of the sentence
by an alternative.
The intention is that the presupposition provides a full specification of the semantics of aber,
Denial or Concession “readings” resulting from various forms of accommodation.
3.1

Parallel Presuppositions: aber and auch

There are close parallels between the particle aber and the particle auch (‘also’, ‘too’), yet only
the latter has been analyzed in terms of a presupposition – viz., the result of replacing the topic
(or what has mostly been termed the focus) by an alternative.
Note, first, how the aber example (17a) can be modified to offer a paradigmatic case for auch,
the context entailing the result of replacing the topic mittlere by the alternative grosse.
(17)

d.

Für grosse Betriebe nimmt der Schaden schon katastrophale Ausmasse an,
und für mittlere wird er auch allmählich ruinös.
‘For large companies, the harm is getting disastrous proportions;
for intermediate-size companies, it is also becoming ruinous.’

6 Note,

however, that aber permits extensive ellipsis (cf. (7)–(14)), reducing the options to a minimum (and
blurring the distinctions between the three positions).
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In the examples in the literature on particles like auch, the topic (or “focus”) and the alternative
tend to denote individuals. It has not been duly appreciated that they can have any logical type
and that they often denote properties or even more abstract entities.
(19)

a.
b.

(20)

a.
b.

...
...
...
...

wollte sie . . . , und das ist ihr auch gelungen.
would she . . . , and that is her also succeeded
hätten . . . gern . . . , es ist ihnen aber
nicht gelungen.
had Subj . . . gladly . . . , it is them however not succeeded

Das wird auch so bleiben.
that will also so remain
. . . , das wird sich aber
ändern.
. . . , that will SELF however change

Sometimes, auch may seem to convey a “confirmation of expectation”:
(21)

In Wirklichkeit hat sie keinen Freund, und Jungfrau ist sie auch noch.
in reality
has she no
boyfriend and virgin is she also still

(22)

Mit entspannten Zügen gewinnt Mat Teja das Herz von Mambang Sari. Schwanger
with relaxed
features wins
Mat Teja the heart of Mambang Sari pregnant
ist sie auch gleich.
is she also at-once

It would seem that the parallel between auch and aber has been obscured by the circumstance
that what has been considered paradigmatic cases for one – type e alternatives for auch, more
abstract types for aber – has been considered marginal cases for the other.
Let us turn to a formal format for the semantic description of auch and its equivalents (too etc.).
The meaning of auch consists in a presupposition – informally, the result of replacing the focus
by an alternative – and on a dynamic notion of presuppositions, as in File Change Semantics,
DRT, or Update Logic, to be verified this presupposition should follow from the context. Heim
(1992: 189) formulates the presupposition of too thus:
φ [ αF ] tooi presupposes xi 6= α & φ [ xi ]
Beaver (1997: 993) adapts this to an Update Logic format:
σ [[ φ tooi ]] τ iff σ [[ φ ]] τ and there is some index j such that σ ||= φ [ i / j ]
This admittance condition says that a sentence with too focussing on xi changes the information
state σ to the information state τ if and only if the sentence without too does so (this takes care
of the assertion) and for some alternative to xi x j , σ satisfies φ with xi replaced by x j .
I will adopt two adaptations to this rule. First, it can be argued that xi is not a focus but a topic
in information structural terms.7 Second, the constituent which too associates with is assumed
to be a type e entity, but it can have a wide range of logical types. A more adequate formulation
for the general case could thus be (T is a function assigning a sentence its topic):
The Semantics of auch
σ [[ φ auch ]] τ iff σ ||= φ [ T (φ) / α ] for some alternative α and σ [[ φ ]] τ
7 Part

of the reason that it has been associated with focus is, I believe, that due to the semantics of too, too
sentences will not contain a focus, only a topic, in the sense of new information. The focus accent is on too itself.
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The Contrast Presupposition

I would like to suggest that aber introduces a presupposition that can be encoded in a meaning
definition differing minimally from the one for auch above:
The Semantics of aber
σ [[ φ aber ]] τ iff σ ||= ¬φ [ T (φ) / α ] for some alternative α and σ [[ φ ]] τ
This meaning rule has direct relevance for the cases which can be identified as Contrast. Insofar,
it could be called The Semantics of Contrast aber. However, the broader aim is to show how
this simple scheme can be relevant and accountable for the other interpretations as well, via
presupposition accommodation and conversational implicature. These issues are addressed in
Section 4. First, it is appropriate to illustrate the range of the above definition by applying it to
some simple and not so simple cases of Contrast.
3.3

The Scope of Contrast

Let us have a look at a simple example to show how the presupposition can be verified:
α
T (φ)
(23) Es werde viel geredet, aber wenig gesagt.
it become much talked but little said
‘There was much talk, but little content.’
σ ||= ¬φ [ T (φ) / α ] iff
σ ||= ¬(es werde wenig gesagt) [ gesagt / geredet ] iff
σ ||= ¬(es werde wenig geredet)
Since σ incorporates the information in “es werde viel geredet”, this is true.
Next, let us turn to a case – reminiscent of (4), (5), and (14) – where the topic denotes a world
(type s) and the alternative denotes a set of propositions (type hhs,ti,ti):
(24) Mit seiner auffälligen Drehtrommel erweckt das neue Sammelfahrzeug des Hanauer
Amtes für Tiefbau und Abfallwirtschaft den Eindruck, als handele es sich um einen
Betonmischer. Tatsächlich aber handelt es sich um einen Spezialwagen für Bioabfall.
‘The car creates the impression that it is a concrete mincer. In fact, however,
it is a vehicle for biological waste.’

T (φ) = tatsächlich (‘in fact’)
α

= es erweckt den Eindruck (‘it creates the impression’)

σ ||= ¬φ [ T (φ) / α ] iff
σ ||= ¬(it is a vehicle for biological waste) [ in fact / it creates the impression ] iff
σ ||= ¬(it creates the impression that it is a vehicle for biological waste)
Since σ incorporates the information in “es erweckt den Eindruck, als handele es sich um einen
Betonmischer”, this is true.
Let us also look at a case where topic and alternative can be taken to denote sets of sets of times:
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(25) Nach dem Versteck wird erst gesucht, wenn Verdacht entstanden ist. Dann aber gründlich.
‘They only look for the repository when they suspect something. Then, however,
they look thoroughly.’
The next case is less straightforward: Note that it is evidently possible for aber to interact with
the lexical decomposition of transformative verbs. In an example like (26), with a ‘restitutive’
wieder (‘again’) in the aber clause, though it is clear that the topic and the alternative are times,
it is not clear that the presupposition is about a change of state (specifically, that the employees
were not released from hospital a bit earlier); rather, the presupposition is about the new state
(specifically, that the employees were not out of hospital a bit earlier).
(26) Fünf Mitarbeiter wurden ins Krankenhaus eingeliefert,
konnten kurz darauf aber wieder entlassen werden.
‘Five employees were hospitalized, but were released shortly afterwards.’

T (φ) = kurz darauf (‘shortly afterwards’) (+ t)
α

= reference time (+ t)

The next case to be considered will be seen to require a slight reformulation of the definition of
the presupposition of aber. The reason is that if the alternative is a scope-taking element, such
as a quantifier, it may need to take scope over the negation in the presupposition.
(27) Einige unterhalten sich, die meisten aber lauschen der jungen Frau am Piano.
‘Some talk, but most listen to the young woman at the piano.’
Here, the rule as it stands gives the wrong result, because the negation in the presupposition
needs narrow scope vis-à-vis the alternative, while the definition predicts that it has wide scope.
The same problem is evident in (28b), while (28a) shows that the negation may also take scope
over a scope-taking alternative, in accordance with the definition as it stands.
(28) a. Alle sind nicht da, aber die meisten sind da.
‘All have not arrived, but most have arrived.’
b. Einige sind nicht da, aber die meisten sind da.
‘Some have not arrived, but most have arrived.’
Thus we need to build a flexibility into the definition, allowing for “Quantifier Raising” while
also allowing for “Reconstruction”, i.e. the equivalent of the quantifier leaving a quantifier type
instead of an individual type trace variable:
The Semantics of aber (revised)
σ [[ φ aber ]] τ iff σ [[ φ ]] τ and for some α,
σ ||= (λ x ¬φ [ T (φ) / x ])(α) or σ ||= (α)(λ x ¬φ [ T (φ) / x ])
where if T (φ) is type a or hha,ti,ti for some simple a, x may be type a or hha,ti,ti.
In (28a), x should have the type hhe,ti,ti of a quantifier, corresponding to the first disjunct
above, simulating “Reconstruction” and resulting in narrow scope for the alternative quantifier;
in (27) and (28b), x should have the type e of an individual, corresponding to the second disjunct, simulating “Quantifier Raising” and resulting in wide scope for the alternative quantifier.
Similarly for basic types for events, times, and worlds.
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Contrast Accommodation

In the last section, I proposed a simple semantic analysis of aber in terms of a presupposition,
intended to extend to cases that have been described as Denial of Expectation or Concession, and
I gave some examples of how this presupposition can be verified relatively straightforwardly.
Now numerous cases are not so straightforward. In particular, it can be difficult to identify the
topic and the alternative. However, once these have been identified, it can be seen how Denial
of Expectation and Concession interpretations result as implicatures, through a general parallel
relation between the topic and the alternative and the Gricean Maxim of Relevance.
4.1

Identifying the Topic and the Alternative

In the cases considered so far, the alternative to the contrastive topic has actually been supplied
by the context. However, this is not strictly required in the definition, and in fact, the alternative
is often not to be identified in the form of a specific lexeme or constituent. Consider (29a).
(29) a. Die Waldwege sind steil, aber kurz.
‘The forest paths are steep but short.’
Here, it cannot be the case that kurz (‘short’) is the topic and steil (‘steep’) is the alternative.
Then the presupposition would be falsified, yet the context seems to agree with the contrastive.
Rather, the complement of kurz is the topic or the complement of steil is the alternative. If we
choose the former option, we, as it were, paraphrase (29a) by (29b):8
(29) b. Die Waldwege sind steil, aber nicht lang.
‘The forest paths are steep but not long.’
In fact, we identify an implicit topic. If we choose the latter option, we instead identify an
implicit alternative. Either way, we get a verified presupposition. To see this, consider (29c),
where the topic is lang, and (29d), where the alternative is nicht steil:
(29) c. σ
σ
σ
σ

||=
||=
||=
||=

¬φ [ T (φ) / α ] iff
¬(¬(die Waldwege sind lang)) [ lang / steil ] iff
¬(¬(die Waldwege sind steil)) iff
(die Waldwege sind steil)

(29) d. σ
σ
σ
σ

||=
||=
||=
||=

¬φ [ T (φ) / α ] iff
¬(die Waldwege sind kurz) [ kurz / nicht steil ] iff
¬(die Waldwege sind nicht steil) iff
(die Waldwege sind steil)

4.2

Deriving Concession and Denial

The identification of the topic and alternative pair involves a measure of accommodation which
in turn triggers an implicature concerning, for instance, Concession or Denial of Expectation.
In (29a) qua (29b), lang and steil are alternatives. This means that they should have a Common
Integrator (Lang 1984); there should be a relevant parallel between them. Here, it is reasonable
to assume that both support the conclusion that the paths are strenuous (“Concession”).
8I

momentarily abstract away from the fact that long and short are not complementaries but (mere) antonyms;
in the case at hand, this is innocuous since the substitution of not long for short strengthens the presupposition.
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Let us take a closer look at how this and similar assumptions can be derived pragmatically. Note,
first, that the presupposition justification sketched in (29c) is not strictly a case of verification.
To justify the presupposition, one must accommodate one thing, and that is the alternativeness
relation between the two properties. One must accommodate that, say, steep is an alternative
to long. This is not something that is given a priori, as it would be, for example, if topic and
alternative were logically related, as in (29e), where steep is the alternative to very steep.
(29) e. Die Waldwege sind steil, aber nicht sehr steil.
‘The forest paths are steep but not very steep.’
Between steep and long, however, alternativeness must be accommodated, and following on
the accommodation of this little piece of information, the Maxim of Relevance forces us to
try to make conversational sense of it – which can be done in a number of ways, giving rise
to more particular conversational implicatures. The assumption that it is relevant that a and
b are alternatives can be justified as, inter alia: a gives reason to assume b, a and b pull in
the same direction in some respect, both a and b are good, or bad. Accommodated material
counts as new information, as a contribution, to use the Gricean term; and some specification
of the alternativeness relation, some interpretation of the presupposed parallel is necessary to
ensure its relevance. This parallel is Lang’s (1984) Common Integrator, which he appeals to
to explain communicative effects of coordination in general. Thus what we have in Concession
in connection with aber is a conversational implicature generated by the Maxim of Relevance.
It is important to bear in mind that the interpretation of the parallel is entirely context-dependent.
It depends on what is relevant in the utterance situation and essentially on world knowledge.
It could be that the topic stereotypically accompanies the alternative – then we have Denial of
Expectation; cf. (2) or (16). In fact, an example which lends itself to a Concession implicature
can often be swayed to a Denial of Expectation implicature by replacing the alternative or topic
by its antonym; cf. (30a–d).9 In (30a), the two sentences will naturally be taken to count pro
and contra the conclusion that the river is easy to cross; similarly, only conversely, in (30d).
These two cases resemble (29a) above. In (30b) and (30c), on the other hand, the aber sentence
will more naturally be taken to “contradict what would be expected from” the context sentence
(to borrow Frege’s terms, quoted in Section 1), – because faced with the task of making sense
of a parallel between, say, deep and narrow, it is more reasonable to assume that the former is
often accompanied by the latter than that both are positive or negative in view of some goal.
(30) a. Der Fluss ist schmal, aber tief.
‘The river is narrow but deep.’
b. Der Fluss ist schmal, aber seicht.
‘The river is narrow but shoal.’
c. Der Fluss ist breit, aber tief.
‘The river is broad but deep.’
d. Der Fluss ist breit, aber seicht.
‘The river is broad but shoal.’
We might say in these cases that an epistemic parallel is more accessible than a normative one.
Note, however, that neither ‘reading’ is part of the meaning of the contrastive. Concession and
Denial of Expectation are but convenient labels for identifiable sets of relevance implicatures.
As pointed out by Bach (1999: 344), the relevance of the contrast can be very situation specific
and correspondingly independent of world knowledge; an example of the same form as (30a–c)
can simply be used to comment on a list of entities supposed to unify two properties.
9 These

examples are constructed. Such examples are well known in the literature; cf. Oversteegen (1997).
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Often enough, however, the use of the contrastive does not trigger any particular implicature,
nor does it require a specific situation. This is the Semantic Opposition (Contrast) type of use,
and it seems to be correlated with cases where the alternativeness relation between the topic and
the alternative is given a priori. If this correlation is accurate, it provides strong support for the
hypothesis that Concession and Denial of Expectation are epiphenomenal implicatures.
There are, as it appears, two cases to be distinguished in this regard: First, topic and alternative
are both expressions of simple types or quantifiers (denoting individuals, places, times, worlds,
or sets of sets of such entities); and second, topic and alternative are ordered along a scale,
hyponymically or otherwise. Most examples given in Section 2 and 3 are of the first kind.
ex.
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

topic type
alternative type
individual
individual
individual set of sets of individuals
time
set of sets of times
location
location
world
set of sets of worlds

Table 1: Topic or alternative has simple type
While we do not want to say that there is a logical relation between a simple type expression and
another simple type or a quantifier expression, it would seem that justifying a presupposition
where one is to be an alternative to the other does not involve accommodation in the same way
as in the cases with set type expressions considered above, in (29) and (30). True, both, say,
individuals must belong to the same domain of discourse; but this is a more general relevance
constraint. The reason that entities and sets are different in this regard seems clear: Sets have
complements while entities don’t. When we set up broad and deep as alternatives, we choose to
not consider, say, narrow and deep alternatives, and this choice must be justified; the antonym
would be equally relevant in a broad sense. With entities, by contrast, all that is needed is this
broader relevance of the two.10
The other case where we do not get any particular implicature from the contrastive is where
alternative and topic are ordered along some scale, a scale that may be more or less “logical”.
The below list of ordered pairs is ordered along a scale from the more to the less logical:
ex.
(7)
(8)
(9)
(19)
(20)

topic
“all”
“quite”
“very steep”
“succeed”
“remain”

alternative
“many”
“almost”
“steep”
“try”
“be”

Table 2: Topic and alternative are ordered
The last two cases may seem to border on Denial of Expectation, yet the alternativeness relation
does seem to be rooted more in the lexicon than in world knowledge; note that there is hardly
more than chance probability that you succeed in something you try or that something remains
as it is. Even (15) and (16) (“chosen” vs. “called” and “erupt” vs. “simmer”) could be subsumed
under a weak notion of scalarity.
10 To

quote Lakoff (1971: 133): “There is no relationship, implicit or otherwise, between the two parts of the
sentence except that the subjects of the two sentences are directly opposed to each other in a particular property.”
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More on Implicit Topics

So a case can be made that the presuppositional analysis proposed in Section 3 covers more
cases than Contrast in a narrow sense, – and in fact, I want to argue that it can account for the
meaning of the contrastive generally.
Now just as grammatical signals often underdetermine the information structure of a sentence,
the topic of the contrastive will often be underdetermined. Indeed, often the aber sentence does
not seem to contain a (contrastive) topic in any information structural sense of the term, only a
focus (or rheme). We saw above, in connection with (29), that there may be reason to assume
an implicit topic for the contrastive. In general, it seems, such an implicit topic will consist in
the negation of the apparent focus – if this is a property description P, as in (3), (29), or (30), in
λ x¬P(x). Let us have a brief look at two more examples of implicit topics at property level:
(31) Wasserskorpione sehen Landskorpionen ähnlich, sind aber ungiftig.
‘Water scorpions resemble land scorpions, but are not poisonous.’
(32) Wir würden sie gerne im Nationaltheater zeigen, uns fehlen aber noch Sponsoren.
‘We would like to show them in the National Theatre, but we still lack sponsors.’
In (31), the topic is just barely implicit: The stem of the un- prefixed adjective ungiftig, that
is, giftig ‘poisonous’, and the contextual alternative to this is ‘resemble land scorpions’; the
obvious way to interpret this parallel as relevant is to assume that land scorpions are poisonous.
In (32), the topic is again almost explicit, ‘have (enough) sponsors’, and the alternative is ‘want
to show them in the National Theatre’; the obvious way to make this relevant is to assume that
having (enough) sponsors is a necessary condition for that end. In both cases, the topic can be
considered a topic or a focus in an information structural sense, perhaps more the latter in (32).
Sometimes, this apparent focus, or focus in the information structural sense, will be a sentence,
the aber sentence as a whole. For all four of the following aber sentences, the presupposition
ought to be justified in a context like ‘the team had a chance to score a goal’:
(33) a.
b.
c.
d.

Der Ball ging aber knapp am Tor vorbei.
Der Ball trudelte aber nicht über die Linie.
Der Ball traf aber nur die Unterkante der Latte.
Der Ball landete aber in den Händen des Keepers.

The only way to account for this is evidently to consider the negation of the entire sentence as the
relevant topic, in other words, to assume that T (φ) is ¬φ. Then according to the definition, the
concrete presupposition will be ¬φ[¬φ/α], where α is e.g. the immediately preceding sentence.
Now this – ¬φ[¬φ/α] – is of course the same as α, thus the presupposition is easily justified;
trivially, one might say. Yet what does need to be accommodated is the alternativeness, parallel
relation between the proposition that the team had a chance to score and the proposition that the
ball did not behave in the specified manner. One obvious way to make pragmatic sense of this
is to assume that because the ball did behave in the specified manner, the team did not score.
It seems, then, that we must recognize the possibility that the presupposition reduces to the
requirement that some alternative proposition follows from the context. The case would indeed
be trivial if it were not for the extra requirement that the two propositions represent alternatives
to one another and for the particular implicature that arises from this in the particular case. The
accommodated information is that along with a certain proposition goes another proposition;
when in fact the complement of this latter proposition is asserted, this will in many cases be
experienced as a denial of, in Frege’s words, “was nach dem Vorhergehenden zu erwarten wäre”.
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Conclusions

I have taken a minimalist approach to the semantics of contrastive conjunctions and particles,
on which these words have a uniform meaning. This general strategy I share with many scholars
of various orientations. It is aptly formulated by the Relevance theorist Thorstein Fretheim:
The English adversative co-ordinating connective but can be used in so many ways
that it becomes an extremely dubious enterprise to define its linguistic meaning
as being n-ways ambiguous, and this is also true of corresponding connectives in
other languages, whether or not they are genetically related to English. On the other
hand, if one sides with those linguistic scholars who claim that but encodes a single
semantic constraint on the pragmatic interpretation of the conjunction of clauses or
phrases that it conjoins, one must be prepared to look for a unitary semantic account
which embodies a very general and abstract lexical meaning. (Fretheim 2002: 1)
Now the theories proposed by Relevance theorists like Blakemore (2000, 2002), ascribing the
contrastives a “pragmatic” meaning, are, I have argued, unsatisfactory for two reasons. First,
relying on some notion of Denial of Expectation, they fail to capture all the facts; in particular,
they cannot account for clearly “semantic” cases – Lakoff’s Semantic Opposition – where an
expectation can just as well be confirmed by the contrastive statement.
Second, they get the story backwards in the sense that the pragmatic inferences that a contrastive
may bring about are built into its semantics, which is then described as “procedural”, – instead
of treating them as conversational implicatures coming about by virtue of a “conceptual”, i.e. a
declarative semantics and through general principles. I have tried to tell this latter sort of story.
The key to a good story is to view the contrast clause as structured. This can offer a means
to regard the constraint introduced by the contrastive as, indeed, a denial, and to formulate its
meaning in terms of a negation. What is denied is not a context clause or an inference thereof,
but some part of a context clause combined with some part of the contrast clause. This structure,
I have argued, can best be described in terms of topics and alternatives. This view is also held
by Umbach (2001) and Lang and Umbach (2002: 182):
Eine adversative Konstruktion setzt zunächst Alternativen, also schwachen Kontrast
voraus. Der Kontrast im Sinne von Adversativität liegt darin, dass die gleichzeitige
Geltung der Alternativen (in bezug auf den im ersten Konnekt etablierten Hintergrund) zurückgewiesen wird.
An adversative construction requires, firstly, alternatives, that is to say, a weak contrast.
Contrast in the sense of adversativity consists in the rejection of the simultaneous validity
of the two alternatives (with respect to the background established in the first conjunct).

According to Lang and Umbach, aber demands the denial in the sense of a condition of use,
comparable to a selectional restriction (2002: 181). I have argued that this constraint be encoded
in a presupposition. This has two advantages. First, the semantics of the contrastive is anchored
to a common formal format which is also used for the closely related additive particles like auch.
Second, the notion of presupposition justification, part verification and part accommodation (cf.
e.g. Kamp 2001), is well accommodated to account for the relevance implicatures that arise
whenever the alternatives are not prima facie alternatives. Thus although the proposed analysis
is not procedural, it is not static; it makes essential use of the dynamics of presupposition to
account for the familiar types of pragmatic inferences associated with contrast.
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Abstract
This paper investigates the influence of the syntactic position of adverbials on sentence
interpretation in German. It concentrates on sentences containing adjectival adverbs which
are either positioned before or after the direct object. I argue that these adverbs, dependent
on their position relative to the direct object, receive either a manner or an event-related
interpretation. To derive the different readings, I make use of an underspecified SF. After a
discussion of other accounts for the data, I will very briefly compare my results to those for
local adverbials.

1 Introduction
This paper investigates the relationship between the syntactic position of an adjectival adverb
with respect to the direct object and sentence interpretation. In particular, I will look at two
variants of linear order in German sentences, cf. (1).
(1)

a.
b.

SUBJECT ADVERBIAL DIRECT OBJECT VERB
SUBJECT DIRECT OBJECT ADVERBIAL VERB

The German example sentences all appear in the standard form for subordinate sentences. I
further assume that all discussed sentences receive the standard sentence accents and do not
contain any contrastive foci. As far as the syntactic analysis is concerned, I follow Frey and
Pittner (1998) in assuming that the different word orders in (1) correspond to the syntactic
analyses in (2).
(2)

a.
b.

[ VP ADJUNCT VP]
[ VP [ V ADJUNCT V ]]

My data revolve around two kinds of adverbial adjuncts. On the one hand those that can only
appear in the position between the object and the verb, cf. (3)-(4).
(3)

a. *weil
er intelligent das Problem löst.
because he intelligent the problem solves.
b. weil er das Problem intelligent löst.
because he the problem intelligent solves
‘because he solves the problem intelligently’

(4)

a. *weil
er zu laut das Lied singt
because he too loud the song sings
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weil
er das Lied zu laut singt
because he the song too loud sings
‘because he sings the song too loud’

On the other hand those that can appear in both positions, cf. (5)-(6).
(5)

a.

b.

(6)

a.
b.

weil
er laut das Lied singt
because he loud the song sings
‘because he loudly sings the song’
weil
er das Lied laut singt
because he the song loud sings
‘because he sings the song loud(ly)’
weil er schnell den Koffer packt
‘because he quickly packs the trunk’
weil er den Koffer schnell packt
‘because he packs the trunk quickly’

The main thesis of this paper is that the a-sentences in the above examples all receive eventrelated interpretations, whereas the b-sentences receive manner interpretations. I will first try to
show this with the help of a discussion of the behaviour of laut ‘loudly’ and the derivation of the
respective sentence SFs, and then continue with a discussion of schnell ‘quickly’ and intelligent
‘intelligently’. A further section will discuss my findings against those of (Eckardt 2003, Frey
and Pittner 1998) and data with respect to quantifier scope. Finally, I compare my results with
those of Maienborn (2001) for local adverbials.

2

The two positions and their influence on interpretation

When discussing the interaction between AAs and certain syntactic positions, one can in principle imagine two different ways of interaction: (a) the AA is a homonym and its syntactic
position influences or even determines which meaning is accessed or (b) the AA itself always
contributes the same SF to the sentence SF; however, this SF is combined differently with the
SF contributed by the rest of the sentence, again depending on its syntactic position. In the latter
constellation, the interpretation of the sentence changes, but not that of the AA. I will follow
this last assumption.
Sentences like (5), here repeated as (7), at first sight seem to carry exactly the same meaning.
(7)

a.

b.

weil
er laut das Lied singt
because he loud the song sings
‘because he loudly sings the song’
weil
er das Lied laut singt
because he the song loud sings
‘because he sings the song loud(ly)’

Closer inspection reveals that there is in fact a meaning difference. A first difference can be
noted by comparing the paraphrasing patterns for the sentence (7-a) with that for (7-b). (8)
shows the two different paraphrases that can be used to draw the two example sentences apart.
(8)

a.

Er singt das Lied und das [Liedsingen] ist laut. [event]
He sings the song and that [the singing event] is loud.
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b.

Wie er das Lied singt, das ist laut. [manner]
The way he sings the song is loud.

But even without paraphrases, the differences can be brought out with the help of context or
through further modification of the AAs. As regards context, consider (9).
(9)

a.

b.

Die Leute waren auf ihren Posten, weil die Wachen laut das Warnsignal geblasen
hatten. [event]
The people were ready, because the guards had loudly given the alarm signal.
Der Dirigent war am Boden zerstört, weil der Hornist den Schlußton laut gespielt
hat. [manner]
The conductor was shattered, because the horn player played the last note loud.

In (9-a), the people were on their guard, because the alarm was given. That this alarm-giving
event was loud is just additional information but has nothing to do with the result. In contrast,
(9-b) focusses on the manner of playing a musical instrument, but not on the absolute loudness
of the event. Thus, laut in this connection is evaluated with regard to other ways of playing, e.g.
staccato, legato, piano etc.1
Now compare this with (10), where the order DO-AA of (9) is switched to AA-DO.
(10)

a. ??Der Dirigent war am Boden zerstört, weil der Hornist laut den Schlußton gespielt
hat.
The conductor was shattered, because the horn player loudly played the last note.
b. Die Leute waren auf ihren Posten, weil die Wachen das Warnsignal laut geblasen
hatten. [manner]
The people were on their posts, because the guards hat given the alarm signal
loudly.

(10-a) does not make any sense, as long as we assume that the horn player was supposed to play
the last note. It cannot mean that the conductor was shattered because of the way the horn player
played the last note; that the event was loud is, again, just some circumstantial information. On
the other hand, (10-b) states that the people were on their posts, not because the alarm signal
was given, but because the alarm signal was given loudly.
Another help in differentiating manner from event-related modification is to compare the behaviour when the AA is itself further modified by another adverb, as in (11).
(11)

a. *weil
er zu laut das Lied singt
because he too loudly the song sings
b. weil
er das Lied zu laut singt [manner]
because he the song too loud sings
‘because he sings the songs too loud’

(11-a) is not acceptable. The most plausible reason for this behaviour is that the evaluation
of adverbs such as laut ‘loudly’ does work via comparison classes. This idea is described in
considerable detail in Ernst (2001), who assumes that manner adverbs take so-called specified
events as comparison classes. Without going into the formal details, the idea is the following:
the set of specified events would, in the case of (11-b), consist of different possible versions of
1 The

differentiation here is very similar to the differentiation of restrictive vs. nonrestrictive readings in Shaer

(2003).
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singing-events. Because we have already restricted ourselves to this subclass of possible events,
it is possible to judge the manner of one such event as too loud. If, on the other hand, we
are dealing with event-modification, as in (11-a), our comparison class compromises all kinds
of different events, and it does not make sense to judge anything as too loud against such a
comparison class.

3

Formal Differentiation

I assume that the contribution of an AA to the sentence SF is generally of the form λ x.AA(x).
The difference between the manner and the event-related reading will therefore consist in the
way the AA is combined with the rest of the sentence. The AAs with event readings predicate over e, cf. (12), while those with manner reading predicate over the manner dimension
associated with e, cf. (13).
(12)

a.
b.

(13)

a.
b.

3.1

weil Peter laut das Lied singt
because Peter loud the song sings
∃e[SING(e) & ACTOR(Peter,e) & THEME(song,e)& LOUD(e)]
weil Peter das Lied laut singt
because Peter the song loud sings
∃e[SING(e) & ACTOR(Peter, e) & THEME(song, e)&
∃m[MANNER(m, e)&LOUD(m)]]

Deriving the readings

For the derivation of the sentence SFs, I will use the framework proposed in Dölling (2000).
Dölling distinguishes between a BASIC S EMANTIC F ORM SFB and an I NFLECTED S EMANTIC
F ORM SFI . The SFB is directly associated with specific lexical item, or is the direct result of the
combination of meanings of a complex syntactical expression, while the SFI results from the
obligatory application of so-called SF inflections to the SFB . An SF-Inflection is an operation
which introduces additional parameters to the basic SF (for the details, cf. (Dölling 2000)). I
assume that the inflected SFs for Peter singt das Lied laut/laut das Lied are identical, cf. (14).
(14)

∃e[SING(e) & ACTOR(Peter, e) & THEME(song, e)
& ∃y[Rn 2 (y, e) & Qn z [Rn 1 (z, y) Cn LOUD(z)] ] ]

In a final step, we use world knowledge to fix the free parameters introduced through the SFinflections. It is at this point that the distinction between the two readings is realized. A possible
parameter-fixed version of the manner reading is given in (15), while the event-related reading
can be expressed through (16).
(15)

∃e[SING(e) & ACTOR(Peter, e) & THEME(song, e)
& ∃y[= (y, e) & ∃z [MANNER(z, y) & LOUD(z)] ]]
(PSF of the manner reading)

(16)

∃e[SING(e) & ACTOR(Peter, e) & THEME(song, e)
& ∃y[= (y, e) & ∃z [= (z, y) & LOUD(z)] ]]
(PSF of the VP reading)
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The assignment of the parameters is thus ultimately a question of conceptual knowledge. This
approach has the advantage that it allows to explain the many restrictions on verb-adverb combinations as being rooted in our conceptual knowledge, and not in grammar as such.
Accordingly, in cases like (17-a), where world knowledge prohibits an interpretation, the interpretation crashes. Similarly, the reason why (18-b) is so very hard to interpret is that here
the parameter assignment is only possible by deviating from the default pathways of conceptual
knowledge.
(17)

a.
b.

*Er schläft laut. ‘He sleeps loudly’
Er schläft fest/unruhig. ‘He sleeps fast/troubled’

(18)

a.
b.

Er singt laut. ‘He sings loudly’
??Er singt unruhig. ‘He sings fidgety’

One minor point that nevertheless needs to be addressed is the question of the true nature of
the MANNER variable. I use the manner relation, because it provides a formal distinction
between the two readings. I also think it intuitively satisfying to treat what tradition has called
“manner modification” by a formal recourse to Manner. However, I cannot say much about
the ontological status of MANNER with regard to events. Further research must provide an
appropriate ontological base.
4

Other AAs

So far, the formal representation was build on the examples using laut. I will now turn to the
question whether this formal distinction can also explain the behaviour of other AAs, such as
schnell ‘quickly’ and intelligent ‘intelligently’.
There is a general agreement in the literature that schnell ‘quickly’ can lead to different readings.
There is, however, not so much agreement on (a) how clearly the different readings correspond
to different syntactic positions, (b) how many different readings there are, and (c) what the
different readings are. Here I will argue for two different readings, again a manner and an
event-related one. The different readings appear in the same context as those of laut and lead to
similar effects, cf. (19) and (20).
(19)

a.

b.

(20)

Die Leute waren auf ihren Posten, weil die Wachen schnell das Warnsignal geblasen hatten. [event]
The people were ready, because the guards had quickly given the alarm signal.
Die Leute waren am Boden zerstört, weil der Hornist den Schlußton schnell gespielt hat. [manner]
The people were shattered, because the horn player played the last note quick.

a. *Die Leute waren am Boden zerstört, weil der Hornist schnell den Schlußton gespielt hat.
b. Die Leute waren auf ihren Posten, weil die Wachen das Warnsignal schnell geblasen hatten. [Manner: only when the signal is given with a quick blow will anybody
react]

As with laut ‘loudly’, further modification of the adverb is only available for the manner reading,
cf. (21).
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a. *weil er zu schnell das Lied singt
b. weil er das Lied zu schnell singt [manner]

The event reading of schnell ‘quickly’ is slightly inchoative, though not wholly, i.e. the eventreading can express that it took only a short time from some contextual reference point to the
start of the event proper, but the event proper will also only take a short time to complete.
Formally, the two readings can be differentiated in the same way as the two laut ‘loudly’ readings, cf. (23) for (22).
(22)

a.
b.

weil er schnell den Koffer packt [he hurries to pack his trunk]
weil er den Koffer schnell packt [the manner in which he packs his trunk is quick]

(23)

a.
b.

∃e[PACK(e) & ACTOR(Peter, e) & THEME(Trunk, e)&QUICK(e)]
∃e[PACK(e) & ACTOR(Peter, e) & THEME(Trunk, e)&
∃m[MANNER(m, e)&QUICK(m)]]

Intelligent ‘intelligently’ behaves differently from schnell ‘quickly’ and laut ‘loudly’: it can
appear only in the position after the DO, cf. (24-b), and an additional paraphrase is available,
cf. (25-b).
(24)

(25)

a.

weil er das Problem intelligent löst.
because he the problem intelligent solves

b.

*weil er intelligent das Problem löst.
because he intelligent the problem solves

a.

Wie er das Lied singt, das ist laut. [manner]
The manner in which he sings the song, that is loud.
Es ist intelligent von ihm, wie er das Lied singt.
It is intelligent of him, how he sings the song.

b.

If we treat the two positions of intelligent ‘intelligently’ parallel to those of laut ‘loudly’ and
quick, then we would expect a predication over e in the case of (24-b), much like in (26-a).
(26)

a.
b.

∃e[SOLVE(e) & ACTOR(Peter, e) & THEME(problem, e)&INTELLIGENT(e)]
∃e[SOLVE(e) & ACTOR(Peter, e) & THEME(problem, e)&
∃m[MANNER(m, e)&INTELLIGENT(m)]]

The reason for the unavailability of the event-related reading can be due either to a semantic or to
a syntactic constraint, i.e. either intelligent cannot be used as VP adjunct (syntactic constraint),
or it cannot predicate over e (semantic constraint).
Another question that needs to be adressed is in how far the special relation of these types of
manner adverbs to the agent should be reflected in the formal representation. As of yet, I have
no convincing solution to this problem.
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5

Other Accounts of the data

5.1

Topical Objects

(Eckardt 1998, Eckardt 2003) argues that the different word order reflects different information
structure. She assumes that object DPs preceding the adverbial are topical in the sense of Jäger
(1996).
The topical indefinite DOs are restricted in their possible readings; they must be interpreted as
partitive, generic or in-group reading. An existential interpretation is not possible, cf. (27) and
(28).
(27)

#Alicia hat ein Huhn vorsichtig gestreichelt.
Alicia has a chicken carefully stroked.[DO 6=existential]
=(70) in (Eckardt 2003)

(28)

a.

b.

weil
er laut ein Lied singt.
because he loud a song sings.
‘because he loudly sings a song.’
weil
er ein Lied laut singt.
because he a song loud sings.

I agree with Eckardt insofar as I get the same readings. However, as the argumentation in section
2 already shows, the situation cannot be simplified to just different DO readings.
5.2

Integrated Objects

Frey and Pittner (1998) assume that a manner or, in their terminology, process adverb, can
appear either before or after the direct object. The word order is dependent on whether or not
the DO is integrated (in the sense of (Jacobs 1993)). Integration is not possible if either of the
following two conditions hold:
• The direct objects do not show prototypical patient properties (e.g., they are stimuli but
not patients).
• The DOs contain distributive quantification, e.g. German jeder ‘each/every’.
According to them, only the word order in (29) is possible, while (29-b) is ungrammatical, due
to the quantified object which cannot be integrated.
(29)

a.
b.

Sie hat jedes Hemd sorgfältig gebügelt.
She has every shirt careful ironed.
*Sie hat sorgfältig jedes Hemd gebügelt.
=(36)b (Frey and Pittner 1998), their grammaticality judgement

In contrast to Frey and Pittner, I find both sentences perfectly acceptable, cf. also the discusstion
in section 6. Apart from these problems with the data, it is also not clear what integration means
in formal terms or how it should be represented.
6

The quantification question

The interaction of adverbial modification and quantifed direct objects represents a problem for
formal analyses ever since Thomason and Stalnaker (1973), cf. (30).
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a. Sam carefully sliced all the bagels
b. Sam sliced all the bagels carefully
(Thomason and Stalnaker 1973)

A “traditional” way to differentiate between the two readings is given in (31).
(31)

a.
b.

∃e[ AGENT(Peter, e) & LOUD(e)
& ∀x[SONG(x) → ∃e0 [ e0 v e & SING(e0 ) & THEME(x, e0 )]]]]
∃e[ AGENT(Peter, e) & ∀x[SONG(x) →
∃e0 [ e0 v e & SING(e0 ) & THEME(x, e0 )& LOUD(e0 )]]]

This approach has several drawbacks. On the one hand, it is not clear what difference the two
formalization really express, i.e. if the whole event e consists of subevents e’ which are loud,
why not LOUD(e) ? Perhaps more problematically, the approach cannot handle the data in (32)
and (33).
(32)
(33)

*weil er zu hoch/laut/leise/tief alle Lieder singt.
*weil er intelligent alle Aufgaben löst.

On my account, the quantified direct objects are treated exactly similar to the unquantified DOs.
That is, quantified DOs simply make the effects observed in the above sections even stronger,
cf. (34) and the formalizations in (35).
(34)

a.
b.

weil Peter laut alle Lieder singt
weil Peter alle Lieder laut singt

(35)

a.
b.

∃e [SING(e) & AGENT(Peter, e) & THEME(all the songs, e) & LOUD(e)]
∃e [SING(e) & AGENT(Peter, e) & THEME(all the songs, e)
& ∃m [MANNER(m, e) & LOUD(m)]]

A similar account can be given for the interaction of quantified DOs with the position of schnell,
cf. (36).
(36)

a.
b.

7

weil er schnell alle Lieder singt [event]
because he quick all songs sings
weil er alle Lieder schnell singt [manner]
because he all songs quick sings

Integrating these findings

This sections tries to compare the findings for the AAs with the findings of (Maienborn 2001) on
local adverbial adjuncts. Maienborn assumes that the syntactic position of the adverbs directly
influences the availability of any free parameters which can be fixed by using world knowledge.
VP adjuncts always localize e, cf. (37).
(37)

Paul hat vor dem Capitol die Marseillaise gesungen.
Paul has in front of the Capitol the Marseillaise sung.
cf. (17) in (Maienborn 2001)
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For V adjuncts, on the other hand, obligatory operations much like those of (Dölling 2000)
lead to the introduction of free parameters, which are, again similar to Doelling, fixed through
recourse to world or conceptual knowledge. V adjuncts thus localize something conceptually
linked to e, cf. (38).
(38)

Die Spieler haven den Torschützen auf den Schultern getragen.
The players have the scorer on the shoulders carried.
cf. (19) in (Maienborn 2001)

In (38), not the event, but the scorer is located on the shoulders.
Maienborn’s findings line up well with the results for AAs presented so far. I have argued that
AAs as VP adjuncts predicate over e, exactly corresponding to Maienborn’s claims. AAs as
V adjuncts predicate, on my account, over the manner, which is also conceptually linked to
e. Interestingly, it would also be possible to restrict the introduction of free parameters to V
adjuncts and still arrive at the same sentence representations as those that were used in section
3.
8

Conclusion

This paper discussed the influence of the position of AAs on sentence interpretation. After
demonstrating the different readings that arise due to the position of adverbs such as loudly
relative to the DO, I presented a formal representation for the different readings as well as an
underspecified approach that allows the derivation of each of the readings. I further showed
that the very same effects and derivation mechanisms can be used for quickly, though not for
intelligently, which is restricted to the manner reading. Alternative accounts for the difference
in linear order to not wholly convince, as in the case of Eckardt (2003) they fail to capture all
the effects of different word order, or, as is the case with the account of Frey and Pittner (1998),
are far to restrictive to cover all the data.
However, the account of AA given here is far from satisfying. Of the three different AAs
presented here, only quickly and loudly could be treated satisfactorily, while intelligently still
presents a problem. Obviously, more AAs must be investigated in order to show whether the
general approach chosen here is in fact feasible. In addition, more must be said with regard
to the overall picture of adverbial modification. Although this paper tentatively concluded that
its result might well be realized within the framework of Maienborn (2001), the groups of
adverbials whose behaviour with regard to this framework is unknown is still huge. Further
research must solve these questions.
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$EVWUDFW
Defending the structuralist idea that one can only give an appropriate semantics for lexical
items when also considering the alternative expressions in their respective semantic field, an
optimality-theoretic approach to the lexicon is proposed. Within the framework of lexical
pragmatics, where radical underspecification and a contextual meaning variant enrichment
mechanism based on conversational implicature are of central interest, phenomena linked to
(bidirectional) optimality such as blocking and deblocking are discussed. It is also argued that
prototypes or strong candidates in a semantic field may delimit the possible use(s) of an
underspecified lexical item.

 ,QWURGXFWLRQ
Optimality Theory (OT) is a general framework which involves constraint ranking as a means
to resolve conflicts among principles of grammar. It has been applied widely in phonology
and to some extent in syntax, and there is now also an increasing interest for it in the field of
semantics and pragmatics. In this paper, I will emphasise the relevance of optimality for
resarch in lexical-semantic phenomena.
I will propose an approach to lexicon design within optimality theory which I term the
RSWLPDOOH[LFRQ. The ideas introduced here should only be taken to constitute some first steps
towards establishing such a model of the lexicon. In the core of the optimal lexicon lies the
idea that the semantics of a lexical item cannot be defined properly without referring to the
semantics of other lexical items in the semantic field(s) in question. Items in a mental lexicon
are seen as potential competitors.
The paper is organized as follows: first, data motivating the approach are presented in section
2. Second, principles central to an optimal lexicon are introduced along with some informal
case studies of the data where it is suggested how the outlined principles apply to the
identified lexical-pragmatic phenomena (section 3). Finally, there will be a short discussion of
how some of the suggestions made in this paper might be related to OT in general (section 4).
 7KHGDWD&DXVDOLQVWUXPHQWDODQGDJHQWLYHGXUFK
The origin of the approach to a possible structure of an optimal lexicon is an event-semantic
analysis of the German preposition GXUFK (Eng. WKURXJK). This analysis will be used to
illustrate some of the basics of the optimal lexicon. In this section, the semantics of GXUFK is
described, including an informal event semantics analysis. The basic data can be found in
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subsection 2.1. In section 2.2, possible external support for some of the ideas put forward here
is briefly discussed.
 7KHVHPDQWLFVRIGXUFK
The main object of study is the German preposition GXUFK, which like many prepositions is
highly polysemous. It has spatial (1), temporal (2), instrumental (3), causal (4) and passiveagentive-like (5) uses as illustrated below (English equivalents boldfaced):
(1) Sie ging in fünf Minuten/stundenlang GXUFK den Park.
6KHZHQWWKURXJKWKHSDUNLQILYHPLQXWHVIRUKRXUV.
(2) So sangen sie GXUFK Jahrhunderte, bis zum Jahr 1808.
7KXVWKH\VDQJIRUFHQWXULHVXSWLOO
(3) Das Alter läßt sich GXUFK Röntgenuntersuchungen bestimmen, doch das wird ein
wenig dauern.
7KHDJHFDQEHGHWHUPLQHGE\;UD\H[DPLQDWLRQVEXWWKDWZLOOWDNHDZKLOH.
(4) Als sie die Mutter danach fragte, sah Yvette an ihrem Gesichtsausdruck, daß sie
GXUFK die Erinnerung in eine kummervolle Zeit ihres Lebens zurückversetzt
worden war.
:KHQVKHDVNHGKHUPRWKHUDERXWWKLVVKHVDZIURPWKHH[SUHVVLRQRQKHUIDFH
WKDWWKHROGHUZRPDQKDGEHHQZRNHQLQWRJULHYRXVOLIHE\WKHUHPLQLVFHQFH.
(5) S. L. Washburn und Irven de Vore haben an freilebenden Pavianen beobachtet,
daß die Horde nicht GXUFK einen einzigen, sondern GXUFK ein "Gremium" von
mehreren uralten Männern geführt wird…
6/:DVKEXUQDQG,UYHQGH9RUHREVHUYHGWKDWDPRQJIUHHOLYLQJEDERRQVWKH
EDQGZDVOHGQRWE\DVLQJOHDQLPDOEXWE\DVHQDWHRIVHYHUDOROGPDOHV«
Intuitively, one might want to say that the spatial and causal variants are ambiguous. This is
not so clear in the case of the causal, instrumental and agentive ones. There are many cases
where they seem to overlap and give an impression of vagueness. Consider the following
sentence:
(6) Seine Dame war GXUFK meinen Läufer gefesselt; meine Dame war GXUFK seinen
Läufer gefesselt.
0\ELVKRSSLQQHGKLVTXHHQKLVELVKRSSLQQHGP\TXHHQ
In (6), it doesn't seem quite obvious in the case of the GXUFK-phrases if we are dealing with
something which is purely a cause or if there is something instrument-like to them. It might
be a coincidence that the bishops pin the queens, and it might be intentional, in which case
one would claim them to have the quality of an instrument. In either case, they express a
cause for the pinning. It might be said that the instrumental reading is DGGHG to an underlying
or basic causal interpretation.
This does not mean, of course, that causes, instruments and agent-like participants can or
should never be told apart, but the GXUFK-phrase itself seems to have a meaning somewhere in
between these categories.
2
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An important limitation to the use of GXUFK seems to be that although it has some aspect of
causality, instrumentality and agentivity, it cannot be used in situations where prototypical
instances of these categories are involved:
(7) Das Fenster wurde PLWzGXUFK einem/n Hammer zerstört.
7KHZLQGRZZDVEURNHQZLWKE\PHDQVRIDKDPPHU
(8) Der Mann wurde YRQzGXUFK einem/n Freund benachrichtigt
7KHPDQZDVWROGE\WKURXJKDIULHQG

In (7), the use of PLW designates an event where someone hits the window with a hammer with
the effect of breaking it. If GXUFK is used, however, the only interpretation one gets is one
where the hammer is used in an indirect way to break the window. One might imagine a
situation where someone hits the wall with the hammer, causing a piece of the wall to be
thrown towards the window, with the effect of breaking it. This difference of directness may
be observed in (8) as well: if GXUFK is used, it is clear that the friend is not the source of
information, but only a carrier of it. He is an agent of the event of telling, but is still conceived
as an instrument, acting on behalf of someone else. In the case of YRQ, transmitter and source
may be identical (i.e. the friend is an agent in a prototypical sense, controlling the event as
such). Thus one can conclude that there seems to be a difference in GLUHFWQHVV involved in the
contrast between GXUFK and PLW on the one, and GXUFK and YRQ on the other hand. The use of
GXUFK seems to be limited to cases of instrumentality or agentivity where one would QRW use
instrumental PLW or agentive YRQ, i.e. it is limited to those cases where QR prototypical
instrumentality, causality or agentivity is expressed.
A further possible use of GXUFK seems to run against this observation: in some contexts where
the prepositional phrase is adjoined to a noun phrase, among the only two prepositional
candidates in sentences to express agentivity - GXUFK and YRQ - only GXUFK may
unambiguously be used to express the agent with a QRPHQDFWLRQLV. It is not possible to use
YRQ here, though this is the clearly dominant mode of expressing agentivity in passive
sentences. In these constructions, GXUFK thus gets assigned an interpretation which is
otherwise not available for it to have (preferred interpretations in subscripts):
(9) der Abtransport GXUFKAGENT/YRQPATIENT Vollstreckungsbeamte/n
WKHFDUU\LQJRIIE\EDLOLIIV DJHQWVWKHFDUU\LQJRIIRIEDLOLIIV DJHQWV
(10) die Besteuerung GXUFKAGENT/YRQPATIENT die/den Gemeinden
WKHWD[DWLRQE\WKHPXQLFLSDOLW\WKHWD[DWLRQRIWKHPXQLFLSDOLW\
(11) die Entdeckung Amerikas GXUFKAGENT/YRQPOSSESSIVE/ASSOCIATIVE Columbus
&ROXPEXV GLVFRYHU\RI$PHULFDWKHGLVFRYHU\RI&ROXPEXV $PHULFD
In (9)-(11), YRQ cannot get assigned an agentive interpretation. To express prototypical
agentivity, one has to use GXUFK.
The picture is more complicated than it is presented here, cf. Ehrich/Rapp (2000). GXUFK may
not always be used to express agentivity adnominally and YRQ may indeed have preferred
agentive interpretations in other cases than XQJ-derived deverbal nominalizations as in
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(12) die Kritik vonAGENT/PATIENT dem Autor
WKHFULWLTXHE\RIWKHDXWKRU
The important point is that it still has to be taken into account when describing the semantics
of the prepositions in the semantic field of causality (in a broader sense) that GXUFK has a
different semantics when it is used adnominally than in sentences.
It should also be noted that GXUFK does not lose its other meaning variants when being used
adnominally, the above observed facts can thus not be explained through assuming two
different GXUFKs for varying contexts, cf. the instrumental-causal interpretation in (13):
(13) eine Verbesserung des Lebensstandards GXUFK Hebung der Industrieproduktion
D UDLVLQJRIOLYLQJVWDQGDUGVWKURXJKDQLQFUHDVHLQLQGXVWULDODFWLYLW\
Concerning earlier reasearch on the abstract variants of GXUFK, i.e. the causal, instrumental and
passive-agentive ones, there have been isolated descriptions of these, but most have
concentrated on the passive variant, contrasting it with the agentive YRQ. There has - to the
knowledge of the author - been no attempt to exploit this relation in analysing the semantics
of GXUFK. The attempts to unite the abstracts variants have been no more than superficial, and
the relation between them is mostly suggested in an unordered list of meaning variants GXUFK
might have (Drosdowski 1984, p. 181; Zifonun 1997, p. 1831).
I will assume that GXUFK has an underspecified meaning variant consisting of the three already
mentioned causal, instrumental and agentive uses illustrated in the above examples. An
ambiguity to the spatial variants will be taken to exist, but connections between the spatial
and temporal variants on one hand and the more abstract ones on the other hand may be
explained quite straighforwardly from a diachronic point of view. I will not go into this here,
however.
Being a bit more specific about the semantics of the causal-instrumental-agentive GXUFK
without going much into details about what the underspecified semantics of this variant of
GXUFK might be, it seems to be a core function of the prepositional phrase to relate two
eventualities in a causal chain of events. When these are not superficially expressed by the
phrase modified by the the GXUFK-phrase, the GXUFK-phrase itself carries the presupposition
that the state of affairs would not have stayed the way they were or would not have changed,
respectively, had not the entity described by the GXUFK-phrase been there. (14) and (15) might
be used to illustrate this:
(14) der durch diese Haltung hohe Luftwiderstand
WKHDLUUHVLVWDQFHLVKLJKGXHWRWKLVSRVWXUH
(15) der hohe Luftwiderstand
WKHKLJKDLUUHVLVWDQFH
In (14), it is presupposed that, the air resistance would not have been high, had not the posture
been of the specific kind referred to, KLJK is thus interpreted as a result state. (15) makes no
such requirements whatsoever in this direction.
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The semantic characteristics of GXUFK may be nicely illustrated in the light of the commonly
assumed structure of causal verbs, with the predicate CAUSE as a relation between two
eventualities, one being the causing one and the other the caused one. The former may be
further decomposed as consisting of an agent inflicting some event, as in Dowty (1979, p. 110
ff.). An example:
(16) The boy broke the window
In this sentence, a CAUSE-relation exists between the boy doing something, and the window
breaking. It is not specified what act the boy commited which lead to the window breaking. It
could be a hitting act, for example. If an instrumental phrase like ZLWKDKDPPHU is added, it
would modify (or: provide details about) this act. The difference between the phrases GXUFK
HLQHQ +DPPHU and PLW HLQHP +DPPHU in German would be that in the latter case the
instrument would be integrated in the causing event, whereas the GXUFK-phrase would
necessarily introduce a sub-event of its own as described in the case of example (7), where the
sub-event would be the piece of the wall being hit loose from the wall and then flying towards
the window. It is a difference of direct (PLW) vs. indirect (GXUFK) causality.
Another characteristics of the semantics of GXUFK conntected to this introduction of a subevent is that its complement in most cases where it is not already an event, gets an event
reinterpretation, as in (7). A hammer does not by itself describe an event, but clearly gets an
event reinterpretation here.
 0RWLYDWLQJWKHXQGHUVSHFLILFDWLRQDVVXPSWLRQ
Until now, it has only been said that GXUFK has a causal, instrumental and agentive meaning
component, and that there seems to be some limitation to these with regard to e.g. YRQ or PLW
+LOIH. It has also been claimed that GXUFK is underspecified with respect to these.
Traditionally in philosophy of language and semantics, instruments, agents and causes have
been regarded as belonging to different, basic ontological types. According to this view, one
might have to regard the causal-instrumental-agentive GXUFK to be three-way ambiguous,
because it would be unexpected for a lexical item to integrate three different basic ontological
concepts. This also seems to be a common assumption in analyses of instruments, agents and
causes. Confronted with the data on GXUFK, however, it seems necessary to find a
conceptualization of the three categories that allows a certain overlap between them: GXUFK is
not only underspecified in the lexicon with respect to them, but may also remain
underspecified in specific contexts, suggesting a perspective on them as non-excluding, cf. the
chess example in (6).
Independent support for this view might be drawn from Kamp/Rossdeutscher (1994, p. 144145), where the category INSTRUMENT CAUSER is introduced. The authors hint at the
possibility that causes and instruments belong to one category, but stress the fact that
intuitions are quite fuzzy and that there exist no convincing examples. I believe GXUFK to
might provide these examples. Kamp and Rossdeutscher use the following examples:
(17) Der Arzt heilte den Patienten mit Kamille
7KHGRFWRUKHDOHGWKHSDWLHQWE\PHDQVRIFDPRPLOH
Der Kamille heilte den Patienten
7KHFDPRPLOHKHDOHGWKHSDWLHQW
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(18) Der Arzt heilte den Patienten mit einem Skalpell
7KHGRFWRUKHDOHGWKHSDWLHQWE\PHDQVRIDVFDOSHO
*
Ein Skalpell heilte den Patienten.
$VFDOSHOKHDOHGWKHSDWLHQW
Whereas both FDPRPLOH and VFDOSHOmay occur in prepositional instrumental phrases with the
verb KHLOHQ (Eng. KHDO), only FDPRPLOH can occur as the subject of KHLOHQ. A difference
between German and English is that (in geneal) no nouns with the semantic role of
instrument, only causes can occur in subject position in German. Kamp und Rossdeutscher
take the sentences in (17) and (18) to indicate that there is a difference also in the PLW-phrases
with regard to the quality of the instruments. The authors differentiate between two different
types of instruments:
x "instruments which can be conceived as acting on their own, once the agent has
applied or introduced them; and
x instruments whose action is conceived as strictly auxiliary to that of the agent by
whom they are being employed"
This difference can be seen between camomile and scalpel, where only the former is thought
to be "conceived as acting on >its@ own", "it is natural to consider the >camomile@" as a "causal
agent". This difference seems relevant to the relation between GXUFK and PLW as well.
Typically, GXUFK is used with instruments which can be conveived as to some extent acting on
their own, while this is not the case with PLW.
In this paper, the existence of some category which is more general than instruments, causes
or agents is assumed. It will be termed FDXVDOFKDLQHOHPHQW The underspecified meaning of
GXUFK will belong to this category. I will not go into detail about the ontology of this category,
but it is intended to include elements of causal chains which enter the chain in a conterfactual
manner, cf. Lewis (1973b). It is thought to have a decomposition into dimensions such as
LQWHQWLRQDOLW\, GLUHFWQHVV, YROLWLRQ FRQWURO.
 7KHRSWLPDOOH[LFRQ
In this section, the theoretical basis of the optimal lexicon will be introduced. First, the OT
version which is applied here is described (3.1). Then, two main features of the optimal
lexicon are presented (3.2-3.3). The ideas put forward in this section are to be understood as
constituting some first steps WRZDUGV establishing a model of the mental lexicon which
exploits principles central to (bidirectional) optimality theory. It is an attempt to integrate
some ideas from OT and lexical pragmatics in describing possible lexicon-structuring
principles.
 %DVLFDVVXPSWLRQV
The OT version which is used here, is called bidirectional OT and has been developed by
Reinhard Blutner (2000). In the core of this approach lies a reductionist view of the Gricean
conversational maxims (Grice 1989), as first developed by Jay Atlas and Steven Levinson
(1981) and Laurence Horn (1984) and recently explored further by Blutner (1998) and
Levinson (2000).
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The main difference to other theories of OT semantics is that bidirectional OT is both
production and interpretation attentive. Barbara Hendriks and Helen de Hoop originally
claimed OT semantics to be hearer-/interpretation-based as opposed to for example OT
syntax, which is thought to be only speaker-/production-based. This however, Blutner points
out, could not account for blocking phenomena, an argument to which we will return shortly.
The reduced Gricean maxims are formulated as two principles, termed Quantity- and
Informativity-principle, or in short Q- and I-principle. 7KH4SULQFLSOH, which is a reduction
of the first part of Grice’s Maxim of Quantity (0DNH \RXU FRQWULEXWLRQ DV LQIRUPDWLYH DV
UHTXLUHG IRUWKHFXUUHQWSXUSRVHVRIWKH H[FKDQJH ) is formulated as: 6D\DVPXFKDV\RX
FDQ(given the I-principle), or: Do not make a statement which is less informative than your
knowledge of the state of affairs allows you, as long as you don’t violate the I-principle
(Blutner 1998, p. 129).
7KH ,SULQFLSOH is based on the second maxim of quantity ('R QRW PDNH \RXU FRQWULEXWLRQ
PRUHLQIRUPDWLYHWKDQLVUHTXLUHG), the maxim of relation (%HUHOHYDQW), and maybe all of the
maxims of manner ( $YRLG REVFXULW\ RI H[SUHVVLRQ  DYRLG DPELJXLW\  EH EULHI DYRLG
XQQHFHVVDU\ SUROL[LW\   EH RUGHUO\): 6D\ QR PRUH WKDQ \RX PXVW, or: Produce as little
linguistic material as possible in order to reach your communicative aims. Read as much into
a linguistic utterance as possible, as long as it is consistent with your knowledge of the world
(Blutner 1998, p. 129).
The two principles are needed to account for both the hearer- and the speaker-perspective.
The I-principle is hearer-based, while the Q-principle is speaker-based. The I-principle seeks
the most coherent interpretation, it compares different possible interpretations for the same
syntactic expression. The Q-principle acts as a blocking mechanism, blocking all outputs that
can be expressed more economically by means of another (alternative) linguistic output. It
compares different syntactic expressions the speaker could have used to achieve the same
context update, i.e. express the same meaning (Blutner 1998). Both principles have to be
considered by both participants to ensure efficient communication.
The two perspectives may in many cases be in conflict, although they do not contradict each
other, because the speaker will have different preferred ways of H[SUHVVLQJ an intended
meaning, whereas the hearer will seek to find the most coherent LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ of a given
form.
Concerning lexical pragmatics, it should be noted that it is an approach to lexical semantics
where underspecification and a contextual meaning variant enrichment mechanism based on
conversational implicature are of primary interest (Blutner 1998; Blutner and Solstad 2001). It
is a default assumption that every lexical item should be as underspecified as possible and that
related meaning variants are to be summed up in underspecified lexical items. As a
consequence of this, GXUFK with its overlapping causal, agentive and instrumental meaning
variants is assumed to be underspecified with respect to these three semantic dimensions. It
will be suggested later how the contextual meaning variant enrichment mechanism operates
on this underspecified lexical item. The term contextual meaning variant enrichment is to be
understood as the semantic specification of an underspecified expression - in the case of
GXUFK, a lexical item - in a given context.
The optimal lexicon proposed here is to some extent a VWUXFWXUDOLVW one: the meaning of a
lexical item is in part also determined by the alternative expressions available to represent the
same or a similar meaning. This does QRW amount to define meaning only privatively, but
simply claims that the limitation of word meaning also in part is dependent on related
alternative expressions.
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The idea of competition between items which may refer to each other in combination with
conversational implicature (Atlas and Levinson 1981; Horn 1984; Grice 1989; Blutner 1998;
Levinson 2000) and blocking (McCawley 1978; Williams 1997; Blutner 2000) is thought to
may deliver an appropriate limitation of the possible interpretations or meaning variants of a
lexical item in many cases, while still leaving the basis for meaning extension and uses in new
contexts to some extent open.
The idea that lexical items in the optimal lexicon are seen as FRPSHWLWRUVLQXWWHUDQFHDQG
LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ SURFHVVHV is thought to make sense at least in the case of functional word
classes, such as prepositions, subjunctions, (modal) particles and others. Their semantics can
only in part be defined precisely considering the item alone. Very often FRQWUDVWFODVVHV seem
to be important. They are thought to delimit the contexts in which a lexical item can be used.
Often it is not a matter of either or: GXUFK has uses where it is very close to prototypical
instrument phrases, so one cannot exclude instrumentality as being part of the meaning of
GXUFK. It seems to be a degree of LQVWUXPHQWDOLW\ which part PLW(+LOIH) and GXUFK from each
other.
In the case of GXUFK, with both a causal, intstrumental and passiv-agentive-like meaning
component, the competition criterion forces a comparison of lexical items such as: ZHJHQ,
LQIROJH, GDQN DXIJUXQG (causal), PLW, PLW +LOIH, DQKDQG (instrumental) and YRQ (agentive),
which all belong to the semantic field(s) of agentivity, instrumentality and causality. Although
GXUFK has some meaning component in common with all these lexical items, it cannot be
replaced by them or replace any of them in all contexts. One has to take into consideration the
other variants in the semantic field of the category to be expressed, i.e. if one wants to express
that something is an instrument, one has to look for other lexical items (and also
constructions) able to express instrument role. Thus for instrumental uses of GXUFK, it has to
be compared to - amongst others - PLW and PLW+LOIH.
It is imagined that in a semantic field (in the region of a concept, in this case) some words are
assigned a central role with more strongly defined meanings (these would correspond to
prototypes), whereas other words may take up some of the space in the semantic room which
an item (or construction) doesn’t reserve for itself, as in the case of partial blocking LQIRUPDQW
LQIRUPHU(see section 3.3).
To illustrate how the above mentioned principles may be exploited in the optimal lexicon, it
will be shown how they determine GXUFK’s contextual meaning enrichment. Two aspects
related to the competition between lexical items will be discussed, namely blocking and
conversational implicatures.
 &RQYHUVDWLRQDOLPSOLFDWXUHV
If one wants to describe some event but doesn’t want to or cannot specify if something was
done volitionally or controlled by someone, or just caused by something, GXUFK seems to be a
good alternative.
Imagine a situation for example, where a person observes that a hammer falls from a window
on the sixth floor and hits some person standing below with the result of that person dying. If
the person describing the situation doesn’t know if the hammer fell as a result of an accident
(say, some construction worker busy repairing the window sill lost the hammer) or on purpose
(say, professor Y wanted to get rid of his annoying student, trying to make it look as an
accident), he would perhaps utter something like:
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(19) Er wurde GXUFK einen Hammer getötet.
+HZDVNLOOHGE\DKDPPHU.
This has exactly the effect of leaving open, if we are dealing with an accident or an act of will.
Uttering something like
(20) Er wurde PLW einem Hammer getötet.
+HZDVNLOOHGE\PHDQVRIDKDPPHU.
would make the claim that the hammer was used in a direct manner and intentionally to kill.
The intuition behind this is that GXUFK in some cases seems to make a ZHDNHU claim about
events than PLW (+LOIH). This presupposes a view of instruments as causes in some sense.
Every instrument would be a cause, whereas the opposite needn't be the case, of course. From
this perspective an instrument is (part of) a cause that is brought about
volitionally/intentionally by some agent. It is at least a cause in the sense that it enters a causal
chain of events counterfactually (Lewis 1973b, 1973a).
The same is true for agents: they make stronger claims about a causal chain of events than
pure causes, since they also introduce a volitional aspect.
The above claims might be spelled out in some kind of (Horn) scales (Horn 1989; Levinson
2000), with the ordering: <instrument,cause> and <agent,cause>. These are scales from
prototypical instruments or agents to causes in their narrower sense, where no volition is
involved. As in the original Horn scales, the first element is the stronger one and the second
the weaker one. What agents and instruments have in common, is that they differ from causes
in having a volitional characteristic. Causes and instruments may make the same contribution
to the event, but wheras instruments have to be externally directed (intentional), this needn't
be the case for causes. In other words, an instrument is also always a cause (in the chain of
events - if it hadn't been there, the outcome of the event would have been otherwise), but has
an addition of an intentional element in comparison with causes in a narrower sense.
The scales involved in the case of GXUFK and its semantic field would be <{mit,mit
Hilfe…},durch> and <von,durch>, as elements on the scales introduced above.1 When an
utterance is made using the latter element of these scales, it might be inferred that the stronger
statement involving the first element could not be uttered for some reason, be it due to lack of
knowledge or just that it would include more information than the actual situation allows one
to state.
Underspecified interpretations are assumed to be weaker than specified ones, although they
SRWHQWLDOO\ contain more possible interpretations than the stronger claim. Potential
informational richness and strength in the above sense are not identical, whereas strength and
informativity in the sense of van Rooy (2000) seem to be. The use of PLW would provide a
more informative statement than the use of GXUFK.
There can be several motivations for the underspecified interpretations such as in (19) to be
sought to be evoked:

There may be elements ranking below GXUFK. PLWalso has non-prototypical uses, but this will not concern us
here. It might be noted that PLW has a comitative meaning variant which is also vague with respect to the
instrumental one.
1
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The speaker doesn’t know if we are dealing with a cause or an instrument
The speaker doesn’t see the need or want to specify the cause- or instrumenthood
involved in the situation.

 %ORFNLQJ
Let us now turn to blocking, another mechanism involved in the limitation of a lexical item’s
meaning variant enrichment potential: %ORFNLQJ has been viewed as a mechanism influencing
the items in the lexicon. The phenomenon designated by the term blocking is that some
lexical item cannot be formed (e.g. *IXULRXVLW\) because others with an identical meaning exist
(IXU\). The idea (at least) goes back to Aronoff (1976: pp. 43-45). Aronoff defines it as a
semantic phenomenon: "Blocking is the nonoccurrence of one form due to the simple
existence of another. In the case at hand >Xous + ity@, we find that whenever there exist in a
given stem both an adjective of the form ;RXV and a semantically related abstract noun, then it
is not possible to form the LW\ derivative of the ;RXV adjective" (Aronoff 1976: p. 43) The
form blocked is always the less specific form, the one formed by the most general rule.
Blocking can be said to belong to the broader category of default inheritance mechanisms
(Briscoe et al. 1995).
Of additional interest is the notion of SDUWLDO EORFNLQJ, used in cases such as the
aforementioned LQIRUPDQW-LQIRUPHU, the former being someone providing information in
general, whereas the latter is someone denouncing somebody to the benefit of the police or
authorities. In a case of partial blocking, one form is not completely ruled out as one would
expect if Aronoffs formulation definition would always hold, but occupies some specialized
part of the semantic field in question.
In the case of GXUFK, this would mean that the region where PLW is situated, is blocking the
meaning of GXUFK from taking on this specific semantics, such that only parts of the
INSTRUMENTAL region can be occupied by GXUFK. However, GXUFK is only partially blocked,
GXUFK may indeed be used to express instrumentality, but just not what has been termed
prototypical instrumentality here, which would involve similarily stated characteristics as in
the case of Dowty’s proto-agent and -patient (Dowty 1991, p. 572): it should involve an agent,
volition, causation, etc. Prototypes may be seen as FRQVWUDLQWV blocking (partially) other
lexical items from entering into the position in a semantic field or space which they occupy.
Things are more complicated, of course, there are other competing expression in this semantic
field. A comparable situation exists in the case of YRQ and GXUFK.
There is more to the blocking phenomena related to GXUFKthan has just been presented: It was
mentioned earlier that YRQ as a marker of agency plays an important role in delimiting the
meaning variation of GXUFK. GXUFK cannot be used to express a prototypical agent, as in the
passive sentences:
(21) Die Stadt wurde YRQ Columbus zerstört.
7KHFLW\ZDVGHVWUR\HGE\&ROXPEXV
(22) Die Stadt wurde GXUFKINDIRECT-CAUSE/WEAK-AGENT Columbus zerstört.
7KHFLW\ZDVGHVWUR\HGE\PHDQVRI&ROXPEXV
YRQ is the preferred preposition for the marking of the agent phrase in passive constructions.
GXUFK may only be used where there is no prototypical agent, or where the agent of some
10
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event is not in full control of the event, as we would expect from a prototypical agent, see
Dowty’s work on thematic proto-roles (1991).
Looking at examples with adnominal uses of GXUFK however, the picture is quite different. In
adnominal constructions, YRQ has a possessive (or patient, see examples (9)- (10))
interpretation in the broadest sense, as in:
(23) die Zerstörung der Stadt GXUFKAGENTIVE Columbus
WKHGHVWUXFWLRQRIWKHFLW\E\&ROXPEXV
(24) die Zerstörung der Stadt YRQPOSSESSIVE Columbus
WKHGHVWUXFWLRQRIWKHFLW\RI&ROXPEXV
(25) die Entdeckung Amerikas YRQPOSSESSIVE Columbus
WKHGLVFRYHU\RI&ROXPEXV $PHULFD
This seems to be an example of simultaneous EORFNLQJand GHEORFNLQJ: Due to the blocking of
YRQ because of its patient-/possessive-like interpretation, the only other prepositional
candidate in German remaining to express agentivity is GXUFK. The blocking of YRQ facilitates
and necessitates a deblocking of GXUFK. GXUFK - having some agentive interpretation - gets
assigned a full-flavoured agentive meaning aspect. Thus, it seems crucial to make reference to
candidate sets in a semantic field. The semantics of GXUFK, if we take as a starting point its
semantics in sentential use, does not allow purely agentive readings, but a blocking
mechanism ruling out YRQ forces us to choose the only other candidate available.
YRQ is probably blocked as a marker of agentivity because of the morphological or casemarking characteristics of the patient or possessive reading (it being an alternative to the
genitive case). It is not unexpected that a case feature ranks above an adjunct one.
It was mentioned above that PLW and YRQ are considered to be constraints or (strong)
prototypes blocking the possibility for GXUFK of being used in expressions where prototypical
instrumentality or agentivity is expressed. If GXUFK is used instead in such contexts, it should
be clear to the hearer - through conversational implicature - that an indirect cause (it being an
instrument or an agent) is involved.
I would like to conclude this section with emphasising the fact that the above ideas are to be
understood as some first steps towards establishing a model of the lexicon in optimality
theory. The above descriptions need to be formalised, especially in order to grasp the
influence of the numerous context factors which may play a part in the process of contextual
meaning variant enrichment in general.
 3RVVLEOHFRQVWUDLQWVXQGHUVSHFLILFDWLRQDQGSULQFLSOHVRI27
In the previous sections, there has been little reference to what the relevance of what is
suggested here might be to other work in Optimality Theory. This is mainly due to the fact
that there has been - to my knowledge - no work on this part of lexicon VWUXFWXULQJ within OT.
In this last section, I will briefly discuss underspecification in OT as well as some constraints
which seem to be involved, one in the case of the semantics of FDXVDOLW\ in particular, and two
others which are assumed to quite general in OT semantics and pragmatics.
The above speculations concerning the relation between PLW and GXUFK on one hand, and PLW
and YRQ on the other might follow from the assumption of some constraint of the kind
MAX(INTENTIONALITY), which demands that one should always be as explicit as possible
about the intentionality relations in event description. If a context seems to involve a high
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degree of intentionality, for example including the verb DVVDVVLQ, the use of GXUFK in an
instrumental phrase will evoke the conversational implicatures described in the case of
sentence (19), if it is not penalized altogether. Such constraints could delimit the semantic
potential of lexical items in combination with blocking and conversational implicature.
The speculations about GXUFK also fit well with Henk Zeevats (2000) observation that
STRENGTH, demanding the informationally strongest possible interpretation to be made, must
be ranked below *INVENT, forbidding the hearer to add semantic material not included in some
expression without proper reason for this (Zeevat 2000). If this were not so, GXUFK would
always get the stronger instrumental interpretation through an adding of intentionalitys (and
therefore always be blocked by PLW).
One last point to be mentioned is the possiblity of assuming underspecification in OT. Ron
Artstein does this in a paper (Artstein 1998), referring to three principles in a paper by Elliott
Moreton (1999):
x Homogeneity: The set of inputs is the same as the set of possible outputs.
x Inclusivity: The candidate set for an input D always includes D itself.
x Conservativity: Every constraint is either a PDUNHGQHVVconstraint or a IDLWKIXOQHVV
constraint (…)
Due to inclusivity, Artstein states (1998, p. 8-9), the output must be OHVV PDUNHG than the
input, and the principle of homogeneity demands that there are no inputs that do not have
corresponding outputs, i.e. an underspecified form (with no surface realiziation as such)
should not be possible.
This might be reasonable in an OT approach to phonology, but in OT semantics or syntax,
where some form is input to the generation of some interpretation of it or some interpretation
is an input for the generation of forms, respectively, this does not make much sense. A input
form would not be included among outputs being interpretations of the form. Regarding
Artstein's argument, there seems to be no principled reason for not assuming
underspecification in OT syntax, semantics and pragmatics.
 &RQFOXVLRQ
In this paper, I have emphasised the relevance of optimality to lexical-pragmatic phenomena.
I have also sketched important aspects of an approach to lexicon design which I term the
RSWLPDOOH[LFRQ. Main arguments were:
x conversational implicature, blocking and deblocking are important in limiting word
meaning with regard to some contextual meaning variant enrichment mechanism
which builds on (radically) underspecified lexical items
x lexical items arranged in semantic fields are seen as competitors, the meaning of a
lexical item is thus defined also in part through other members of the semantic field in
question. It does seem to make sense - at least in the case of functional word classes to build upon the semantics of other lexical items in a semantic field, when stating the
semantics for a particular lexical item.
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x prototypes are seen as constraints, blocking - partially or wholly - other lexical items
from taking over their semantics.
Future work will include a formalisation of the presented ideas as well as a more precise
statement of the relation of the present work to the foundations of Optimality Theory.
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Abstract
The paper centers on the problem of how the event role of verbs interacts with sentence negation. We investigate the behavior of sentence negation in the syntax-semantics mapping, placing
special focus on the influence of sentence negation on the readings of DPs and its contribution to
the truth-conditions of sentence meaning. We claim that the readings of DPs and their status of being presuppositional depend on the syntactic position of the DPs relative to a possible sentencenegation operator. Furthermore, we present a few examples, proving how, under the same structural preconditions, sentence negation has an impact on the aspectual reference of event descriptions and temporal modification. The observations made lead us to locating sentence negation at a
fixed syntactical position immediately above the focus domain, thereby excluding that natural language grammaticalizes an equivalent to the sentence-external negation of Propositional Logic.
Concluding on these assumptions, we discuss some logical, ontological, and compositional prerequisites that reveal the problems raised by internal negation. A formal approach to the syntaxsemantics mapping finally demonstrates how sentence negation can be compositionally realized
within the scope of the existential binding of the event argument, and how this solution interacts
with the referential status of DPs and event descriptions.

1 Data
1.1 DPs and existential presupposition
We postulate that sentence negation closely relates to the readings of semantic constituents
such as, for instance, to the readings of DPs. It is a commonly accepted assumption that presuppositions remain constant under negation. (1) represents a straightforward but quite familiar definition which is exemplified by the pair of sentences and their existential presuppositions in (2).
(1)

"A is a presupposition of B, if B entails A and not-B entails A".

(2)

(a)
(b)

Das Kind schläft.
Das Kind schläft nicht.

(Hajičová, 1984)

ω The child exists.
ω The child exists.

The definition, however, does not elucidate which semantic structure justifies our assumption.
We know that the existential presuppositions resist negation since we understand the sentences. Thus the definition in (1) is only based on an intuitive interpretation but not on a
grammatical test. Beyond this, it is obvious that the position of sentence negation on the syntactic surface structure does not necessarily reflect the position at which we actually interpret
1

Throughout this talk, we will often use the term event. To avoid any confusions, we should mention in advance
that we regard events as the ontological category of spatiotemporal entities. This category reflects the ontological
notions of eventualities or occurents and is completely neutral with respect to the aspectual classes of any linguistic descriptions.
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the negation. Thus the discrepancy between semantic input and presuppositional interpretation and, respectively, between syntactic position and semantic integration raises the following issues:
•

Which syntactic positions are conceivable positions for sentence negation?

•

Which of these positions lead to semantically appropriate interpretations of sentence negation?

•

On which syntactic and semantic domains does sentence negation operate?

It is a well-known fact that Propositional Logic treats sentences as statements which can be
negated.
(3)

For every valuation V and for all formulas Φ:
V(¬Φ) = 1 iff V(Φ) = 0

(cf. GAMUT, 1991: p. 44))

Natural-language sentences, however, are expression with a complex internal structure. We
achieve an expression φ only by obeying the rules of semantic composition. Example (2a), for
instance, combines a verbal predicate (sleep) with its argument (the DP the child).
(4)

(a)

∃x[[Child(x)] ∧ [Sleep(x)]]

In simpler terms, (4a) would be the result of the semantic composition. If we now apply the
negation of Propositional Logic to the semantic representation of a natural-language sentence,
negation operates on the whole expression and thus produces an external negation (cf. (4b)).
(4)

(b)

¬∃x[[Child(x)] ∧ [Sleep(x)]]

Several investigations from the seventies (e.g. Givón, 1978; Fodor, 1979; Hajičová, 1984),
however, argue that the external representation results in incorrect semantic forms. If we
paraphrase the external negation as in (5b), we can show clearly that, by expanding the negation domain to the entire sentence, external negation produces inadequate truth conditions.
(5)

(a)
(b)

Sarah cannot sleep because of her headache.
It is not the case that [Sarah can sleep because of her headache].

Rejecting the solution of Propositional Logic and turning instead to Predicate Logic as the
familiar format of semantic representation, we can make use of the fact that natural-language
sentences are internally structured expressions. Accordingly, sentences are nested and coordinated functions or function-argument structures. This presumption enables us to determine an
internal scopal position for the negation functor. The resulting internal negation corresponds
to the negation of the nuclear scope.
(6)

∃x [[Child(x)] ∧ ¬[Sleep(x)]]

We might postulate furthermore that presupposition is the result of an inference triggered by
the definite article. This position is supported by many approaches, including recent investigations of discourse structure and text coherence (e.g. Chierchia, 1995; Asher/Lascarides, 1998;
and others). This cannot be the whole truth though. Even languages without an article system,
such as most Slavic languages, generate analogous existential presuppositions, although there
is no definite article serving as an alleged trigger of these presuppositions.
(7)

(a)

Dítě nespí.
(Czech)
∅ child neg sleeps.

(b)

Internal negation:
∃x [[Child(x)] ∧ ¬[Sleep(x)]]
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We recognize that the DP is located outside the scope of negation. Therefore, as in the German example before, the DP is not subject to sentence negation.
The problems addressed so far are still common ground, but internal negation raises further
issues: What is the actual descriptive content of the existential presupposition? Is it nothing
more than asserting the unique existence of a child?
(7)

(c)

Unique existential presupposition:
∃!x [Child(x)]

It seems that (7c) is not really informative. We can derive the same information from every
sentence which has das Kind as its subject. Thus the presupposition is detached from the state
of affairs which the carrier sentence denotes. Seuren's (1991) text-acceptability test for presuppositions (cf. (7d)), however, demonstrates that presuppositions somehow depend on the
state of affairs underlying the proposition of the carrier sentence.
(7)

(d)

[There is exactly one child]Presupposition and [it is sleeping]Propositional condition.

This encourages us to claim that we have to interpret the presupposition with regard to the
particular event that the sentence describes. The event predetermines the spatial and temporal
domain to which the assertion of the existence of the referent applies, that is, it predetermines
the discourse model of which the discourse referent is a part. Thus sentence negation always
impacts those qualities which the sentence attributes to the event. But can we conclude on this
that sentence negation automatically negates the existential assertion of the event, as represented in (8)?
(8)

Negating the existential assertion of the event:
∃x [[P(x)] ∧ ¬∃e [ ... e ... x ... ]]

This solution would lead us straight back to the same problem: negating the existence of an
event, we would not be able to anchor the referent within an asserted spatiotemporal context
and thus we would not be able to link it to the underlying state of affairs. Moreover, we have
to consider what the truth-conditions following from the negation of the event's existence
would predict for other grammatical phenomena, such as, for instance, anaphoric reference.
(9)

Es regnet nicht.
'It isn't raining.'
(a)

Das freut Maria.
'Mary is pleased about that.'

(b)

Deshalb geht Maria mit ihren Kindern spazieren.
'Therefore Mary goes for a walk with her children.'

(c)

Das erleichtert das Autofahren.
'This facilitates driving.'

The verb regnen involves only one argument which is the event argument. Thus negating the
existence of this event excludes the possibility of establishing any discourse referents in the
discourse model, raising the question of how we would then be able to establish anaphoric
reference in the subsequent sentences ((9a) to (9c)), given that the previous sentence denoted
an empty set of discourse referents. It seems that, in equating sentence negation with the negation of the existence of an event, we accept that sentence (9) tells us nothing about the universe of discourse at all. But obviously, the sentence does express something and, in particular, it does assert the existence of a spatiotemporal entity to which we can refer. Therefore it
seems more conclusive to assume that the sentence expresses that it is the case that it is not
raining, and the fact that this is the case pleases Mary.
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The data discussed so far suggests that sentence negation is an operator with a fixed syntactic
position. The specific-unspecific dichotomy with respect to DP readings provides further evidence for this hypothesis. (10) compares the unspecific reading (a) of the internal argument
DP with its specific reading (b).
(10) (a)
(b)

Der Richter hat [keinen
ZEUgen vereidigt]Focus
The judge has [neg-artindef witness sworn_in]
Der Richter hat
The judge has

einen Zeugen [nicht verEIDigt]Focus
a witness
[neg sworn_in]

A number of analyses explain the difference by referring to the Tree-Splitting Mapping Hypothesis. According to this well-known methodic framework, the DP in (10a) is regarded as
non-presuppositional and therefore is mapped onto the nuclear scope, whereas the presuppositional DP in (10b) is mapped onto the restrictor. This analysis rests on the syntactical precondition of LF-movement.
The Mapping Hypothesis, on the one hand, indeed reflects an empirically correct observation,
namely that DPs with different readings show different scopes. On the other hand, the theory
regards the actual reading of a DP as the only decisive factor for whether the DP is presuppositional or non-presuppositional. Such an actual reading, however, is produced by our conceptual interpretation and not by semantic composition or the syntax-semantics mapping.
Hence the theory suggests that the feature of being (non-)presuppositional is independent of
any syntactic constellations before LF. In contrast to this consequence, nonetheless, it is obvious that we can derive the respective reading of the DP einen Zeugen in the examples (10a)
and (10b) simply by inspecting the syntactic surface structure.
We conclude that the trigger of presuppositional and specific readings is the DP's position in
relation to a possible negation operator – based on the syntactic precondition that sentence
negation operates below the existential event quantification.
(11) Negating the propositional condition:
∃x [[P(x)] ∧ ∃e [¬(... e ... x ...)]]
In this way, the surface structure already determines the relevant scope relations (e.g. between
DPs and sentence negation), such that the negation scope only comprises the propositional
condition of the sentence.
1.2 Eventive reference under negation
Up to now, we have only considered DP readings in dependency on sentence negation. The
examples in (10) shows that the presupposed existence of a DP referent can be derived from
the surface structure of a sentence. If sentence negation is an adjunct of VP, this also leads to
crucial consequences for any expressions above and below the sentence-negation operator that
specify temporal and aspectual reference. Sentence negation cancels the privative properties
expressed by the propositional condition. The remaining semantic content may be highly unspecific since negated descriptions of event normally do not correspond to an 'opposite' positive description of the same event. What a scenario described by a sentence such as (12a)
looks like, for instance, is almost undetermined and even hardly inferable from the context.
Beyond this, sentence negation cancels the complete aspectual information of the propositional condition. The default case is that the aspectual classes of negative sentences are nonbounded (cf. 12a & b), but not necessarily stative (cf. 12b).
(12) (a)
(b)

Eli did not run for an hour / *in an hour.

ω?

Eli did not stop for an hour / *in an hour. ω Eli moved for (at least) 1 hour
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Temporal and aspectual modifiers circumscribe characteristics of an event referent by introducing a further spatiotemporal2 referent t with the quality χ and setting this spatiotemporal
referent into a temporal relation R with the event argument of the VP.
(13) Temporal modifier: λP λxn…x1 λe [ ∃t[ P(e, xn…x1) ∧ χ(t) ∧ R(e, t) ]]
Assuming that (11) is the target structure for representing sentence negation, it is obvious that
sentence negation has an impact on whether or not the existence of this spatiotemporal referent introduced by the modifier is presupposed.
(14) (a)

Eli hat zwei Stunden lang [nicht angehalten].
Eli aux for two hours
[neg stopped]

(b)

Eli hat [nicht zwei Stunden lang angehalten]
Eli aux [neg for two hours
stopped]

In (14a), we are talking about a certain time period within which an event occurred that is
described by the negative propositional condition. This event is temporally non-bounded and
thus can be modified by a duration adverbial. In (14b), in contrast, the modifier is part of the
propositional condition and thus is interpreted within the scope of negation.3 Therefore, in
analogy to DPs enclosed in the negation scope, the time period's existence is not presupposed
by the modification operator but might fail to exist. The table in (15) shows how temporal
modifiers group around the sentence-negation operator.
(15) The syntactic positions of aspectually relevant modifiers relative to sentence negation

since

nicht 3 Stunden

prolast year again
bably

for 2
months

ein in weniger als wenig einen Walzer
Pianist 60 Sekunden gefühlvoll
spielte

neg for 3 hours a pianist

[+durative] DEL [+durative]

further processrelated modifiers

2 Monate
letztes
wieder
Jahr
lang

process-related
time-frame
modifiers

event-related
duration / timeframe modifiers

sequential /
habitual modifiers

non-presupposed
event-related
duration / timeframe modifiers

weil wohl

frame-setting
modifiers

sentence adverbs

presupposed

in less than with little
60 seconds feeling
[+resultative]

a waltz
played
[+telic]

In accordance with Frey and Pittner (1998), and Maienborn (1998), we presume that adverbial
modifiers are adjuncts of projections of either lexical or functional categories. We disregard
furthermore the question of whether adverb-like modifiers of different types are generated in
specific basic positions. We assume instead that the hierarchical positions these adjuncts hold
in relation to each other are motivated by purely semantic reasons. This view justifies regarding the syntactic linearization of modifiers only as a reflection of the intended scope relations.

2

These spatiotemporal referents may be interpreted ontologically either as events or as time periods individuated
by some external ontological criterion (such as time measurement).
3
Note that this structure based on sentence negation has to be kept apart from a constituent negation such as in
(14c). Constituent negations open sets of alternatives and are subjected to certain rigid prosodic patterns.
(14) (c) Eli hat [nicht zwei STUNden lang] angehalten(, sondern...)
Eli aux [neg for two hours]
stopped(, but...)
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Accordingly, the syntactic position of sentence negation divides the aspectual and temporal
description of the main event into presupposed and non-presupposed information.
Sentence negation cancels the entire aspectual and modificational information within its
scope. The remaining information about the event is the verb's semantic presupposition of a
pre-existent situation, which, as usual, is negation-resistant. Modifiers above the sentence
negation operate on this presupposed information (which normally is quite poor, cf. (12a)).
2 Structured eventive predications under negation: logical, ontological, and compositional prerequisites
The structural solution proposed in (11) perfectly satisfies the grammatical requirements
listed in section 1. However, does it also lead to an intended logical form and an ontologically
appropriate conceptual interpretation?
The problem we encounter if we try to place negation below the event quantification is that
the expression in the negation scope is, in its own right, a complexly structured expression.
(16) … ∃e [[¬... e ... x ...]]
Thus we still have more than one option for internal negation, as a closer look at the complex
propositional condition will show. Reichenbach (1947) assumes that predications may constitute higher-order predications on event arguments. We suppose that the instantiation relation
introduced by Bierwisch (1988), or even simple bracketing serve the same purpose in an
equivalent way4.
(17) Structured eventive predications
(a)

Reichenbach's fact function5

∃e [[P(x)]*(e)]

(b)

Bierwisch's instantiation relation

∃e [e inst P(x)]

(c)

Instantiation by bracketing

(P(x))(e)

with * ∈ 〈t, 〈e, t〉〉

We will refer to all these descriptions of events as structured eventive predications.
Starting off with these representational formats, (16) turns out to be syntactically ambiguous.
The ambiguity derives from the fact that the enclosed expression is itself a proposition and
thus a truth-functional expression to which we can attribute a truth-value. Hence we can interpret (16) in two ways:

4

The Davidsonean and Neo-Davidsonean variants of Reichenbach's fact function, however, have to be regarded
more critically with respect to their logical and semantic behavior. In general, both representation formats disguise the higher-order character of the structured eventive predication:
Davidson
…∃e [P(x, …, e)]
Neo-Davidson
…∃e [P(e) & ...(...e) & ....]
In terms of Reichenbach's distinction between expressive and denotative terms (cf. Reichenbach (1947), p. 319320), the functor-argument relation between the propositional condition and the event argument is represented
using both denotative and expressive terms (the bracketing, the asterisk, and the syntax) in the fact function. The
Davidsonean and the Neo-Davidsonean strategies, in contrast, hide this relation behind a purely expressive notation (the syntax of the main predication) and thereby make it impossible in advance to place a negation operator
within the propositional condition – a possibility, nevertheless, that we will discuss in the following. Furthermore, the two strategies raise further serious problems concerning the compositional computability of a semantic
sentence meaning and concerning the ontological adequacy of its conceptual interpretation.
5
The asterisk marks that 'P of x' is used as a higher-order function.
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¬...p(e)...

(18)
¬(p(e))

(¬p)(e)

Obviously, the two alternative readings do not receive the same interpretation. Thus in total,
internal negation can be split up into three negative expressions6.
(a) ¬∃e [ e inst p ]

(19)

(b) ∃e [ ¬(e inst p) ]

(c) ∃e [ e inst ¬p ]

For Reichenbach, (19a) and (c) are in any case equivalent. He derives this equivalence from
his definition of the fact function.
(20) Reichenbach's equivalence:
p ≡ ∃e [(p)*(e)]
ω

¬p ≡ ¬∃e [(p)*(e)] ≡ ∃e [(¬p)*(e)]

But is this equivalence actually desirable? What do the three different negative expressions
actually denote from the viewpoint of conceptual interpretation?
Let us use an oversimplifying extensional interpretation, which (i) treats episodic propositions
as sets of events and which (ii) equates instantiation with set-theoretic elementhood.
(21) Extensional Interpretation
(a)

Negative Event Quantification:

p

¬∃e [e ∈ p]
Ø

(b)

?

p

Negative Instantiation:
∃e [ ¬(e ∈ p)]

?

(c)

e

¬p

Negative Propositional Condition:
∃e [e ∈ ¬p]
?

e

At first glance, these extensional interpretations do not seem informative. Given that (i) p is a
grammatically well-formed, non-tautological proposition and that (ii) sufficiently many eventives are regularly distributed across the universe, we will necessarily always find an event in
the universe which is an instance of p and thus proves negative quantification false. In contrast, we will necessarily always find events which are not an instance of p and, respectively,
which are instances of ¬p, such that negative instantiation and negative propositional condition would be true in any context. It is obvious therefore that we have to restrict the quanti-

6

For better clarity, we use Bierwisch's instantiation function. We furthermore disregard the possibility of placing
the negation in the main predication (cf. ∃e [ e inst [¬P(x) ]]), which is completely out from a compositional and
extensional view.
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fication to a certain spatiotemporal domain. This domain is determined by all temporal information encoded in a sentence (tense, modifiers, etc.) and the relevant context of utterance.
(22) Extensional Interpretation
(a)

Negative Event Quantification:

p

¬∃<t,l>e [e ∈ p]

Ø

¬∃

?

<t,l>

ej [ej ∈ ¬p]

But do we thereby reach our goal? As before, negative quantification yields bad models. We
only know that the class p is empty. We know nothing else, however, about the rest of the
domain. In particular, we do not know whether there is an instance of ¬p.
(22) (b)

Negative Instantiation:
∃

p

<t,l>

e [¬(e ∈ p) ]

e

?

¬∃

<t,l>

ej [ej ∈ ¬p]

ω ∃<t,l>ej [ej ∈ p]
Reichenbach also rules out negative instantiation. We know that there is an event which is
not an element of p. But we still do not know whether this event is an element of ¬p. And,
even worse, it is possible that there are events in this domain which are elements of p, although our negative sentence intends this very case to be excluded.
(22) (c)

Negative Propositional Condition:

¬p

∃<t,l>e [e ∈ ¬p]
?

ω ¬∃

<t,l>

ej [ej ∈ p]

e
p=Ø

Negative propositional condition does not tell us much about the domain's events outside
¬p. Nevertheless we know that there cannot exist an event in the domain which is an element
of p, and this is actually a possibility we wanted to exclude. Thus this solution is perfectly
intended by our negative sentence.
So why do we meet all these problems, especially with negative instantiation? According to
Reichenbach's conception, propositions are privative descriptions. This means that an entity,
which is not an instance of a certain description, is not automatically an instance of a complementary negative description. Imagine that we have two events in one spatiotemporal domain, the first one being Peter's reading the newspaper, the second being Mary's playing the
piano.
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(23) Events and Privative Descriptions
e1

e2

(a) ∃e [e ∈[ Read (Peter, Newspaper)]]
(b) ∃e [¬ (e ∈ [ Read (Peter, Newspaper)])]
Disregarding the linguistic description and thinking of the two pictograms as ontological entities, we then are able to apply both (23a) and (23b) to this context without producing a contradiction since Mary's playing the piano is naturally not an instance of Peter is reading the
newspaper. As a consequence, we have to redraw the schema one more time. Now the entailments derived from the respective assumptions (and in particular those derived from negative
instantiation) become clear.
(24) Extensional Interpretation Taking Privativity into Account
(a)

Negative Event Quantification:
¬∃

p

<t,l>

e [e ∈ p]

?

Ø

¬∃

(b)

?

<t,l>

ej [ej ∈ ¬p]

Negative Instantiation:

p

∃<t,l>e [¬(e ∈ p) ]

ei?

<t,l>

ej [ej ∈ ¬p]

ei?

ω ∃<t,l>ej [ej ∈ p]
(c)

¬p
ei?

?

¬∃

¬p

Negative Propositional Condition:
∃<t,l>e [e ∈ ¬p]

p
Ø

ω ¬∃

?

¬p
ei

<t,l>

ej [ej ∈ p]

Negative quantification still provides a very poor description of the domain. Negative instantiation does not let us see of which sort ei actually is. The intended interpretation is the negation of the propositional condition. Thus we may ask if the negation of the propositional
condition is an option for compositional semantics. Unfortunately it is not - at least not a comfortable one. It seems that Montague Semantics has its limits here.
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(25) Compositionally (im)possible sentence-negation operators
(a)

S:
NEG1:

∃e [ p(e) ]
λp [ ¬p ]

Negative existential quantification

λp [ ¬p ] (∃e [ p(e) ])
¬∃e [ p(e) ]
(b)

VP:
NEG2:

…λe [ p(e) ]
λQ … λe [ ¬(Q(e)) ]

λQ … λe [ ¬(Q(e)) ] (λe [ p(e) ])
…λe [¬(λe [ p(e) ](e)) ]
…λe [¬([ p(e) ]) ]
(c)

V°:
…λx λe [ [P(x, …)](e) ]
NEG3: ?

Negative instantiation

Negative propositional condition

There are simple solutions with plain negation operators which enable us to derive negative
quantification and negative instantiation but not derive negated propositional condition. The
problematic point is that the propositional condition is bound as an argument such that modifiers or negation cannot access it after lexical insertion. To separate the eventive argument and
the instantiation from the core proposition and add it later on with the sentence mood also
does not provide a real option since the event argument has to be accessible for temporal operators and any kinds of modifier during the composition of the sentence.
We conclude that the syntactic surface structure is not congruent with the logical structure of
negation. We cannot simply map the semantic-negation operator directly onto the logical
scheme. We need instead an interpretation rule that translates the semantic constellation into
the intended logical structure (which is equivalent to negative propositional condition).7
(26) Conceptual interpretation8
…∃e […¬[…p(e)…]…]…

Ct, g

= …εe […(¬p)(e)…]…

On no account can the semantic instantiation prime be equated with plain set-theoretic elementhood, as we did above just for demonstration. We have to found the conceptual interpretation of instantiation instead on a well-axiomatized ontology which rules out unintended
models and which keeps the intended ones. It is obvious that there is no direct way from the
syntax-semantics mapping to a plain logical format that could deliver us an appropriate ontological interpretation for free. As far as the generation of semantic form is concerned, we
therefore concentrate on the more grammatical constraints, namely on the crucial task of the
syntax-semantics mapping of committing ourselves to that syntactic position for the interpretation of sentence negation at which we can derive adequate scope relations.

7

Choosing this strategy raises the question of why we do not apply an analogous interpretation rule for deriving
the intended form from negative quantification. Two central arguments against such a solution present themselves: (i) The existential closure of the event role is supplied by the sentence-mood operator (cf. discussion in
section 3). A negation above sentence mood, however, would also comprise the grammatical realization of the
illocutionary type in its scope. And (ii), as a consequence, it would be quite unnatural to claim that the nonassertion of an event's existence is interpreted as the assertion of the existence of an event with a negative description.
8
We presume that Reichenbach's definition (16) cannot be interpreted as an equivalence relation holding within
one representation level. Rather it seems to be intended as an interpretation rule for the case that we switch between a purely logical to a linguistic representation level. Accordingly, external negation cannot be derived from
the resulting conceptual structure in (24).
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3 Syntactic preconditions for semantic mapping
We have already seen that the focus domain and the scope of negation interrelate. Dölling
(1988) demonstrated in detail that the scope of negation coincides with the focus domain of
the sentence. Contrasting examples (10a) and (10b) shows that specific presuppositional DPs
move outside the negation scope and thereby move outside the focus. In opposition, nonpresuppositional DPs remain in situ or, at least, within the focus. They thereby remain within
that part of the sentence that we are able to negate.
The focus-background structure divides a sentence into anaphoric, i.e. given by presupposition, constituents on the one hand, and non-anaphoric constituents on the other hand. Anaphoric constituents move above the negation functor whereas non-anaphoric constituents remain in situ and thus remain a part of the focus domain. Speaking with Fodor (1979, p. 211),
they are "excused from having to refer in the real world." In this respect, the two sentences in
(10) differ in their way of referring to a discourse model. In (10a), the existence of a witness
is under negation and is excused from having to refer to the real world, that is from having to
refer to a given discourse referent. In contrast, sentence (10b) is only true if the existence of a
witness is presupposed in the given discourse model. The truth-conditions of the two sentences differ exactly in this point. With respect to semantic composition, we assume that, in
accord with Haftka (1994), the negation functor is a VP-adjunction, just as the position functor is a VP-adjunction in affirmative sentences. The morphosyntactic feature in negative sentences is specified as [+neg]. The following structure tree for sentence (10a) shows that the
DP remains in situ and thereby within the negatable sentence part.
(27) (a)

Example: Der Richteri hat [keinen ZEUGEN ti VEREIDIGT]NegScope ]Focus
'The judge did not swear in any witness.'
VP λx λe [¬[∃y [[W(y)] ∧ [[S(x, y)](e)]]]]

[+neg]
λp [¬[p]]
∈ S/S

VP
ti

V'
V0
λy λx λe [[S(x, y)](e)]
∈ ((S/N)/N)/N

λQ [∃y [[W(y)] ∧ [Q(y)]]]
∈ S/(S/N)

In contrast, we observe in (27b) that the DP has been moved outside the sentence focus and
thus outside the negatable part of the sentence.
(27) (b)

Example: Der Richteri hat einen Zeugenj [[nicht ti tj VEREIDIGT]NegScope ]Focus
'The judge did not swear in a witness.'

VP: λx λe [∃y [[W(y)] ∧ [¬[S(x, y)](e)]]]]
λQ [∃y [[W(y)] ∧ [Q(y)]]]
∈ S/(S/N)
[+neg]
λp [¬[p]]
∈ S/S

VP
VP
ti

V'
V0: λy λx λe [[S(x, y)](e)]
∈ ((S/N)/N)/N
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The specific reading is brought about by the syntax-semantics mapping. The DP is located
outside the scope of negation such that the negation cannot access the existential assertion of
the internal argument DP. The structural preconditions of the resulting syntactic constellation
equal those that obtain on individual terms, for individual terms, too, cannot be negated. We
finally accomplish the conceptual interpretation of the indefinite DP using an equivalence.
(28) ∃x [[P(x)] ∧ [¬[Q(x)]]] ≡ ¬Q (εx [P(x)])
SF
CS
At the level of compositional semantics, we receive a structure constituted by a main functor,
i.e. the DP, and a secondary functor, i.e. the propositional condition. In example (27a), in contrast, the DP is part of the complex function that corresponds semantically to the focus domain and hence is part of the negatable function of the sentence. Therefore the DP in (27a)
cannot be a presuppositional one.
In an analogous way, a temporal modifier can be applied to a VP above or below the sentence-negation operator, depending on its referential status.
(29) (a) Der Richteri hat 2 Stunden lang einen Zeugenj [[nicht ti tj VEREIDIGT]NegScope ]Focus
VP:

λx λe [ ∃t [ quant(t) = 2H ∧ e⊂Tt) ∧
∧ [∃y [W(y) ∧ ¬[S(x, y)](e)]]]]

AdvP: λp [ ∃t [ quant(t) = 2H ∧ e ⊂T t) ∧ p]] ∈ S/S

VP: λx λe [∃y [W(y) ∧ ¬[S(x, y)](e)]]

λQ [∃y [[W(y)] ∧ [Q(y)]]]

VP

[+neg]
λp [¬[p]]

VP
..
.

In (29a), the modifying operator is applied to the VP resulting from (27b). The existential
quantification over time periods is outside the negation scope and is read as specific. In (29b),
in contrast, the same temporal modifier is applied to V' and thus is in the negatable part of the
sentence, such that we do not know anything about its referential status.
(29) (b) Der Richteri hat einen Zeugenj [[nicht ti 2 Stunden lang tj VEREIDIGT]NegScope ]Focus
VP:

λx λe [∃y [[W(y)] ∧
∧ [[¬[[ ∃t [ quant(t) =2H ∧ e⊂Tt) ∧ [[S(x, y)](e)]]]]]]]]

DP: λQ [∃y [[W(y)] ∧ [Q(y)]]]

VP

[+neg]: λp [¬[p]]

VP
ti

AdvP:
λp [ ∃t [ quant(t) = 2H ∧ e⊂Tt) ∧ p]] ∈ S/S
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The fact that sentence negation also cancels the aspectual information of the verb and of respective temporal and aspectual modifiers – if there are any – is implicitly presumed in the
semantic derivations.9
During the next steps of semantic composition, the sentence-mood operator binds the event
role in the head of CP. The sentence-mood operator introduces the existential assertion of the
event. It is a crucial point that the sentence-negation operator does not move up to C0 (cf. the
structure trees in (30)) since otherwise, we would erroneously postulate identical truthconditions for (10a) and (10b).
(30) (a)

CP: ∃!x[ [J(x)] ∧ [ ∃e[ ¬[ ∃y[[W (y)] ∧ [[S(x, y)](e)]]]]
λQ [∃!x [[J(x)] ∧ [Q(x)]]]
∈ S/(S/N)
λQ λx [∃e [Q(e, x)]]
∈ S/(S/N)

(b)

C': λx [∃e[¬[∃y [[W(y)] ∧ [[S(x, y)](e)]]]]
VP
λx λe [¬[∃y [[W(y)]∧[[S(x, y)] (e)]]]]

CP: ∃!x [[J(x)] ∧ [ ∃e[ ∃y[ [W(y)] ∧ [ ¬[S(x, y)](e)]]]]
λQ [∃!x [[J(x)] ∧ [Q(x)]]]
∈ S/(S/N)
λQ λx [ ∃e[Q(e, x)]]
∈ S/(S/N)

C': λx [ ∃e[ ∃y[[W(y)] ∧ [ ¬[S(x, y)](e)]]]]
VP
λx λe [ ∃y[[W(y)] ∧ [ ¬[ S(x, y)](e)]]]]

The following example provides further justification for excluding a movement of the sentence-negation operator to CP. If the negation in sentence (28) were hosted by the head of CP
and took scope over the rest of the sentence, it would be unclear how we are able to interpret
the presuppositional object DP outside the negation scope.
(31) [CP Der Richter [C neg [ ... [hat den Zeugen nicht vereidigt] ... ]]]
Even the assumption that the definite article triggers an existential presupposition does not
provide us a way out of this problem: the following example from Czech shows that, under
the same syntactical and prosodic conditions, we arrive at a specific or referential reading
even though Czech cannot use a definite article.
(32) Soudce svědka
nevzál
do přísahy.
∅ judge ∅ witness neg-take-pret to ∅ oath.

(Czech)

Soudce svědkai [NEVZÁL do přísahy ti ]Focus/Negation scope
Remaining in situ and thus within the focus domain, the DP would trigger a non-specific reading. Hence the definite article cannot be the only and exclusive trigger of existential presuppositions. Rather it is the case that, in the first place, information structure rules the processes
of semantic mapping (i.e. the mapping of the focus function onto the next embedded constitu-

9

There are attempts to make aspectual information visible within the semantic form (cf. Trautwein, 2002). In
this way, we are able to comprehend the interaction of the SF of the verbs, modifiers, and sentence negation with
respect to their respective relative syntactic position in the surface structure and the resulting scope of their aspectual information.
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ent as its argument, and – in our case – the mapping of the focus function onto the internal
argument).
4 Results
Sentence negation does not affect the complete sentence but only parts of it. Hence external
negation is not applicable to the conditions of truth and usage in natural language. Nevertheless, sentence negation has a fixed position in the sentence and operates on the focus domain.
The syntactic position of sentence negation solely results from scopal requirements. Constituents outside the negation scope are presuppositional. The resulting scope relations furthermore condition the usage of a sentence. The conceptual interpretation of sentence negation
results from ontological requirements. The grammatical format of negative sentence is
mapped onto the intended conceptual structure by applying an appropriate interpretation to
the semantic instantiation prime.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the problem of how to restrict the set of alternatives evoked by focus to
obtain a subset relevant for quantification by focus-sensitive adverbs. The paper focusses on
definite noun phrases. It is argued that most definite NPs, if they include a focus, have to make use
of a bridging antecedent to achieve uniqueness. The bridging antecedent is shown to provide the
relevant set of alternatives, which may in addition be constrained by the backgrounded part of the
descriptive content. Moreover, NPs of the form "the OTHER [p]" are shown to relate to the (proper)
alternatives induced by a preceding focus. The analysis is spelled out on the basis of DRT.

1 Introduction
It is commonly assumed that focus triggers a set of alternatives constituting, e.g., the
quantificational domain of focus-sensitive adverbs (cf. Rooth 1992, Krifka 1993). The set of
alternatives, first of all, has to comprise elements of the appropriate type. Moreover, it has to
be restricted by the context of the utterance to exclude unwarranted results. For example, the
sentence in (1) clearly does not support the interpretation that Lisa is the only individual Ben
ever talked to. Instead, the hearer will recover from the context a set of relevant individuals to
be considered as substitutes for Lisa:
(1)

Ben only talked to LISA.1

To address the problem of restriction Rooth in his 1992 paper suggested to conceptualize the
domain of quantification as a subset of the focus semantic value, constrained by pragmatic
processes. This conception leaves room for an account of pragmatic constraints of various
sorts. Still, there is the question of how to determine, for a given utterance, the alternatives
relevant in the context of the utterance. To be sure, there will be no general answer to this
question that includes all kinds of possibly focussed items. There is, however, a class of
definite noun phrases, including the majority of focussed occurrences, for which the set of
relevant alternatives can be determined taking the uniqueness condition into account.
Suppose, Ben is a reporter who wants to conduct an interview with the members of a certain
research team. Consider the proposition in (2). It will be false, if Ben talked to any member of
the research team other than the leader. But it will not be false if he had interviewed someone
not on the team in addition to the leader. Obviously, the research team itself provides the set
of alternatives relevant for quantification in (2). At the same time, the definite NP the leader
is related to the research team via bridging, the leader being the leader of the previously
mentioned team. Thus the research team provides the bridging antecedent for the focussed
NP.

1

Capital letters denote accenting of the word and also (narrow) focus, if not indicated seperately.
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(The research team arrived at the base camp late at night.)
Ben only talked to the LEADER.

Similarly, the proposition in (3)(a) will be false if Ben interviewed another member of the
team in addition to the Dutch one. But it will not be false if he additionally interviewed
someone not on the team. In this example the definite NP carrying the focus does not involve
a functional noun like leader. Nevertheless the definite constitutes a bridging anaphor relating
to the research team: The dutch researcher has to be the only dutch team member. As in the
previous example the antecedent of the definite NP provides the relevant set of alternatives,
i.e. the team members. In (3)(b) the deaccented part of the descriptive content, i.e. geologist,
has to be accommodated. Due to lack of context the most likely interpretation is the one
where the research team consists of geologists only. On this interpretation we conclude that
all members of the research team are geologists.
(3)

(The research team arrived at the base camp late at night.)
(a) Ben only talked to the DUTCH researcher.
(b) Ben only talked to the DUTCH geologist.

Now consider the continuations of (3)(b) given in (4)(a) and (b). The definite NP the OTHERS
relates to both the dutch geologist and the research team referring to the set of individuals
which are non-dutch and geologists and team members. This set coincides with the set of
proper alternatives induced by the DUTCH geologist.2 It appears that the phrase the OTHERS
provides a linguistic expression that refers to the proper alternatives induced by a previous
focus. At the same time, the phrase the OTHERS itself is a focussed definite NP inducing a set
of alternatives which is provided by a bridging antecedent, as in the case of (2)/(3).
Furthermore, in (4)(b) the deaccented part of the definite applies to all elements of the
alternative set, as in the case of (3)(b). Thus from (4)(b) we infer that the members of the
research team are Greenpeace campaigners.
(4)

(The research team arrived at the base camp late at night. Ben only talked to the
DUTCH geologist.)
(a) The OTHERS were preparing for the next day.
(b) The OTHER Greenpeace campaigners were preparing for the next day.

In this paper it will be shown that for a wide class of definite NPs carrying a focus the
relevant set of alternatives is restricted by a bridging antecedent. The analysis is based on the
account of definite noun phrases presented in Umbach (2002) where it is argued that most
definite NPs, if they carry an accent, have to make use of a bridging antecedent to comply
with the uniqueness constraint imposed by definiteness (there is a class of exceptions which is
discussed below). Combining this analysis with the data in (2) and (3) the bridging antecedent
seems to play a dual role, supporting uniqueness and also restricting the relevant alternatives.
Thus, the restriction required for the alternative set is calculated as a side effect of resolving
the definite's uniqueness condition, and there is no need to assume a seperate pragmatic
process. In addition, an interpretation of the NP the OTHER [p]3 will be suggested in this paper
2

The set of "proper alternatives" is the set of alternatives minus the focussed element.

3

i.e. the OTHERS, the OTHER one, the OTHER child(ren) etc.
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complying with the general interpretation of focussed definites and also accounting for the
fact that these NPs systematically refer to the proper alternatives induced by a preceding
focus.
The analysis will be based on DRT (Kamp&Reyle 1993) and the presuppositions-as-anaphors
theory of van der Sandt (1992). The interpretation of focus will follow the idea of Rooth
(1992) without, however, stipulating a seperate notion of alternative meaning. Moreover, it
will make crucial use of the notion of the Focus Phrase, which is introduced in section 2.
Section 3 gives a brief overview over the approach on definite noun phrases suggested in
Umbach (2002). Section 4 and 5 present the interpretation of focussed noun phrases and of
NPs of the form the other [p], respectively. Finally, a problem arising from overlaps and gaps
in the construction of the alternative set will be discussed which leads to additional
interpretation complexity.
2 Focus phrase and local background
The notion of the Focus Phrase (cf., e.g., Meinunger 1995, Krifka ms.) accounts for the fact
that the alternatives induced by a focus need not correspond to the focussed item. This is
evident, e.g., in contrastive sentences where the contrasted elements have to be mutual
alternatives. In (5) the contrasting element in the second conjunct cannot correspond to the
focussed item only, and it also cannot correspond to the intermediate NP or PP. Instead, it
must match the "highest" definite noun phrase including the focus. Accordingly, the
alternatives evoked by the focus in the first conjunct do not consist in colors, or dresses in
various colors, but in girls with dresses in various colors.
(5)

Ben didn't invite [the girl in the RED dress]Focus Phrase,
(a)

but the girl in the BLUE dress.

(b)

*but in the BLUE dress.

(c)

*but the BLUE dress.

(d)

*but BLUE.

The same effect occurs when sentences with only are continued by sentences explicitly
referring to the excluded alternatives either by negation or with the help of "the other ...", cf.
(6). Again, the alternatives cannot be colors or dresses, but have to be girls with differently
colored dresses.
(6)
Ben only invited [the girl who was wearing the RED dress]Focus Phrase,
(a)
not the girl who was wearing the BLUE dress.
(b)
*not the BLUE dress.
(c)

the other girls had to stay at home in the evening.

(d)

?? the other dresses ...

These examples make it obvious that the alternatives evoked by the focus must correspond to
the "highest" NP. This NP is called the Focus Phrase. In addition to cases like (5) or (6)
Krifka ms. presents further evidence for the Focus Phrase which stems from a problem he
calls the "only-child" problem. We will come back to this issue in the last section.
The focus phrase must not be confused with what is often called "focus domain" (and is
simply called "focus" in this paper). The focus domain indicates the range of items with
respect to which the alternatives vary, whereas the focus phrase indicates the range of items
which have to be taken into account when constructing the alternatives. The difference is
shown in (7): In (a) the focus domain (or focus) is given by Denmark whereas the focus
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phrase comprises the superordinate NP the girl from Denmark. In (b) focus domain and focus
phrase coincide.
(7)
(a)
Ben only invited [the girl from [DENMARK]Focus Domain ]Focus Phrase
(... not the girl from Bulgaria)
(b)
Ben only invited [[the girl from DENMARK]Focus Domain ]Focus Phrase
(... not the woman with the fancy hat)
To account for the role of the focus phrase we will introduce the notion of the "local
background". First, following, e.g., Vallduvi&Vilkuna (1998) and Steedmann (2000) we
assume that there are two independent dimensions of information structure: theme/rheme and
focus/(local) background. The theme corresponds to what the sentence is about and may, e.g,
be indicated by word order, the rheme comprises the complementary part of the sentence. A
focus, as against this, may occur in both the theme and the rheme and is indicated by
accenting. The focus comes with a local background relevant for the construction of the
alternative set which need not comprise the complementary part of the theme or rheme,
respectively. In the case of definite noun phrases the range of the local background is
determined by the focus phrase. This is demonstrated in figure 1.

Fig. 1

3 Two uses of definite descriptions
In Umbach (2002) an analysis of definite noun phrases is presented which is novel in so far as
it takes intonational differences into account. This section summarizes the main arguments.
Consider the definite the shed in (8). Depending on whether there is an accent on shed or not,
the interpretation of the noun phrase is radically different: With an accent we will conclude
that there is exactly one shed belonging to John's cottage. But without the accent we have to
interpret the shed as referring to the cottage itself, the speaker obviously making a
disapproving comment.
(8)

(John has an old cottage.)
(a)

Last summer he reconstructed the SHED.

(b)

Last summer he RECONSTRUCTED the shed.

The analysis in Umbach (2002) employs a uniqueness view on definiteness and follows
Farkas (2002) in regarding familiarity as a special case of uniqueness. According to Farkas a
definite may achieve uniqueness either by identification with a given referent or because the
descriptive content is unique. Moreover, Farkas classifies the range of definite expressions
according to the way they achieve uniqueness: proper names and pronouns obtain a unique
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referent by identification with a given referent, whereas full definite NPs have to make use of
their descriptive content (and may require a restricted domain with respect to which the
description is unique). This classification, however, is counterexemplified by the example (8)
because it shows that even a full definite noun phrase may achieve a unique referent in either
way, depending on whether there is an accent on (part of) its descriptive content. For this
reason, in Umbach (2002) it is proposed to distinguish between a "given" and a "non-given"
use of definite noun phrases:
•

A (use of a) definite NP is called "given" iff the NP is completely deaccented. A given
definite is comparable to a pronoun establishing an identity anaphor related to a
previously introduced discourse referent. Uniqueness is accounted for by the salience
hierarchy of accessible discourse referents, i.e. there is a most salient discourse referent to
be identified with the definite's referent. The descriptive content of the definite merely has
to be compatible with the antecedent and may also be accommodated.

•

A (use of a) definite NP is called "non-given" iff at least part of the descriptive content is
focussed. A non-given definite introduces a novel discourse referent, comparable to an
indefinite NP. The uniqueness requirement imposed by the definite article has to be
satisfied by the descriptive content. This is straightforward in the case of semantically
unique descriptions (the pope, the smallest prime number...). However, uniqueness may
also be achieved by the help of a bridging antecedent. In that case, it's the bridging
relation together with the definite's descriptive content which have to account for
uniqueness.

The two uses are demonstrated by the example in (8): In (8)(b) the shed is deaccented
indicating that it has to be interpreted as an identity anaphor (and may in fact be substituted
by a pronoun). This is the reason why, in the case of (8)(b), we conclude that the shed refers
to John's cottage. In contrast, in (8)(a) there is a focus on the descriptive content indicating
that the definite introduces a novel discourse referent.4 Since the extension of shed is not a
singleton, there has to be a bridging antecedent such that the bridging relation together with
the description singles out a unique entity. Assuming that the bridging antecedent is provided
by the previously introduced cottage the NP the SHED in (8)(a) will be interpreted as "the
unique object related to John's cottage which is a shed". Thus we conclude that there is a
(unique) seperate shed belonging to John's cottage.
In (9) - (11) the shed-example is represented on the basis of DRT. (9) corresponds to the
context sentence. (10) represents the "given" case: The definite is interpreted similar to a
pronoun, i.e. there is a presupposed variable which has to be bound, and the descriptive
content is presupposed. (11) represents the "non-given" case: The definite introduces a novel
discourse referent and the descriptive content is asserted. In this case the presuppositions
include the bridging referent, the bridging relation5 and the uniqueness condition combining
the bridging relation and the description. Updating (9) with (10) results in a DRS containing

4

It has been argued that the shed in (8)(a) could be regarded as being given because the bridging antecedent, i.e.
the cottage, is already given. This view, however, amounts to admitting that whenever a discourse referent is
introduced all entities which can possibly be related to this referent are introduced simultaneously. In the case of
the cottage in (8), the kitchen, the roof, the mortgage, the landscape, the previous owner, the new hat of the
previous owner etc etc. would be introduced as new discourse referents along with the cottage referent. This
assumption seems counterintuitive.

5

The bridging relation is represented as an underspecified relation R which may be specified as, e.g., element
relation or part-of relation. Identity has to be excluded because if identity were allowed for bridging, the
difference between the given and the non-given case would collapse.
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two referents, i.e. John and the cottage, whereas updating (9) with (11) gives us John, the
cottage and a seperate shed referent.
(9)

John owns an old cottage.
x,y
x=john, oldCottage(y), own(x,y)

(10) (Last summer) he RECONSTRUCTED the shed.

reconstruct(u, v)

u, v
shed(v)

(11) (Last summer) he reconstructed the SHED.
v
shed(v)

u, w

reconstruct(u, v)
R(v,w)
"∀z.R(z,w) & shed(z) → z=v"

The intonation-based approach admits two uses of definite noun phrases, but it does not admit
two readings of the definite article the. Instead, the two uses are due to focussing/deaccenting
the definite article uniformly indicating that the referent has to be unique. Note, moreover,
that it is not up to the hearer to choose one or the other interpretation. Instead, the intended
use is given by intonation, the speaker thereby instructing the hearer how to determine the
referent, whether by identification with a previously given referent or by making use of the
descriptive content.
Admittedly, there are examples challenging the correspondence of deaccented/given and
focussed/novel, respectively. In the case of contrastive focus, for example, on the intonationbased approach we have to assume that the contrastively focussed referent is newly
introduced (e.g. John has two children. The BOY is called Kim). This is the case even if the NP
already occured in a conjunction (John has a boy and a girl. The BOY is called Kim). Note,
however, that the use of a pronoun (he) would not be appropriate, which is evidence that the
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boy-referent is not available.6 This supports the idea that both the plural referent and the
referent of the coordinated NP provide plural referents suited for bridging rather than
introduce their constituent referents. For a comprehensive discussion of apparent
counterexamples cf. Umbach (2002). Eventually, distinguishing between given and non-given
definites the well-known problems coming with both familiarity theories (cf. Heim 1982) and
with (pure) uniqueness theories (cf. Hawkins 1991) can be tackled and, last but not least, the
interpretation differences in (8) can be accounted for.
4 Alternative sets as anaphors
To come back to the problem of how to restrict the set of alternatives triggered by a focus:
The examples in the introduction clearly show that, if the interpretation of a definite involves
a bridging relation, the bridging antecedent restricts the relevant set of alternatives. This
suggests to conceive of the set of alternatives as an anaphor which can be bound by the
bridging antecedent. Spelled out in the framework of DRT, the interpretation of focus in
definite noun phrases induces the following conditions:
Let s be the focus phrase corresponding to the definite NP and let σ be the respective
discourse referent; P corresponds to the property given by the local background in s.
Then a focus in s triggers the following presuppositions7
(i)
(ii)

there is a (set-valued) discourse referent A
A is constrained by the local background: P*(A)

(iii)

the focus phrase referent is an element of A: σ∈A

(iv)

there is at least one more element in A: A\{σ}≠∅

Actually, in a footnote in his 1992 paper Rooth has already suggested to represent the focus
semantic value of an expression as a DRT anaphor. The conditions above correspond to
Rooth' focus interpretation as follows: The alternative set anaphor A is the counterpart of
Rooth' variable C representing the subset of the focus semantic value relevant for
quantification (which in Rooth' account is determined pragmatically). First, A has to be of the
correct type. Since we are concerned with noun phrases only, A represents a set of
individuals, cf. (i). Second, A is constrained by the local background, cf. (ii), which in Rooth'
account is implemented in the procedure of constructing the focus semantic value. Finally, it
has to be guaranteed that A contains the ordinary value of the focussed item and at least one
contrasting element distinct from the focussed item, cf. (iii) and (iv).
The interpretation of focus in definite noun phrases has to take into account both the
conditions imposed by definiteness and the conditions imposed by focus. The intonationbased interpretation of definites accounts for the difference between deaccented definites and
those including a focus. But it does not yet account for the fact that a focus induces a set of
alternatives. If there is a focus within a definite NP it constitutes a non-gives one. So we have
to combine the interpretation of non-given definites suggested in the previous section with the
presuppositions given in (i)-(iv) above. Take the example in (3)(b), represented in (12):

6

Unless the pronoun itself is accented, cf. Bosch (1988).

7

We adopt the notation of Kamp (2001) where star * indicates distributive application and greek letter stand for
either individual or set-valued discourse referents.
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(The research team arrived at the base camp late at night.)
Ben only talked to the DUTCH geologist.
u, v

u = ben

dutch(v)
talk-to(u,v)
"∀z.z∈A & talk-to(u,z) →z=v

γ, A
R(v,γ)
"∀z.R(z,γ) & dutch(z) & geologist(z) shed(z) → z=v"
geologist*(A)
v∈A
A\{v} ≠ ∅

As indicated by the focus the DUTCH geologist is a non-given definite. Therefore a novel
discourse referent, v, is introduced, and the accented part of the description is asserted,
dutch(v). Moreover, since the predicate Dutch geologist does not denote a singleton, there has
to be a bridging antecedent such that the bridging relation together with the property of being
a dutch geologist obtain uniqueness. This is spelled out in the presuppositional part, by
requiring a presupposed referent γ, an underspecified relation R(v, γ), and uniqueness of v
with respect to being R-related to γ and being both dutch and a geologist. These are the
conditions imposed by definiteness. The conditions imposed by focus are met by
presupposing an alternative set anaphor, A, which is constrained by the local background, i.e.
geologist, and moreover has to include the referent of the DUTCH geologist, v, and at least one
additional element.
In (13) the DRS representing the context sentence of (12) is given. Updating (13) with (12)
the bridging antecedent required by definiteness is bound to the research team referent
(γÆX). To simplify the discussion let us assumed that the research team refers to a set-valued
referent, X. In this case, the bridging relation R is simply the element relation. So the
alternative set anaphor A can be bound by the bridging antecedent (AÆX). In general, an
additional set valued referent has to be accommodated which includes the elements R-related
to the bridging antecedent, M= {x| R(x, γ)}, thus constituting a suitable referent for binding
the alternative set anaphor (provided there is no conflict arising from previous conditions, cf.
(15) below). In either case, all elements of the alternative set will be R-related to the bridging
antecedent. The update, represented in (14), obtains the intended results: We can infer, (a) that
Ben didn't talk not to any other member of the research team, (b) that the researchers are
geologists, and (c) that there is at least one non-dutch team member.
(13)

The research team arrived late at night.
X
researchTeam(X), arriveLateAtNight*(X)
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The research team arrived at the base camp late at night.). Ben only talked to the
DUTCH geologist.

X, u, v

researchTeam(X)
arriveLateAtNight*(X)

u = ben
dutch(v)
talk-to(u,v)
"∀z.z∈X & talk-to(u,z) →z=v

R(v,X)
"∀z.R(z,X) & dutch(z) & geologist(z) shed(z) → z=v"

geologist*(X)
v∈X
X\{v}≠∅

In Heusinger (1998) the semantics of focussed definite NPs is discussed within the framework
of Alternative Semantics. Intuitively, the alternatives evoked by the DUTCH professor include
all professors (occuring in a given situation), i.e. the union of the focus semantic value of the
modified noun, ∪[DUTCHF professor]A. However, according to the general rule of how to
construct the focus semantic value, the focus semantic value of the modified noun has to be
combined with focus semantic value of the definite article (which is the singleton set of its
ordinary value since the article is not focussed). Using the iota-operator to represent the
definite article Heusinger obtains a focus semantic value of the definite NP that comprises
only those professors who are unique with respect to their nationality. If, for example, there
are three French professors, one Turkish professor, and one Dutch professor present in the
situation, then the focus semantic value of the DUTCH professor would include the Turkish
one and the Dutch one, but not the French ones (because the iota operator doesn't give a value
if its argument is not a singleton). Heusinger discusses various ways to handle the problem
but regards none of them as satisfactory.
The anaphoric approach, as against this, meets Heusinger's intuition concerning the extent of
the alternative set (modulo its restriction due to bridging) and, at the same time, does not run
into the problem described above. Since the alternative set triggered by a focus is represented
as just another discourse referent, there is no seperate focus semantic value involved. The
alternative-set referent is introduced together with the referent of the definite NP and the
question of how to combine the semantics of the definite article with the alternative set simply
doesn't arise. It has to be kept in mind, however, that the anaphoric approach makes crucial
use of the notion of the focus phrase fixing the range of the local background to be taken into
account. This raises the question of how to extend the approach beyond the domain of definite
NPs (which will not be addressed in this paper). In addition there is a problem concerning the
role of the local background, which is discussed in the last section.
Let us finally come back to the example in (3)/(12): Are there additional interpretations
beyond the one spelled out in the representation in (12)? First of all, it may be questioned
whether the research team has to consists of geologists only. Considered in isolation, this
interpretation is most likely. If, however, the context is extended, different interpretations may
become available. Suppose, for example, that Ben is specialized on reports for geological
journals and is waiting for an international research team consisting of biologists, physicists
and geologists:
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(Ben wanted to conduct another geological interview. To his regret, the research team
he had been waiting for arrived at the base camp not before ten in the evening.
Therefore ...)

Ben only talked to the DUTCH geologist. (The others had to prepare for the next day.)
Changing the context like this the research team need no longer consist of geologists only.
Accordingly, the set of alternatives may be a subset of the team members comprising the
geologists. So, as before the local background applies to the set of alternatives A, and all
elements of A have to be R-related to the bridging antecedent. But the contextual knowledge
precludes A from being bound to the overall set of team members and, instead, requires
binding it to a subset.
There is another question concerning the interpretation in (12): Is there a reading where the
set of alternatives is restricted to those referents who can be picked up by an analogous
definite description, thus excluding team members who happen to have a compatriot in the
team? Suppose the team includes three French geologists, one English geologist and one
Dutch geologist: Is there a reading of the proposition in (12) where the set of alternatives
includes the English and also the Dutch researcher, but not the French ones? Such a reading
would be true even if Ben had talked to one of the French geologists in addition to the Dutch
one. However, this is clearly not a valid reading. This implies that uniqueness of the focussed
element does not transfer to the alternatives triggered by the focus. (Sure, if there is by chance
a single researcher from each country in the team, the alternative set would consist of
researchers unique with respect to nationality, but this situation is covered by the
interpretation in (12).)
To conclude: If a definite noun phrase relates to a bridging antecedent, the bridging relation
simultaneously restricts the set of alternatives requiring each element of the set of alternatives
to be related to the bridging antecedent. Now recall that, as soon as there is a focus, the
referent of a definite noun phrase has to be determined by making use of the descriptive
content. This implies that either the description has to be unique for semantic reasons, or there
has to be a bridging antecedent. Since semantically unique descriptions are rare, most definite
NPs will involve a bridging antecedent if they carry a focus. So, for most definite NPs, the set
of alternatives is restricted by resolving the uniqueness constraint. Depending on the
information provided by the local background the set of alternatives either coincides with the
set of elements related to the bridging antecedent, or is a proper subset. Only in the case of
semantically unique descriptions (the pope etc.), which do not need a bridging antecedent,
restriction of the alternative set has to be assigned to general pragmatic processes.

5 The semantics of "the OTHER [p]"
Noun phrases of the form "the OTHER [p]"8 are of special interest because they provide
linguistic expressions to refer to the alternatives triggerd by a preceding focus. This has been
demonstrated by the example in (4) repeated in (16) below. In Kamp (2001) a semantic
interpretation for "the other one" has been suggested matching the interpretation proposed
below except for minor differences. Kamp's analysis, however, centers on the (lexical)
meaning of "the other one" and does not take focus into account. As against this, we will spell
out the semantics of these expressions such that it (a) complies with the general interpretation
of focussed definite NPs, and (b) accounts for their special role concerning alternative sets.
Let us assume that the meaning of the adjective other consists in the property of being distinct
from a second referent which will be called co-referent. Being distinct is represented by a
8

i.e. the OTHERS, the OTHER one, the OTHER child(ren) etc.
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two-place predicate, #, where "α#β" is false if α and β are equal, or one of them is an element
or subset of the other one (cf. Kamp 2001). According to the interpretation of definites
proposed in section 3, a noun phrase of the form "the OTHER [p]" constitutes a non-given
definite introducing a novel discourse referent (individual or set-valued). This referent is
asserted to be disctinct from a presupposed co-referent. is presupposed. Furthermore, the
uniqueness condition on definites induces a presupposed bridging antecedent such that the
property of being distinct from the co-referent is unique. The interpretation of focus, on the
other hand, requires an alternative set anaphor including the referent of "the OTHER [p]" and
another contrasting element. Combining the conditions imposed by definiteness and those
imposed by focus we get the intended interpretation without making any specific assumptions
beyond the lexical meaning of other. This is demonstrated in (16) below.
In the DRS in (16), the referent of the OTHER Greenpeace campaigners, Y, is newly
introduced, and it is asserted that Y is distinct from its presupposed co-referent, ζ. Next, the
bridging antecedent δ is presupposed together with a uniqueness condition (here: maximality,
due to plural). Finally, the alternative set anaphor A is presupposed, where the local
background (i.e. Greenpeace campaigners) has to apply, and the referent Y plus an additional
contrasting element have to be included.
(16)

(The research team arrived at the base camp late at night. Ben only talked to the
DUTCH geologist.)
The OTHER Greenpeace campaigners were preparing for the next day.
Y
Y#ζ

prepareForNextDay*(Y)

ζ, δ, A

R(Y,δ)
"∀Z.R(Z, δ) & Z#Y & greenCamp*(Z) → Z⊂Y"
greenCamp*(A)
Y⊂A
A\Y ≠∅

Updating (14) with (16), the co-referent ζ is bound to the dutchman v, and the bridging
antecedent δ is bound to the team referent X. The alternative set anaphor A is also bound to
the team referent (assuming again that X is set-valued and the bridging relation R is specified
as the element relation). From the update in (17) we can infer (i) that the referent(s) of The
OTHER Greenpeace campaigners are non-dutch, geologists and members of the research team;
(ii) that the referent(s) of The OTHER Greenpeace campaigners coincide with the proper
alternatives induced by the DUTCH geologist, and (iii) that the researchers including the Dutch
one, are Greenpeace campaigners.
(17)

The research team arrived at the base camp late at night. Ben only talked to the DUTCH
geologist. The OTHER Greenpeace campaigners were preparing for the next day.
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X, u, v, Y

researchTeam(X)

R(v,X)

arriveLateAtNight*(X)

"∀z.R(z,X) & dutch(z) & geologist(z) shed(z) → z=v"
geologist*(X)

u = ben

v∈X

dutch(v)

X\{v}≠∅

talk-to(u,v)

greenpeaceCampaigner*(X)

"∀z.z∈X & talk-to(u,z) →z=v

Y⊂X
"∀Z. Z⊂X\{v} & → Z⊂Y"
Y#v
prepareForNextday*(Y)

6 The problem of Jan Yilmaz and Wladimir Stein
Finally, I would like to give a brief sketch of a problem which challenges the idea that the
alternatives induced by focus in definite noun phrases invariably correspond to the focus
phrase. Compare the continuations of (18)(a) in (b) and (c), respectively. Suppose that there is
a team member called Jan Yilmaz, who is a citizen of both Turkey and The Netherlands (and
there is no other Dutch researcher in the team). Furthermore, suppose that Ben only talked to
Jan Yilmaz. Now, if the proposition in (18)(a) is interpreted as indicated by the continuation
in (b), then it is clearly true, since Ben did not talk to a researcher other than Jan Yilmaz. But
if (18)(a) is understood as indicated in (c), it might be regarded as being false, since Jan
Yilmaz undoubtedly is a researcher with a citizenship other than the Dutch one.
(18)

(a) Ben only talked to the geologist with a DUTCH citizenship.
(b)

The OTHER researchers .....

(c)

The researchers with OTHER citizenships ...

The continuations in (b) and (c), respectively, correspond to different ways of constructing the
alternative set. In the (b)-case the set of alternatives is made of researchers, so each reseacher
is counted once. In the (c)-case the alternatives can be conceived of as researcher-nationality
pairs. This is why Jan Yilmaz comes up twice, as Yilmaz-Dutch and also as Yilmaz-Turkish.
First of all, it may be questioned whether (c) is an adequate continuation. Subjects seem to be
reluctant to decide whether (18)(a) continued by (c) is true or is false in the situation
described above. This is evidence that the (c)-continuation is not a natural reading.9 But if we
accept this reading, we have to explain where the ambiguity stems from.
Krifka (ms.), who pointed out this problem first, calls it "the problem of the only child". His
example is "Sam only talked to BILL's mother" where Bill has a sibling. Krifka takes this
example as semantic evidence that focus has to be evaluated at the level of the focus phrase.
9

In the example in (6) (section 2) this kind of continuation has been rejected.
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In the-only-child example an interpretation analogous to (c) doesn't make sense, because there
is no reason to distinguish between being the mother of Bill and being the mother of Bill's
sibling. But Krifka also gives an example where an interpretation analogous to (c) does make
sense (due to a scenario in which the property of being the mother of Bill and the property of
being the mother of Bill's sibling have to be kept apart). This example is analysed by Krifka
as being about de dicto (instead of de re) alternatives.
However, there is another problem which is the counterpart to the only-child problem but
cannot be attributed to a de re /de dicto ambiguity. Let us change the team: Jan Yilmaz is
replaced by Wladimir Stein who is a stateless person. Moreover we enter an unambiguously
Dutch citizen. Now suppose Ben talked to both Wladimir Stein and the Dutch researcher. In
this situation, if (18)(a) is continued by (b), it is clearly false, because Ben did talk to another
researcher. But what about the (c)-case? Did Ben also talk to a researcher with a citizenship
different from the Dutch one?
The problem with the stateless researcher stems from the fact that the alternatives of a
modifier need not cover the overall domain given by the local background. Take, for example,
"... the RED glass." Glasses may be red or blue etc., but they need not have a color. One might,
of course, say that being colorless is a kind of color, too (and being stateless is a kind of
citizenship, too). But this amounts to forcing a feature (color, citizenship) to apply to the
entire domain where in fact it is only partially defined. (Note, that with the only-child
example the problem doesn't occur, since mother is a relational noun, i.e. for any mother there
is at least one person for whom she is the mother). In the case of Wladimir Stein the
interpretation of (18)(a) indicated by (c) is rather far-fetched. There are, however, examples
where the (c)-continuation is the natural one. Suppose, Ben is interested in the places where
the geologists take the specimens and each geologist has a seperate finding place. Consider
the proposition "On his walk Ben only saw the rock assigned to Pim van Berg." This is true
even if Ben saw lots of rocks, provided none of them are assigned to one of the other
geologists. This time, the (c)-continuation ("The rocks assigned to the other geologists ...") is
perfect whereas the (b)-continuation ("The other rocks...") is inadequate.
Obviously, both the (b)-type and the (c)-type continuations have to be taken into account. The
former exclude overlaps and fills in possible gaps: Employing the (b)-type continuation Jan
Yilmaz (and the mother of Bill, rsp.) is excluded from occurring twice in the set of
alternatives, and Wladimir Stein is included in the set of alternatives although the
modification is not defined for this element. However, there exist scenarios where overlaps
are required and there also exist scenarios where gaps are required. So we cannot simply
dispose of the (c)-type continuations. Krifka's solution distinguishing between a de re and a de
dicto reading of alternatives doesn't seem satisfactory, because it settles the overlap problem
but not the gap problem. For the time being it seems to be more adequate to view the
continuations in (b) and (c) as indicating a systematic ambiguity in the construction of the
alternative set.
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Abstract
A proposal concerning the status of the semantic relation between the consequent clause
of a conditional sentence and the conditional sentence itself is made: this relation corresponds to the dual of presupposition, in the technical sense. It holds not only for conditional declaratives but also for conditional questions, imperatives and exclamatives. Technically this is possible because conditional sentences are considered as categorially polyvalent modifications of the consequent clause by the conditional clause.This partially explains
why many non-conditional constructions have conditional readings and gives a new answer
to the question of what happens when the antecedent of a conditional is false.

1

Introduction

Although remarks about the complexities of conditional sentences, their varieties and the numerous problems one encounters in their semantic analysis might constitute a good introduction to the subject matter of this paper I will not start with them. In fact, strictly speaking, this
would not be an easy task in general and for me in particular. Various interactions of conditional sentences with tense, mood, focus particles, quantifiers, adverbs, their presuppositions,
etc. have been analysed (see for instance Beck 1997, Fillmore 1986, von Fintel 1997, Haegman and Wekker 1983, Zuber 1975). In this paper I am basically interested in characterising
more precisely the semantic status of conditionals and in particular the semantic relationship
which exists between a conditional sentence and the sentence corresponding to its consequent
clause. Moreover, the characterisation I am going to propose will apply not only to the case
of declarative conditionals but also to various non-declarative conditionals. I will also try to
understand why some constructions, in principle syntactically different from conditionals, nevertheless have conditional readings. This is for instance the case with some relative clauses or
with comparative conditionals (cf. Beck 1997).
The above remark means that I will consider a formation of conditionals closer to polyvalent
modification: in the prototypical cases the prototasis of conditionals is the main component of a
(categorially polyvalent) modifier which modifies the apodosis. In this respect my proposal
is in opposition to the dominant current analysis of conditionals in which the prototasis of
conditionals is basically related to the operation of quantification. More precisely by the current
analysis of conditionals I mean what Partee (1991) calls the Lewis-Kratzer-Heim analysis of
conditionals. The quantificational nature of conditionals can be resumed in this analysis as
follows:
(i) Conditionals involve quantification. The restrictor of the quantifier corresponds to the protasis and the scope of quantifier is identified with the apodosis.
(ii) Objects quantified are situations
(iii) The quantificational force in conditionals is determined by various sentence level operators
(in particular quantificational adverbs and focus paticles). In their absence the universal force
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of quantification is supposed by default.
In the analysis I am going to propose, the quantificational force, if any, of conditionals is a
derived notion. Strictly speaking it will follow from the fact that conditionals involve a specific modification of the apodosis. Since in the definition of the modification supposed to be
at the basis of conditional constructions the generalised notion of entailment is essential, the
(generalized) entailment is the starting point in the analysis of conditionals.
Let us see some examples. As most logic textbooks indicate one should consider that (1) entails
(2):
(1) Leo will stay home
(2) If it rains Leo will stay home
It seems indeed clear that any analysis of conditional sentences should be compatible with this
fact: on any analysis (1) should entail (2). My contention is, however, that more should be said:
the semantic relation between (1) and (2) is stronger than just an entailment. It should indicate
that in some sense this relation is trivial or, in some sense, necessary or analytic. The purpose of
this paper is to provide a stronger notion of entailment, such that the indicated semantic relation
is a particular case of it. As we will see this notion is, strictly speaking, a classical notion of
entailment satisfying some additional conditions. We will also see that the notion of entailment
I am going to propose has two other, empirically important, properties: (1) it is a dual of the notion of presupposition and (2) it can also characterize a semantic relation which holds between
conditional sentences with a non-declarative consequent and the non-declarative consequent itself. Probably it has not been sufficiently pointed out that the relation similar to the one which
holds between (1) and (2) also holds between (3) and (4) or between (5) and (6):
(3) Close the door!
(4) If it rains close the door!
(5) How happy Lea will be!
(6) If Leo calls how happy Lea will be!
In fact I will suggest that the relation indicated above is the dual of presupposition which is a
particular case of a generalization of the entailment. First, in the case of non-declaratives it is
not correct to talk about entailments. This relation is classically defined as holding between
declarative sentences. Furthermore, it should be stronger that just entailment even in the case of
declaratives. For indeed, in the case of (1) and (2) it holds independently not only of the truth
of the protasis but also of what the protasis is like. So, roughly, if the protasis is just a particular
case of modification, as is the negation, then the analogy with presupposition is obvious: S
dually presupposes T iff S entails T and S entails the presuppositional negation of T. We will
see how such a definition can be made more precise.
Concerning non-declarative cases, my proposal will lack an important element: no unified analysis of various types of non-declaratives will be given or assumed. At the pre-theoretical level,
however, we observe that the application of the antecedent clause to non-declaratives preserves
the type of non-declarative: an if -clause applied to a question gives a a question, applied to
an imperative gives an imperative and applied to an exclamative gives an exclamative. Even if
resulting sentences are semantically in some sense conditional they preserve the type of nondeclarative force of the argument. In that sense conditional clauses are taken to be modifiers.
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The paper is organised as follows: in the next section theoretical tools needed for the analysis
of modifiers in general and for the dual of presupposition in poarticular are provided. Then in
the next section some arguments are given to show that if -clauses are categorially polyvalent
modifiers involving the dual of presupposition. Finally in the concluding section some general
consequences of the proposed analyses are drawn.

2

Formal preliminaries

The theoretical tools which will be used in what follows are those of Boolean semantics as
developed by Keenan (Keenan 1983, Keenan and Faltz 1985), including a simple version of
a categorial grammar. This means, briefly, the following. To every expression of English is
associated at least one grammatical category. Grammatical categories are of two types: basic
categories, among which is the category S of sentences, and derived, or functional categories.
Functional categories are of the form B/A: it is a category of an expression which when applied (by functional composition) to an expression of category A gives a (complex) expression
of category B. For semantic interpretation we assume that every category C is associated with
its denotational type DC , or denotational algebra DC , which is a set of possible denotations of
expressions of category C. The denotational type DS for sentences is the algebra {O, 1}. Denotational types DC form atomic (and complete) Boolean algebras. An algebra is atomic iff any of
its elements, different from the zero element, contains an atom. An atom is an element which
contains no element but itself and the zero element. A co-atom is the Boolean complement of
an atom. Given an atom of an arbitrary element of an atomic algebra it is always true that the
atom is contained in this element or in its complement. It follows from this that the meet of two
arbitrary atoms equals to the zero element. By contraposition any element a of an atomic algebra or its complement a0 is contained in a co-atom. The partial order in denotational algebras
is interpreted as a generalized entailment. Thus it is meaningful to say that an entailment holds
between two NPs, between two nominal determiners, between two VPs, etc. In particular it is
meaningful to say that expressions (of a given category) denoting atoms entail other expressions
(of the same category).
In fact even more can be said. We can also talk about an intercategorial entailment, or ICentailment, (Zuber 2002), i.e. an entailment which holds between expressions of different but
functionally related categories. Two categories are functionally related if they terminate in the
same category. For instance two Boolean categories are functionally related (since they have as
resulting category the category S of sentences). Thus in the type-category notation, the expression of type (a1 → (a2 → . . . (. . .t))) IC-entails the expression of type (b1 → (b2 → . . . (. . .t)))
iff for all possible categorial values ai , b j the sentences thus obtained stand in the relation of
classical entailment (between sentences). So, in particular we have an IC-entailment between
NPs and sentences. For instance the NP in (7) IC-entails the sentence in (8):
(7) Every student but Leo and Lea
(8) Leo and Lea are students
The reason is that any sentence in which the NP in (7) occurs as the subject NP entails (8).
I will consider denotational algebras for modifiers. A modifier is a functional expression of
category C/C for various choices of C. Thus by varying C we get, syntactically speaking,
different modifiers. It is an interesting property of many lexical items one finds in natural
languages (for instance only, in particular, even that they are categorially polyvalent in a regular
way. We will see that it is also the case for the conditional clause.
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Although all modifiers are of category C/C, various semantic restrictions can be imposed on
them. We will also consider that these restrictions are such that they always allow the members
satisfying them to have the Boolean structure. The typical, empirically justified restriction, is
the restriction forming the set REST (C) (Keenan and Faltz 1985), which is a subset of the set
of functions from DC onto DC . The set REST (C) of restrictive functions fc ∈ DC/C , is the set of
functions satisfying the condition fc ≤ idc (where idc (x) = x, for any x ∈ DC ), or equivalently,
the set of functions satisfying the condition fc (x) ≤ x, for any x ∈ DC . The set of restrictive
functions forms a Boolean algebra:
Prop 1: Let B be a Boolean algebra. Then the set of functions f from B onto B satisfying the
condition f (x) ≤ x forms a Boolean algebra RB with the Boolean operations of meet and join
defined pointwise and where 0RB = 0B , 1RB = idB , f 0 (x) = x ∩ ( f (x))0
Prop 1 shows how to form the restrictive Boolean algebra RB from the algebra B. If B = DC for
a fixed C, RDC will be denoted by REST (C). This means that we have a family REST R(C), for
any category C, of Boolean algebras formed as indicated in Prop 1. These algebras are atomic
(Keenan 1983).
There is an important sub-algebra ABS(C) of REST (C) (relative to a given denotational algebra DC ). Elements of ABS(C) are the so-called absolute functions(Keenan 1983). By definition,
f ∈ ABS(C) iff for any x ∈ DC , we have f (x) = x∩ f (1DC ). One can show the following property:
Prop 2: If DC is atomic so is ABS(C). For all atoms α of B, functions fα , defined by fα (x) = α
if α ≤ x and fα (x) = ODC otherwise, are the atoms of ABS(C)
From the fact that ABS(C) is a sub-algebra of REST (C) it follows that absolute functions are
restrictive ones. However, not all restrictive functions are absolute. In particular absolute functions are monotone increasing whereas restrictive non-absolute functions need not be monotone.
For the case where C = CN the two classes are related to the difference between relative adjectives and absolute adjectives. Roughly speaking, relative adjectives, in opposition to absolute
ones, are those which can occur in comparative constructions and which can be modified by
intensifiers like very. One observes then that relative adjectives denote restrictive non-absolute
functions and absolute adjectives denote absolute functions. For instance, if we consider that
the unit element of the algebra of properties is the denotation of individual/entity there is an
equivalence between (9a) and (9b), where the absolute adjectives occur and there is no equivalence between (10a) and (10b) where relative adjective occurs:
(9a) Leo is a male/bold student
(9b) Leo is a student and a male/bold individual
(10a) Leo is a tall student
(10b) Leo is a student and a tall individual
More interestingly, restrictive relative clauses, which modify common nouns, denote absolute
functions. For instance (11a) is, rightly represented by (11b):
(11a) students who danced
(11b) STUDENT ∩ OBJECT W HO DANCED
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So W HO DANCED denotes an absolute function, a member of ABS(CN). Similarly nonrestrictive relative clauses, which modify NPs, denote absolute functions, members of ABS(NP).
An important question is whether there are modifiers for which other restrictions are necessary.
It has ben suggested in Zuber (1997) that there are ”negative” modifiers which denote ”negatively restricting functions”, i.e. functions f such that f (x) ≤ x0 . Whether indeed such functions
are needed remains an empirically open problem. In this paper I want to suggest for the analysis
of conditional sentences we need functions dual to the restrictive or rather of the absolute, functions. A notion dual to a given one (formulated in the language of Boolean algebras) is, roughly,
the one obtained from the given one by replacing all Boolean operations by their duals, where
this last notion is recursively defined. In particular the dual of the meet operation is the join
operation and the dual of the unit element is the zero element. From this it follows for instance
the following: if A entails, in the generalized sense, B, then B dually entails A. The reason
is that the generalized entailment (between elements of the same category) corresponds to the
partial order in the corresponding denotational algebra. So we have A ≤ B which is equivalent
to A ∧ B = A. The expression dual to this last expresion is A ∨ B = A which is equivalent to
B ≤ A which means that B entails A.
We can now introduce the duals of REST (C) and of ABS(C). Consider first the set DREST (C)
of d-restrictive (dually restrictive) functions. By definition f ∈ DREST (C) iff for all x ∈ DC ,
x ≤ f (x). This set forms a Boolean algebra in which the zero element equals to the identity
function. The complement operation is relativised to this zero element. Thus f 0 (x) = x∨( f (x))0 .
By analogy we define the set DABS(C) of functions dual to the absolute functions (for a given
algebra DC ). By definition f ∈ DABS(C) iff for all x ∈ DC we have f (x) = x ∨ f (0DC ). The set
DABS(C) forms a sub-algebra of DREST (C). The complement is this sub-algebra is defined as:
f 0 (x) = x ∨ f (0C )0 . Moreover, if DC is atomic, DABS(C) is also atomic. Atoms of DABS are
defined as follows: for an α, atom of DC the function fα (x) = x ∨ α is an atom of DABS.
Dually absolute functions differ from dually restrictive non-absolute functions with respect to
iteration. First, an iteration of a d-absolute function is idempotent: if f is d-restrictive then
f ( f (x)) = f (x). This is not the case with d-restrictive non-absolute. Furthermore if f , g ∈ DABS
then f (g(x) = g( f (x)) = f (x) ∨ g(x).
The last point I want to mention in this section concerns the notion dual to the notion of presupposition. Although the phenomenon of presupposition appears most clearly at the sentential
level, it is useful to consider that it is a cross-categorial, or even inter-categorial notion. In particular we know that some non-sentential categories can also presuppose (other non-sentential
categories). There are various lexical presuppositions: for instance the common noun student
presupposes (the common noun) human being. Similarly, the NP Leo also presupposes Someone different from Leo. An example of intercategorial presupposition is probably given in (7)
and (8) above: there are various reasons to consider that the NP in (7) presupposes the sentence
in (8).
One way of looking at the notion of presupposition involves the restriction on the unit element
in the corresponding denotational algebra. The unit element is maximal in the sense that every
element ”entails” it. So if this unit element is the ”ordinary” (non-restricted) unit then one
gets only trivial presuppositions, precisely equal to this unit. If one considers the algebra with
the restricted unit element one gets non-trivial presuppositions corresponding precisely to this
restricted unit element. This is because the complement operation, used to form a specific
negation in the definition of presupposition, is restricted in this case. Consider for instance the
algebra DCN:H which is the algebra of all properties DCN restricted to the property H denoted by
human being. This algebra is defined as: DCN:H = {P : P ≤ H}. Since in algebras restricted in
this way the complement operation is relativised to the restricting element, we see that in DCN:H
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any element and its complement entails (is included in) H. In that sense student presupposes
human being. This is in agreement with the classical definition of presuppposition according to
which, ignoring the language-metalanguage distinction, A presupposes B iff A ≤ B and A0 ≤ B.
Now we see how we get the dual of presupposition, d-presupposition. Instead of restricting
the unit element we should restrict the zero element according to the principle of duality. The
zero element is a minimal element in the sense that it ”entails” any other element. So in particular it entails an element and its complement. Consequently we can define the notion of
d-presupposition (dual of presupposition) as follows:
(12) S d-presupposes T iff S entails T and S entails not-T
So trivially a necessarily false sentence d-presupposes any (declarative) sentence. Of course we
have to specify in general which negation corresponds to ”neg-T”. By the duality principle we
can just say that this is the presuppositional negation. It can vary depending on the categories
we are interested in. There are some reasons to consider that in the case of NPs, i.e. when the
presupposition is induced by the NP, this negation corresponds to the post-negation. Thus we
can say that (13a) presupposes (13b) because (13a) and its post-negation both entail (13b):
(13a) Every student except Leo danced
(13b) Leo is a student
Applying the principle of duality to this example we get an exemple of d-presupposition: (14a)
d-presupposes (14b):
(14a) Leo is not a student
(14b) It is not true that every student except Leo danced
(14c) It is not true that every student except Leo did not dance
Indeed, since post-negation (of the subject NP) preserves presuppositions it is easy to check that
(14a) entails (14b) and its post-negation, (14c).
Another example, more useful for the analysis of conditional sentences concerns modifiers.
Given the semantics of modifiers defined above we can say that they induce specific presuppositions and specific d-presuppositions. If we consider that in some cases the presuppositional
negation corresponds to the negation of functional expression then we get the following general
pattern: a functional expression which denotes a restrictive function F presupposes its possible
agument. This is because F(A) entails A and F 0 (A) entails A. We can make a similar reasoning
for d-presuppositions. Whether this is exactly a presupposition probably depends on the type
of F. It seems that when modifiers are of the category S/S they may induce (non-trivial) presuppositions and d-presuppositions. As an example of such presuppositions one can probably
mention the so-called factive predicates. They behave semantically as sentential modifiers denoting restrictive functions. As an example of d-presupposition we can mention precisely the
case of conditional sentences: if the conditional clause of the form IF S (T HEN) is a modifier
denoting a d-restrictive function (in the algebra DS/S ), then (15a) d-presupposes (15b):
(15a) Leo is happy
(15b) If it is raining, Leo is happy
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Thus the traditionally recognized entailment between a consequent of a conditional sentence
and the conditional can be seen from a somewhat different point of view, if we assume that conditional clauses are modifiers. The reason is that if such modifiers denote d-restrictive functions
then an entailment between the argument of such a function and the value of this function at
this argument precisely is a definitional property of d-restrictive functions. In the next section
I will give some empirical arguments to show that such an entailment also holds in the case of
non-declarative conditional sentences.

3

Conditionals as modifiers

Since the conditional clauses are supposed to denote d-absolute functions which form Boolan
algebras, we have first to show that conditional clauses have Boolean behaviour, in particular
that they have complements and can be composed of operations corresponding to joins and
meets.
Even if the data are somewhat subtle we observe first that indeed conjunctions and disjunctions
of if-clauses ”distribute” over the consequent clauses preserving appropriately the truth conditions. Thus (16a) is equivalent to (16b):
(16a) If Leo has called and if the door was open, Lea is happy
(16b) If Leo has called Lea is happy and if the door is open Lea is happy
This example shows that if-clauses act with respect to conjunctions like homomorphic functions
and take their arguments pointwise. Concerning disjunctions the data are more complicated but
it seems also that in this case if-clauses have a similar behaviour. Thus (17a) is probably equivalent to (17b):
(17a) If Leo called or if the door was open Lea is happy
(17b) If Leo called Lea is happy or if the door was open Lea is happy
The use of the conjunction or is very often considered as not being very clear and probably
for this reason the above examples may give rise to some doubts. Such examples may change
their grammatical and logical status by changing various elements in them. My point is that in
general the Boolean properties are at least compatible with the empirical observations.
There remains the problem of negation of the Boolean complement of if-clauses. There seems
to be a general agreement that there is no ”natural” negation or denial of conditional sentences.
Horn (1989), after having reviewed and criticised various proposals, concludes that one can
speak only about the metalinguistic negation of conditionals. Of course he is basically looking
at the ”expressibility” of such negation: a natural way to express it by linguistic merans proper
to English with at the same time proper semantics. Our problem here is somewhat different. We
are interested in the formal counterpart of negation of the conditional clause even though it may
not be easily expressible in natural language. Of course the fact that negations of conditionals
are not easily expressible is important but is not of immediate interest here.
So it seems to me that it is possible, although not easy, to get the negation of the conditional
clause, at least formally: (18a) is ambigous (in the same way as are ambigous because-clauses).
With an appropriate intonation it can have the meaning in which the antecedent clause is negated
and which is related to (18b) and (18c):
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(18a) Leo will not be happy if Lea calls
(18b) ? It is not if Lea calls that Leo will be happy but if Sue calls
(18c) Leo will be happy but not necessarily if Lea calls
In (18a) we have a negation whose scope is not determined. As (18b) shows this negation can
have in its scope the whole antecedent clause. In adition (18c), although also ambiguous, indicates, on on of its readings, that the condition expressed by the antecedent clause can be negated.
We can thus say that it is possible to negate also the antecedent clause. So the above examples
sugest that the antecedent clause has a Boolean behaviour. Furthermore, the semantic relations
one has betwen the consequent clause of a conditional and the conditional itself suggest that the
antecedent clause denote d-restrictive functions. Indeed as indicated in the introduction logicians generally accept that there is an entailment betwen the consequent clause of a conditional
and the conditional itself. But such an entailment is just the definitional property of d-restrictive
functions if the antecedent of a conditional denotes such a function and the consequent clause
denotes its argument. More can be said, however. Since complements of d-restrictive functions
are d-restrictive functions we have an additional entailment: the consequent clause of a conditional entails also the conditional in which the antecedent clause is negated. Thus the semantic
relation which exists between a consequence of a given conditional and the conditional itself is
the relation of d-presupposition: (19a) not only entails (19b) but also d-presupposes it:
(19a) Leo will be happy
(19b) If Lea calls, Leo will be happy
Furthermore, but here we are more speculative, since (20a) entails, in the generalized sense, or
in the sense of the IC-entailment, (20b), we can say also that (20a) d-presupposes (20b). For the
same reasons (21a) d-presupposes (21b) and (22a) d-presupposes (22b):
(20a) Will you drink?
(20b) If it rains, will you drink?
(21a) Close the window!
(21b) If it rains, close the window!
(22a) How happy Leo will be!
(22b) If Lea calls, how happy Leo will be!
The above examples explicitly involve non-declarative sentences: in (20a) we have a question,
in (21a) - an imperative and in (22a) -an exclamative. If we suppose, what have been often
explicitly proposed, that is that different non-declarative belong to different categories and,
consequently denote in different types, then the above examples show that the conditional clause
is a categorially polyvalent modifier (with the additional assumption that a conditional nondeclarative and the corresponding ”stright” non-declaratives denote in the same type). Notice
that this claim is in some sense independent on the exact type of specific non-declaratives.
It is interesting to note that the categorial polyvalency of the conditional clause and of the other
”classical” boolean connectives do not coincide. It does not seem, in opposition to the logical connectives, that if -clauses can apply to non-sentential categories (see, however, Lasersohn
1996). Furthermore, non-declaratives cannot easily occur with classical Boolean connectors.
When they do, the whole construction is not a conjunctive one but usually has the force of the
non-declarative part or the meaning of a conditional. As the first case consider for instance (23):
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(23a) Lea called and is Leo happy ?
(23b) ? Lea called and how happy Leo is
The question in (23a) is probably the so-called given that-question (Belnap and Steel 1976), a
particular case of inclusive questions (Zuber 2000b), and the conjunction in (23b) has clearly
the meaning of because.
In the following well-known examples the whole sentence (24a) although being a disjunction
of an imperative and of a declarative has the meaning of a conditional similar to (24b):
(24a) Close the window or I will leave.
(24b) If you do not close the window I will leave
There are also conjunctions which give rise to conditional readings, although their status as
conjunctions is not clear (Culicover and Jakendoff 1997). Of course a complete analysis of
constructions giving rise to non-declarative readings necessitates also a semantic analysis of
non-declaratives and this is out of scope of this paper.
Another interseting case of conditionals are the so-called comparative conditionals. Here we
can mention not only ”simple comparative conditionals” as in (25a), studied for instance in
Beck (1999) but also ”double comparative conditionals” as in (25b) and (25c):
(25a) The longer Leo sleeps, the angrier he (Leo) gets
(25b) The longer Leo sleeps, the angrier Lea gets
(25c) The angries Leo gets, the angrier Lea gets
Again the full semantic analysis of all such constructions remains to be done but we observe
that all of them involve, directly or indirectly, modifications of their specific constituants. So
an analysis of them will use he tools used in my proposal. Before any such extension can be
tried, however, the suggestion made here concerning standard conditionals should be further
carried out. For indeed, the main drawback of my proposal cocerns the semantic contribution
of the protasis of conditionals. It has to be specified how the semantics of the protasis forms a
d-absolute function. At this point the following can be said. We observe that given a Boolean
algebra B and an element a ∈ B, the function f (x) = x ∨ a is a d-absolute function. Furthermore, any d-absolute function (relative to the algebra B) determines an element of B which is
f (0B ). In other words the algebra ABS(C) is isomorphic to the algebra DC . So if propositions
form a Boolean algebra, any proposition determines a d-absolute function. Moreover, there are
some reasons to consider that the if -clauses denote co-atomic (i.e. complements of atomic)
d-absolute functions. One argument for such an analysis is based on the relationship between
unless-consitionals and if -conditionals. This relationship is illustrated in (26), where all the
sentences are supposed to be equivalent:
(26a) Lea will be happy unless it rains
(26b) Lea will be happy except if it rains
(26c) If it does not rain Lea will be happy
Since denotations of except-clauses are related to atomic functions (Keenan 1993, Zuber 1998b,
Zuber 2000a) unless-clauses should also be analysed as atomic functions. Given that if -clauses
are related to unless-clauses by the negation, very likely if -clauses denote co-atomic d-absolute
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functions. If it is the case, then, given the definition of the co-atom, the if -clause would denote
the function fα (x) = α0 ∨ x, where α is the atom (of the algebra of propositions) determined
by the protasis of a conditional. It should probably be not surprizing that this function is very
reminisent of the definition of material conditional. The full developpment of this idea and of
its consequences is possible only if the algebra of propositions is fully defined. The task of
developing this idea should be postponed for the moment.

4

Conclusive remarks

There are also ways of studying conditional constructions. The classical and still vivid approcach is the logical one where in general all possibilities of using material implication as
basis are explored (for a review of this work see Edington 1995). This ”logical” approach has
been extended in many ways, in particular to cover various conditional constructions not expressed by if -clauses (see Lycan 2001 and various papers refered to there). or to make use of
more sofisticated tools of logical semantics (von Fintel 1997, 1998, 1999). Another important
approach to conditionals is one in which pragmatics plays an essential role in explicitating varieties of conditional constructions (Fillmore 1986, McCawley 1995) Conditional constructions
may differ cross-linguistically and also formally within the same language. The approach to
conditionals which I have taken in this article is very general and made at an abstract level.
Although the examples illustrating claims made in this paper are drawn from English I was not
interested in conditionals in English as such but rather in their general properties supposed to
be language, and even syntax, independent (for conditionals in English see Declerck and Reed
2001). ¿From the syntactic point of view I considered basically standard conditional sentences
with the prototasis introduced by if. One could say that, roughly speaking, I was interested in
conditional meanings and not in conditional constructions. There were two starting points, or
hypothesis, for this paper. First, given the fact that syntactic modification is one of very few
means used in natural languages to form complex constructions from simpler ones, a natural
question to ask was whether there is a general, but not two abstract, semantic correlate of syntactic modification, in particular at non-sentential level. A related sub-question concerned the
semantic status of categorial polyvalency of modifiers, since it is precisely modifiers that can
be ”naturally” categorially polyvalent. The second hypothesis was that conditional meanings,
though not necessarily expressed by syntactically conditional expressions, are very widespread
and often ambiguous one of its readings being precisely consitiona. Expressions which are often
ambiguous are relative clauses: they can have existential and conditional or generic readings.
This is the case with (27) for instance:
(27) The man who hates artichokes is not happy
This sentence has a reading in which the subject NPs rfers to a specific man and a reading in this
this NP has a generic reading, naturally expressible by a conditional. Similar examples concern
when-clauses (Declerck 1988).
The analysis proposed in this paper gives a hint as to the answer to the question in what sense
relative clause are related to if -clauses conditionals and to when-clauses: in all clauses are
modifiers but sometimes they denote restrictive functions and sometimes dually restrictive ones.
Another general question touched upon by some results of my proposal concerns the status of
the so-called conditional assertion. Some philosophers claimed the existence of such entities
and some logicians tried to formalise its logic (Belnap 1973, Holdcroft 1971). A related question
concerns the ”propositional status” of conditional sentences: do they express propositions, and
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moreover, what happens when the antecedent of a conditional is false? Examples with nondeclarative sentences presented above extend this queston to denotations of non-declaratives:
what are conditional orders, questions and exclamations and what ”happens” when antecedents
of conditional non-declaratives are false?
Without making any precise proposal concerning these two questions we can observe that the
notion of the dual of presupposition may be used to shed a new light on these problems: the
status of conditionals with false antecedents is comparable to the status of propositions with
violated presuppositions; in the case of conditionals it is the dual of presupposition which is
false.
The last general point related to my proposal I want to mention concers the conditionals modified by ”algebraic” particles like only, also, even, in particular, especially, let alone, etc. Such
particles are categorially polyvalent and in particular, as the following examples show, they can
combine with if -clauses:
(28a) Lea is happy, in particular if Leo called
(28b) Even if Leo calls Lea is happy
(28c) Lea will not be happy if it rains, let alone if it snows
This property makes that at least some of these particles have been often analysed in the context
of conditional sentences (Lycan 1991, 2001, McCawley 1995). We observe that semantically
they denote restrictive functions since there is an entailment between sentences containing these
particles and the corresponding ”particle-less” sentences. In that sense thay can be considered as
(categorially polyvalent) modifiers. The fact that their denotations are taken in atomic Boolean
algebras allows us to explain their polyvalency. For indeed there are some reasons to consider
(cf. Zuber 2001) that only for insance denotes atomic absolute functions. Similarly even is also
related to atomic restrictive functions. This is clear in the case when even modifies a simple
NP (cf. Zuber, unpublished but avaiable). For instance (29a) can be ”algebraically” analysed as
(29b):
(29a) Even Leo danced
(29b) There is a (non-trivial) property, pragmatically considered as unfavorable for dancing,
such that the only dancer who has it is Leo
The existence of unique property refered to in (29b) is related to the atomicity. Such an analysis
can be extended to cases where other than NPs categories are modified. What is important
is the algebraic character of involed denotations. Consequently mty proposal can be naturally
extended to modified conditionals as well.
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Abstrakt
In unserem Artikel wollen wir die Interaktionen zwischen den Phasenpartikeln schon, noch,
noch nicht, nicht mehr, den Verbklassen (Prozesse/Zustände vs. Achievements) und den Tempora
Präsens und Perfekt untersuchen. Insbesondere interessiert uns, welche der temporalen
Interaktionen sprachlich ausgedrückt werden können und warum. Nachdem im ersten Teil zum
einen die Phasenpartikeln und die Daten genauer betrachtet werden, dient der zweite Teil vor
allem einer ersten Modellierung der gefundenen temporalen Beziehungen.

1 Phasenpartikeln und ihre Modellierung
Phasenpartikeln verbinden sich in ihrer Grundbedeutung mit Verben/Konstruktionen, die
homogene Situationen1 beschreiben (siehe (1) und (2)). Darüber hinaus gibt es für noch und
nicht mehr die sogenannte perfektive Lesart (siehe Löbner 1989: 200f.), welche einen mehr
oder weniger spezifizierten, kontextuell gegebenen Zeitpunkt einführt und das Eintreten des
Ereignisses vor diesem Zeitpunkt assertiert resp. negiert. Im folgenden wollen wir uns auf die
Grundbedeutung der Phasenpartikeln konzentrieren und die perfektive Lesart von noch und
nicht mehr weitestgehend außer Acht lassen. Ebenfalls aus unserer Betrachtung
ausgeschlossen sind Verwendungen der Phasenpartikeln mit engem Fokus (z.B. auf
Temporaladverbiale) und Verwendungsweisen bezüglich nicht-temporaler Skalen (siehe
Löbner 1989, 1990).
(1) Das Licht ist schon / noch nicht an.
(2) Das Kind schläft noch / nicht mehr.
(3) Er schafft den Zug noch.
(4) Er vollendet seinen Roman nicht mehr.
Die Grundbedeutung der Phasenpartikel schon (siehe z.B. (1)) unterteilt sich in die assertierte
Komponente, dass das Licht zur Sprechzeit an ist, und in eine vorausgesetzte Komponente,
dass dieser Zustand Teil einer Phasenstruktur ist, in welcher genau ein Wechsel von negativer
zu positiver Phase stattfindet und dass die Assertionszeit nach dem Phasenwechselzeitpunkt
liegt. Analog gliedert sich die Grundbedeutung von noch (siehe z.B. (2)) in die Assertion,
dass das Kind zur Sprechzeit schläft, und die Voraussetzung, dass dieser Zustand Teil einer
Phasenstruktur ist, in welcher genau ein Wechsel von positiver zu negativer Phase stattfindet,
aber die Assertionszeit sich vor diesem Phasenwechselzeitpunkt befindet. Graphisch lässt sich
diese Bedeutungsanalyse wie folgt veranschaulichen.
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Zu homogenen Situationen siehe Dowty (1979: 57 und 166)
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Inwieweit die hier als Voraussetzung bezeichnete Bedeutungskomponente den Status einer
Präsupposition hat, ist in der Literatur aufgrund der unterschiedlichen Auffassungen zum
Präsuppositionsbegriff umstritten. Für Löbner (1989, 1990) hat von dieser
Bedeutungskomponente nur der Teil, welcher die Zeit vor der Assertionszeit betrifft, den
Status einer Präsupposition. Er ist zwar der Auffassung, dass noch eine „[...]
zugrundezulegende Perspektive, dass einer positiven Phase eventuell eine negative folgt.“
(Löbner, 1990: 126) voraussetzt, geht aber dennoch davon aus, dass für die
Wahrheitsbedingungen der Phasenpartikeln der Zeitabschnitt nach der Assertionszeit
irrelevant ist. Andernfalls müsste man für den Fall, dass die Assertionszeit gleich der
Sprechzeit ist, um Phasenpartikeln wahrheitsgemäß anwenden zu können, im Besitz von
sicheren Informationen über die Zukunft sein, was aber offensichtlich nicht der Fall ist.
Doherty (1973) hingegen arbeitet bei ihrer Repräsentation sowohl von schon als auch von
noch mit dem Zeitintervall nach der Assertionszeit, wobei noch eine negative Phase nach der
Assertionszeit präsupponniert, mitunter bezeichnet sie diese Präsupposition aber als nur
„expected“ (Doherty, 1973: 160).
In Anschluss an Dohertys Strategie nehmen wir die Informationen und Voraussetzungen der
Phasenpartikeln über das Zeitintervall nach der Assertionszeit in deren Repräsentation auf,
und wenn wir sie als Präsuppositionen bezeichnen, dann unter den genannten
Einschränkungen und in Anlehnung an das, was Löbner die „Perspektive“ oder den
„konzeptuellen Gehalt“ der Phasenpartikeln bezeichnet2, welcher, so Löbner, einem auf
Wahrheitsbedingungen bedachten referentiellen Deutungsansatz, an den der
Präsuppositionsbegriff gebunden sei, unzugänglich ist. Denn eben jener konzeptuelle Gehalt
ist zur Erklärung der in diesem Artikel betrachteten Phänomene, wie sich noch zeigen wird,
notwendig. Eine ausführlichere Begründung dieses Vorgehens müsste sich mit ähnlichen
Schwierigkeiten wie denen beim Dowtyschen Imperfektparadox auseinandersetzen3 und
würde uns zu weit vom Thema abführen (siehe dazu aber Max & Malink, 2001).
Im Folgenden stützen wir uns auf den formalen Apparat, der in Krifka (1989) entwickelt
worden ist. Die Zeitdomäne wird als eine Menge von Zeitpunkten und -intervallen verstanden
und ist Träger eines atomaren durch die Relation ⊆ („unechter Teil von“) mereologisch
geordneten Halbverbandes (siehe Krifka, 1989). In der Menge der Atome, d.h. der Zeitpunkte
dieses Verbandes ist als eine scharfe Halbordnung die Präzedenzrelation < definiert, welche
eine Präzedenzrelation der gesamten Trägermenge induziert.4 Die Domäne der Variablen t sei
im folgenden der Einfachheit halber auf die Menge aller Zeitpunkte beschränkt, Zeitintervalle
können mittels der Funktion τ(e) bezeichnet werden, die jedem Ereignis seine Laufzeit
2

Löbner (1999: 51) und Löbner (1990: 132)
Der Status des Nachzustandes John has crossed the street ist in John is crossing the street in ähnlicher Weise
problematisch wie in John hasn´t crossed the street yet.
4
Für diese induzierte Relation ≤ bzw. < gilt für alle Zeitpunkte und -intervalle t und t’: t ≤ t’ gdw. ∀t1∀t2(t1 ⊆ t ∧
t2 ⊆ t’ → t1 < t2) und t < t’ gdw. t ≤ t’∧ ¬∃t1(t1 ⊆ t ∧ t1 ⊆ t’).
3
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zuordnet. Phasenstrukturen mit genau einem Wechsel von negativer zu positiver Phase des
Prädikates P werden durch den Ausdruck ∃tx∀t’(tx < t’ ↔ P(t’)) beschrieben, in dem die
Existenz eines Zeitpunktes tx behauptet wird, so dass für alle Zeitpunkte t’ das Prädikat P
genau dann wahr ist, wenn sich t’ nach tx befindet. Andernfalls, wenn t’ gleich tx ist oder sich
vor tx befindet, ist P falsch. Analog wird die Phasenstruktur, die genau einen Wechsel von
positiver zu negativer Phase enthält, durch ∃tx∀t’(tx < t’ ↔ ¬P(t’)) beschrieben. Der Tatsache,
dass Phasenpartikeln nicht über der Menge aller Zeitpunkte, sondern nur über einem
kontextuell bestimmten Betrachtintervall I operieren, kann leicht Rechnung getragen werden,
indem die Quantifikationen ∃tx und ∀t’ auf dieses Intervall I eingeschränkt werden. Wir
verzichten hier jedoch der Einfachheit halber auf die explizite Darstellung des
Betrachtintervalls.5
Für unsere Zwecke ist es von Vorteil, Assertion und Voraussetzung der Phasenpartikeln nicht
durch klassische Konjunktion zu koordinieren, sondern sie syntaktisch getrennt als
 A (Assertion) 
zweidimensionale Ausdrücke der Form 
 zu repräsentieren, wie es z.B.
P
(
Voraussetz
ung
)


Karttunen und Peters (1979) bezüglich der Unterscheidung Assertion – Präsupposition oder
Max (2002) bezüglich der Unterscheidung Topik – Fokus vorgeschlagen haben. Der Vorteil
einer solchen Darstellung ist, dass bei der Verarbeitung komplexer Einheiten aus Assertion
und Voraussetzung, z.B. bei Negationsanwendung oder Iterierung von Phasenstrukturen,
getrennt auf die einzelnen Bestandteile zugegriffen werden kann. Erfüllungsbeziehung und
Folgerung in Bezug auf zweidimensionale Ausdrücke werden in (6 DEF) definiert:
(6 DEF) Seien A und B prädikatenlogische Ausdrücke. Ein zweidimensionaler Ausdruck der
 A
Form   ist wahr in einer klassischen Situation6, wenn A und B in ihr wahr7 sind; er
B
ist falsch, falls A nicht erfüllt und B erfüllt ist; undefiniert (unkorrekt) andernfalls.
Seien X und Y beliebige zweidimensionale oder klassische eindimensionale
Ausdrücke. Y folgt aus X (X ⇒ Y), wenn in jeder klassischen Situation, in der X wahr
ist, auch Y wahr ist. Analog ist X ⇔ Y, falls X ⇒ Y und Y ⇒ X.
Wenn Γ eine Formelmenge ist, so sind Γ-Situationen, Situationen, in denen Γ wahr ist.
Y folgt aus X bezüglich einer Formelmenge Γ (X ⇒ΓY), wenn in jeder Γ-Situation, in
der X wahr ist, auch Y wahr ist. X ⇔ΓY, wenn X ⇒Γ Y und Y ⇒Γ X. Die Formel X ist
Γ-erfüllbar, wenn sie in einer Γ-Situationen wahr ist.
Im Folgerungsbegriff ⇒Γ setzen wir als Formelmenge Γ die im Anhang angeführte Liste von
Postulaten, welche keinesfalls Anspruch auf Vollständigkeit erhebt, sondern nur einige
größtenteils allgemein anerkannte Postulate enthält, die für unsere Beweise zweckdienlich
sind.
Die Phasenpartikeln werden nun wie folgt als Funktionen aus dem kartesischen Produkt der
Menge der klassischen prädikatenlogischen Ausdrücke und der Variablen für Zeitpunkte in
die Menge der zweidimensionalen Ausdrücke definiert, wobei die Zeitpunktvariable ta für die
Assertionszeit steht. Der Übergang von klassischen, eindimensionalen Ausdrücken zu
5

Die Darstellung des Betrachtintervalls würde die folgenden formalen Argumentationen erheblich erschweren,
indem Zusatzbedingungen über die minimale Größe des Intervalls und der Position des Phasenwechsels in ihm
erforderlich wären.
6
Als klassische Situation bezeichnen wir eine klassische Interpretation plus Bewertung der Individuenvariablen.
7
Der terminologischen Einfachheit halber unterscheiden wir hier nicht zwischen Erfülltheit und Wahrheit in
einer Situation und bezeichnen beide Fälle mit „wahr“, analog meint „falsch“ sowohl Nicht-Erfülltheit als auch
Falschheit in einer Situation.
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zweidimensionalen entspricht der semantischen Tatsache,
Phasenpräsuppositionen bzw. Phasenvoraussetzungen einführen.

dass

Phasenpartikeln

(7DEF) Sei P ein beliebiger klassischer prädikatenlogischer Ausdruck mit einer
ausgezeichneten freien Variable t*, so dass entweder t* gleich ta ist oder ta und t’ in P
nicht vorkommen8, und sei P(ta) resp. P(t’) das Ergebnis der Substitution aller freien
Vorkommen von t* durch ta resp. t’.

 P(ta )
schon (P, ta)
=df
∃tx ∀t ' (tx < t ' ↔ P (t ' ))



nochnicht (P, ta)

=df


¬P(ta )
∃tx ∀t ' (tx < t ' ↔ P (t ' ))



noch (P, ta)

= df


 P(ta )
∃tx ∀t ' (tx < t ' ↔ ¬P(t ' ))



nichtmehr (P, ta)

=df


¬P(ta )
∃tx ∀t ' (tx < t ' ↔ ¬P(t ' ))



Mittels der unter (8 DEF) eingeführten assertionsbezogenen, präsuppositionsbewahrenden
Negation ¬a, welche insofern dem Defaultfall natürlichsprachlicher Negation entspricht, als
sie die Präsupposition (resp. Voraussetzung oder Topik) unnegiert lässt (siehe Max & Malink
2001), können in (9FOLG) quasi-duale Beziehungen zwischen den Phasenpartikeln festgestellt
werden.9
¬A
B
 

(8 DEF)

 A
¬a   =df
B

(9FOLG)

¬a schon (P,ta)

⇔ nochnicht (P,ta)

für beliebige ta und P

¬a schon (¬P,ta)

⇔ noch (P,ta)

für beliebige ta und P

⇔ nichtmehr (P,ta)

für beliebige ta und P

schon (¬P,ta)

Definition (7DEF) ist sowohl im Rahmen eines temporalsemantischen Ansatzes anwendbar, wo
Propositionen als Prädikate von Zeiten aufgefasst werden, als auch im Rahmen eines
ereignissemantischen Ansatzes. In diesem Fall kann für P(t*) z.B. der Ausdruck Q(e) ∧ t* ⊆
τ(e) gewählt werden, wobei Q(e) eine (möglicherweise komplexe) Prädikation über das
Ereignis e ist, in der t* nicht vorkommt. Eine solche ereignissemantische Auffassung der
Definition (7DEF) vermag nicht allen Aspekten der ereignissemantischen Eigenschaften von
Phasenpartikeln gerecht zu werden. So gibt Definition (7DEF) z.B. keine Erklärung des
Phänomens, dass Phasenpartikeln in ihrer Grundbedeutung nur auf homogene Situationen
8

Diese spezielle Formulierung benötigen wir für (34DEF).
Aus Platzgründen können die formalen Beweise für die im Text behaupteten Folgerungen nicht aufgeführt
werden. Sie beruhen auf der im Anhang aufgelisteten Menge Γ von Postulaten und bestehen aus einfachen
Argumentationen im klassischen Prädikatenkalkül.
9
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angewendet werden können.10 Der intuitive Grund für dieses Phänomen scheint darin zu
liegen, dass z.B. die Phasenpartikel schon erfordert, dass man zu jedem Zeitpunkt nach dem
Phasenwechsel das Vorliegen der positiven Phase behaupten kann, ungeachtet des weiteren
Verlaufes der positiven Phase, d.h. auch wenn die positive Phase nach diesem Zeitpunkt
abbräche. Denn diese Eigenschaft kann nur erfüllt sein, wenn die positive Phase eine
homogene Situationen bezeichnet, nicht, wenn sie eine inhomogene Situation bezeichnet. Um
dies formal auszudrücken, genügt es in einer ereignissemantischen Darstellung z.B. nicht für
schon zu fordern, dass jeder Zeitpunkt t’ nach dem letzten Zeitpunkt tx der negativen Phase in
der Laufzeit des Ereignisses e liegt und alle anderen Zeitpunkte nicht, d.h. dass ∀t’(tx <
t’↔ Q(e) ∧ t’ ⊆ τ(e)) erfüllt ist, wie es in (7DEF) bei der vorgeschlagenen Interpretation der
Fall ist. Diese Bedingung kann nämlich auch erfüllt sein, wenn e zwar durativ und
hinreichend groß ist, die Zeit nach dem Phasenwechsel (in einem bestimmten
Betrachtintervall) zu umfassen, aber dennoch inhomogen ist (z.B. Accomplishments). Eine
adäquate Explikation der Definition (7DEF) erforderte nicht unerheblichen technischen
Aufwand, welcher an dieser Stelle umgangen werden kann, weil die hier vorrangig
betrachteten Phänomene auch mittels der einfacheren Definition (7DEF) erklärt werden
können, welche vor diesem Hintergrund als eine zu explizierende Annäherung zu verstehen
ist.
In (10FOLG) ist die Funktionsweise der in (7DEF) eingeführten Phasenpartikeln exemplarisch
für noch nicht veranschaulicht: Wenn nochnicht (P, ta) zur Assertionszeit ta wahr ist, so gibt
es einen Zeitpunkt t1 nach der Assertionszeit, für den P(t1) wahr ist. Falls P eine
Ereignisprädikation der Form Q(e) ∧ t* ⊆ τ(e) ist und nochnicht (P, ta) wahr ist, so gibt es ein
Ereignis e und einen Zeitpunkt t1 nach der Assertionszeit ta, so dass das Ereignis e zu t1
stattfindet.
(10FOLG)
(11FOLG)

nochnicht (P, ta) ⇒Γ ∃t1(ta< t1 ∧ P(t1))
nochnicht (Q(e) ∧ t* ⊆ τ(e), ta) ⇒Γ ∃t1∃e(ta < t1 ∧ Q(e) ∧ t1 ⊆ τ(e))

2 Interaktion zwischen Verbklasse und Phasenpartikeln
Zunächst ist für die beiden Phasenpartikeln noch und nicht mehr festzuhalten, dass sie sowohl
im Präsens als auch im Perfekt zwar mit Achievements recht problemlos kombiniert werden
können, aber ausschließlich in ihrer perfektiven Lesart (vgl. (12) und (13)), die wir hier nicht
eingehender betrachten wollen. In diesem Abschnitt beschränken wir uns daher weitestgehend
auf die Betrachtung von schon und noch nicht, werden aber diese Einschränkung, wo es zu
keinen Missverständnissen kommt, nicht immer explizit angeben.
(12)
(13)

Er hat sich nicht mehr von seinen Eltern verabschiedet.
Ich schließe noch die Tür und gehe schlafen.

Aus dem vorausgegangenen Abschnitt ist deutlich geworden, dass Phasenpartikeln in ihrer
Grundbedeutung homogene Situationen, wie sie z.B. von Prozess- und Zustandsverben
beschrieben werden, als Argumente nehmen. Nun zeigen aber die Beispiele (14) und (15),
dass die Phasenpartikeln schon und noch nicht in ihrer Grundbedeutung auch mit
Achievement-Verben verbindbar sind. Aus den bisherigen Betrachtungen lässt sich dies nicht
erklären und die Beispiele (14) bis (17) sollten alle gleichermaßen inakzeptabel sein.
(14)

Sören bestellt die Zeitschrift schon ab.

10

Dies könnte technisch einfach dadurch behoben werden, dass in die Voraussetzung der Phasenpartikeln
zusätzlich die Forderung aufgenommen wird, dass Q homogen ist. Diese ad hoc Lösung würde freilich das
betreffende Phänomen nicht aus der Struktur der Phasenpartikeln heraus erklären, sondern lediglich stipulieren.
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Der Film fängt noch nicht an.
??
Gitte erreicht den Berg schon.11
??
Peter gewinnt das Spiel noch nicht.

Für die Zulässigkeit der Kombination von Achievements und Phasenpartikeln sind zwei
Faktoren wesentlich: die spezifische semantische Information der jeweiligen Achievements
und das Tempus. Im folgenden soll kurz auf diese beiden Faktoren eingegangen werden.
Ausgehend von Piñón (1997) lassen sich Achievements als Grenzsituationen repräsentieren,
die andere durative Situationen rechts- bzw. linksseitig begrenzen. Nach dieser Annahme
können also zwei Gruppen von Grenzsituationen unterschieden werden:12 Die erste Gruppe
umfasst alle die Verben, die rechte Grenzsituationen beschreiben. Dazu gehören Verben wie
erreichen, gewinnen, finden. Die zweite Gruppe beinhaltet alle Verben, die linke
Grenzsituationen ausdrücken wie z.B. weggehen, abbestellen, anfangen.13 Die folgende
schematische Darstellung soll den Unterschied zwischen den beiden Verbgruppen kurz
verdeutlichen.
1. rechte Grenzsituationen: erreichen, gewinnen, (töten, brechen):
Ereignis
Vorzustand

Nachzustand

punktueller
Zustandswechsel
2. linke Grenzsituationen: weggehen, abbestellen:
möglicher Prozess
Vorzustand

Nachzustand
punktueller
Zustandswechsel

Als Stützung für die Unterscheidung dieser beiden Gruppen sei an dieser Stelle kurz die
komplementäre Verteilung der temporalen Adverbiale in X Zeit und für X Zeit bezüglich der
beiden Verbgruppen angeführt. Wie die Beispiele (18) und (19) verdeutlichen, lassen sich nur
die Verben, die rechte Grenzen beschreiben mit dem Zeitspannenadverbial in X
Zeit verbinden, wohingegen die Achievements, die dem Ausdruck linker Grenzen dienen, sich
mit dem Durativadverbial für X Zeit kombinieren lassen.14
(18)

(19)

(a) Peter erreichte den Berg in drei Tagen.
(b) *Peter erreichte den Berg für drei Tage.
(c) Gunnar gewann das Spiel in zwanzig Minuten.
(d) *Gunnar gewann das Spiel für zwanzig Minuten.
(a) Britta ging für 10 Jahre weg.

11

Dieser Satz kann eine akzeptable Lesart erhalten, allerdings nur, wenn die Phasenpartikel die DP den Berg eng
fokussiert.
12
Diese Einteilung fußt nicht mehr auf der Arbeit von Piñón, sondern stammt von Zybatow (2001).
13
Verben beider Gruppen werden zumeist unter der Verbklasse der Achievements zusammengefasst. Es gibt
allerdings eine Reihe von Gründen (auf die an dieser Stelle nicht näher eingegangen werden kann), warum nur
die erste Gruppe zu den Achievements zu zählen ist. Die Verben der zweiten Gruppe können als punktuelle
Zustandswechselverben angesehen werden (vgl. Zybatow, in Vorbereitung)
14
Für eine genauere Analyse siehe Zybatow (in Vorbereitung).
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(b) *Britta ging in 10 Tagen weg.
(c) Thomas bestellte das Journal für zwei Monate ab.
(d) *Thomas bestellte das Journal in zwei Monaten ab.
Die Frage, die sich im Zusammenhang mit den hier interessierenden temporalen Interaktionen
stellt, ist, ob diese Zweiteilung der Achievement-Verben auch Auswirkungen auf die
Zulässigkeit der Kombination mit den Phasenpartikeln hat. Um diese Frage beantworten zu
können, muss nun auch das Tempus in die Betrachtungen einbezogen werden, was im
folgenden Abschnitt geschehen soll.
2.1 Präsens
Die Beispiele (20)-(24) illustrieren, dass sich die beiden Achievement-Gruppen im Präsens
unterschiedlich bezüglich der Kombinierbarkeit mit den Phasenpartikeln verhalten.
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)

??

Marion erreicht den Bahnhof schon.15
Karl gewinnt das Rennen noch nicht.
Markus haut schon ab.
Der Student bestellt die Zeitung schon ab.
Der Film fängt noch nicht an.
??

Die Beispiele (20) und (21) zeigen, dass Achievements, die rechte Grenzen beschreiben, nicht
mit den Phasenpartikeln kombiniert werden können. In einigen Fällen können die Sätze
gerettet werden, indem eine Uminterpretation vorgenommen wird. Das Ergebnis solcher
Uminterpretationen sind dann iterative, habituelle oder Fähigkeitslesarten, die an dieser Stelle
nicht weiter betrachtet werden sollen.16
Achievements, die linke Grenzsituationen bezeichnen, lassen in der Regel die Verbindung mit
den Phasenpartikeln schon und noch nicht im Präsens zu, wie (22)-(24) zeigen. Worin liegt
der Grund für dieses unterschiedliche Kombinationsverhalten? Wir gehen davon aus, dass nur
die zweite Gruppe von Achievements über einen spezifizierten Nachzustand in ihrer
lexikalischen Struktur verfügen. Für diese Annahme sprechen auch die unter (19) angeführten
Daten zur Modifikationsmöglichkeit mit dem durativen Adverbial für X Zeit, das
prototypischerweise (Nach-)zustände modifiziert. D.h. der wesentliche Unterschied zwischen
den beiden Achievement-Gruppen liegt in dem (Nicht)Vorhandensein von spezifizierten
Nachzuständen in der lexikalisch-semantischen Struktur. Nur im Fall des Vorhandenseins
eines solchen Nachzustandes ist eine Kombination mit den Phasenpartikeln im Präsens
möglich, da dieser Nachzustand die homogene Situation liefert, die als Argument für die
Phasenpartikeln dienen kann.
2.2 Perfekt
Im Folgenden soll nun untersucht werden, wie die Kombinationsmöglichkeiten der
Phasenpartikeln schon und noch nicht mit unterschiedlichen Verbtypen im Perfekt aussehen.
Sowohl die Prozess- und Zustandsverben als auch beide Gruppen von Achievements sind

15

Dieser Satz kann eine akzeptable Lesart erhalten, allerdings nur, wenn die Phasenpartikel die DP den Bahnhof
eng fokussiert.
16
Die Uminterpretationen können durch die Beschaffenheit der NP-Argumente auch erleichtert werden, vgl. den
Unterschied zwischen (i) und (ii).
(i) Das Kind gewinnt beim Schachspielen noch nicht.
(ii) *Das Kind gewinnt das Schachspiel noch nicht.
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problemlos mit den Phasenpartikeln schon und noch nicht in Perfektsätzen kombinierbar.
Allerdings zeigen sich dabei unterschiedliche temporale Interaktionen.
Wenn man die Phasenpartikeln mit Prozess- bzw. Zustandsverben im Perfekt kombiniert,
weisen diese Sätze sowohl eine präteritale als auch eine reine Perfektlesart auf. Beispiel (25)
dient der Verdeutlichung dieser beiden – aus der Perfektforschung zum Deutschen bekannten
– Lesarten.
(25)

Peter hat noch nicht Klavier gespielt.
(a) Perfektlesart: Referenzzeit = Sprechzeit
Kontext: Peters Mutter berichtet dem heimkehrenden Vater, dass Peter sein tägliches
Klavierpensum bisher nicht erfüllt hat.
(b) präteritales Perfekt: Referenzzeit < Sprechzeit
Kontext: Als ich gestern in die Kneipe gekommen bin, ist alles ruhig gewesen und
Peter hat…

Diese Ambiguität zeigt sich aber nur bei den Partikeln schon und noch nicht. Noch und nicht
mehr – in der Grundbedeutung verwendet – weisen in Kombination mit Prozess- und
Zustandsverben im Perfekt nur die präteritale Lesart auf.
(26)

[Peter hat vorher gespielt, aber als ich in die Kneipe gekommen bin],
hat Peter nicht mehr Klavier gespielt.

Bei der Verbindung von Achievements im Perfekt und den Phasenpartikeln erhält man auch
kein einheitliches Bild. Die Partikeln schon und noch nicht disambiguieren das Perfekt in
diesen Fällen, da eine präteritale Lesart nicht mehr möglich ist (siehe (29)).
(27)
(28)
(29)

Er hat noch nicht verloren.
Referenzzeit = Sprechzeit und liegt in der Vorphase des Zustandswechsels (im Spiel)
Sie hat das Ziel schon erreicht.17
Die UNO hat (*schon) die Gründung des Staates Israel (*schon) beschlossen.

Die beiden anderen Phasenpartikeln (noch/nicht mehr) können in ihrer Grundbedeutung
überhaupt nicht mit Achievements in Perfektsätzen verbunden werden, sondern nur in ihrer
perfektiven Verwendung (siehe (30) und (31))
(30)
(31)

[Es war schon zu spät] Er hat den Zug nicht mehr erreicht.
[Der Zug hatte Verspätung] Er hat den Zug noch erreicht.

Zusammenfassend lässt sich festhalten, dass die Phasenpartikeln schon und noch nicht nicht
nur mit Verben, die homogene Situationen beschreiben, kombiniert werden können, sondern
auch mit Achievement-Verben, die inhomogene Situationen denotieren. Allerdings müssen
dafür gewissen Kriterien erfüllt sein, wie z.B. das Vorhandensein eines Nachzustandes in der
lexikalischen Struktur der Verben.
Im Perfekt wird die Kombination mit den Phasenpartikeln dadurch mit allen Verbklassen
möglich, dass das Perfekt selbst unter Umständen eine Art von Nachzustand zur Verfügung
stellt. Wie man sich diese perfektinduzierten Nachzustände vorstellen kann und wie sich die
Interaktion der Phasenpartikeln mit der Phasenstruktur des Perfekts modellieren lässt, wollen
wir im folgenden Kapitel zeigen.

17

Vgl. Auch Disambiguierung der U/E-Ambiguität des Perfekts bei von Stechow (1999) und Rathert (1999).
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3 Modellierung der Perfektlesart des Perfekts
Krifka (1989:104) schlägt vor, dass „[...] das Perfekt als Aktionsart gedeutet werden [kann],
nämlich als Phasenaktionsart, die den Zustand ausdrückt, der einem Ereignis folgt; mit Anna
hat gegessen wird beispielsweise ausgedrückt, dass Anna in einem Zustand ist, der einem
Essens-Ereignis durch Anna folgt. In dieser Analyse ist das Perfekt als stativ und damit
atelisch zu analysieren.“ Parsons (1990) gibt eine ganz analoge Interpretation des Perfektes,
gemäss der das Perfekt einen resultant state bezeichnet. In starker Vereinfachung können die
Intuitionen über resultant states durch ein Axiom wie (32) beschrieben werden, das für jedes
Ereignis e mit der Eigenschaft Q die Existenz eines Zustandes s sichert, welcher ein Qresultant state ist (NQ(s)) und welcher zu einer Zeit t’ vorliegt, genau dann wenn sich t’ nach
der Laufzeit τ(e) des Ereignisses e befindet.
(32)

∀e(Q(e) → ∃s(NQ(s) ∧ ∀t’(t’ ⊆ τ(s) ↔ τ(e) < t’)))

Die Ausarbeitung der Beziehungen zwischen der Deskription Q eines Ereignisses und der
Deskription NQ dessen resultant state wären Gegenstand einer Theorie des Perfektes. Für das
Verständnis der Interaktion des Perfektes mit den Phasenpartikeln genügt eine Definition wie
(33DEF), in der nur die Tatsache, dass das Perfekt einen resultant state bezeichnet, sowie
dessen temporale Beziehung zum vorangegangenen Ereignis Niederschlag findet.
(33DEF)Sei Q ein beliebiger klassischer prädikatenlogischer Ausdruck mit einer
ausgezeichneten freien Ereignisvariable e*, in dem die Variablen e, ta und t’ nicht
vorkommen, und sei Q(e) das Ergebnis der Substitution aller freien Vorkommen von
e* durch e.

 NQ ( s ) ∧ t a ⊆ τ ( s )
Perf(Q, ta, e, s) =df 

Q(e) ∧ NQ ( s ) ∧ ∀t ' (t ' ⊆ τ ( s ) ↔ τ (e) < t ' )
Das Perfekt behauptet zunächst („assertiert“) das Vorliegen des resultant state zum Zeitpunkt
ta und enthält erst in zweiter Linie („präsupponiert“) Informationen über das vorangegangene
Ereignis und dessen temporale Beziehung zum resultant state. Eine solche zweidimensionale
Darstellung des Perfektes ermöglicht, die Phaseninformationen des Perfektes, die mit den
Voraussetzungen (Präsuppositionen) der Phasenpartikeln interagieren, auf dieselbe Art wie
diese zu repräsentieren. Dadurch wird auch auf formaler Ebene, wie der Vergleich der
Definitionen des Perfektes und der Phasenpartikel schon zeigt, die große Ähnlichkeit der
Phasenstrukturen dieser Phasenpartikel und des Perfektes deutlich.18
Zum Verständnis der Interaktion von Phasenpartikeln und Perfekt muss auf die Frage nach
der Iteration von Phasenstrukturen eingegangen werden, d.h. auf die Frage, wie
Phasenpartikeln auf Argumente angewendet werden, die selber schon – wie das Perfekt – mit
Phasenpräsuppositionen behaftet sind und eine Phasenstruktur darstellen. Oder in unserer
technischen Terminologie gesprochen: Wie werden Phasenpartikeln auf zweidimensionale
Ausdrücke angewendet, da ja in der bisherigen Definition (7DEF) nur eindimensionale
Ausdrücke als deren Argumente erlaubt waren? Wir betrachten hier der Einfachheit halber
nur die Iteration von Phasenstrukturen mit identischer Assertionszeit und demselben
Betrachtintervall.

18

Breu (1988:68) betont, „[...] daß das Perfekt in seiner Grundbedeutung der Beschreibung einer Situation S, die
zur Vorsituation ¬S in Beziehung gesetzt wird, entspricht.“
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(34DEF)Sei P0 eine beliebige Phasenpartikel oder der Perfektoperator Perf und sei im ersten
 A
 A
Fall P0(Q, ta) =   und im zweiten P0(Q, ta, e, s) =   19. Sei nun P1 eine beliebige
B
B
C 
Phasenpartikel und sei P1(A, ta) =   20. Dann ist P1P0(Q, ta) bzw. P1P0(Q, ta, e, s),
 D
 C 
d.h. die iterierte Anwendung der Phasenpartikeln P1 und P0, definiert als 
.
B
∧
D


Bei der Iteration von Phasenpartikeln wird demnach die übergeordnete Phasenpartikel auf die
Assertion der untergeordneten Phasenstruktur angewendet. Dabei wird deren Präsupposition
zu der eigenen, aus der Anwendung resultierenden Präsupposition konjunktiv hinzugefügt.
Die Adäquatheit dieser Definition bedürfte einer ausführlicheren theoretischen
Rechtfertigung, aber uns soll hier genügen, dass sie die richtigen empirischen Phänomene
vorhersagt. Wenn wir zunächst nur die Iterationsergebnisse der Phasenpartikeln untereinander
betrachten, zeigt sich, dass es drei verschiedene Beziehungen zwischen der untergeordneten
Phasenstruktur, auf die die Phasenpartikel P1 angewendet wird, und der daraus gemäß (34DEF)
resultierenden Phasenstruktur gibt. Erstens, die Iteration ist redundant, die resultierende
Phasenstruktur ist der untergeordneten Phasenstruktur äquivalent (z.B. schon nicht mehr).
Zweitens, die resultierende Phasenstruktur ist die Negation der untergeordneten
Phasenstruktur, und zwar die gängige natürlichsprachliche präsuppositionsbewahrende
Negation (z.B. noch nicht schon). Drittens, die resultierende Phasenstruktur ist unkorrekt, d.h.
deren Präsupposition ist nicht Γ-erfüllbar (z.B. nicht mehr schon).
(35FOLG)Seien P0 und P1 beliebige Phasenpartikeln. Für beliebige Q und ta, welche den
Bedingungen von (7DEF) genügen, gelten dann die in Tabelle 1 verzeichneten Fälle,
wobei gesetzt sei:
1 steht für
P1P0(Q, ta) ⇔ P0(Q, ta)
0 steht für
P1P0(Q, ta) ⇔ ¬a P0(Q, ta)
½ steht dafür, dass P1P0(Q, ta) in jeder Γ-Situation unkorrekt ist, d.h. dass die
Präsuppositionen nicht Γ-erfüllbar sind
Tabelle 1:
P1
P0
schon
noch nicht
noch
nicht mehr

schon noch
nicht
1
0
½
½
½
½
1
0

noch
½
1
1
½

nicht
mehr
½
0
0
½

Die empirische Adäquatheit dieser Ergebnisse kann exemplarisch durch die intuitive
Gleichwertigkeit der jeweiligen Beispiele unter (36), (37) und (38), sowie durch die
Unkorrektheit der Beispiele unter (39) belegt werden.

19

Für Q, ta, e und s gelten die Bedingungen aus (7DEF) bzw. (33DEF).
Als die in der Definition (7DEF) geforderte ausgezeichnete Variable t* des Argumentes A der Phasenpartikel P1
werde ta gewählt.
20
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Das Licht ist nicht mehr an. = Das Licht ist schon nicht mehr an.21
Das Licht ist noch nicht an. = Es ist noch der Fall, dass das Licht noch nicht an ist.
Es ist nicht der Fall, dass das Licht nicht mehr an ist. = Das Licht ist noch an.22 =
Es ist noch nicht der Fall, dass das Licht nicht mehr an ist.
*Es ist noch nicht der Fall, dass das Licht noch nicht an ist.23
*Es ist nicht mehr der Fall, dass das Licht schon an ist.
*Es ist noch der Fall, dass das Licht nicht mehr an ist.

Die Ergebnisse der Anwendung von Phasenpartikeln auf den Perfektoperator sind in den
nächsten Folgerungen festgehalten.
(40FOLG) schonPerf(Q, ta, e, s) ⇔Γ Perf(Q, ta, e, s) für beliebige Q, ta, e und s
(41)
(42)

(a) Inge hat die Zeitung schon abbestellt.
(b) Inge hat die Zeitung abbestellt.
(a) Das Licht ist schon an.
(b) Das Licht ist an.

Folgerung (40FOLG) besagt, dass die Anwendung von schon auf das Perfekt redundant ist und
findet empirische Bestätigung in der Gleichwertigkeit der Beispiele unter (41). Sicherlich
können zwischen (41a) und (41b) „pragmatische“ Unterschiede geltend gemacht werden, z.B.
dass der Sprecher in (41a) im Gegensatz zu (41b) das Ereignis als besonders zeitig wertet24.
Doch aus unserer logisch-semantischen Perspektive sind beide Aussagen gleichwertig, beide
enthalten die Information, dass zur Sprechzeit der Nachzustand ‚Abbestellthaben’ vorliegt als
auch dass dieser Zustand erst (vor verhältnismäßig kurzer Zeit) eingetreten ist und vor der
Sprechzeit nicht immer vorgelegen hat, wohingegen eben diese Information, dass der Zustand
nicht immer vor der Sprechzeit vorgelegen hat, in (42b) fehlt und erst durch die
Phasenpartikel in (42a) hervorgerufen wird. Die in diesem Sinne verstandene
Gleichwertigkeit von (41a) und (41b), d.h. die Redundanz der Phasenpartikel schon in (41a),
ist mithin ein Spezifikum der Wechselwirkung zwischen dieser und der Perfektlesart des
Perfekts.
Schon eignet sich demnach hervorragend, um Aussagen, welche ambig sind zwischen einer
Perfektlesart (Bezeichnung eines gegenwärtigen Nachzustandes) und einer präteritalen Lesart
(Ereignis liegt irgendwann vor der Sprechzeit), auf die Nachzustandslesart hin zu
disambiguieren ohne den Sinn dieser Lesart wesentlich zu verändern. Am klarsten ist diese
Disambiguierung, wenn die Phasenpartikel nicht auf das Ereignis selbst angewendet werden
kann, weil es nicht homogen ist. In diesem Fall ist die präteritale Lesart ausgeschlossen ist,
denn die Phasenpartikel müsste unmittelbar auf das präsentische Ereignis angewendet werden
(vgl. (25b) und (44b)) und das Perfekt würde das Anwendungsergebnis ohne Interaktion mit
der Phasenpartikel vor die Sprechzeit verschieben (vgl. (43), durch temporalen Nebensatz
präteritale Lesart des Perfektes erzwungen, die aber aufgrund der Inhomogenität von
21

Auwera (Auwera 1993: 629) wendet ein, dass nicht mehr und schon nicht mehr nicht bedeutungsgleich sind,
da letzteres im Gegensatz zu nicht mehr eine inchoative Komponente besitzt, welche fordert, dass die Bezugszeit
sich in einem „[…] time chunk immediately following the change of state.“ (Auwera 1993: 626) befindet,
vermag aber keine überzeugende formale Darstellung dieser Bedeutungskomponente zu geben. In diesem Punkte
schließen wir uns ganz Löbners Entgegnung an: „The two expressions are, indeed, logically equivalent, but not
pragmatically.“ (Löbner 1999: 77)
22
¬a nichtmehr (P,ta) ⇔ noch (P,ta)
23
Für Beispiele des Typs (20) kann unter Umständen eine sinnvolle Interpretation gefunden werden, wenn das
Betrachtintervall der Phasenpartikeln verschieden ist.
24
Vgl. Auweras Unterscheidung zwischen schon nicht mehr und nicht mehr und Löbners Entgegnung, siehe die
Fußnote 21.
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gewinnen nicht vereinbar ist mit der Phasenpartikel schon). Aber sogar wenn das Ereignis
selbst mit der Phasenpartikel kombinierbar wäre, ist die Nachzustandslesart eindeutig
präferiert und die präteritale Lesart muss z.B. durch Temporalsätze, welche die Referenzzeit
vor die Sprechzeit verlagern, erzwungen werden: (44a) kann ohne einen starken Kontext oder
anderweitige disambiguierende Elemente nur schwer die Interpretation haben, die es in (44b)
hat.
(43)
(44)

Genau als ich in die Kneipe kam, hat er das Spiel gewonnen.
* Genau als ich in die Kneipe kam, hat er das Spiel schon gewonnen.
(a) Er hat schon Klavier gespielt.
(b) Als ich in die Kneipe kam, hat er schon Klavier gespielt.

(45FOLG)

nichtmehrPerf(Q, ta, e, s) sowie nochPerf(Q, ta, e, s) sind in jeder Γ-Situation
unkorrekt, d.h. deren Präsuppositionen sind nicht Γ-erfüllbar.

Folgerung (45FOLG) besagt, dass das Anwendungsergebnis von noch und nicht mehr auf die
Perfektlesart des Perfekts stets unkorrekt ist, und begründet somit die anhand der Beispiele
(30) und (31) verdeutlichte Tatsache, dass diese beiden Phasenpartikeln nicht in ihrer
Grundbedeutung auf die Perfektlesart des Perfektes angewendet werden können, sondern nur
in der perfektiven Lesart.25 (46FOLG) besagt, dass die Anwendung von noch nicht auf die
Perfektlesart des Perfektes nur deren Assertion negiert und deren Voraussetzung unberührt
lässt.
(46FOLG)

nochnichtPerf(Q, ta, e, s) ⇔ ¬aPerf (Q, ta, e, s)

(47FOLG)

Ist in einer Γ-Situation nochnichtPerf(Q, ta, e, s) erfüllt, so sind auch erfüllt
∃s∃e(Q(e) ∧ NQ(s) ∧ ∀t’(t’ ⊆ τ(s) ↔ τ(e) < t’)) und ¬(τ(e) < ta).

Aus (40FOLG), (45FOLG) und (46FOLG) ist ersichtlich, dass sich die Perfektlesart des Perfektes
als untergeordnete Phasenstruktur hinsichtlich der Anwendung übergeordneter
Phasenstrukturen genau so verhält wie die Phasenpartikel schon (vgl. 35FOLG), was eine
weitere Bestätigung der Analogie dieser beiden Phasenstrukturen ist. Aus (46FOLG) ergibt sich
leicht (47FOLG), dass die durch noch nicht negierte Perfektlesart des Perfektes eines
Ereignisprädikates Q, voraussetzt, dass ein Ereignis e mit der Eigenschaft Q existiert, dass es
aber nicht vor der Referenzzeit ta (im Falle des Präsensperfekts gleich der Sprechzeit) liegt
(¬(τ(e) < ta)), und dass dessen Nachzustand s existiert, dass er aber nach der Referenzzeit ta
liegt.26 Durch diese Voraussetzungen unterscheidet sich das durch noch nicht negierte Perfekt
vom durch einfaches nicht negierten (siehe Henning, 2002). (48a) setzt im Gegensatz zu (49a)
zumindest als Erwartung voraus, dass Frederik in absehbarer Zeit gewinnen wird. Eine
explizite Modellierung der Intuition, dass diese Voraussetzung nur erwartet zu sein und in der
aktuellen Welt nicht einzutreten braucht, könnte etwa im Rahmen einer Mögliche-Welten-

25

Eine nur scheinbare Ausnahme von dieser Regel ist das Beispiel Ich habe das Fenster nicht mehr geöffnet,
welches zum einen wie alle derartigen Beispiele die perfektive Lesart der Phasenpartikel nahe legt (Es war schon
zu spät und ich habe deshalb das Fenster nicht mehr geöffnet), zum anderen aber auch eine Lesart im Sinne von
Ich habe das Fenster nicht mehr offen hat. In dieser letzteren Lesart handelt es sich jedoch nicht um das
grammatikalisierte Perfekt, sondern um eine possessive Resultativkonstruktion. Schließlich braucht in dieser
Lesart im Gegensatz zu den üblichen Perfektformen der „Possessor“ des geöffneten Fensters resp. des
Nachzustandes Das Fenster ist offen nicht identisch zu sein mit dem Agens des Fensteröffnens.
26
Da ta einen Zeitpunkt bezeichnet und τ(e) möglicherweise ein Intervall, bedeutet ¬(τ(e) < ta): ta < τ(e) ∨ ta ⊆
τ(e). Wegen ∀t’(t’⊆ τ(s) ↔ τ(e) < t’)) gilt τ(e) < τ(s) und somit auch ta < τ(s).
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Semantik gegeben werden (vgl. z.B. Dowty, 1979). Diese Schwierigkeiten haben wir oben
kurz besprochen und vernachlässigen sie hier der Einfachheit halber.
(48) (a) Frederik hat noch nicht gewonnen. nochnichtPerf (Gewinnen-Frederik,ta,e,s)
(48) (b)?Frederik gewann noch nicht.
(49) (a) Frederik hat nicht gewonnen. = ¬∃t∃e(t < ta ∧ Fre-gewinnen(e) ∧ t ⊆ τ(e))
(49) (b) Frederik gewann nicht.
¬∃t∃e(t < ta ∧ Fre-gewinnen(e) ∧ t ⊆ τ(e))
[Frederik kommt mit grossen Augenringen zur Arbeit]:
(50) (a) Frederik hat nicht geschlafen. Perf (Nicht-Schlafen-Frederik, ta, e, s)
¬∃t∃e(t < ta ∧ Fre-schlafen(e) ∧ t ⊆ τ(e))
(50) (b)??Frederik schlief nicht.
Ähnlich wie schon scheint die Phasenpartikel noch nicht, welche laut (46FOLG) der
präsuppositionsbewahrenden Defaultnegation des Perfektes entspricht, das Perfekt zu
disambiguieren und dessen präteritale Lesart zu Gunsten der Perfektlesart auszuschließen, da
noch nicht nicht oder nur sehr viel schlechter27 auf das einfache Präteritum Frederik gewann
angewendet werden kann (vgl. (48b)), was sich formal darin äußert, dass in einer einfachen
Repräsentation des Präteritums Frederik gewann ∃t∃e(t < ta ∧ Fre-gewinnen(e) ∧ t ⊆ τ(e))
kein homogenes Ereignis als Angriffspunkt für die Phasenpartikel zur Verfügung steht.
Die einfache Negation des Perfektes ist, wie die annähernde Gleichwertigkeit von (49a) und
(49b) zeigt, in den meisten Fällen die Negation der präteritalen Lesart des Perfekts und kann
durch ¬∃t∃e(t < ta ∧ Fre-gewinnen(e) ∧ t ⊆ τ(e)) dargestellt werden. Dennoch bezeichnen
auch durch einfaches nicht negierte Perfektsätze zuweilen einen Nachzustand und sind dem
negierten Präteritum nicht gleichwertig. So etwa in (50a)28: Wenn Frederik offensichtlich
unausgeschlafen zur Arbeit kommt, kann üblicherweise nur (50a), nicht (50b) geäußert
werden, da man nicht die Existenz eines Frederik-Schlafen-Ereignisses zu einem bestimmten
Zeitpunkt vor der Sprechzeit verneinen möchte und auch nicht Existenz eines Zeitpunktes vor
der Sprechzeit, zu dem Frederik geschlafen hat, sondern sich auf die offensichtlichen und gut
identifizierbaren Folgen seines Nichtschlafens beziehen will. Die Perfektlesart des Perfektes
scheint in dieser Interpretation weiten Skopus über die Negation nicht zu haben, so dass (32a)
den Nachzustand eines Nicht-Schlafens-Ereignisses von Frederik bezeichnet und durch die
Formel Perf(Nicht-Schlafen-Frederik, ta, e, s) beschrieben werden könnte.
(47FOLG) besagt, dass die durch noch nicht negierte Perfektlesart des Perfektes eines
Ereignisprädikates Q, voraussetzt, dass ein Ereignis e mit der Eigenschaft Q existiert, dass es
aber nicht vor der Sprechzeit liegt (¬(τ(e) < ta)) und lässt offen, ob die Sprechzeit in der
Laufzeit des Ereignisses e liegt oder vor ihr. Die Distribution dieser beiden Lesarten lässt sich
empirisch relativ einfach beschreiben: Wenn nochnichtPerf auf ein homogenes
Ereignisprädikat Q angewendet wird, muss die Referenzzeit vor der Ereigniszeit von e liegen
(Frederik darf in (51) nicht zur Sprechzeit essen), falls das Ereignis telisch (gequantelt) ist,
kann die Referenzzeit durchaus in der Ereigniszeit liegen, aber obgleich dieser Fall präferiert
ist, ist es nicht ausgeschlossen, dass sich die Referenzzeit vor der Ereigniszeit befindet
(Frederik kann in (52) schon essen, muss es aber nicht).
(51)
(52)

Frederik hat noch nicht gegessen.
Frederik hat den Apfel noch nicht aufgegessen

Noch nicht in Anwendung auf das Perfekt verlagert also bei durativen homogenen Ereignissen
die Referenzzeit von nach der Ereigniszeit τ(e) vor die Ereigniszeit und bei durativen
27

Lesarten, in denen Frederik gewann noch nicht korrekt ist, scheinen das einfache Präteritum gewann als
Perfekt umzuinterpretieren.
28
Für dieses Beispiel danken wir Herrn Weskott.
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telischen Ereignissen in oder vor die Ereigniszeit. Im zweiten Fall scheinen wir es mit einer
echten durch den Endpunkt der Ereigniszeit τ(e) zweigeteilten Phasenstruktur zu tun zu
haben, während im ersten Fall eine dreigeteilte Phasenstruktur aus Nachzustand, Ereigniszeit
τ(e) und Phase vor der Ereigniszeit vorzuliegen scheint. Die Frage ist, ob zur explizierenden
Modellierung dieser Phänomene zwei unterschiedliche Negationen nötig sind: eine, welche
die Referenzzeit im Falle der telischen Ereignisse gleichsam am Endpunkt der Ereigniszeit
τ(e) spiegelt, und eine, welche im Falle homogener Prädikate die Referenzzeit an der
gesamten Ereigniszeit spiegelt. In dem hier vorgestellten Apparat können die beschriebenen
Phänomene ohne derartige Verkomplizierung wie folgt erklärt werden.
Wäre nämlich die durch noch nicht negierte Perfektlesart des Perfektes eines homogenen
Ereignisprädikates Q wie z.B. (51) wahr und läge deren Referenzzeit ta in der Ereigniszeit τ(e)
des Ereignisses e, auf das Q zutrifft (nicht als der Anfangspunkt von τ(e)), d.h. würde
Frederik in (51) zur Sprechzeit schlafen, so gäbe es zwischen der Anfangszeit des Ereignisses
und der Sprechzeit ein Teilereignis von e, welches wegen der Homogenität des
Ausgangsereignisses dieselben Eigenschaften hätte wie dieses. Bezüglich dieses
Teilereignisses könnte man zur Sprechzeit behaupten: Frederik hat schon geschlafen, obwohl
man zur selben Zeit bezüglich des ganzen Ereignisses Frederik hat noch nicht geschlafen
behauptet.29 Dies ist offensichtlich hinreichend widersprüchlich, um den Fall, dass die
Referenzzeit ta in der Sprechzeit liegt, auszuschließen, was im Rahmen einer adäquaten
Theorie über Ereignisargumente negierter Aussagen näher begründet werden müsste. (53FOLG)
verleiht der eben vorgebrachten Argumentation formalen Ausdruck.
(53FOLG) Ist Q(e*) divisiv, d.h. gilt ∀e*∀e’(Q(e*) ∧ e’⊆e* → Q(e')), und wären nochnicht
Perf(Q, ta, e, s) als auch ta ⊆ τ(e) erfüllt, wobei ta nicht der Anfangspunkt von τ(e) ist,
so ist für ein e’mit e’⊆ e und ein s’ der Ausdruck Perf(Q, ta, e’, s’) erfüllt. In diesem
Fall sind für denselben Zeitpunkt ta sowohl ∃e∃snochnichtPerf(Q, ta, e, s) als auch
∃e∃sPerf(Q, ta, e, s) erfüllt.30
4 Anhang
(Menge Γ von Postulaten, mit denen die im Text angeführten Folgerungen bewiesen werden
können)
P1
∀t1∀t2(t1<t2∨ t1=t2∨ t2< t1) ∧ ∀t1∀t2¬( t1<t2 ∧ t2< t1) ∧ ∀t1∀t2∀t3(t1<t2∧t2<t3→t1<t3)
P2

∀t∃t1∃t2(t1<t ∧ t<t2)

P3

∀e∀t(τ(e)<t ↔ ∀t’(t’⊆τ(e)→t’<t)) ∧ ∀e∀t(t<τ(e) ↔ ∀t’(t’⊆τ(e)→t<t’))

P4

∀e∃t(t⊆τ(e))

P5

∀e(∃t∀t’(t’⊆τ(e)→t’≤t) → ∃t(t⊆τ(e)∧∀t’(t’⊆τ(e)→t’≤t)))

29

Unbeachtet bleibt hier das Phänomen, dass man Frederik hat geschlafen nicht äußern kann, wenn er noch
schläft, obgleich es ein Schlafensereignis von Frederik gibt, welches vor der Sprechzeit endet und dessen
Nachzustand daher zur Sprechzeit vorliegt und obgleich man diesen Satz äußern könnte, wenn Frederiks
Schlafen unmittelbar nach diesem Ereignis abgebrochen wäre. Dieses Phänomen könnte durch die Definition des
Perfektes erklärt werden, wenn in sie die zusätzliche Forderung aufgenommen wird, dass das Ereignis e (lokal)
maximal bezüglich der Eigenschaft Q ist: ∀e’(Q(e’) → ¬e ⊆ e’), wobei die „Lokalität“ dieser Bedingung durch
eine geeignete Beschränkung der Quantifikation über e’ ausgedrückt werden müsste.
30
Quantifikationen zweidimensionaler Ausdrücke werden naheliegenderweise wie folgt definiert:
∀x

 A
 B  =df
 

∀xA
 A
∀xB  und ∃x  B  =df


 

 ∃xA
∃xB  .
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P6

∀e(∃t∀t’(t’⊆τ(e)→t≤t’) → ∃t(t⊆τ(e)∧∀t’(t’⊆τ(e)→t≤t’)))

P7

∀e∀t(t⊆τ(e)→∃e’(e’⊆e∧t = τ(e’)))

P8

∀e(Q(e)→∃s (NQ(s)∧∀t’(t’⊆τ(s)↔ τ(e)<t’)) für beliebige Ausdrücke Q

(siehe Krifka 1989:168)
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